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Abstract 

The intention of this thesis, “Ceramics in Britain (1840–90): Meanings and Metaphors” 

is to present new approaches for interpreting ceramics in nineteenth-century Britain by 

situating, problematizing, and contextualizing pottery and porcelain in the popular 

debates of the day within the methodologies of material culture, design, cultural and art 

histories. I ask how did ceramics—portable, functional, and often decorative objects—

contribute to shaping modes of experiences? Crockery, tableware and blue-white-

porcelain, admittedly largely mediated in texts and paintings, are at the centre of this 

research to examine how they imposed symbolism and influenced the engagement of 

their subjects beyond their intended meanings and functions. This thesis tracks a 

common rhetoric shared by writers and artists across genres and understood by readers 

and viewers: crockery in the cupboard, on the mantel, the table or the floor were popular 

motifs exemplifying class, gender, character, etiquette, and taste. This thesis also seeks to 

map ceramics’ relations with other objects and people depicted. Their meanings and 

metaphors changed, depending on their exchange with other objects in the room and who 

uses them. The conventions of representing ceramics dictated a particular grammar that 

writers and artists used, critiqued, discarded or personalized. The examination of 

ceramics mediated in text and image especially in comparison with extant objects invites 

a deeper probing of both material culture and artistic practice, which helps to situate the 

agency of the ceramic objects themselves. 
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Also this thesis, in attempt to explore new methodological approaches for ceramic 

studies, examines the social life of the mid-Victorian relief-moulded “Minster” Jug in the 

Gardiner Museum in Toronto. The product originating in Staffordshire in 1843 and 

exported to the colonies holds significance due to its multiple life histories. Viewing the 

“Minster” through the lenses of curator, collector, consumer, and critic its layered lives 

unfold to reveal the protocols of museum praxis as well as important aspects of mid-

nineteenth-century British society related to design reform, gender, imperialism and 

consumption patterns. This thesis contends that the British experienced ceramics in 

sometimes unexpected ways, unrelated to their original purpose, such as tools of violence 

or containers of solace, and transformative fantasy. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: Literature Review 

 

 

The objective of this thesis, “Ceramics in Britain (1840–90): Meanings and 

Metaphors,” is to broaden the discussion about the intentions and significance of 

ceramics in Britain by situating them in the national, imperial, design reform, and 

domestic narratives of early-, mid- and late Victorian period. As numerous scholars have 

pointed out, questions often prove to be more effective than the application of restrictive 

and formulaic theories.1 The overarching question that I ask is this: if Victorian identities 

and cultures were expressed, represented, and reinforced through the ownership of 

things, how did ceramics—portable, functional, and often decorative objects—assist and 

contribute to shaping these modes of experiences? I contend that ceramics embodied 

much of the binaries and biases of the time: “harbingers of modernity and global progress 

of humankind’s tools of empire,” 2 or domesticity and refuge free of contamination of the 

                                                        
1 Scholars who make this observation about prioritizing questions over theory include: 
Cary Carson “Material Culture History: The Scholarship Nobody Knows,” in American 
Material Culture: The Shape of the Field, ed., Ann Smart Martin and J. Ritchie Garrison 
(Winterthur, DE: Henry Francis Dupont Winterthur Museum, 1997), 412; Judy Attfield, 
Wild Things: The Material Culture of Everyday Life, (New York: Berg, 2000), 42; Daniel 
Miller, “Why Some Things Matter,” in Material Cultures: Why Some Things Matter, ed., 
Daniel Miller (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 10. 
2 Paul Young, “Mission Impossible: Globalization and the Great Exhibition,” in Jeffrey 
Auerbach and Peter Hoffenberg, eds., Britain, the Empire, and the World at the Great 
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outside world; objects of desire evidencing conspicuous consumption, upward mobility, 

and taste, or lack thereof; poverty or well-being; piety or godlessness; weak or strong 

character; nationalism or exoticism. What is more, ceramics stimulated their imagination 

and transformative fantasies. 

This thesis, therefore, seeks primarily to explore ceramics beyond the network of 

production, distribution, and circulation to focus on their role as transmitters of meanings 

and metaphors to position their agency within nineteenth-century Britain. I present three 

case studies: chapter 2 examines ceramics—common British tableware, crockery, and 

Chinese blue-and-white porcelain in literature, popular poetry, as well as trade reviews in 

décor journals, magazines, and newspapers; the second case study in chapter 3 

interrogates these same kinds of ceramics but mediated through pictures. For the final 

case study in chapter 4 I focus on a single object, a decorative moulded-relief jug 

produced in Staffordshire by Charles Meigh & Son between 1846 and 1860, and now 

housed at the Gardiner Museum in Toronto. 

As I will discuss in the literature review, my objective is to frame my discussion 

of the meanings and metaphors of ceramics in the current overlapping theoretical 

zeitgeist that prioritizes the agency of objects. Biographers use objects to tell the story of 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Exhibition of 1851 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 4.  Thad Logan, The Victorian Parlour: A 
Cultural Study (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Deborah Cohen, 
Household Gods: The British and Their Possessions (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2008); Elaine Freedgood, The Ideas in Things: Fugitive Meaning in the 
Victorian Novel (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2006); Robin Jones, Interiors of 
Empire: Objects, Space and Identity within the Indian Subcontinent, c. 1800-1947 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007).  
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their subjects; literary scholars undertake object analysis the same way they do with 

protagonists in novels; while design historians study objects or interiors as characters in 

literature and in film.3 As such, I have situated objects—admittedly largely mediated in 

texts and images at the centre of this research—to investigate how they imposed 

symbolism and influenced the engagement on their subjects beyond their intended 

meanings and functions. This strategy raises the important question: do ceramic objects 

bestow meaning in text and literature? or is it the author, painter, reader, and viewer who 

imbue them with agency, or for that matter the historian or curator? 

 

Establishing the Canon 

The first part of my literature review delves into the history of ceramic studies to better 

understand the development of its aesthetic canon and how it prioritized rare eighteenth-

century porcelain over commercial nineteenth-century ceramics.4 I then discuss recent 

innovative scholarship of ceramics that has emerged both inside and outside the field, 

arguing that the disciplines of design history, women’s studies, material culture, and 

literary studies are reshaping the scholarship of ceramics to pose critical investigations 

and thereby better integrate the genre into multiple and wider narratives related to 

                                                        
3 See for example Edmund de Waal, The Hare with the Amber Eyes: A Hidden 
Inheritance (London: Chatto & Windus, 2010); Paula Byrne, The Real Jane Austen: A 
Life in Small Things (New York: Harper Collins, 2013); Suzanne Daly, “Kashmir Shawls 
in Mid-Victorian Novels,” Victorian Literature and Culture 30, no. 1 (2002): 237–55; 
Neil MacGregor, A History of the World in 100 Objects (London: Allen Lane, 2010). 
4 Robert Nelson, “The Map of Art History,” Art Bulletin 70, no. 1 (1997): 28–40. 
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gender, consumption, and cross-cultural exchange. Throughout the review I identify 

current scholarship that is particularly relevant to my own research. 

Ceramic historian and curator Howard Coutts defines ceramics as objects made of 

“baked clay” and observes that they are one of the most “enduring artefacts.” Even when 

broken, its shards provide invaluable information that does “not exist in isolation, but 

form[s] part of a broader pattern of the productivity and economic activity of past 

cultures.”5 Ceramic is essentially clay fired in the kiln, which transforms it into a heat-

resistant and non-porous material; the make-up of the clay body and the temperature of 

the kiln affect its strength and absorbency. Ceramics embrace low-fired earthenware and 

high-fired stoneware, and porcelain; each may be purposed for decorative and functional 

uses and sometimes both. 

While the craft and production of ceramics are thousands of years old, ceramic 

historiography (the study of ceramics and its methodology) has a relatively recent 

existence. Ceramic history is a subset of decorative arts history, which itself is a subset of 

art history; it is a genre or material-based discipline that has been largely documented by 

specialists or antiquarians. Design and craft historian Paul Greenhalgh argues, “ceramic 

has no historiography because it has too many histories.”6 

                                                        
5 Howard Coutts, The Art of Ceramics: European Ceramic Design, 1500–1830 (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001), 1. 
6 Paul Greenhalgh, “Social Complexity and the Historiography of Ceramic,” Fourth 
Annual Dorothy Wilson Perkins Lecture, The Schein-Joseph International Museum of 
Ceramic Art at Alfred University, October, 14, 2001, accessed March 8, 2012, 
http://ceramicsmuseum.alfred.edu/perkins_lect_series/greenhalgh. 
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One of the problems of ceramic historiography is that it originates in the 

privileged museum and collecting spheres, where the skills of connoisseurship, such as 

touch, feel, and the so-called infallible eye are emphasized, and where taste and market 

forces have a strong influence. Typically, expertise centres on the material itself: 

porcelain (be it hard-paste, soft-paste, or bone china), stoneware, or earthenware. Among 

these different ceramic bodies exist hierarchies, and they are deeply ingrained in both the 

consumption and the scholarship of ceramics. At the major event that was the Great 

Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all Nations (1851), organizers designated hard-

paste porcelain category A, while delegating other ceramic bodies like stoneware lower 

down the alphabet to category D.7 In my thesis, I employ the word “ceramics” to 

encompass porcelain, pottery, and china as an effective and neutral term for analysis. I 

also argue that the word “pottery” in the Victorian era often reflected a more complex 

meaning, implying imperialistic pride in making and a signifier of a successful global 

export. 

In the canon of British ceramics, notwithstanding some exceptions, eighteenth-

century English porcelain ranks higher than eighteenth-century earthenware and 

stoneware. Moreover, many texts ignore Victorian ceramics between 1840 and 1860, 

when the commercial industrial and market forces were at their height, and before the 

reforming changes of the Arts and Crafts Movement influenced production. Without 

doubt, the difficulty and expense of making porcelain accounts for its privileging in 

                                                        
7 Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of 
Industry of All Nations, vol. 2 (Royal Commission, 1851): 120. 
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scholarship and in the marketplace. As has been well documented, the formula to make 

milky white, translucent hard-paste porcelain was the arcanum of Europe during the first 

half the eighteenth century, and only the elite could afford it.8 The Meissen factory in 

Germany was the first European manufacturer to discover the secret and secure the 

critical ingredient of kaolin in 1709–1710, some seven centuries behind China. Meissen’s 

royal patron, Augustus the Strong (1670–1733), thanked his inventors for finding the 

formula by imprisoning them to keep it a secret from the rest of Europe (to no avail). 

Unlike Continental porcelain, English porcelain was founded by entrepreneurs 

with little royal patronage, and little of it is signed with makers’ marks, making 

attribution challenging. Consequently early dealers and curators developed an “infallible” 

eye or simply had a “natural flair” for assessing colour, texture, glaze, foot rims, handle 

forms, and ceramic bodies to compile their reference books.9 A preferred technique, 

founded in the 1940s by W. B. Honey, Keeper of the Victoria and Albert’s Department 

of Ceramics, was to employ documented pieces with known provenance as a starting 

                                                        
8 Much has been written on the search for the porcelain arcanum. See Glenn Adamson, 
“Rethinking the Arcanum: Porcelain, Secrecy, and the Eighteenth-Century Culture of 
Invention,” in The Cultural Aesthetics of Eighteenth-Century Porcelain, ed. Alden 
Cavanagh and Michael Elia Yonan (Farnham, Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2010): 19–38; 
Maureen Cassidy-Geiger, ed., Fragile Diplomacy: Meissen Porcelain for European 
Courts, ca. 1710–63 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2007); Alden Cavanaugh 
and Michael Yonan, eds., “Introduction,” in The Cultural Aesthetics of Eighteenth-
Century Porcelain; Sarah Richards, Eighteenth-Century Ceramics: Products for a 
Civilized Society (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999); Hilary Young, 
English Porcelain, 1745–95: Its Makers, Design, Marketing and Consumption (London: 
V&A Publications, 1999). 
9 Simon Spero, “What We Do Not Know about 18th-Century English Porcelain,” ECC 
Transactions 19, no. 2 (2006): 331. 
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point and conduct thorough comparative analyses with unknown works.10 These practices 

established much of the current framework for the dating and attribution of English 

ceramics still used by specialty journals: their focus is narrow and deep rather than 

interdisciplinary or cross-cultural.11 While some articles look at social history, such as 

Jonathan Gray’s “Ceramics and Slavery: An Overview,” these types of investigations are 

rare, and most articles are filled with partisan loyalties reinforcing traditional 

hierarchies.12 

Attribution is still at issue with recent archaeological excavations contributing to 

new identifications of English porcelain, including Vauxhall, Limehouse, and 

Isleworth.13 Chemical testing developed in the 1920s, ultraviolet light in the 1950s, and 

more recently X-ray technology have similarly aided ceramic identification; therefore, it 

is often still the focus with articles entitled, “Attribution Enhanced—A Bovey Tracey 

Porcelain Sauceboat”;14 or “The Grubbe Pieces: A Review of the Reasons for the James 

Giles Attributions.”15 In addition to indexing, another preoccupation for curators, 

collectors, and antiquarians has been documenting silver forms as sources for ceramic 

                                                        
10 Young, Eighteenth-Century English Porcelain, 3.  
11  Such collecting societies include: English Ceramic Circle (founded in 1927); the 
Oriental Ceramic Society (founded in 1921); the American Ceramic Circle (founded in 
1970); and the Northern Ceramic Society (founded in 1972). 
12 Jonathan Gray, “Ceramics and Slavery: An Overview,” ECC Transactions, 20 no. 20 
(2008).  
13 Young, Eighteenth-Century English Porcelain, 7.  
14 “Attribution Enhanced—A Bovey Tracey Porcelain Sauceboat,” ECC Transactions 2, 
no. 21 (2010): 125.  
15 Sir Stephen Mitchell, “The Grubbe Pieces: a Review of the Reasons for the James 
Giles Attributions.” ECC Transactions 1, no. 22 (2011): 15–33.   
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shapes, for well over a century.16 Apart from making the visual connections, there is little 

discussion related to social history. The same may be said for the tracing of printed 

sources of the decorative imagery on ceramics, another popular area of research for 

specialists. Lars Tharp, a pre-eminent dealer and expert on ceramics, documented that 

approximately a dozen of William Hogarth’s images, including entire scenes or 

individual characters, became a rich source for the British and European ceramic 

industries.17 Tharp enjoys tracking these fascinating visual sources but offers little 

analysis of their social and political meaning. 

Hilary Young, senior curator of the Victoria and Albert Museum, writes that the 

prioritizing of porcelain shaped consumption patterns from its inception and continued 

over the centuries. He cites Mrs. Papendiek, Assistant Keeper of the Wardrobe to Queen 

Charlotte, who wrote in her 1761 journal: “Our tea and coffee set were of Common India 

china [Chinese], our dinner service of earthenware, to which for our rank there was 

nothing superior, Chelsea porcelain and fine India china being only for the wealthy. 

Pewter and Delftware could also be had, but were inferior.”18 

A historiography of British ceramics emerged in the nineteenth century with 

Simeon Shaw’s detailed survey History of the Staffordshire Potteries (1829). Shaw 

                                                        
16 Alfred Jones, “Old Chinese Porcelain Made from English Silver Models,” Burlington 
Magazine vol. 20 (1911/1912): 26–31; “The Influence of the Silversmith on 18th-century 
English Porcelain Sauceboat Shapes,” ECC Transactions 1, no. 20 (2008): 101–18. 
17 Lars Tharp, Hogarth’s China: Hogarth’s Paintings and Eighteenth-Century Ceramics 
(London: Merrell Holberton, 1997), 14. 
18 Hilary Young, “Manufacturing Outside the Capital: The British Porcelain Factories: 
Their Sales Networks and Their Artists, 1745–1795,” Journal of Design History 12, no. 3 
(1999): 258. 
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toured the burgeoning industrial region to research individual pottery manufacturers in 

Northern England with the objective to gather facts related to size of operations and 

record biographies of the founders, which drew upon information he recorded from 

residents of the region and documentation of individual pottery manufacturers.19 Shaw’s 

survey provides biographical information of the founders as well as technical and 

statistical information about the size and materials of the potteries and, although not 

always accurate, is still used as a reference.20 Collectors’ books also played a role 

promoting the importance of rare porcelain, such as Joseph Marryat’s Collections 

Towards a History of Pottery and Porcelain (1850).21 Marryat, who was also a Member 

of Parliament, recorded the list of names of the collectors and their collecting choices, 

mostly porcelain—high-end Sèvres and Chelsea—and in subsequent published editions 

less expensive Worcester and Lowestoft, affirming the prevailing taste for porcelain.22 

The eminent dealer William Chaffers advanced the popularity of collecting with 

Handbook of Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain (1863), tapping into the 

chinamania craze that grabbed hold in Britain and America with the opening of Japan to 

the West in 1853; he too emphasized “old china” European porcelain over English.23 

                                                        
19 Simeon Shaw, History of the Staffordshire Potteries (1829; repr., London: Scott, 
Greenwood & Co. 1900). 
20 Notably G. W. Rhead and F. R. Rhead drew heavily on Shaw in Staffordshire Pots and 
Potters (London: Hutchinson and Co., 1906).  
21 Joseph Marryat’s Collections Towards a History of Pottery and Porcelain (London: 
John Murray, 1850); Ann Eatwell, “Private Pleasures, Public Beneficence: Lady 
Charlotte Schreiber and Ceramic Collecting,” in Women in the Victorian Art World, ed. 
Clarissa Campbell Orr  (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1995), 129. 
22 Eatwell, “Private Pleasures,” 129.  
23 William Chaffers, Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain of the 
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The second volume of Llewellynn Jewitt’s The Ceramic Art of Great Britain: 

From Pre-historic Times Down to the Present Day (1878) focused on contemporary 

British potteries both in and outside of Staffordshire. His research first appeared in the 

pages of the Art Journal about ten years earlier. Visiting the factories and meeting the 

owners, he gathered much of the information first-hand, and for those he was unable to 

visit, he wrote inquiries to the factories or sent a proxy.24 Like Shaw’s 1829 history, 

Jewitt’s book became a standard source for collectors and scholars. 

Turning away from the specialty ceramic books of the nineteenth century, it is 

hardly surprising to learn that John Ruskin, as leading critic of industrialization, similarly 

disliked British commercial ceramics. In 1859 he pronounced that Staffordshire potters 

had the potential to educate public taste or make “mere drugs of the market”:  

 

I do not know that any more wide or effective influence in 
public taste was ever exercised than that of the Staffordshire 
manufacture of pottery under William Wedgwood; and it only 
rests with the manufacturer in every other business to 
determine whether he will, in like manner, make his wares 
educational instruments, or mere drugs of the market.25  

 

Remarkably, when Ruskin wrote his art reviews he sometimes hurled insults 

using contemporary ceramics as his darts. Claude Lorrain’s landscapes were “ranked 
                                                                                                                                                                     

Renaissance and Modern Periods (1863; repr., London: Bickers & Son, 1874); The 
Graphic (July 9, 1870): 38–39. 
24 Geoffrey Godden, Jewitt’s Ceramic Art of Great Britain 1800–1900 (London: Barrie 
& Jenkins, 1972), xi. 
25 John Ruskin, The Two Paths Being Lectures on Art and its Application to Decoration 
and Manufacturer, ed. Christine Roth (1859; repr., West Lafayette: Parlour Press, 2004), 
66. 
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with fine pieces of china manufacture”; prices depend “on the rarity rather than the merit, 

yet always on a merit of a certain low kind.”26 Of his own design for stained glass, 

Ruskin complained, “[T]he dragon looks as if he had just come off the handle of some 

dragon china.”27 Ruskin recognized that “the pot, cup, and platter represent the first 

civilized furniture; the means of heating liquid, and serving drink and meat with decency 

and economy.”28 Specifically it was the decoration that he despised. He even brought his 

breakfast plate to his lecture to make this point. Its round shape is “the greatest holding 

surface gathered into the smallest space,” he proclaimed. And its rim is also useful, a 

“simplest form of a continuous handle.” However, “Do not suppose, as many people will 

tell you, that because this is a common manufactured object, your roses on it are the 

better for being ill-painted or half-painted.” He continued, “[T]here was no hand such as 

William Hunt’s to paint them” and make their graphic power distinguished. Moreover, 

since the flowers serve no purpose, the ornament did not “obey some mental principle of 

order, or physical principle of harmony.”29 

In this same manner, Richard and Samuel Redgrave in their monograph on 

British painters (1866) used china painting as a negative slight, dismissing the work of 

                                                        
26  John Ruskin, Modern Painters vol. 5 (New York: John Wiley and Son, 1869), 261. 
27 Ruskin, “Letter to Edmund Oldfield Geneva, June 3, 1844,” in The Works of John 
Ruskin vol.12, eds. Edward Tyas Cook and Alexander Wedderburn (London: George 
Allen, 1903), accessed July 10, 2015, ww.ebooksread.com/authors-eng/john-ruskin/the-
works-of-john-ruskin-volume-12-ala/page-48-the-works-of-john-ruskin-volume-12-
ala.shtml  
28 Ruskin, “The Sixth Morning, The Shepherd’s Tower,” in Mornings in Florence in The 
Complete Works of John Ruskin, vol. 14 (Philadelphia:  Reuwee, Watley and Walsh, 
1891), 106. 
29 Ruskin, “Of the Division of the Arts the Division of the Arts,” in Arata Pentelici, vol. 
20 (1870; repr., New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1885), 10–11. 
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Henry James Richter as “sleek,” “mannered,” and ultimately “china painted.”30 They put 

down the artist John Martin because he worked in painting enamels on glass and china 

when he was young, “and there was somewhat of a sense of the china-painter to the 

last.”31 Concerning the art of Thomas Lawrence, his “flesh colour is not flesh, having the 

appearance of being painted on hard ground, such as china.”32 Ruskin’s and the Redgrave 

brothers’ dismissal of commercial ceramics and china painting (applied arts) reflected, of 

course, the existing hierarchies of the arts. 

Returning to the historiography, eighteenth-century porcelain continued to reflect 

the collectors’ choice and, therefore, dictated the content of the literature. However, 

Josiah Wedgwood—especially his high-end black basalt and jasper ware (stoneware) of 

neoclassical designs—ranked high in the collector’s canon. In 1865 Eliza Meteyard 

solidified Wedgwood’s place in history with her lionizing two-volume The Life of Josiah 

Wedgwood.33 The privileging of eighteenth-century ceramics was also true of the 

American market as revealed in the publications The China Hunters Club (1878) and 

China Collecting in America (1892), but they also included Chinese export porcelain, 

and Wedgwood and Liverpool wares of historical views and heroes.34 

                                                        
30  Richard and Samuel, A Century of British Painters (1866; repr., Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1981), 444. 
31 Ibid., 360–63. 
32 Ibid., 200. 
33 Eliza Meteyard, The Life of Josiah Wedgwood: From the Private Correspondence and 
Family Papers (London: Hurst and Blanket 1865). 
34 Annie Trumbull Slosson, The China Hunters Club (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1878); Earle Alice Morse, China Collecting in America (New York: Scribner’s, 1892); 
George Miller, “Marketing Ceramics in North America: An Introduction,” Winterthur 
Portfolio 19, no. 1 (1984): 1–5. 
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As established by these early guides, British and American antiquarians, museum 

curators, dealers, and collectors continued to build a body of scholarship with the 

objective to index and catalogue ceramics to identify different styles, authorship, and 

sources, all in an effort to construct an aesthetic canon of ceramics. Late nineteenth-

century collectors and experts developed a growing interest in seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century pre-industrial British salt-glazed stoneware and slip-glazed 

earthenware, signalling a nostalgic and nationalistic taste for pre-industrial ware. Louis 

Solon, art director at Minton, formerly from Sèvres, wrote The Art of the Old English 

Potter (1874), highlighting seventeenth-century slipware but, like the title suggests, 

ignored present-day pottery, because he deemed it too industrial.35 Notably, R. L. 

Hobson’s 1903 catalogue for the British Museum on English Pottery, Arthur Hunt’s 1914 

exhibition of early earthenware, and Bernard Rackham and Herbert Read’s 1921 

publication on English Pottery elected to stop before 1800.36 W. B. Honey in English 

Porcelain (1928) stated, “With few exceptions, nineteenth-century wares have been very 

briefly treated. . . . Little can be said in praise of other Staffordshire productions.”37 

                                                        
35 Louis Marc Emmanuel Solon, The Art of the Old English Potter (London: Bemrose & 
Sons, 1883). 
36  R. L. Hobson, Catalogue of the Collection of English Pottery in the Department of 
British and Medieval Antiquities and Ethnography of the British Museum (London: 
British Museum, 1903); Arthur Hunt, “Exhibition of Early Earthenware” (London, 
Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1914); Bernard Rackham and Herbert Read, English Pottery: 
Its Development from Early Times to the End of the Eighteenth Century (London: Ernest 
Benn Ltd, 1921). 
37 Honey, English Porcelain: A Handbook for Collectors (1928: Reprint, London: Faber 
and Faber, 1977), 213. 
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By the early twentieth century, it was still much the same: Victorian commercial 

ceramics were ignored in the collecting and connoisseur circles. J. F. Blacker wrote in 

1912, there are very few books that deal with “the special ware of the Victorian period” 

and beseeched collectors to “not despise the potter’s art of the nineteenth century.”38 

Blacker reprinted a large segment on Victorian ceramics from the Illustrated Catalogue 

of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations. Another early exception, 

G. W. Rhead and F. R. Rhead’s Staffordshire Pots and Potters (1906) devoted a chapter 

to Victorian ceramics. 

However, the major breakthrough for the scholarship of Victorian ceramics 

occurred with Hugh Wakefield’s Victorian Pottery (1962), targeted to collectors and part 

of a larger series of volumes on Victorian decorative arts that he edited as Keeper of the 

Circulation Department at the Victoria and Albert Museum.39 For some of his research he 

drew upon the archives of the Patent Design Registry Office, a new untapped resource 

for the field that was also useful for attribution.40 Indicating the long and prevailing hold 

of speciality collecting, Geoffrey Godden wrote a separate volume on Victorian porcelain 

for the series. Still, favouritism remained evident in the larger survey texts, such as 

World Ceramics (1971), which served as the Janson of the field, codifying a universal 

history of ceramics to show its key moments. Robert Charleston, Keeper of the Victoria 

                                                        
38 J. F. Blacker, Nineteenth-Century English Ceramic Art (Toronto: The Copp, Clark Co. 
Limited, 1912), 11, 19. 
39 Hugh Wakefield, Victorian Pottery (London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962) 6, 37–39. 
Wakefield also served as general editor of Victorian Porcelain, Victorian Costume, 
Victorian Embroidery, Victorian Silver and Plate, Victorian Glassware, and Victorian 
Jewellery. 
40 Wakefield, Victorian Pottery, 16. 
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and Albert Museum, organized the subject in nine parts: the eighteenth century received 

the most coverage, forty-five pages devoted to porcelain, while the nineteenth century 

gets short shrift with a mere eighteen pages.41 

Old habits die-hard even in the early twenty-first century. Howard Coutts’s 2001 

European Ceramic Design 1500–1830, an important survey that focuses on the “visual 

impact” of ceramics and their place, also ends in 1830.42 Robin Hildyard’s English 

Pottery 1620–1841 (2005) casts a wider net than the narrow and deep monograph 

approach established by his predecessors.43 However, Hildyard terminated his survey in 

1841, before the industry becomes commercialized and in his words, “created a demand 

for cheap crudely moulded pottery hidden beneath pervasive and inappropriate 

decoration.”44 

 

New Interpretive Approaches for Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century Ceramics 

Despite these inherent hierarchies and protocols, ceramic scholars and collectors 

acknowledge that the scope of ceramics should be widened. Remarkably, in 1999 curator 

Hilary Young stated, “[I]t is time to open the subject beyond connoisseurship to new 

readers, such as students of design and applied arts, and historians of material culture.”45 

Worcester expert and dealer Simon Spero gave a talk significantly called, “What We Do 
                                                        
41 Robert Charleston, ed., World Ceramics (LondonPaul Hamlyn, 1971). 
42 Coutts, The Art of Ceramics, 1. 
43 R. J. C. Hildyard, English Pottery, 1620–1840 (London: V&A Publications, 2005), 
2004. See in particular, “From Warehouse to Antique Shop: The Fashion for Collecting,” 
204–21; sadly there are no footnotes in this chapter. 
44 Hildyard, English Pottery, 8. 
45 Young, Eighteenth-Century English Porcelain, 1, 4. 
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Not Know about 18th-Century English Porcelain,” on the occasion of the 500th meeting 

of the English Ceramic Circle at the Victoria and Albert Museum in 2005. He noted that 

“many topics require reassessment” and insisted that there are under-researched topics 

that “require widening our ceramic parameters and broadening the perspective from 

which we view the study of early English porcelain, placing it within its social, cultural, 

economic, commercial even political context.”46 

Calls by Spero and Young for a wider approach in the writing of ceramic history 

constitute a significant turn within the narrow confines of the museum and the collector’s 

world. Moreover, Young’s 1999 publication English Porcelain 1745–95 breaks away 

from the monographic, factory by factory in chronological order format. Instead, Young 

discusses porcelain, touching upon larger issues centred on marketing, 

entrepreneurialism, material technology, and distribution between the metropole and the 

provinces. A précis of his book was published in the Journal of Design History, an 

important journal founded in 1977 that promotes innovative scholarship beyond 

connoisseurship to focus on the networks of production, distribution, and consumption of 

objects (both mass-produced and rare hand-crafted objects). 

Sarah Richards’s Eighteenth-Century Ceramics, also published in 1999, offers a 

more radical methodological approach by addressing all ceramic categories: tin-glaze 

earthenware known as faience or delftware, soft- and hard-paste porcelain, salt-glaze 

stoneware, and creamware. Furthermore, she expands her investigation to include Europe 

                                                        
46 Simon Spero, “What We Do Not Know about 18th-Century English Porcelain,” ECC 
Transactions 19, no. 2 (2006): 315–42. 
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as well as Britain. Trained as a design historian, Richards examines ceramics’ social uses 

to map “systematized techniques of ceramic production with emergent Enlightenment 

notions.”47 Her main argument is that ceramics was part of wider material culture that 

both reflected and reinforced emerging eighteenth-century concepts of a modern society. 

According to Richards, for too long scholars have ignored or refused to accept that a 

middle-class existed in eighteenth-century Britain, but she sees them as a “group of men 

and women engaged in commercial activities, supplying a new range of goods and 

services which formed a material culture of greater comfort and complexity.”48 She 

argues that regardless of whether it was fine porcelain or utilitarian Staffordshire ware, it 

brought a measure of civility and comfort, and introduced new images to all levels of 

society in both urban centres and rural communities.49 

Both Richards’s and Young’s studies offer a bold new widening of the field of 

porcelain scholarship that was once so specialized. Chinese export and Continental 

porcelain are similarly being reinterpreted to demonstrate how they fundamentally 

transformed Europe in terms of understanding its own identity/place in the world and 

how East and West mutually influence each other, or how porcelain had been used as 

instruments of diplomacy.50 Coming from outside the field, historian Robert Finlay 

examines how blue-and-white porcelain became a global brand in the ecumene, 

transforming local customs and cultures in his essay, “The Pilgrim Art: The Culture of 

                                                        
47 Sarah Richards, Eighteenth-Century Ceramics, 6. 
48 Ibid., 2. 
49 Ibid., 3. 
50 Cassidy-Geiger, ed., Fragile Diplomacy, 2007. 
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Porcelain in World History” (1998), which he expanded into a book.51 Finlay applies 

Arjun Appadurai’s concept of exchange, and his contribution to ceramic scholarship 

encourages scholars to think about the ways in which blue-and-white porcelain created 

common networks and patterns in the early modern world, constructing a “global 

culture.”52 

Reflecting this new direction to analyse porcelain, less as exceptional objects and 

more as a part of the world of material goods, is Caroline Frank’s Objectifying China, 

Imagining America: Chinese Commodities in Early America (2011). She examines 

porcelain within the confines of how it was consumed in seventeenth- and early 

eighteenth-century America, demonstrating that while the mystique of its making and 

Chinese culture held little interest in early America, porcelain and other global Asian 

products served as signifiers that America was part of a global rather than a colonial 

economy, and thus they became a trope used for constructing an identity independent of 

Britain. 

In contrast to most decorative arts and ceramic historians, literary historian 

Christine Jones, in her book titled Shapely Bodies: The Image of Porcelain in Eighteenth-

Century France (2013), approaches documented text before looking at the objects 
                                                        
51 Robert Finlay, “The Pilgrim Art: The Culture of Porcelain in World History,” Journal 
of World History 9, no. 2 (1998): 141–187; Robert Finlay, The Pilgrim Art: Cultures of 
Porcelain in World History (Berkeley: California University Press: 2010). 
52 There has been a backlash to Finlay’s simplification of cross-cultural exchange by 
some authors, such as Anne Gerritsen and Ellen Huang. See Anne Gerritsen and Stephen 
McDowall, “Global China: Material Culture and Connections in World History,” Journal 
of World History 23, no. 1 (2012): 3–8; Ellen Huang, “From the Imperial Court to the 
International Art Market: Jingdezhen Porcelain Production as a Global Vision Culture,” 
Journal of History 23, no. 1 (2012): 115–45. 
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themselves to argue that French porcelain, be it artificial (soft-paste) or true porcelain 

(hard-paste), occupied the minds of all types of writers in France between 1660 and 

1760. Jones maintains that the development of artificial porcelain contributed to French 

nationalism and the mythic savoir faire so that the French elite commodity could be 

integrated with Asian and German porcelain.53 Her publication represents an important 

new area for porcelain studies, illustrating how porcelain is part of a broader discourse 

that contributes to a nation’s national identity. I emulate Jones’s method of analyzing text 

before object in chapter 2, where I examine texts of the period to help better understand 

the meanings and metaphors of ceramics, especially in relation to nationhood. 

The recent renewal of interest in aesthetics by scholars has been beneficial for the 

genre of ceramics. As editors Alden Cavanaugh and Michael Yonan, in their important 

volume The Cultural Aesthetics of Eighteenth-Century Porcelain (2010), apply the 

Jamesian criteria of pursuing the “conceptual and metaphorical implication of porcelain” 

over its technical invention because the former “may have been more important to 

eighteenth century consumers.”54 I draw upon their approach to explore the 

“psychological and social possibilities of porcelain” in my own research.55 Mimi 

Hellman contributed one of the most original essays in the volume that serves as a model 

for scholars; she illustrates that objects as peripheral and secondary as porcelain flowers 

                                                        
53 Christine Jones, Shapely Bodies: The Image of Porcelain in Eighteenth-Century 
France, Studies in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Culture (Lanham, MD: 
University of Delaware Press, 2013), 25. 
54 Cavanaugh and Yonan, The Cultural Aesthetics of Eighteenth-Century Porcelain 6. 
55 Ibid. 
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can be interpreted as manifestations of artifice, reinforcing the aesthetic and social values 

of the period.56 

In comparison to porcelain, the study of British pottery (earthenware, creamware, 

pearlware, and stoneware) benefited earlier from interdisciplinary academic approaches 

focusing on production, distribution, and consumption. Economist Neil McKendrick’s 

groundbreaking research on Josiah Wedgwood, completed in the 1960s and republished 

in 1982 as a chapter in the influential book titled The Birth of a Consumer Society: The 

Commercialization of Eighteenth-Century England, examined Wedgwood as a 

businessman and marketer, dismissing earlier hagiographic texts, which claim that 

Wedgwood was only concerned with invention and innovation.57 In The Pottery Trade 

and North Staffordshire 1660–1760 published in 1974, author Lorna Weatherill 

foregrounds the method of studying unexploited probate inventories, account books, and 

archaeological ceramic shards as primary source material to map the growth of the 

industry, labour conditions, and wages and markets.58 Neil Ewins’s “Supplying the 

Present Wants of Our Yankee Cousins . . .”: Staffordshire Ceramics and the American 

Market 1775–1880, focuses, as the title suggests, on marketing and distribution and how 

                                                        
56 Mimi Hellman, “The Nature of Artifice: French Porcelain Flowers and the Rhetoric of 
the Garnish,” in The Cultural Aesthetics of Eighteenth-Century Porcelain, 53. 
57 Neil McKendrick, “Josiah Wedgwood and the Commercialization of the Potteries,” in 
The Birth of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of Eighteenth-Century 
England, ed. Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and J. H. Plumb (London: Europa 
Publications, 1982), 100–45. 
58 Lorna Weatherill, The Pottery Trade and North Staffordshire 1660–1760 (Manchester: 
University Press, 1971). 
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the British pottery industry segregated its markets to the Americans.59 Ewins also 

expands upon American archaeologist George Miller’s studies, but with a British 

perspective, and employs new sources, examines lesser-known firms and merchants, all 

in an effort to identify how design decisions were made independently of the larger 

manufacturers. 

In Canada, Elizabeth Collard’s pioneering publications on transfer-printed views 

for the Canadian markets, published in 1967 and 1983, remain unsurpassed today. She 

demonstrates an understanding of the method of material culture studies and presciently 

points out, “As ceramic wares, these potters’ views belong with the familiar objects of 

everyday use which are part of what has come to be called material history.”60 Collard’s 

use of journalistic and literary sources to contextualize how Canadians appreciated and 

romanticized scenes of British North America and early Canada places ceramics in a 

larger cultural history. Her synthesis of textual sources and tableware serves as an 

important model for my own research. 

Recent developments in industrial archaeology have also contributed to the study 

of ceramics within the context of consumption and factory practices and thus further 

advanced the field away from studying only the rare and the unique. Ceramic 

archaeologist David Barker has commented in 2006 that though ceramics constitute the 

                                                        
59 Neil Ewins, “Supplying the Present Wants of Our Yankee Cousins . . .”: Staffordshire 
Ceramics and the American Market 1775–1880” (Stoke-on-Trent: City Museum & Art 
Gallery, 1997), 1. 
60 Elizabeth Collard, Nineteenth-Century Pottery and Porcelain in Canada (Montreal: 
McGill University Press, 1967); Elizabeth Collard, The Potters’ View of Canada: 
Canadian Scenes on Nineteenth-Century Earthenware (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, 1983), 4. 
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largest class of artefacts found on a site, because they do not disintegrate, “[i]t is perhaps 

surprising, then that archaeology is a relative newcomer to the study of later ceramics.”61 

Indeed, it was not until the early 1980s that Staffordshire and London potteries were 

being excavated and, according to Barker, “there were almost no parallels to draw upon 

and the excavations revealed much about factory layout, kiln technology, working 

conditions, and attributions.”62 American archaeologist George Miller makes the 

significant observation that these recent excavations also “permit research on what was 

discarded rather than saved.”63 

Ivor Noël Hume, in If These Pots Could Talk: Collecting 2,000 Years of British 

Household Pottery (2001), builds upon the archaeological methodology of ceramics 

using his own collection that he acquired over forty years with his late wife and is now 

housed at the Chipstone Foundation in Wisconsin.64 The same year of the publication, the 

Chipstone Foundation established the scholarly journal American Ceramics with the 

mandate to promote critical thinking about ceramic history. An archaeologist and social 

                                                        
61 David Barker, “Archaeology—Its Contribution to Ceramic History,” ECC 
Transactions 19, no. 2 (2006): 272–97. 
62 Ibid., 272.  
63 George Miller, “Marketing Ceramics in North America, an Introduction,” Winterthur 
Portfolio 19, no. 1 (1984): 2. See also David 
http://www.chipstone.org/article.php/7/Ceramics-in-America-2001/%E2%80%9CThe-
Usual-Classes-of-Useful-Articles%E2%80%9D:-Staffordshire-Ceramics-Reconsidered, 
“The Usual Classes of Useful Articles”: Staffordshire Ceramics Reconsidered,” in 
Ceramics in America, ed. Robert Hunter (Milwaukee, WI: Chipstone 
Foundation/University Press of New England, 2001), accessed March 12, 2015, 
http://www.chipstone.org/article.php/7/Ceramics-in-America-2001/%E2%80%9CThe-
Usual-Classes-of-Useful-Articles%E2%80%9D:-Staffordshire-Ceramics-Reconsidered 
64 Ivor Noël Hume, If These Pots Could Talk: Collecting 2,000 Years of British 
Household Pottery (Milwaukee, WI: Chipstone Foundation, 2001). 
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historian, Hume offers an innovative albeit folksy and anecdotal approach to ceramics: 

recording his collecting methods, matching pot shards far and wide, and introducing 

social histories about consumption and production of everyday ceramic objects. If These 

Pots Could Talk resonates with my own line of inquiry by presenting ceramics outside 

their typical trajectory of connoisseurship, demonstrating how they negotiate new 

agencies depending on their temporal and geographical space. 

 

Ceramics and Gender 

The influence of gender studies on ceramic scholarship has been considerable and is 

especially appropriate since so much china was collected and consumed by women, and 

since women made up so much of the workforce within the potteries industry itself. 

Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, professor of English at Boston College, introduced 

groundbreaking work in 1997 on the consumption of porcelain by eighteenth-century 

women by focusing on “the history of the representation of women and their things, 

rather [than] a history of women and her things.”65  In this work, Kowaleski-Wallace 

identified two very distinct definitions of femininity within the culture of china 

consumption: one that shows empowerment and the other victimhood. Her examination 

of English literature from the eighteenth century shows it was biased against the import 

of luxury goods because of the fear of a trade imbalance, and porcelain exported from 

China fell into that category. While china fever swept both genders and all classes, 
                                                        
65 Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, “China,” in Consuming Subjects: Women, Shopping, 
and Business in the Eighteenth Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997), 
153. 
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women, more often than men, were blamed for this taste for the exotic. If collecting 

porcelain reflected wanton behaviour, then the ritual of pouring tea from porcelain 

showed just the opposite: high rank and respectability dictating carefully choreographed 

gestures for women.66 Kowaleski-Wallace argues, “A woman’s close proximity to china 

thus enabled a semiotic process which allowed her to be ‘read’ as a particular kind of 

surface: like the china she holds in her lovely hands, the woman at the teatable is flawless 

and delicate. She is aesthetically perfect, yet also sometimes hollow and empty, waiting 

to be filled.”67 Kowaleski-Wallace concludes that china in the eighteenth century is more 

than a metaphor for the female condition: “[It] is also a crucial reminder that femininity 

is a continual historical construction, one subject to changing economic interests and 

pressures.”68 

Kowaleski-Wallace dramatically changed the scope and direction of eighteenth- 

and nineteenth-century scholars, influencing Karen Harvey (2008), Stacey Sloboda 

(2009), and Eric Weichel (2014); indeed, her critical thinking influences my own 

research when I consider how china and women are so often twinned in both nineteenth-

century literature and paintings.69 Karen Harvey, in “Barbarity in a Teacup? Punch, 

                                                        
66 Ibid., 154. 
67 Ibid., 159. 
68 Ibid., 165. 
69 Stacey Sloboda, “Porcelain Bodies: Gender, Acquisitiveness, and Taste in Eighteenth-
Century England,” in Material Cultures: The Meanings and Pleasures of Collecting, 
1740–1920, eds. John Potvin and Alla Myzelez (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2009), 20–35; 
Eric Weichel, “Every Other Place it Could be Placed with Advantage”: Ladies-in-
Waiting at the British Court of the “Excessive,” Display of Ceramics as Art Objects, 
1689–1740,” in The Uses of Excess in Visual and Material Culture, 1600–2010, ed. Julia 
Skelly (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2014), 41–62. 
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Domesticity and Gender in the Eighteenth Century,” considers the gendering of the 

eighteenth-century punchbowl and punch pot, and like many material and cultural 

historians today, she relied on traditional scholarship as a scaffolding to build her 

argument.70 Harvey’s method of focusing on a single object and then broadening her 

analysis with printed material and other works to argue that the punchbowl is a hybrid 

helps frame chapter 4 of my thesis, in which I examine the nineteenth-century “Minster” 

Jug as a mutable signifier. 

 

New Approaches in Nineteenth-Century Ceramics in Britain 

While to date, and perhaps a holdover from connoisseurship, the most innovative recent 

scholarship in ceramics has been about the eighteenth century; however, there has been 

considerable progress in the discourse of nineteenth-century ceramics written by scholars 

trained in literary and cultural studies. Notably, Patricia O’Hara (1993) and John Haddad 

(2007) have applied Edward Said’s concept of “the Orient” to the pictorial imagery of the 

blue willow pattern.71 Their skill at situating the willow pattern in a larger cultural and 

material history to show how the design and the legend behind it permeated the thinking 

of the period is particularly relevant to my thesis. I expand upon their research in 

                                                        
70 Karen Harvey, “Barbarity in a Teacup? Punch, Domesticity and Gender in the 
Eighteenth Century,” Journal of Design History 21 (2008): 205. 
71 Anna Jackson, “Imagining Japan: The Victorian Perception and Acquisition of 
Japanese Culture,” Journal of Design History 5, no. 4 (1992): 245–56; John Haddad, 
“Imagined Journeys to Distant Cathay: Constructing China with Ceramics 1780–1920,” 
Winterthur Portfolio 41, no. 1 (2007): 53–80; Patricia O’Hara, “‘The Willow Pattern that 
We Knew’: The Victorian Literature of Blue Willow,” Victorian Studies 36 (Summer 
1993): 421–42. 
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chapters 2 and 3 but argue that its meaning is more nuanced and multifaceted than they 

have proposed. 

Material cultural studies historian Ann Smart Martin (2001), similarly addresses 

Victorian ceramics from an interdisciplinary perspective, integrating contemporary text 

and painting to enhance and broaden the narrative and contending that ceramics are a 

catalyst “for moral redemption by aesthetics into a better world.”72 My thesis seeks to 

advance Smart Martin’s research on the integration of ceramics, Victorian morality tales, 

and painting. She rightly claims that vessels carried more than water and tea because of 

their metaphorical powers, and this observation is highly critical to my own thesis. 

Gender studies have influenced nineteenth- and early twentieth-century ceramic 

scholarship led by Moira Vincentelli and Cheryl Buckley. Vincentelli’s contention in 

Women and Ceramics: Gendered Vessels (2000) that “both the product and the systems 

of production [of ceramics] have come to signify femininity and take on gendered 

identity” is profound.73 She offers a “universal” study, focusing on women makers across 

the world, including India, Africa, Britain, and America. Her chapter on “Women, 

Collecting and Display” is particularly important for analysing the language of display of 

ceramics contending that the practice represents an expression of women’s personal 

identity and contextualizes my own thinking on the popular motif of showing china in the 

cupboard in literature and painting. Vincentelli serves on the editorial board of the online 

                                                        
72 Anne Smart Martin, “Magical, Mythical, Practical and Sublime: The Meanings and 
Use of Ceramics in America,” in Ceramics in America, ed. Robert Hunter (Milwaukee, 
WI: Chipstone Foundation, 2001), 29–46.  
73 Moira Vincentelli, Women and Ceramics: Gendered Vessels (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2000), 86. 
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academic journal Interpreting Ceramics, founded in 2000, which is contributing to a 

wider discourse  on the history of ceramics centred on gender and collecting issues.  

Buckley’s Potters and Paintresses (1990), by contrast, is concentrated research on 

women potters active in Staffordshire between 1870 and 1955. Her prime objective then 

is to “explain why and how women designed rather than to provide a detailed description 

of what they designed.”74 

When it comes to nineteenth-century ceramics art, design and cultural historians 

have largely—and quite rightly—focused on chinamania (the passion for collecting blue-

and-white china) in order to investigate taste and gender predilections.75 As well, they 

have focused on distribution and consumption to interrogate how and who negotiated the 

design decisions. To be sure, these are significant themes expressed in ceramics of the 

Victorian age. Anne Anderson’s group of essays on Victorian chinamania (2010–2015) 

broadens the discussion of ceramics in the context of gender, taste, and Aestheticism, and 

serve as a direct foundation for my own research and further analysis in my thesis.76 She 

                                                        
74 Cheryl Buckley, Potters and Paintresses: Women Designers in the Pottery Industry, 
1870–1955 (London: Women’s Press, 1990), 1. 
75 Linda Merrill, The Peacock Room: A Cultural Biography (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1998); Lionel Lambourne, Japonisme: Cultural Crossings between 
East and West (London: Phaidon, 2005); Elizabeth Prettejohn, Art for Art’s Sake: 
Aestheticism in Victorian Painting (New Haven CT: Yale University Press for the Paul 
Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, 2007); Charlotte Gere, Artistic Circles: Design 
and Decoration in the Aesthetic Movement (London: V&A Publishing, 2010); Lionel 
Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement (London: Phaidon, 1996). 
76 Anne Anderson, “Coming Out of the China Closet? Performance, Identity and 
Sexuality in the House Beautiful, in Oriental Interiors, Design Identity Space, ed. John 
Potvin (London: Bloomsbury, 2015), 127–43; Anne Anderson, “‘Fearful Consequences . 
. . of Living up to One’s Teapot’: Men, Women, and ‘Cultchah,’” in Rethinking the 
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insightfully focuses on the queering of objects in her numerous articles documenting the 

chinamania craze and explicating how blue and white contributes a sensibility that is 

both fashionable and orientalising for interiors. But I suggest that more study is needed to 

actually look at how the ceramics operate as simulacra in visual Aesthetic painting, 

which I attempt to address in chapter 3.77 I therefore turn to Julie Codell’s  (2014) 

incisive discussions of William Holman Hunt and Dante Gabriel Rossetti; she proposes 

that theatricality and hyperrealism are critical components of the artists’ representation of 

objects—important ideas that I develop further when I examine their ceramic 

facsimiles.78 

The discipline of design history integrated with material culture, and gender 

studies has advanced the discourse of the consumption and dissemination of lower case 

design (anonymous everyday objects) and things with attitude (rarified objects) to coin 

the whimsical terminology of Judith Attfield.79 As pointed out in 1989 by Clive Dilnot 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Interior, c. 1867–1896 Aestheticism and Arts and Crafts, ed. Jason Edwards and Imogen 
Hart (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2010): 111.  
77 Anne Anderson, “Coming Out of the China Closet?” 127–43; Anne Anderson, “‘China 
Mania’: Collecting Old Blue for the House Beautiful, c. 1860–1900,” in Material 
Cultures, 1740–1920, ed. John Potvin and Alla Myzelev (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2009), 
109–28;  “‘Fearful Consequences . . . of Living up to One’s Teapot’” 111–30. 
78 Julie Codell, “Exotic, Fetish, Virtual: Virtual Excesses in Victorian Painting,” in The 
Uses of Excess in Visual and Material Culture, 1600–2010, ed. Julia Skelly (Aldershot, 
UK: Ashgate, 2014), 89–110; Emalee Beddoes chap. 2 “The Art of Tea: The Table as a 
Liminal and Symbol of Britishness in Late Nineteenth Century Painting” is a recent 
example of research that addresses ceramics represented in Victorian painting and 
reflects some of my own approaches. Emalee Beddoes, “The Art of Tea: Late Victorian 
Visual Culture and the Normalization of an International National Icon” ([Master of 
Philosophy), University of Birmingham, 2014), 
http://etheses.bham.ac.uk/4915/2/Beddoes14MPhil.pdf. 
79 Attfield, Wild Things, 5. 
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the anti-hierarchical acceptance of all types of objects from high to low within the realm 

of mass production, has downplayed the importance of uniqueness and the exceptional.80 

In Adrian Forty’s important book Objects of Desire: Design and Society Since 1750, he 

builds on McKendrick’s study of Wedgwood’s business practices, identifying how 

Wedgwood masked innovation through historicism. Forty’s theory (1985) is particularly 

useful and relevant to my own analysis of the “Minster” Jug in chapter 4.81 Regina Lee 

Blaszczyk, in Imagining Consumers: Design and Innovation from Wedgwood to 

Corning, documents America’s growing consumer society between the American Civil 

War and the Second World War.82 Blazckyk’s book (2000) is filled with well-researched 

histories of the competitive crockery wars and represents an important contribution to 

ceramic scholarship: firstly by making the connections and nexuses between British and 

American ceramics and, secondly, by providing a populist interpretation of ceramics she 

raises the bar of ceramic scholarship, placing it in the broader field of design history and 

material culture studies. 

To examine objects, especially the decorative arts, from the perspective of the 

collector is much in vogue in current scholarship if publications by Elizabeth Kowaleski-

Wallace, Alden Cavanaugh and Michael Yonan, John Potvin and Alla Myzelev, Jason 

                                                        
80 Clive Dilnot, “The State of Design History, Part I: Mapping the Field,” and “The State 
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Edwards and Imogen Hart are any indication. Also important to the expansion of this 

area is the Oxford Journal of the History of Collections, founded in 1989, which as its 

website states is “dedicated to providing the clearest insight into all aspects of collecting 

activity.” Ann Eatwell’s pioneering 1995 article on Lady Charlotte Schreiber and her 

majestic donation of 1800 English ceramics to the Victoria and Albert Museum 

contributes greatly to the subject of women and collecting in the nineteenth century.83 

The usual pattern of women collectors, according to Eatwell, was to disperse their 

collections at auction or bequeath them to family. Schreiber not only practised the male 

custom of gifting to an institution, but she was also a scholar cataloguing and 

documenting her collection, a custom expected of men rather than women, who were 

believed to collect for décor and fashion rather than for provenance and classification. 

Eatwell also shows that early collecting books reinforced the gender divide and 

concludes that the number of women collectors increased in the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century not only because more information became published but also the 

popularity of genteel china painting both fuelled and legitimized the hobby. Hildyard 

expands upon Eatwell’s history of collecting in his final chapter of his survey of English 

pottery documenting “the eminent and cultured men who collected humble pottery.”84 

Both essays serve as an important platform for own my research, particularly explicating 

collectors’ appreciations of pottery and porcelain, which I examine in my discussion of 

how ceramic collectors are represented in painting. 
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In summary, the recent infusions from design, cultural, and material cultural 

studies have reinvigorated ceramic studies, which I draw upon in addition to 

conventional museum- and collector-focused publications to build the scaffolding for my 

thesis. I also turn farther afield for additional methodological approaches. I consult recent 

publications in material cultural studies of nineteenth-century Britain; although they have 

largely ignored ceramics, they have laid important groundwork by asking significant 

questions and establishing innovative organizational strategies. In particular, I rely on 

Thad Logan’s (2001) innovative idea of finding a syntax or a grammar of objects (how 

objects interact with each other) within the interior, and I apply this method of study to 

assess how ceramic objects negotiate a space within visual culture to reflect a microcosm 

of society.85 Penny Sparke’s important publications on gender and the cult of the middle-

class Victorian domestic ideal, especially As Long as It’s Pink: The Sexual Politics of 

Taste (1995), sharpen and advance my contextual analysis of ceramics personifying 

women attributes, and how these objects negotiated agency in literary and painted 

interiors.86 I also draw upon  Deborah Cohen’s Household Gods: The British and their 

Possessions (2008) and John Plotz’s Portable Property: Victorian Culture on the Move 

(2009) to position my own discussion of how Victorians valued portable household 

                                                        
85 Thad Logan, The Victorian Parlour: A Cultural Study (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001). 
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ceramics.87 Charlotte Gere’s extensive Jewellery in the Age of Queen Victoria: A Mirror 

to the World (2010), which looks at the representation of jewellery in Victorian society, 

notably painting, literature, and exhibitions, serves as an important road map to structure 

my thesis.88 My research is also informed and contextualized by the excellent research 

and analyses from Erika Rappaport (2006) and Julie Fromer (2008) and others on how 

the act of drinking tea unites the binaries between gender and class and reflects 

nationalism and women’s work, or how shopping shapes the modern experience of 

women’s lives. However, these studies rarely focus on ceramics and its influences.89 

Similarly, the 2016 volume of essays in Objects and Textures of Everyday Life in 

Imperial Britain largely occludes ceramics.90 My thesis, therefore, attempts to address 

this void in nineteenth-century studies. 

As I stated at the beginning of this chapter, I frame my thesis in the overlapping 

theoretical zeitgeist that prioritizes the agency of objects. Namely, my approach owes a 

                                                        
87 Cohen, Household Gods (2008); John Plotz, Portable Property: Victorian Culture on 
the Move (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 2009). 
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89 See Erika Diane Rappaport, “Packaging China: Foreign Articles and Dangerous Tastes 
in the Mid-Victorian Tea Party,” in The Making of the Consumer: Knowledge, Power 
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particular debt to “thingness,” Bill Brown’s (2001) concept of “why and how we use our 

objects to make meaning.”91 I borrow from the work of Arjun Appadurai and Igor 

Kopytoff’s (1986) notion of exchange network and object biographies, and I reference 

Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory (2005), the idea that objects are equal to humans in 

their intentions and their impact on courses of action.92 I posit that ceramics infused and 

coded with such deep metaphorical meaning expressed an agency that Victorian society 

well understood. 

I also heed Michael Yonan’s call in 2010 to fuse art history and material culture 

by conducting visual analysis of how artists represented ceramics, how they depicted 

them in the idealized or imaginary interiors, and who used them and how these objects 

negotiated with other objects in the room to track how their signification might change 

depending on the different protocols.93 By looking at multiple works, I am able to 

explore how artists imbued ceramics with meaning for the public to interpret. I also apply 

material cultural analysis with the objective of finding meaning beyond the artists’ 

intention and reflecting their habitus or cultural environment. In this endeavour I attempt 

to compare the ceramic facsimiles with extant objects that they closely resemble. 

                                                        
91 Bill Brown, “Thing Theory,” Critical Inquiry 28, no. 1 (2001): 1–22; McMahon and 
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Admittedly, this is an ambitious task, and while I am a ceramics curator, my challenge is 

to sharpen my “period eye” (to use Michael Baxandall’s well-known terminology).94 As 

Christopher Tilley explains, scholars of material culture decode or “read” objects to 

make them “speak.”95 I propose the same holds true for scholars of ceramic history. 

 

Thesis Source Material 

Much of my research is drawn from the National Art Library at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum and museum object files generously made available to me at the Walker Art 

Gallery (Liverpool), the Manchester Art Gallery, and the Yale Center for British Art in 

New Haven. I also draw upon original sources largely attainable in the public domain: 

newspapers, journals, critical reviews, literature, and paintings and objects housed in 

institutional collections. Without question, my research benefits from the abundance of 

online resources. I use Internet Archive, British Periodicals, HathiTrust, Project 

Gutenberg, and Literature Online to search and assemble textual sources. Google Art 

Project and Art UK afforded close-up details of some pictures, permitting me to see the 

ceramics, which was critical when I was unable to view the picture in person, or if the 

painting’s high placement obstructed visibility. 

To explore the agency of ceramics and how they shape experience I turn to a 

wider range of evidence in literature and popular poetry: Jane Austen (admittedly 

                                                        
94 Michael Baxandall developed his concept of the “period eye” in his book titled 
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Regency but  popular in the Victorian era and prescient texts about class and nationalism 

all the same), Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, George Eliot, Elizabeth Gaskell, Anthony 

Trollope, and Henry James as well as less-known authors. In addition, I examine industry 

and non-industry journals, newspapers, and magazines: Art-Union, Art Journal, The 

Graphic, Journal of Design and Manufacturers, Illustrated London News, The Penny 

Magazine, Punch, as well as the Staffordshire Advertiser, the Staffordshire Sentinel, the 

British and Pottery and Glass Trades’ Review. Within the purview of design reform 

discourse, I examine Charles Eastlake’s Hints on Household Taste, Clarence Cook’s The 

House Beautiful, J. E. Panton’s From Kitchen to Garret, and Ward and Lock’s Home 

Book: A Domestic Encyclopeædia.96 

For this thesis, I amass over one hundred visual presentations of ceramics in 

genre painting, social realism, Pre-Raphaelitism, and Aestheticism. I look in greater 

depth at the artwork of Richard Redgrave, James Collinson, Mary Ellen Best, Thomas 

Faed, Frank Holl, Luke Fildes, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Edward Burne-Jones, William 

Holman Hunt, James McNeill Whistler, and Albert Moore. The decision to consult a 

large number of texts and pictures rather than a few is based on my objective to show just 

how pervasive ceramics were in Victorian culture. Thus, I cast a wide net to aid my 

empirical research and to make my case. This strategy inhibits me from digging deeper 

into individual artists’ and ceramics’ archives. However, I maintain that grouping and 
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synthesizing numerous texts, paintings, and objects all related to ceramics allow for an 

insightful cultural reading and will lead to closer and more nuanced studies in the future. 

 

Chapter Overviews 

I divide the thesis into three chapters, which operate as three separate approaches by 

which to examine nineteenth-century ceramic history, namely text, visual culture, and 

lastly the object itself. Chapter 2, Ceramics in Victorian Texts, looks at ceramics through 

the lens of nineteenth-century literary and critical contemporaneous writings. I search 

popular texts and less well-known texts of the period for descriptions of ceramics, which 

I examine to help decode their meanings and metaphors. I argue that crockery in the 

cupboard, on the mantel, or tea table was a common motif in the cottage or in a garret 

interior, often paired with a woman to exemplify topical issues, such as the importance of 

hygiene, etiquette, and temperance. The motif appears in the texts of Charles Dickens 

and Elizabeth Gaskell as well as in the religious tracts and trade journals of the 1840s 

through to the 1880s. The vessel, such as a vase, a teapot, or a cup, was typically 

recognized as a symbol and metaphor of woman’s virtue, while the clay body itself 

signified character: delft of the people and porcelain weak and earthenware strong  

(contradicting the material’s inherent qualities). 

To see ceramics through the veiled lenses of nineteenth-century texts and 

literature evidences the common belief among the upper classes that tableware and 

crockery instructed morals and manners to the poor. “Let us boast of our matchless 

display of useful, convenient, republican crockery, adapted to the wants of a clean, and 
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much washing people,” proclaimed one visitor looking at the British display stands of 

ceramics at the Great Exhibition.97 The author of Eliza Cook’s Journal argued that the 

well-shaped jug or the form of a drinking cup or the figure depicted on the dinner plate 

were superior to inaccessible Raphaels, Claudes, and Poussins in activating and 

educating the uneducated:98 

[F]or the rich little think how much better we feel for having 
nice things about us, cheap and common though they be, and 
how far we feel lifted above our common lot by things which 
often bring us to good thoughts of God, and one another.99 

 

Dishes and teapots take on an important agency, serving as a common denominator that 

equalizes the classes, shapes the mind of a child, and elevates the taste of a grown man. 

As the Art-Union stated: 

“Crockery,” as it is familiarly termed, enters more largely into 
our domestic and social existence, than any other production; 
even “the broken tea-cups wisely kept for show,” are objects 
which exercise an influence over the dawning mind of the 
child, and over the development of taste in the mature man.100 

 

Another important theme that I explore in chapter 2 is how clay and the process 

of manufacturing pottery (especially the transmutation of the material from soft clay into 

a hard, impervious ceramic) conveyed strong religious metaphors, distinguishing it from 

other consumer products in the Victorian marketplace. “We are all of us children of 
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99 Ibid. 
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clay,” “we spring from lumps of clay,” “man is but God’s vessel” are common phrases 

found in both journalistic texts and religious tracts. Clay “enduring” the kiln’s fiery 

flames to transform into an even stronger material was similarly charged with heavy 

Christian symbolism likened to men and women’s endurance to resist temptation and 

strengthen moral character.101 

In the nineteenth century, British ceramics, especially produced in Staffordshire, 

dominated the export market of utilitarian and decorative tableware throughout the 

Empire and the Continent. I argue that the public perception in Britain of the successful 

ceramics industry between the 1830s and 1860s incited a strong national pride.102 The 

public, as expressed in texts, held the common belief that Britain populated and 

conquered world trade through its manufacturing of everyday tableware. Essays on 

ceramics in the Art-Union and other publications are peppered with patriotic language 

about hearty everyday tableware. 

Now the traveller . . . through the whole length and breadth of the 
European Continent, is served at every inn upon English ware, finds 
English porcelain in the palaces of the noble, and bits of English crockery 
in the hovels of the peasant.103 

 

Chapter 2 explores how décor magazines in the late nineteenth century offered 

valuable and opinionated insights into the consumption habits of the period situating 
                                                        
101 Lord Carlisle at Burslem,” Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal (February 26, 1853): 144; 
Charles Dickens “A Plated Article,” Household Words 5, no. 109 (1852): 118; “The 
Potteries,” Art-Union 65 (1844): 107; Reverend G. R. Wedgwood, The History of the 
Tea-Cup with a Description of the Potter’s Art (London: Wesleyan Conference Office, 
1878), 123. 
102 R. J. C. Hildyard, European Ceramics (London, V&A Publications, 1999), 99. 
103 “The Potteries Introductory,” Art-Union (April 1844): 83. 
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ceramics’ agency within the world of taste. Charles Eastlake put it best: “there is no 

branch of art-manufacture exposed to greater dangers, in point of taste, than that of 

ceramic design.”104 Taste-making and housekeeper guides offered advice on how to 

navigate the wealth of choice of tableware patterns and ceramic bodies to prevent 

consumers from making the wrong choice. There was some diversity of opinion but 

mostly there was consensus: middle-class families should have multiple sets, separating 

best and everyday, while servants were to be given their own plain dishes; ornate 

decoration and pictorial imagery were deemed wrong because they hid dirt and 

overpowered form and thus should be minimal to mark both good hygiene and taste; 

gilding was vulgar and to be avoided.105 

I argue that fiction too serves as a rich source to examine consumption patterns. 

In Elizabeth Gaskell’s portrayal of Manchester in her novel Mary Barton, it was common 

among the working class to share, bring, or rent a teacup when attending a tea party since 

there were not enough dishes available. Evident in both décor journals and literature was 

the juxtaposition between old (antique) and new (contemporary) china, putting into 

question the educated eye of the upper class as well as the morality of luxury. While the 

journals targeted housewives, the literature of Austen, Dickens, Gaskell, Trollope, Eliot, 

and James reported otherwise; their men had a taste for china and dinner sets, buying it 

for themselves or as a gift to others. China served as a metaphor of extravagance when 

                                                        
104 Charles Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste (1868; repr., Boston: James Good and 
Company, 1872), 224. 
105 See, for example, Ward and Lock, Home Book: A Domestic Encyclopeædia Forming 
a Companion Volume to “Mrs. Book of Household Management” (London: Ward, Lock 
and Company, c. 1881), 304. 
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Tertius Lydgate in Middlemarch purchases an expensive dinner service at the very 

moment he makes the catastrophic decision to become engaged to the ill-suited 

Rosamond. Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, Ann Eatwell, and other recent scholars have 

focused on the separations and differences of male and female consumption of china, 

arguing that women purchased and collected it for decoration and/or to participate in 

appropriate and polite ceremonial tea drinking; I maintain while this distinction is found 

in the literature it is more nuanced.106 

Chapter 2 contends that the willow pattern embodied so many of these ideas 

about British consumption, imperialism, and taste that it should not be viewed only as an 

orientalising device of Britain, appropriating Chinese otherness—as recent scholars so 

often document. While this holds true for some Victorians, I argue that the perception 

and meaning of the willow was as subtle as it was complicated. The pattern in some 

respects equalized consumption habits appealing to all classes, but in other contexts it 

ignited the hierarchies and divisions of British society. It exemplified lower-class bad 

taste for some, and manufactured ingenuity, nostalgia, and domesticity for others. And 

later in the century the willow was adopted in the mania for blue-and-white china as a 

poor man’s alternative. As a hybrid signifier, therefore, it served as an agent of British 

culture and connector to Aestheticism, where it was admired for its symphony or 

harmony of blue and white. No longer rejected as ordinary or embraced as a symbol of 

comfort and national pride, the willow pattern became respected on a visual level for its 

                                                        
106 See Kowaleski-Wallace, Consuming Subjects; Ann Eatwell, “Private Pleasures, Public 
Beneficence, 125–45. 
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blue-and-white palette, considered more authentic than the bright mechanical 

polychromes of modern potteries, and thus anticipated the artistic desire for vagueness 

and lack of precision in Aesthetic composition.107 

Chapter 3, Ceramics in Victorian Painting, attempts to blend the methods of art 

history and material culture. The textual sources on ceramics that I assembled and 

discussed in chapter 2 provides insight into how ceramics were perceived in their day 

and, therefore, helps the contemporary eye read their potent agency as signifiers of 

religion, nationalism, design reform, and artistic language in visual representations. In 

this way, chapters 2 and 3 are very much interconnected. I argue that the presence of 

British ceramics in pictures is astounding, evidenced across genre, social realist, Pre-

Raphaelite, and Aesthetic paintings and expresses much of the themes that I collected in 

textual sources. 

Art historian Susan Casteras argues that Victorian genre painters imbued their 

objects in their paintings with heavy symbolism, and viewers were expected to engage 

with the picture, deciphering the meaning to understand the fuller story. By focusing on 

how artists mediated ceramics in their paintings, artists’ tropes emerge: some artists 

faithfully replicated china and pottery, while others enjoyed artistic licence for the sake 

of visual composition or to heighten the story. Others inserted iconographic detailing or 

placed the ceramics in specific locations to enhance meaning about class, gender, and 

social issues. Some depicted pots broken or whole to signal damaged individuals or 

                                                        
107 Susan P. Casteras, The Defining Moment: Victorian Narrative Paintings from the 
Forbes Magazine Collection (Charlotte, NC: Mint Museum, 2001), 14, 35. 
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united families. Likewise the addition or absence of food advances their meaning by 

showing added or lack of comfort. I also seek to map ceramics’ relations with other 

objects and people depicted in the painting. Their meanings and metaphors changed, 

depending on their exchange with other objects in the room (tablecloth, potted plant, and 

carpet) and who uses them (husbands, grandparents, children, and pets). To be sure, the 

motif of dishes in the cupboard is evident in genre painting, just as it is found in the 

Victorian realist novel. 

Victorian genre and realist painters duplicated jugs, bowls, pots, and plates in a 

colour palette of monochrome earth-toned hues of red-browns, blacks, and creams, or 

blue-on-white, which they deemed appropriate for the underprivileged and the hard-

working. The pictures thus serve as documents for consumption, albeit idealized: full and 

incomplete sets are used, some are chipped, others pristine and often mixed together with 

pewter. I also analyse pictures of upwardly mobile families, where the china is finer, the 

service larger, and the tea urn is silver. While these pictures offer a view of high-end 

consumption, they still embody many of the same values of comfort and domesticity. I 

mostly look at male artists representing women with china simply because this reflects 

the status quo of genre painters, more men than women. However, I also examine the 

exceptions of Mary Ellen Best and Elizabeth Darby Pearson. These so-called amateur 

watercolour artists invite particular questions about their own self-identity in their 

interior scenes of dishes and women, which I address in chapter 3. Images of men with 

ceramics are less common in genre painting, but in the few examples that I locate by 

Faed, Holl, and Fildes ceramics play an active role, providing nourishment and medicine 
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and often serving as a symbolic substitute for the absent woman. 

Furthermore, I contend there is a direct connection between the English School of 

painting and English ceramics: both mediums invoked national sentiment to be 

appreciated by all levels of society, appropriate for “the cottage and the palace.” It is 

hardly surprising, therefore, that domestic genre painting typically replicated British 

crockery and tableware in their cottage interiors. Both English domestic painting and 

domestic pottery were thought as contributing to the improvement of the social manners 

and values of the working class, a microcosm of Britain’s sense of imperial superiority. 

Chapter 3 also discusses how Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic artists replicated 

ceramics in their artwork, which  has received more attention in recent scholarship. In 

comparison with British genre painters who used pottery to express values, class, and 

gender, and to heighten realism, I argue that Aesthetic artists deliberately did the 

opposite: pottery was manipulated for the sake of artistic decoration. While current 

scholarship acknowledges this goal, I argue that the role of ceramics as a means to 

accomplish it should be more fully recognized as an active tool in the pursuit of artifice 

and simulacrum. As others have argued, artists (and collectors too) conflated 

Chinese/Japanese ceramics, reflecting an arbitrary and misunderstood classification of 

Asian ceramics.108 I seek to make a different point: Aesthetic artists actively banished 

British pottery in their painting in order to disassociate themselves from old-fashioned 

                                                        
108 Michelle Ying-Ling Huang, ed., Beyond Boundaries: East and West Cross-Cultural 
Encounters, (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge Scholars, 2011). Merrill, The 
Peacock Room; Stacey Pierson, Collectors, Collections and Museums: The Field of 
Chinese Ceramics in Britain, 1560-1960 (Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), 57–58. 
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genre painting. Their pairing of china with women, which is often, echoes Elizabeth 

Kowaleski-Wallace’s observation about the mediations of eighteenth-century women and 

china: decorative empty vessels waiting to be filled. Thus in Aestheticism, ceramics no 

longer serve to symbolize home and domestic duty but operate as ornamental models 

signifying the women in the artistic interiors. When men are pictured with ceramics in 

Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic paintings it is more often with their collections, invoking 

the convention of educated leaders of the arts, thus separating them from the more 

idealized portraits of decorative women with china that abound in the Aesthetic period. 

Not surprisingly, the willow plate returns in visual culture, evident in both genre 

and Aesthetic painting, again demonstrating its powerful agency as a mutable signifier. I 

show no fewer than ten examples where the image of the willow or its composite 

bestowed added meaning to the reading of the picture, touching upon pride of work, 

etiquette, love, or Aesthetic orientalism. While I do not advocate that the study of objects 

in paintings should substitute the study of the picture’s meta themes, I do argue that 

objects replicated by artists can inspire new questions and perspectives about art history, 

just as the paintings ask better questions about the objects themselves.109 I contend this 

line of inquiry is particularly relevant to William Holman Hunt’s Isabella or, The Pot of 

Basil and Frederic Leighton’s Captive Andromache: understanding the pottery in these 

works can open new ways to read their coded meanings. I argue that the ceramics in 

                                                        
109 Giorgio Riello, “Things that Shape History: Material Culture and Historical 
Narratives,” in History and Material Culture. A Student’s Guide to Approaching 
Alternative Sources, ed. Karen Harvey (Abingdon: Routledge, 2009), 29; Judy Attfield, 
Wild Things, 3. 
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these two paintings do not simply stage the human action of the narrative but are integral 

to it.110 

Chapter 4, The “Minster” Jug (1844) as Mutable Signifier, discusses an object 

rather than a representation of an object: a mass-produced decorative Gothic relief-

moulded jug depicting the Madonna and Child and John the Baptist, made by Charles 

Meigh & Son in Hanley, Staffordshire, housed now in the Gardiner Museum in Toronto. 

This chapter differs from the previous two case studies because without the author’s or 

painter’s mediation, I am able to focus on what Bill Brown identifies as its thingness, 

how it has stopped functioning as it was originally intended. I argue that the “Minster” 

takes on new meanings according to its accumulated social networks and biographical 

histories.111 Importantly, the chapter also serves to critique current museum practice and 

the constraints of isolating an object in a sealed glass vitrine, thus preventing a full 

sensory experience for the viewer, which scholars Jeffrey David Feldman, Constance 

Classen, and Victoria Kelley similarly problematize.112 Currently, the “Minster” is a 

stagnant object in a display case in the Gardiner Museum, thus it appears to have lost 

much of it agency, used only to prompt the message that it is a canonical emblem of 

                                                        
110 Chris Gosden and Yvonne Marshall, “The Cultural Biography of Objects,” The 
Cultural Biography of Objects, World Archaeology 31, no. 2 (1999): 169–78.  
111 Appadurai, The Social Life of Things; Kopytoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things.” 
112 Jeffrey David Feldman, “Contact Points: Museums and the Lost Body Problem,” in 
Sensible Objects: Colonialism, Museums and Material Culture, ed. Elizabeth Edwards, 
Chris Gosden, and Ruth B. Phillips (Oxford: Berg, 2006), 245–267; Constance Classen, 
“Touch in the Museum,” The Book of Touch, ed. Constance Classen (Oxford: Berg, 
2005), 275–86; Victoria Kelley, “Housekeeping: Shine, Polish, Gloss and Glaze as 
Surface Strategies in a Domestic Interior,” in Objects and Textures of Everyday Life in 
Imperial Britain, 93–111. 
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Gothic Revival and Victorian historicism. However, I argue that the jug holds 

significance on multiple levels due to its multiple life histories, and, which suggests new 

methodological approaches for both ceramic and museum studies. 

I track its museum historiography, documenting how it negotiated a new position 

from private collectable to museum object. Using the methods of Jules Prown, I conduct 

a visual analysis of its iconography, materiality, and style to evaluate how it expresses 

ideas about gender, Christianity, and innovative manufacturing techniques. I contend, 

however, that visual and material analysis is not enough and must be supported by 

outside texts, images, and objects to show that the jug is a changing signifier with many 

lives shaped by many actants: maker, consumer, critic, as well as collector and curator. 

By looking at contemporary texts, I document that Victorian relief-moulded jugs 

functioned as “pet” products of manufacturers and thus became subjected to design 

reform critiques in the same fashion as pictorial wallpapers and carpets, the latter being 

more commonly referenced in current scholarship.113 Evidenced in Victorian novels and 

pictures, jugs at once functioned to contain liquids as well as hold ideas touching upon 

female virtue and fertility, masculinity, class, or symbolize home or lack thereof. 

Accessible and plentiful, and thus used by all, jugs traversed class distinctions and, as 

such, served as critical agents to the twists and turns of everyday life, acting as 

metaphors of love and death, crime and punishment, and conspicuous consumption. 

                                                        
113 “The Vintage Jug,” Art-Union (November 1846): 332; Lara Kriegel, Grand Designs: 
Labor, Empire, and the Museum in Victorian Culture (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2007); David Raizman and Carma R. Gorman, eds., Objects, Audiences and 
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What is more, newspaper reports revealed that jugs falsified their measurements, violated 

copyright, and made ideal weapons for brawling—all new applications for jugs beyond 

their original purpose. 

I present the object through the lens of its penultimate owner, Rosemary Knox, 

whose father served as a colonial judge in British Gold Coast (Ghana), Antigua, 

Trinidad, Jamaica West Indies, and St. Kitts. She grew up with the “Minster” and 

treasured it as a prized and portable symbol of home and empire before donating it to the 

Gardiner Museum. The “Minster’s” final life as a museum object is the most challenging, 

because it has been reduced to an empty cypher exemplifying style. Its haptic qualities 

are diminished, and while arguably its opticality is enhanced under the halogen spotlight, 

this display prevents how the “Minster’s” carved mouled-relief simulated marble would 

have been viewed by candle- or gaslight as it was in nineteenth-century interiors. For 

museum curators, I contend that the challenge is to encourage viewers to look beyond the 

“museum gaze” to recreate embodied experiences in exhibition displays.114 As Feldman 

notes, a museum should not be a “static container of objects, but [an] arena of social 

encounters.” However, I argue there is no easy method to show how the “Minster” is not 

simply one jug, but one in a cast of thousands of Victorian jugs, which communicated a 

multitude of meanings and metaphors for consumers at the time. 

One of the underscoring leitmotifs that unites all three chapters in this thesis is the 

suggestion that ceramics be viewed as portable tools of “anglobalization,” reflecting 

                                                        
114 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Pierre Bourdieu on Art, Literature 
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hegemonic ambition and empire, to paraphrase Niall Ferguson.115 Henry Willett, an 

important patron of British pottery, wrote in the preface to his catalogue of his collection, 

which he lent to the Brighton Museum in 1879: “This Collection has been made to 

illustrate the principle, or rather in development of the notion, that the History of a 

Country may be traced on its homely Pottery. . . . The difficulties of CLASSIFICATION 

in any special department are greater than could be imagined by those who have ever 

never attempted it.”116 Willett’s rationale was to map the social history of ceramics, to 

find meanings and metaphors, and thus he eschewed collecting them as “specimens [that] 

happen to have been made by a certain man, at a certain time or place.” Instead he chose 

to collect for reasons based upon “the greater human interest, which they represent.”117 

Therefore, Willett was a rare collector of his time, acquiring for reasons beyond 

connoisseurship but one that certainly reflected his notion of empire as he established 

such categories as Royal and Loyalty, Hero Worship, and the Napoleonic Scare-

Statesmen-Politics. My thesis shares Willett’s objective to better understand the social 

history of ceramics in the hope that it leads to new perspectives on its meanings and 

metaphors.  

 

                                                        
115 Niall Ferguson, Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World (London: Penguin, 
2004), xviii–xix. 
116 Henry Willett, Introductory Catalogue, Pottery & Porcelain in the Brighton Museum, 
Lent by Henry Willett (John Green George Bishop: Brighton, 1893), 3–16. The catalogue 
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Chapter 2 

 Ceramics in Victorian Texts 

 

 

This chapter focuses on nineteenth-century print culture produced in Britain during 

the Victorian era for descriptions of pottery, porcelain, and earthenware to better 

understand how the production, materiality, and consumption of ceramics convey 

meanings and metaphors. To paraphrase Marcia Pointon, there is a politics to ceramics: 

clay is a raw material but once excavated and fabricated it becomes a commodity and part 

of culture.1 However, the ceramics under consideration, as Aileen Ribeiro references in her 

analysis of textiles, “may have existed or may be idealized”2; therefore, the main objective 

here is to examine how they were used in reality and how they contributed to the discourse 

of allegory. I examine contemporaneous reviews, trade journals, décor magazines, and 

other texts—admittedly a wide scope of material but still a conventional methodology 

employed by art and design historians—to extract information about the lives of objects, 

artists, designers, manufacturers, and consumers. As well, I turn to fiction as “evidence,” a 

less common practice because it is imaginary—even the vast Victorian novel, which 

intends and appears to be realistic—reflects the biases of the author’s perspective, not to 

                                                        
1 Marcia Pointon, Brilliant Effects (New Haven, CT: Paul Mellon and Yale University, 
2009), 2–4. 
2 Aileen Ribeiro, Fashion and Fiction: Dress in Art and Literature in Stuart England 
(New Haven, CT: Paul Mellon and Yale University, 2003), 1. 
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mention the literary conventions of the period. What is more, writers used ceramics 

sometimes consciously and other times unconsciously to enhance the story or to 

emphasize specific stylistic and artistic compositional objectives; no matter which, 

literature serves as a useful tool to examine the perception and meaning of ceramics. As 

Judith Flanders observes, “novels straddle between normal and proper” behaviour and, 

therefore, may be balanced with conventional documentation for corroboration.3 Clive 

Edwards adds: “Although the use of fiction is not strictly a primary resource it can be used 

to reflect the society in which they [Victorian goods] were produced, and in this way may 

be useful for providing impressions of ideas and ideals.”4 Ribeiro agrees, arguing that 

literature can be read as a text that rises from the “specific political, social and cultural 

situation” and not only from the author’s vantage point.5 Furthermore, Ribeiro comments, 

“literature’s imaginative evocation conveys emotions and feelings about objects that can 

highlight character and further the plot.”6 

While contemporary scholarship has looked at English texts to explore the 

phenomenon of chinamania in the eighteenth century and its revival in the late nineteenth 

century,7 this chapter argues that the signification of ceramics, as evidenced in 

                                                        
3 Judith Flanders, The Victorian House: Domestic Life from Childhood to Deathbed 
(London: Harper Collins, 2003), xx. 
4 Clive Edwards, Turning Houses into Homes: A History of the Retailing and Consumption 
of Domestic Furnishings (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 145–49. 
5 Ribeiro, Brilliant Effects, 1. 
6 Ibid. 
7 For instance see Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, Consuming Subjects: Women, Shopping, 
and Business in the Eighteenth Century (New York: Columbia University, 1997), 52–69; 
Stacey Sloboda, “Porcelain Bodies: Gender, Acquisitiveness, and Taste in Eighteenth-
Century England,” in Material Cultures: The Meanings and Pleasures of Collecting, 
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documentation, offers a far richer and more complex narrative. Identifying and tracking 

veiled significations advances analysis and therefore furthers the understanding of 

ceramics’ place and agency within Britain in the nineteenth century. I maintain that 

ceramics, as discussed in British texts—be it literary, critical, or décor —typically 

embodied the clichés and the binaries of the time: masculinity and femininity, upper and 

lower classes, piety and godlessness, good or bad taste, strong and weak character, 

nationalism and exoticism, the rare and the mass-produced. However, these texts rarely 

critiqued or contested them but more often reinforced them. By examining texts between 

1840 and 1890 groupings and categories emerge: ceramics in cottages, cellars, and garrets 

as symbols of comfort for the working class; broken vessels representing “fallen” women 

and poverty; women with “fine china” indicating domesticity; and lastly fine dinner ware 

and old china suggesting sophistication or pretension for both women and men. Within 

these groups further trajectories arise, such as the distinction of the clay body 

(earthenware, stoneware, or porcelain) and the variety of patterns of decoration, especially 

the ubiquitous willow. In the 1840s and continuing into the late 1880s, numerous texts on 

ceramics focused on cottage life, design reform, elevating taste, improving morality, and 

promoting religion, as well as reflecting British pride and imperialism. Developing in the 

mid-1870s, a new discourse entered the narrative shaped by Aesthetic thinking indicating 

an appreciation of the antique and the exotic. 

                                                                                                                                                                       

1740–1920, ed. John Potvin and Alla Myzelev (Surrey: Ashgate, 2009), 20–35; Christine 
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In this chapter, I first look at crockery and cottage life where ceramics symbolized 

morality, character, and religion, and then I move to a discussion on how pottery 

exemplified British nationalism. I turn to the concept of British tableware as a symbol of 

well-being and the willow pattern in particular as a prevailing hybrid signifier. I conclude 

the chapter by examining texts that discuss displaying and collecting ceramics, and I 

consider how they may be useful in understanding changing taste. 

 

Crockery in the Cupboard and on the Mantel 

When looking back on the long nineteenth-century Victorian era, scholars rightly cite John 

Ruskin’s copious lectures and essays on life, art, and industry as important touchstones. 

Indeed, Ruskin’s critical writings are relevant to the topic of this thesis: meanings and 

metaphors in ceramics.8 As I discussed in the introduction, although Ruskin dismissed 

most British commercial ceramics produced in his day – going as far as comparing artists 

he disliked to production tableware – he recognized that crockery, the cup, and the plate, 

acted as necessary infrastructure for his ideal of the cottage. In 1837, as a young man of 

eighteen, Ruskin opined that the cottage is “beautiful always, and everywhere,”9 and in the 

following decade he raptured, “I speak from experience; I know what it is to live in a 
                                                        
8 Examples of scholars who cite John Ruskin’s writings to frame Victorian culture include: 
Suzanne Daly, “Kashmir Shawls in Mid-Victorian Novels,” Victorian Literature and 
Culture 30, no. 1 (2002): 237–56; Edwards, Turning Houses into Homes [32; Michael 
Snodin and John Styles, Design and the Decorative Arts: Britain, 1500–1900 (London: 
Victoria and Albert Museum Publications, 2001); Susan Casteras, Images of Victorian 
Womanhood in English Art (Rutherford, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1987), 
50. 
9 John Ruskin, “The Cottage,” from The Poetry of Architecture, in Architectural Magazine 
46 December (1837): 555; The Complete Works of John Ruskin, vol. I  (1885; repr., New 
York: John B. Alden), 9. 
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cottage with a deal floor and roof, and a hearth of mica slate; and I know it to be in many 

respects healthier and happier than living between a Turkey carpet and gilded ceiling, 

beside a steel grate and polished fender.”10 Ruskin described the English cottage as 

“finished in neatness,” “pretty and appropriate,” complete with honeysuckles and roses 

over the entrance, wood porch, thatched roof, white-washed exterior, and a few feet of 

garden. Most important for this thesis was his remark that the Englishman cottager is 

always modest, and though he is fond of display, the ornaments “never seem designed for 

the sake of ornament alone. Thus, his wife’s love of display is shown by the rows of 

useless crockery in her cupboard.”11 In another lecture, Ruskin described the pottery of the 

peasant class as “a plain household-blue making a pattern on white” and “spaniel’s colours 

of black and tan.”12 These crockery colours of blue and white, and earth-tone blacks and 

browns displayed in the cupboard or on the mantel were telltale signs of cottage life 

employed by authors Charlotte Brontë, Charles Dickens, Elizabeth Gaskell, and George 

Eliot in their writings on the poor and lower middle classes, as well by critics in the pages 

of the Art-Union and the Art Journal. Similarly, these colours dominated the crockery in 

the cottages visualized by the artists Richard Redgrave, Thomas Faed, George Elgar 

Hicks, Ford Madox Brown, Frederick George Cotman, and others, as I will discuss in the 

next chapter. 

                                                        
10 John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture: Lectures on Architecture and Painting; 
the Study of Architecture (1849; repr., Boston: Dana Estes & Company Publishers, 1900), 
24. 
11 Ruskin, “The Cottage,” 13. 
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In Dickens’s The Old Curiosity Shop (1841), Little Nell and her grandfather are 

homeless and forced to seek shelter with a hospitable cottager. Dickens wrote, “[t]he 

furniture of the room was very homely of course—a few rough chairs and a table, a corner 

cupboard with their little stock of crockery and delf[.] . . .But everything was clean and 

neat, and as the child glanced round, she felt a tranquil air of comfort and content to which 

she had long been unaccustomed.”13 Crockery and blue-and-white delft suggests 

tranquillity and comfort for Little Nell.  Interestingly, Dickens distinguishes between the 

“delf” and the crockery and this holds true for Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre; a delft tea set 

represents her first consumer acquisition when she enjoys a new-found independence after 

receiving a modest inheritance that allows her to set up her own cottage. Eyre selects 

“necessary” things, lent through the kindness of gentle and generous friends: “a little room 

with white-washed walls, and a sanded floor; containing four painted chairs and a table, a 

clock, a cupboard, with two or three plates and dishes, and a set of tea-things in delf.”14 

That Dickens and Brontë specifically identified the delft suggests its special status imbued 

by the distinctive blue-and-white colour scheme. Nonetheless, in the mid-nineteenth 

century, delft, or “delf,” held the lowest rank in the order of ceramic bodies, due to the fact 

that it was (and continues to be) a low-fired earthenware, not dependent on expensive fuel, 

and therefore making it affordable to produce. Although a hearty material, the glaze 

typically chips or flakes off because it does not fuse completely with the body in the kiln 

                                                        
13 Charles Dickens, “Still Wandering,” chap. 15 in The Old Curiosity Shop (1840–41; 
repr., Boston: Tiknor and Fields, 1868), 72. 
14 Charlotte Brontë, chap. 31 in Jane Eyre (1847; repr., New York: Carleton Publisher, 
1864), 379. 
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firing, sometimes leaving the buff red clay exposed. The Dutch adapted the technique of 

tin-glazed earthenware from Italian maiolica to emulate finer Chinese blue-and-white 

porcelain, and immigrants brought the industry to England in the late sixteenth century.15 

Ceramic historian R. J. C. Hildyard in his 2005 survey explains that delft was 

plentiful, used for local consumption, and changed eating habits by adding more pieces to 

the table and setting; it also produced the taste for blue-and-white Chinese porcelain, later 

imitated in printed patterns, such as willow.16 As I mentioned in the introduction of the 

thesis, delft was perceived as inferior in comparison to other pottery, a common bias that 

was also held in the eighteenth century, evidenced in the often-quoted diary of Mrs. 

Papendiek, the Assistant Keeper of the Wardrobe to Queen Charlotte.17 This is not to say 

there were no magnificent examples of ceramics made in delft, such as the towering tulip 

vases and William and Mary commissioned Daniel Marot (1661–1752) the royal architect 

and designer to produce patterns for delftware for their palaces. However, by the 

nineteenth century the term became a common vernacular for everyday blue-and-white 

kitchen dishes. Certainly the critic George Henry Lewes (1817–1878) understood the 

signification of delft as a common material representing the working classes, using it as a 

metaphor in his assessment of Dickens’s contribution to literature, observing “he worked 

in delf, not in porcelain. But his prodigal imagination created in delf forms, which 

                                                        
15 R. J. C. Hildyard, English Pottery 1620–1840 (London: Victoria and Albert Museum 
Publications, 2005), 32, 33. 
16 Ibid., 129-130 
17 Hilary Young, English Porcelain, 1745–95: Its Makers, Design, Marketing and 
Consumption (London: V&A Publications, 1999), 258; Hildyard, English Pottery, 104. 
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delighted thousands. He only touched common life, but he touched it to ‘fine issues.’”18 

Thus by the mid-nineteenth-century, writers used the term delft as a descriptor for working 

class and common, referring to either blue-and-white tin-glaze earthenware or blue 

transferware. 

Elizabeth Gaskell’s first novel, Mary Barton: A Tale of Manchester Life (1848), 

illustrated Ruskin’s view that domestic material comfort is tied to china, cottages, and 

women. At the start of the story before tragedy befalls them, the Barton family is enjoying 

a “comfortable life,” and Mary Barton, the wife of a factory mill worker, is able to “cram” 

their modest home with furniture, a “sure sign of good times among the mills.” The 

Bartons reside in an urban cottage on one of Manchester’s “pent-up half-finished streets, 

all so like one another that you might have easily been bewildered and lost your way.” The 

“house-place,” that is the kitchen and main room, “was tolerably large, and possessed 

many conveniences,” 19 including blue-and-white check curtains, geraniums on the 

window sill both for décor and privacy, and in the corner between the window and the 

fireside was a cupboard, full of plates and dishes, cups and saucers. Gaskell wrote, “[I]t 

was evident that Mrs. Barton was proud of her crockery and glass, for she left her 

                                                        
18 George Lewes, “Dickens in Relation to Criticism,” The Fortnightly Review 11, no. 62 
(1872): 150. 
19 Elizabeth Gaskell’s first novel was published in 1848 but takes place over several years 
between 1839 and 1842. Elizabeth Gaskell, “A Manchester Tea-Party,” in Mary Barton: A 
Tale of Manchester Life (Toronto: Broadview Literary Texts, 2000), 17. The OED 
describes house-place as: “a room in a house, esp. a farmhouse or cottage, used as the 
ordinary living space, typically the kitchen.” Oxford English Dictionary, accessed 10 
August2015,http://www.oed.com.proxy.queensu.ca/view/Entry/88933?redirectedFrom=ho
use-place#eid. 
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cupboard door open, with a glance round of satisfaction and pleasure.”20 Although Gaskell 

did not distinguish the crockery as delft or transfer print, her text exemplified Ruskin’s 

point of the working-class women taking pleasure in the display of their china. Ceramics 

are also a source of enjoyment for Alice Wilson, a pious washerwoman and one of the 

poorest characters in the novel: “there’s none more ready to help with heart or hand.”21 

Alice lives in a cellar which is “the perfection of cleanliness” with a “modest-looking” bed 

in the corner and a “check curtain” at the head, though the brick floor is always damp. Her 

“little bit of crockery-ware was arranged on the mantelpiece, where also stood her 

candlestick and box of matches.”22 Tamara Ketabgian (2007) argues that Gaskell “laments 

the habits of luxury and waste among Mary Barton’s working people. Gaskell peppers her 

texts with remarks faulting the Bartons for their ‘extravagance’ and ‘child-like 

improvidence’ as they ‘exhaust their savings on a single indulgent meal.’”23 With regard to 

Mrs. Gaskell’s china cupboard, however, I contend that its presence is less critique than an 

indicator of the status quo of Victorian life since even humble and generous Alice 

emulates the tradition, albeit in a smaller way, of arranging her bits crockery on the 

mantelpiece. 

Design Historian Clive Edwards states that the definition of home is essentially 

middle class, and in the nineteenth century the poor and working classes aspired to have a 

                                                        
20 Gaskell, “A Manchester Tea-Party” in Mary Barton, 17.  
21 Gaskell, “Alice’s History,” in Mary Barton, 44. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Tamara Ketabgian, “Foreign Tastes and ‘Manchester Tea-Parties’: Eating and Drinking 
with the Victorian Lower Orders,” in Consuming Cultures in the Long Nineteenth Century, 
ed. Tamara Wagner and Narin Hassan (Plymouth, UK: Lexington Books: 2007), 129. 
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home through the acquisition of things.24 Sarah Stickney Ellis in her advice book The 

Wives of England (1843) reiterated this view that domestic material comfort falls in the 

woman’s domain, and recommended to the new bride not to sacrifice either “comfort or 

respectability for the sake of economy,” because comfort and respectability go hand in 

hand.25 The set of china or the individual cup, the saucer and the plate, therefore, 

symbolized this idea of the cosy, domestic interior among the poor and working classes for 

Ruskin, Dickens, and Gaskell.  

George Eliot in Middlemarch (1870) similarly affirmed that the relationship of 

cottage, crockery, and working-class women was a popular notion of comfort and 

respectability, but it is a concept she sought to undermine. Eliot’s sensible and practical 

Mrs. Garth establishes warmth and comfort through strength of character rather than 

material goods. Others “thought her proud or eccentric” and could not understand how she 

renounced “all pride in teapots, or children’s frilling,” which she had done 

“magnanimously,” and she “never poured any pathetic confidences into the ears of her 

feminine neighbours concerning Mr. Garth’s want of prudence and the sums he might 

have had if he had been like other men.”26 As will I discuss later in the chapter, Eliot 

touched upon the expectation that a husband equip his wife with china and, if he fails, will 

be condemned by gossips. But the Garth home, which may not have had the riches of 

china and furniture, is the most moral family in the fictional town of Middlemarch. 

                                                        
24  Edwards, Turning Houses into Homes, 153.  
25 Sarah Stickney Ellis, The Wives of England (New York: D. Appleton and Co, 1843), 52. 
26 George Eliot, chap. 24 in Middlemarch, set in 1833 and published in 1870, Project 
Gutenberg, accessed September 15, 2014, http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/145. 
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Crockery, China, and Clay: Manners, Morals, and Character 

The symbolism of crockery and china in a cottage or in a garret interior embodied 

contemporaneous issues: namely the potent conviction that cleanliness, manners, and 

temperance are all a reflection of moral character. Magdalene Bowles of Bremhill Rectory, 

whose brother was a vicar, observed that an exemplary and well-kept cottage revealed “the 

cups and the saucers, of the meanest sort, no doubt, and some of them broken, are arranged 

to the best advantage upon the shelf . . . bespeaks a mind at peace with itself, and 

contented with the humble lot in which it has pleased God to place him.”27 

Similar views are evident the following decade in the pages of the design reform 

journal Art-Union: 

We are even more anxious for the improvement of common 
earthenware, than for the triumph of expensive porcelain. The 
cup, the plate, the jug, belong to the cottage as to the palace; 
there is no additional expense involved in giving to the peasant 
elegance of design and correctness of pattern, however coarse 
may be the material of the utensils. “Crockery,” as it is 
familiarly termed, enters more largely into our domestic and 
social existence, than any other production; even “the broken 
tea-cups wisely kept for show,” are objects which exercise an 
influence over the dawning mind of the child, and over the 
development of taste in the mature man.28 

 
As this 1846 passage reveals, dishes take on an important agency, serving as a common 

denominator that equalizes the classes, shapes the mind of a child, and elevates the taste of 

                                                        
27 Mrs. Bowles of Bremhill Rectory, Characters and Incidents of Village Life, mostly 
founded on fact: intended for the religious and moral instruction of the poor (London: C. 
J. G. and F. Rivington, 1831), 118–19. 
28 “Illustrated Tour in the Manufacturing Districts,” Art-Union (December 1846): 317. 
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a grown man. Apsley Pellatt (1791–1863), a successful London glass manufacturer and a 

Member of Parliament, whose firm advertised in the Art Journal likewise observed: 

“Among cottage comforts, not the least pleasing to the eye of the philanthropist is a good 

supply of useful crockery.”29 With this patronizing comment Pellatt implied that from his 

high and charitable position, he appreciated the role that crockery played to improve the 

social manners of the lower class. 

Numerous texts published between the mid-1840s and the late 1880s demonstrated 

the view that pottery elevated taste, promoted temperance, and encouraged Christian 

observance. Notably, “The New Crockery Shop,” published in Eliza Cook’s Journal in 

1849, tells the moralizing story of Madeleine, an impoverished orphan, whose father 

operated an elegant china shop on Oxford Street. She is forced to go to the docks and sell a 

prized teapot to the unsavoury Mr. and Mrs. Moses—presumably Jews given their biblical 

name—who are as “ugly and unwashed as the ceramic goods that they sell.”30 Madeline’s 

“show-pot,” featuring a melon-shape, jasmine flowered knob, honeysuckle spout, and stalk 

handle, is stated to be so unusual that her fiancé, a designer who works in Worcester, 

hoped to use it as a model. The design exemplifies the then current taste for naturalism 

promoted by the design reformers, and echoes, in particular, Richard Redgrave’s silver 

                                                        
29 Apsley Pellatt, M.P., “Essay on Pottery and the Fictile Art, Historically, Chemically, 
and Practically Considered,” Art Journal (February 1, 1854): 33. 
30 “Silverpen,” “The New Crockery Shop,” Eliza Cook’s Journal, vol. 1 (London: John 
Owen Clarke, 1849): 21, 22. 
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“Camellia” pear-shaped teapot with stalk leaves wrapped around the spout, which he made 

for Felix Summerly in 1847 but never went into production (fig.1 1).31 

The story ends well: a “good-hearted” seamstress buys the rare teapot and saves 

Madeline by installing her in a new china shop, thereby putting the Moses out of business. 

She marries and her husband enters into a partnership with a large Staffordshire pottery 

manufacturer.  The new, clean, Christian china shop now sells a “marvellous display” of 

well-shaped jugs, melon-shaped breakfast cups and saucers, floral tea services patterned 

with birds, sea views, and rural landscapes, children’s mugs, and teapots “all so cheap” 

and “within the means of the humble mechanics, shipwrights, and draymen.”32 Both the 

china and the shop improve manners and gentrify the entire neighbourhood; a temperance 

society and a lending library are established, successfully keeping the men and women 

away from the gin shops. Inspired by her elegant teapot, the seamstress buys a new tea tray 

and table, thereby raising the etiquette and status of her “slattern” and “untidy” household. 

The author was aware of the doctrine that good design leads to a better and moral and way 

of life: 

[F]or the rich little think how much better we feel for having 
nice things about us, cheap and common though they be, and 
how far we feel lifted above our common lot by things which 
often bring us to good thoughts of God, and one another. . . 
Therefore good Felix Summerly [Henry Cole] and thy Disciples 
to beautify what thou canst for the people; and not only adorn 

                                                        
31 Shirley Bury, “Richard Redgrave and Felix Summerly’s Art-Manufacturers,” in Richard 
Redgrave (1804–1888), ed. Susan Casteras and Ronald Parkinson (New Haven, CT: 
Victoria and Albert Museum and Yale University Press, 1988), 36, 40. 
32 “Silverpen,” “The New Crockery Shop,”37. 
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the homes of the rich and high but give beauty to poor places; 
and set it, a holy thing before us, about us, and around us!33 

 
The message of this popular lady’s journal tale was that the well-shaped jug, the 

form of a drinking cup, or the figure depicted on the dinner plate, were superior in 

activating and educating the uneducated than inaccessible “Raphaels, Claudes and 

Poussins.”34 Material culture theorist Ann Smart Martin rightly explains in her 2001 

analysis that “The New Crockery Shop” represents an example in which ceramics serve as 

a catalyst to taste and self-improvement through assimilating action.35 

Stories of ceramics actualizing morals and ethics involving young women 

continued in the 1880s even when, as art historian Anne Anderson states, the Swinburnian 

concept of art for art’s sake begins to rupture the moral virtue of design appropriateness.36 

In two religious tracts for children The China Cup; or Ellen’s Trial: A Worcestershire 

Story, and The Old Worcester Jug; or John Griffin’s Little Maid young girls and the 

allegorical china determine both the titles and the plot lines. In the former, Ellen, with the 

attributes of neat smooth hair and a clean print dress, attends Bible class where she is 

instructed not to fill a vase with rubbish, because her body also originates from clay but is 

more precious, and she is warned “just as you would not soil or injure a fine piece of 

china, be careful to keep your bodies as well as yours souls from all which you might 

                                                        
33 Ibid, 38. 
34 Ibid, 37. 
35 Ann Smart Martin, “Magical, Mythical, Practical and Sublime: The Meanings and Use 
of Ceramics in America,” in Ceramics in America, ed. Robert Hunter (Milwaukee: 
Chipstone Foundation, 2001), 29–46. 
36 Anne Anderson, “‘Doing As We Like’: Grant Allen, Harry Quilter and Aesthetic 
Dogma,” Journal of Design History, no. 4 (2005): 343. 
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defile them.”37 Ellen works hard at her new job in the porcelain factory, where her mother 

and grandmother were once employed;38 she avoids temptation, maintains her virtue, but is 

falsely accused by her jealous peers of stealing a hand-painted bell-shaped cup (fig. 2.2). 

Exonerated in the end, Ellen is herself, “the perfect cup,” and “she did not forget that 

trouble and care will, with God’s blessing, help to perfect the vessel that is to shine in the 

Great master’s House.”39 

In The Old Worcester Jug; or John Griffin’s Little Maid,40 the jug personifies the 

young girl, Maggie, and thus plays a key role in the narrative. With her widowed mother, 

who has fallen on hard times, Maggie visits a china shop to sell their china, the “last 

vestiges of [their] former, respectable life.” The shopkeeper, John Griffin, cunningly buys 

the old Worcester jug for fifteen shillings, much less than it is worth, but he regrets his 

exploitation especially after he learns of the mother’s death and so redeems himself by 

adopting Maggie, who renews his faith in Jesus. 

The jug, accurately described but not well illustrated, references Worcester’s 

production of the 1760s, and is distinguished by a pale yellow ground colour, an embossed 

cabbage-leaf body, an applied grotesque mask under the spout, and cartouches of 

                                                        
37 Anonymous, The China Cup; or Ellen’s Trial: A Worcestershire Story, (London: The 
Religious Tract Society, c. 1882), 16. 
38 The China Cup, 33. 
39 The China Cup, 46. Another strong religious reference from the same source: “Or to 
borrow a simile from our chief employment in this place, . . . the clay that most often 
passes through the furnace is the best porcelain,” 23. 
40 Eglanton Thorne (Elizabeth Emily Charlton), The Old Worcester Jug; or John Griffin’s 
Little Maid (London: The Religious Tract Society, c. 1888). I am grateful to ceramic 
expert John Sandon who alerted me to this text and its reference to Worcester eighteenth-
century cabbage-shaped jugs. 
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delicately painted pastoral scenes of cows, milk-maidens, and their rural lovers (fig. 2.3).41 

In the late nineteenth-century, collectors prized old Worcester but it was less esteemed 

than rare Chelsea and Sèvres porcelain.42 John Griffin displays it in the window, pricing it 

at the exorbitant sum of five pounds. Maggie carefully cleans it daily until an elderly 

gentleman walking by happens to see it and, recognizing the family heirloom, buys it, 

consequently reuniting with his long-lost granddaughter who is Maggie. The jug, “perfect 

with no cracks or flaws,”43 personifies the girl, but also takes on its own agency, playing 

an active role bringing the shopkeeper to religion and Maggie to her long-lost family. 

In these three stories, the china vessel—be it a teapot, a cup, or a jug— signify 

young girls who overcome their trials, thus embodying ethical and Christian living; their 

way of life elevates those around them both spiritually and materially. In the 

accompanying illustrations of the latter two works, this message is made clear: Ellen 

shows the beautiful cup to the other girls of lesser virtue, and John Griffin takes the jug 

from Maggie who has just cleaned it, thus transferring her good values (fig. 2.4). All three 

china objects are functional but also special because of their form and their ornamentation; 

however, what sets them apart from other consumer goods is that they are made of fired 

                                                        
41 Thorne, The Old Worcester Jug, 10, 14–15. For a view of a similar jug see: Henry 
Sandon, The Illustrated Guide to Worcester Porcelain 1751–1793 (London: Barrie & 
Jenkins, 1974), 78. 
42 For a discussion on collecting porcelain in the nineteenth-century see: Ann Eatwell, 
“Private Pleasures, Public Beneficence.  Lady Charlotte Schreiber and Ceramic 
Collecting” in Women in the Victorian Art World, Clarissa Campbell Orr (ed.), 
(Manchester and New York:  Manchester University Press, 1995), 129. 
43 Thorne, The Old Worcester Jug, 112. 
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clay and therefore have passed through “the trial of fire of endurance,” a metaphor for 

resisting temptation. 

Henry Willett (1823-1905), an important collector of British pottery in the late 

nineteenth century, selected and organized his pieces according to historical significance, 

rather than the predictable classifications of material, maker, and style, because he wanted 

to show how so much of British pottery illustrated current events and social movements, 

including the temperance revival. One such object in his collection exemplifying this 

theme of Christian morals and manners is a teapot inscribed, “‘Let your conversation be 

upon the Gospel of Christ,’ i.e., talk about it over your tea table.”44 The temperance 

movement promoted tea over alcohol, and not surprisingly, tea’s utensils, particularly the 

teapot and cup, personified moral undertones just as the act of tea drinking did. The 

Religious Tract Society and other Bible groups published small histories on the subject, 

such as Reverend G. R. Wedgwood’s The History of the Tea-Cup with a Description of the 

Potter’s Art (1875). He expounds that the teacup encourages family life by their 

assembling together at teatime, as well as promotes temperance, “a cup that cheers but not 

inebriates,” adding that, “if the Tea-Cup could speak it would tell some wondrous tales!” 

(fig. 2.5). Further animating the object, he concedes that the teacup may contribute to 

“schools of scandal” at social tea-parties and has been “the pivot of many of plots.”45 

                                                        
44 Henry Willett, Introductory Catalogue, Pottery & Porcelain in the Brighton Museum, 
Lent by Henry Willett (Brighton: South of England Printing Works, 1879), 7. 
45 Reverend G. R. Wedgwood, The History of the Tea-Cup with a Description of the 
Potter’s Art (London: Wesleyan Conference Office, 1878), 138, 145, 146, 152. 
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Victorian tracts often described the process of manufacturing pottery and infused 

the explanatory passages with strong religious tones. For example, Wedgwood observed, 

“the lesson of endurance is forcibly illustrated by one branch of this trade.—The ware that 

endures the fire comes out unburnt, nay made beautiful and clear.”46 Biblical and New 

Testament references of resisting the fiery furnace, the creation of man modelled from a 

“lump of clay,” and “man is but God’s vessel,” infiltrated non-religious texts as well, as 

revealed in the trade journals.47 The 1844 Art-Union Potteries’ report opened with a 

description of throwing a “formless mass of clay” on the wheel: “[I]t is impossible for a 

Christian to look upon this process without remembering the frequent allusions to it as a 

type of creative power in the Old and the New Testament.” The article proceeds to quote 

the Biblical Jeremiah when he visits the potter’s house and watches him destroy a 

damaged vessel and throw a new one: “Then the word of the Lord came to me, saying, O 

house of Israel, cannot I do with you as this potter? saith the Lord. Behold, as the clay is in 

the potter’s hand, so are ye in mine hand.”48 Dickens, in an 1852 account of the Copeland 

factory works, also described plates that “spring from lumps of clay.”49 Lord Carlisle’s 

lecture at Burslem in 1853 inculcated the importance of Government Design Schools for 

                                                        
46 Wedgwood, The History of the Tea-Cup, 123. 
47 In the King James Bible, the clay references are Genesis 2:7: “And the LORD God 
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and 
man became a living soul”; Isaiah 64:8: “But now, O LORD, thou art our father; we are 
the clay, and thou our potter; and we all are the work of thy hand. Official King James 
Bible online: Authorized King James Version (KJV), accessed December 28, 2015, 
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/. 
48 Jeremiah 18:6 from KJV quoted in “The Potteries,” Art-Union 65 (1844): 107. 
49 Charles Dickens “A Plated Article,” Household Words 5, no. 109 (1852): 118. The story 
was republished by Spode in 1930 and 2010. 
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members of the pottery industry, where the Methodist movement flourished, concluding 

with the religious metaphor: 

We are all of us children of the clay, and moulded by the 
Almighty hand, modeled after the Divine likeness; the lowest 
and meanest among us may be formed into the vessel of 
choicest honour, and set apart for the highest place in the 
paradise of our God.50 

 

Numerous nineteenth-century publications on the history and collecting of 

ceramics republished eighteenth-century poetry that satirized chinamania using religious 

references. In the poem on chinamania “Epitaph in a Country Church Yard,” the analogy 

between clay and body is amusingly put: 

Beneath this stone lies Katherine Gray, 
Chang’d from a busy life to lifeless clay. 
By earth and clay she got her self, 
And now she’s turned to earth herself. 
Ye weeping friends, let my advice, 
Abate your grief, and dry your eyes; 
For what avails a flood of tears? 
Who knows but in a run of years,  
In some tall pitcher, or broad pan, 
She in her shop may be again.51 

 

Therefore, it was commonly held belief that crockery, and the process of 

manufacturing ceramics from clay, instilled strong pious values as evidenced in religious 

tracts, trade accounts, and popular poetry. Pottery also served as a widespread metaphor to 

signify strength or weakness of character or simply serve as a descriptive enhancement, as 

                                                        
50 “Lord Carlisle at Burslem,” Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal (February 26, 1853): 144. 
51 William Chaffers, Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain of the Renaissance 
and Modern Periods (London: Bickers & Son, 1874), 609; Annie Trumbull Slosson, The 
China Hunters Club (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1878), 51.  
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previously revealed in Lewes’s assessment of Dickens’s fiction. Elizabeth Kowaleski-

Wallace (1996) and Stacey Sloboda (2009)52 have pointed out that in the eighteenth 

century, china and collecting porcelain became analogous to feminine desire for randy 

sexuality on the one hand and fragile purity on the other, citing for example Alexander 

Pope’s “The Rape of the Lock” (1712). Similarly, John Gay’s “To a Lady, On her Passion 

for Old China” (1771) represents a popular satirical poem about chinamania and reiterates 

the well-known conceit that porcelain suggests delicateness, while earthenware evokes 

stronger stuff, and was thus metaphorically appropriate for men. 

Or white, or blue, or speck’d with gold, 
Vessels so pure and so refin’d.  
Appear the types of woman-kind. 
Are they not valu’d for their beauty 
Too fair, too fine for household duty?. . . 
How white, how polish’d is their skin, 
And valu’d most when only seen! 
She who before was highest priz’d, 
Is for a crack or flaw despis’d. . . . 
But Man is made of coarser stuff, 
And serves convenience well enough; 
He’s a strong earthen vessel made, 
For drudging, labour, toil and trade; . . . 
Husbands more covetous than sage  
Condemn this China-buying rage.53 

  

According to this poem, rough earthenware trumps refined white polished china, because 

the latter cracks, but technically the opposite is true, earthenware is low-fired, making it 

softer, weaker, and more susceptible to breaking than porcelain. 

                                                        
52 Kowaleski-Wallace, Consuming Subjects, 153; Sloboda, “Porcelain Bodies,”155. 
53 From the Gentleman’s Magazine (1771), republished in Chaffers, Marks and 
Monograms, 629; Trumbull Slosson, The China Hunters Club, 51. 
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The tropes of refined porcelain symbolizing women while courser earthenware and 

stoneware signified men continued into the nineteenth century. For example, Anthony 

Trollope employed the analogy in his political novel The Prime Minister (1876). 

Gossiping about the suicide of the suave and unsavoury Ferdinand Lopez, Glencora says 

to her friend Mrs. Finn, “[T]he worst of it is, that when they suffer from this weakness, 

which you call sensitiveness, they think that they are made of finer material than other 

people. Men shouldn’t be made of Sèvres china, but of good stone earthenware.”54 

Trollope was under the misconception that earthenware was a high-fired stoneware, but he 

reiterates the perception of the time that Sèvres porcelain invoked femininity while 

stoneware and earthenware conveyed masculinity. 

American novelist and London resident Henry James was well aware of his 

Aesthetic friends’ mania for blue-and-white china, and as documented in recent 

scholarship, he overtly employed ceramics as metaphors for his characters. In Portrait of a 

Lady (1880–81),55 the heroine, Isabel, is a “silver plate, not an earthen one;” the innocent 

Pansy is a Dresden-china shepherdess, while the broken and unhappy Madame Merle is a 

fragile, chipped, cracked porcelain pot who has been cleverly mended and, in a later 

                                                        
54 Anthony Trollope, “Coddling the Prime Minister,” chap. 51 in The Prime Minister 
(1876; repr., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 100. 
55 See Alden Cavanaugh and Michael Yonan, “Introduction,” in The Cultural Aesthetics of 
Eighteenth-Century Porcelain, ed. Alden Cavanaugh and Michael Yonan (Farnham, 
Surrey, UK; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010), 1–2; Sara Stambaugh, “The Aesthetic 
Movement and The Portrait of a Lady,” Nineteenth-Century Fiction, 30, no. 4 (1976): 
495–510. 
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passage, she is analogous to a cracked cup.56 James uses porcelain, like the writers of the 

eighteenth century, as a metaphor for virtue or lack thereof. 

To see pottery and porcelain through the filter of nineteenth-century texts and 

literature reveals how they became touchstones of moral character, virtue, piousness, 

manners, desire, and gender, but equally important, and as I will discuss in the next 

section, their meaning, especially pottery, also inspired imperialist nationalism. 

 

National Pride and British Pottery 

Art historian Anne Helmreich argues that Helen Allingham’s (1848–1926) popular 

watercolours of cottage exteriors served as symbols of national identity, crossing the 

boundaries between domestic and external, and national and global spheres.57 The same 

applies to British ceramics in the nineteenth century: they acted as signifiers of British 

imperialism, democracy, industriousness, and ingenuity, and as emblems of an idealized 

domestic sphere. Beginning in the latter half of the eighteenth century, a perception grew 

that Britain populated and conquered world trade through its manufacturing of everyday 

tableware.58 National pride in ceramics surfaces in texts, commencing in the latter half of 

the eighteenth century. Reflecting this sentiment is Sir Charles Hanbury Williams’s satiric 

                                                        
56 Henry James, chapters 35 and 36 from vol. 2 and chapters 10 and 19 from vol. 1 in The 
Portrait of Lady, 1881, Project Gutenberg, accessed 1 May 2015, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/2834. 
57 Anne Helmreich, “The Marketing of Helen Allingham,” in Gendering Landscape Art, 
ed. Steven Adams and Anna Grueztner Robins (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2000), 57, 59. 
58 R. J. C. Hildyard, European Ceramics (London, V&A Publications, 1999), 99. 
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verse, “Isabella” (1765), a popular work that continued to be republished in the nineteenth 

century: 

To please the noble Dame, the courtly ’squire 
Produc’d a teapot made in Staffordshire: 

 
‘Such works as this,’ (she cries) ‘Can England do?’ 
It equals Dresden, and outdoes St. Cloud: 
All modern China now shall hide its head 
And e’en Chantilly must give o’eer the trade: 

 
‘Do thou, thrice happy England! still prepare 
This Clay, and build thy fame on Earthenware.’59 
 

Sir Charles Hanbury Williams (1708-1759), however, preferred Meissen porcelain; he 

collected it when he served as ambassador for George II to the Court of Saxony in Dresden 

from 1747 to 1750 and which he loaned to the Chelsea porcelain factory to make models.60   

Design reformers Henry Cole (1808–1882), Owen Jones (1809–1874), and Richard 

Redgrave demonstrated their patriotism by designing for British industry and teaching 

“fitness for purpose” and other reform principles. Most significantly, they elected to use 

the term “pottery” over the word “ceramic” for the classifications of the material at the 

Great Exhibition and at Marlborough House, because, as they explain in the 1853 

catalogue, the word “ceramic” originates from Greek, and though employed in France and 

Germany as a generic term for all kinds of pottery, “there seems hardly any good reason 

                                                        
59 Sir Charles Hanbury Williams, “Isabella” first published in 1765 is republished in the 
following nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century books Joseph Marryat, 
Collections Towards a History of Pottery and Porcelain (London: John Murray, 1850), 63; 
Chaffers, Marks and Monograms, 627; Trumbull Slosson, The China Hunters Club, 51; 
and J. F. Blacker, Nineteenth-Century English Ceramic Art (Toronto: The Copp, Clark Co. 
Limited, 1912), 46. 
60 Elizabeth Adams, Chelsea Porcelain (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1987), 24. 
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for substituting this new word for our own English one, which is as comprehensive.”61 

Markedly, Cole favoured the term “pottery” when he edited the short-lived Journal of 

Design and Manufactures (1849–52),62 and Redgrave also privileged the word “pottery” 

over “china” and “ceramics” in his Manual of Design in 1876.63 

 

National pride focused, as the Art-Union stated, upon the understanding that the 

pottery industry, “gives value to materials that are otherwise worthless.”64 The Museum of 

Practical Geology founded in 1835 began collecting British pottery in the mid 1850s on a 

similar premise to shows examples of the transformation of British minerals to finished 

product.65 Supporting the British pottery industry manifested itself in the purchase of 

British ceramic wares as well as in the popular activity of factory tours to witness the 

process of making. The tradition of factory visits emerged in the late eighteenth century in 

the aristocratic circles; notably George III and Queen Charlotte and the three Princesses 

toured the Worcester Factory in 1788. The Prince of Wales visited Spode in Staffordshire 

in 1806.66 By the mid-1800s factory tours moved down the social scale, welcomed by the 

                                                        
61 Department of Practical Art, Marlborough House, A Catalogue of the Articles of 
Ornamental Art, in the Museum of the Department, vol. 2 (London: George E. Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1852), 39. 
62 Anthony Burton, “Richard Redgrave as Art Educator, Museum Official, and Design 
Theorist,” in Richard Redgrave (1804–1888), 48. 
63 Gilbert Redgrave, ed., Manual of Design Compiled from the Writings and Addresses of 
the Richard Redgrave (London: Chapman and Hall, 1876), 40, 41, 113. 
64 “The Potteries Introductory,” Art-Union (April 1844): 83; “Illustrated Tour in the 
Manufacturing District,” Art-Union (December 1, 1846): 317. 
65 Hildyard, English Pottery, 204. 
66 John Sandon The Dictionary of Worcester Porcelain 1751-1851, vol. 1 (Suffolk: The 
Antique Collectors’ Club, 1993), 381; Chaffers, Marks and Monograms, 707. 
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industry to promote their trade. Redgrave and Cole visited the Potteries in 1853, not 

surprisingly, given their active role as educators and designers.67 More noteworthy, 

perhaps, is Charles Dickens’s tour of Copeland (formerly Spode) in 1852, and his first-

hand experience published in a six-page essay called “A Plated Article” for Household 

Words. Dickens’s descriptions of the pottery manufacturing process, from the excavating 

and refining of the clay, to the firing and final decorating are accurate, detailed, and vivid: 

a kiln is a domed-shaped cavern recalling the Roman Pantheon, for example, and mocha 

ware is made by a father who blows the brown colour from a blowpipe as the jugs and 

cups twirl on the lathe, while his daughter drops blotches of blue so they run into rude 

images of trees.68 Dickens concentrated on “quite cheap” tableware, remarking how “the 

patterns of beautiful design, in faultless perspective insinuate good wholesome natural art 

into the humblest households.” His emphasis of “faultless perspective” was a concept that 

the design reformers challenged, as I will discuss later in this chapter. 

Although a visit to the Potteries or Worcestershire was a day’s journey from 

London, collectors such as Lady Charlotte Guest Schreiber (1812–1895) and fictional 

families like the Johnsons who lived nearby go on outings to china works to meet the 

artists and to watch how a “perfect cup” is made (fig. 2.6).69 The scholar Isobel Armstrong 

                                                        
67 Frances Margaret Redgrave, “October 21, 1853,” in Richard Redgrave, A Memoir C.B., 
R.A.: A Memoir Compiled from His Diary (London: Cassel & Company, 1891), 93. 
68 Charles Dickens, “A Plated Article,” 120. 
69 Redgrave complained that the distance limited artists based in London working with 
these industries. See Redgrave, ed., Manual of Design, 157. Lady Charlotte Schreiber 
recorded in her diary visiting Worcester and meeting the artistic director Charles Binns in 
1870. See Montague Guest, ed., Lady Charlotte Schreiber’s Journals: Confidences of a 
Collector of Ceramics and Antiques throughout Britain, France, Holland, Belgium, Spain, 
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(2008)  identified the practice as “factory tourism,” a phenomenon evident in other British 

Victorian industries, such as glass, iron, and textiles. Armstrong writes, “Visits to factories 

were staged as journeys of sociological discovery, spectacle, courses of instruction in new 

technologies, and anatomies of work”; and, she claims, that it was an art of describing, 

representing “one of the earliest journalistic attempts at an ethnography of work . . . both 

to document and to mythologize.”70 

The print media published first-hand reports of individual ceramic factories or 

pottery regions, illustrating step-by-step the multitude of technologies. In 1843 Penny 

Magazine printed two separate supplements on porcelain and pottery, respectively,71 while 

the Art-Union issued a series that featured illustrated tours of the Staffordshire potteries 

between 1845 and 1846,72 only to be ridiculed the following year in the Punch article, 

“Punch’s Tour in the Manufacturing Districts” (fig. 2.7). Punch is presented with teapots, 

vases, crockery, shawls, blankets, quilts, and other items, and the caption reads: “It is his 

purpose to make a tour in the manufacturing districts that he may, in his, pages, display to 

astonished Englishmen, the wealth and ingenuity of England.” The commentary concludes 

with the wisecrack that Punch will begin with eatables to furnish his larder, and thereby 

                                                                                                                                                                       

Portugal, Turkey, Austria, and Germany, from the year 1869–1885, vol. 1 (London: 
Ballantyne and Co., 1911), 66; The China Cup; or Ellen’s Trial: A Worcestershire Story 
recounts how an upper-class family visit the Worcester porcelain factory and witness the 
production of a cup being made from start to finish. 
70 Isobel Armstrong, Victorian Glassworlds: Glass Culture and the Imagination 1830–
1880 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008) 19.  
71 “A Day at the Staffordshire Potteries,” Penny Magazine February 26, 1843): 73–80; “A 
Day at the Porcelain-Works Factory, Worcester,” Penny Magazine (May 28, 1873): 201–8. 
72 Art-Union (January 1, 1846): 1; “Copeland and Garret,” Art-Union (November 1, 1846): 
287; Art-Union (December 1, 1846): 317; “Worcester,” Art-Union (March 1, 1846): 89. 
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questions the motivation behind these factory visits, implying that public benefit and 

patriotism are not the only reasons.73 John Walsh’s Manual of Domestic Economy (1856) 

devoted over a half dozen pages to ceramic manufacturing,74 and the Art Journal proudly 

announced that it had been covering and supporting pottery for the last fourteen years: 

“this branch of manufacture achieved its high level entirely by individual enterprise 

unaided by state subsidies.”75 The magazine’s documentation continued in the 1860s, 

when it published Llewellynn Jewitt’s monthly reports on individual British factories, 

which he later expanded into a book. The rationale and message of these trade-journal 

articles echoed the proclamations of Jane Austen’s General Tilney in Northanger Abbey, 

namely that British potteries led in functional ceramics, distinguishing them from 

aristocratic, European porcelain factories. The breakfast service is seen through the eyes of 

young Catherine and described in the words of the boastful General Tilney: 

                                                        
73 “Punch’s Tour! In the Manufacturing Districts,” Punch vol. 10, (1846): 123, 144; 
“Punch to His Manufacturing Friends,” Punch  vol. 10, (1846): 199.  
74 John Henry Walsh, Manual of Domestic Economy, suited to families spending 100£ to 
1000£ a Year (London: Routledge, 1856). In the 1874 edition, the factory description is 
condensed, suggesting that the novelty had worn off. 
75 “Ceramic Court at the Chrystal Palace, Under the Direction of T. Battam, Esq., F.S.A.,” 
Art Journal (February 1856): 47–48). Jewitt’s articles include: “Old Derby China,” Art 
Journal (January 1862): 1–4; “A History of the Worcester Porcelain Works,” Art Journal 
(February 1862): 41–45; “Salopian China: The Coalport Porcelain Works,” Art Journal 
(March 1862): 65–69; “‘Lowestoft China,’ A Notice of the Porcelain Works at 
Lowestoft,” Art Journal (July 1863): 129–32; “Plymouth China,” Art Journal (September 
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“Rockingham China and the Yorkshire Potteries,” Art Journal (November 1865): 348–53; 
“William Billingsley and the China Works Founded by Him,” Art Journal (September 
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The elegance of the breakfast set forced itself on Catherine’s 
notice when they were seated at table; and, lucidly, it had been 
the general’s choice. He was enchanted by her approbation of 
his taste, confessed it to be neat and simple, thought it right to 
encourage the manufacture of his country; and for his part, to 
his uncritical palate, the tea was as well flavoured from the 
clay of Staffordshire, as from that of Dresden or Sèvres.76 

 

Remarkably, Austen described that the breakfast set “forced itself” on Catherine, thereby 

revealing how consumer objects such as ceramics imposed a strong presence in the minds 

of its consumers (albeit fictional). The passage reiterates the previously discussed morality 

tales that crockery and pottery conveyed an almost independent agency. Equally important 

is the messaging of the General’s “uncritical” opinion that British pottery made in 

Staffordshire had caught up to the Continental porcelains of German Dresden (Meissen) 

and French Sèvres partly thanks to his patronizing the Potteries. Austen herself had a taste 

for Wedgwood, writing to her sister Cassandra that she enjoyed the “pleasure of receiving, 

unpacking & approving Wedgwood ware,” a vine leaf pattern that was to match their other 

china.77 She also accompanied her brother Edward Knight and his daughter Fanny to the 

Wedgwood London showroom when he ordered his creamware “dinner set” with the 

                                                        
76 Jane Austen, chap. 22 in Northanger Abbey (London: Blackie and Son, London 1895), 
153–54. Northanger Abbey was written at the turn of the century and published 
posthumously in 1818. 
77 Edward Knight’s service is in the Jane Austen House Museum. Jane Austen to 
Cassandra Austen, June 6, 1811, in Jane Austen, Jane Austen’s Letters, ed. Deirdre Le 
Faye (Oxford University Press: 2011), 187, 202. Linda Slothouber, “Elegance and 
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Knight family crest and small lozenge purple and gilt border pattern.78 

Similar patriotic statements were expressed in the journals of the nineteenth 

century pronouncing that, until the advances of Josiah Wedgwood (1730–1795) in 

Staffordshire, Britain was behind Europe in the production of pottery. The nation initially 

relied on imported stoneware from Rhineland, blue-and-white tin-glaze earthenware from 

Holland, as well as blue-and-white export porcelain from China. After the decline of 

England’s short-lived elite porcelain industries, such as Chelsea and Bow, mostly located 

in the London area, Wedgwood and the Staffordshire potteries largely filled the void, 

consolidating the technological advances in utilitarian tableware, first with press-moulded 

white salt-glaze stoneware, followed by creamware, pearlware, transferware, and ironstone 

china; thereby they effectively dominated the market in Europe and North America and 

eliminated Chinese exports.79 At the higher end of the spectrum, bone china (literally 

kaolin mixed with bone ash to make it whiter) was introduced around 1748 and perfected 

by Josiah Spode almost fifty years later. It became a standard body in the nineteenth 

century for dinner services, cutting into Continental porcelain sales in England.80 

                                                        
78 Jane Austen to Cassandra Austen, September 16, 1813, Letters of Jane Austen 
Brabourne Edition, accessed January 8, 2015, 
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According to ceramic scholar, R. J. C. Hildyard (1999), the success of cream- and 

pearlware rendered “meaningless the old social divide between earthenware and porcelain. 

Continental porcelain was considered to be expensive and designed for display rather than 

use.”81 Hildyard’s thesis is clearly reflected in the texts of the 1840s, evidencing a proud 

and sometimes ironic tone that Britain excelled in utilitarian rather than ornamental ware 

and that supplying the world with mass-produced everyday pottery should be seen as a 

badge of honour. 

Benjamin Disraeli’s novel Coningsby (1844) called for reciprocity between France 

and England, French fine wines for British tableware; the character Sidonia declares to 

himself: “[I]f we only had that treaty of commerce with France . . . the dinners of both 

nations would be improved: the English would gain a delightful beverage [wine], and the 

French for the first time in their lives would dine off hot plates. An unanswerable instance 

of the advantages of commercial reciprocity!”82 Interestingly, this passage in support of 

free trade was used against Disraeli some sixteen years later in a parliamentary debate, 

when he was perceived as preventing a free trade agreement with France.83 As Disraeli and 

others knew so well, not only could British tableware withstand high heat and, therefore, 

be warmed in the oven without cracking, it was—in contrast to its Continental 
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82 Benjamin Disraeli, chap. 2 in Coningsby, or The New Generation, 1844, Project 
Gutenberg, accessed May 1, 2015, http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/7412. 
83 See “HC Adjourned Debate. Second Night,” February 1860, vol. 156, accessed July 10, 
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competition—affordable and rarely dependent on royal patronage.84 According to an 

article in the Art-Union (1844): 

 

Before Wedgewood [sic] appeared, all the finer articles of 
earthenware and porcelain were imported. . . . Now the 
traveller . . . through the whole length and breadth of the 
European Continent, is served at every inn upon English ware, 
finds English porcelain in the palaces of the noble, and bits of 
English crockery in the hovels of the peasant.85 

 
Earlier that year the journal trumpeted, “[T]here is not a doubt our ordinary earthenware, 

and more especially our dinner services are unrivalled in the world.”86 Despite this 

observation, the magazine believed that the Potteries were in need of design education and 

had not created a good design since Flaxman’s models for Wedgwood. Nonetheless, while 

Wedgwood with his adoption of neoclassicism had done much to “put a salutary curb on 

extravagance of style,” he, in the popular opinion espoused by Redgrave, “still resurrected 

a dead art.”87 The following decade, the author of “Wanderings in the Crystal Palace” for 

the Art Journal maintained: 

It is absurd to compare our ornamental china to that of Sèvres, 
or Meissen, or Potsdam [Royal Berlin Factory]. Those are 
royal establishments, and produce things of royal beauty. Let 
us be wise, and not enter the lists. Let us boast of our 
matchless display of useful, convenient, republican crockery, 
adapted to the wants of a clean, and much washing people. 

                                                        
84 Since the late eighteenth century, there was a strong tradition of royal patrons 
commissioning services from the English potteries and bestowing the Royal Warrant, but 
no British manufacturers received direct funding to operate in contrast with Sèvres and 
Meissen, for example. 
85“The Potteries Introductory,” Art-Union (April 1844): 83. 
86 “Illustrated Tour in the Manufacturing District,” Art-Union (December 1, 1846): 317. 
87 Redgrave, ed., Manual of Design, 118. 
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What charming jugs, baths and basin! How cool, and fresh, 
and bright, they look! Male ingenuity and feminine caprice can 
hardly suggest a nicety that is not satisfied here; and all so well 
made and so appropriate, so substantial [.]88 No purpose 
favourable either to utility, comfort, or to Art, is answered by 
having a blue-and-white cup and saucer costing three or four 
pounds . . . .  .[O]ur basins, ewers, jugs, and all the vessels for 
washing, are of countless varieties of form, and of colossal 
proportions, compared to those of any other country. Future 
ages will infer from the crockery of our bed-rooms, that we 
were giants in these our days, and will lament over their own 
degeneracy.89 

 
To be sure, there is a touch of irony, but the phrase “republican crockery” is palpable, 

suggesting not only an important reference to exports to America but also an indication of 

pride in the entrepreneurial spirit of the Potteries and the equalizing of the classes created 

by ceramics.  

Apsley Pellatt in the Art Journal (1854) similarly makes a point of stating that the 

ceramics industry achieved its high level “entirely by individual enterprise,” unaided by 

state subsidies, and offers a patriotic salute to the British industries for the common 

people: 

Domestic vessels, from the coarse brown pan to the elegancies 
of the table . . . demonstrate the usefulness of the potter’s art, 
and prove that every day the manufacturer is becoming of 
greater national importance, especially as England abounds 
with clay and coals, the latter being at the very foundation of 
our social industry, and of far more importance to our 
prosperity than the gold mines of California or Australia.90 
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After the Great Exhibition, critics argued that British ornamental ware, and not just 

functional ceramics, had greatly improved thanks to the international fair and the others 

that followed but warned that British ceramics should always retain their roots in 

functional tableware.91 Sir Henry Doulton92 (1820–1897), the proprietor of Doulton 

Pottery and Porcelain Company, which started as a manufacturer of industrial stoneware 

pipes and practical jugs, was swept by the changing tide to make artistic ceramics and 

introduced art studio ware at the 1867 International Exhibition in Paris. However, by 1888 

he repeated the familiar refrain, “The progress of the last twenty-five years had compelled 

our Continental neighbours to recognize the English style.”93 Doulton concluded his 

speech with a cautionary remark for his industry to remember its functional base, because 

“a school of purely decorative pottery is short lived, and doubtless the continuous 

productions of Wedgwood, Worcester and Minton are largely due to the careful attention 

paid to utilitarian requirements.”94 He predicted that in the next fifty years, the Victorian 

Age would be remembered for the ability of the English potteries to combine beauty and 

utility. 

Thomas Hood’s popular and frequently published satirical verse “The China-

Mender” (c.1832) best espoused the sentiment that sensible British functional tableware 

                                                        
91 “Ceramic Court at the Palace, Under the Direction of T. Battam, Esq., F.S.A.,” Art 
Journal (February 1856): 47–48; Saturday Review (June 1871): 766–67. 
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Doulton Burslem Wares (London: Barrie & Jenkins, Royal Doulton), 1980. 
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trumps the frivolous beauty of Continental porcelain. Told through the voice of the 

servant, Mary, who prefers “good ironstone for wear,” she scoffs at her mistress’s taste for 

foreign porcelain and is dismissive that “whole crates of new Wedgwood and Spode” 

cannot replace her taste for Dresden and the Mandarin porcelain.95 Here then is another 

example of the commonly held belief that Britain excelled in utilitarian ceramics. The 

emphasis on functional ware highlighted the importance of the British tableware exported 

around the world, as I will argue in the next section. 

 

The Consumption of Tableware: Breakfast, Tea, Dinner, and Dessert Sets 

Prices of pottery dropped due partly to the advances of transportation, canals opening in 

the Stoke-on-Trent region in the late eighteenth century, and the development of the 

expansive railway network after 1840.96 Moreover, as men started to work outside the 

home, dinner time switched from midday to around seven or eight in the evening, and late-

afternoon tea was introduced between lunch and dinner. 97 Afternoon tea was popularized 

and enhanced in importance by the Duchess of Bedford who was a lady-in-waiting to 

Queen Victoria.98 With these significant changes in transportation and eating habits came 

an increase in the production and choice of tableware sets. While new china sets for 

breakfast, dinner, and dessert on the one hand served as an equalizer among the classes, on 
                                                        
95 Thomas Hood, “The China-Mender,” c. 1832, republished in Chaffers, Marks and 
Monograms, 630; and Trumbull Slosson, The China Hunters Club, 52. 
96 Coutts, The Art of Ceramics, 248; Hildyard, European Ceramics, 92. 
97 The time of tea served varied depending on class. Flanders, The Victorian House, 231; 
Arnold Palmer, Moveable Feasts Changes in English Eating Habits: A Reconnaissance of 
the Origins and Consequences of Fluctuations in Meal-Times, with Special Attention to the 
Introduction of Luncheon and Afternoon Tea (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1952). 
98 Robin Emmerson, British Teapots & Tea Drinking (London: HMSO, 1992), 26. 
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the other hand they introduced greater hierarchies and contradictions related to taste, 

gender, and class and privileged the antique over the new.  

Design historian Clive Edwards argues that the culture of consumption or 

“consumer culture” in the nineteenth century moved into two different spheres: 

public/urban (such as retailing and galleries) and inward looking/domestic (i.e., the home); 

what linked these two worlds was “consumer goods which could be seen as signs of status 

and identity, vehicles of meaning and bearers of aesthetic values.”99 In this section I argue 

that Edwards’s three signifiers apply to the consumption of china sets among the working, 

middle, and upper classes, and I first consider how design reformers of the era imposed 

decorative protocols on “best” and everyday tableware. 

Dickens, in the aforementioned short story on the Copeland factory, is sensitive to 

the taxonomy of the ceramic world, referring to “the aristocracy of order” between 

earthenware and porcelain: those made of the finer clay-porcelain are the “peers and 

peeresses,” and the dessert, breakfast, and tea services represent “the endless nobility and 

gentry.”100 Pellatt also commented on the distinction between pottery and porcelain: 

Rising higher, among the upper classes, we find drawing-room 
cabinets, mantelpieces and tables decorated with the more 
costly and beautiful forms of vases, or fictile busts and 
statuettes . . . in the luxuries of the middle classes, we find an 
improving taste for useful and ornamental earthenware and 
china, its possession is the gratifying indication of the result of 
successful industry. 

 

Design reform, according to Pellatt, is working because the “British potter has varied his 
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100 Dickens, “A Plated Article,” 120. 
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forms, and studied new and elegant patterns, for tea, table, and dessert services.”101 

Penny Sparke, Charlotte Gere, Frances Collard and other scholars observe that the rise of 

décor journals in the latter half of the nineteenth century originated out of husbandry 

manuals and reflect an important shift of values, moving away from religious and moral 

undertones to décor for its own sake.102 They point out while décor magazines represented 

examples of idealized interiors, they remain useful because they reveal the fashionable 

views of the day and reflect the stronghold of design reform ideology. 

Charles Eastlake’s Hints on Household Taste (1868), an early decorating guide, 

pronounced strong views on china, cautioning that “there is no branch of art-manufacture 

exposed to greater dangers, in point of taste, than that of ceramic design,”103 though he 

upheld the popular opinion that “modern” Minton and English potters have improved the 

design of English crockery over the last fifty years and can be easily bought at the agents 

Mortlock on Oxford Street. In his chapter exclusively on crockery, he objected to twisted 

stalk handles, gilt acorns, seashell knobs, and other “silly inventions” because “they are 

contemptible in a poor design” and “destructive to the effect of a good one.” Eastlake 

believed the toilet service should be made of white stoneware, decorated in a simple 
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monochrome with either the guilloche (wave) or some variation of the Greek fret (key) 

pattern. Turning to china sets, he argued that as a rule “our dinner and tea services are 

marred by over-neatness in the execution of their patterns, and by a tendency towards mere 

prettiness in the tints employed to enrich them. Pinks, mauves, magentas, and other hues 

of the same kind, however charming they may appear in the eyes of a court-milliner, are 

offensive”104and the practice of gilding the edges of tableware and touching up lids and 

handles with streaks of gold, is a “monstrous piece of vulgarity.” Eastlake’s opinions 

echoed those of Cole, Redgrave, and Ruskin, particularly when he asserted that “perfection 

of quality and excessive accuracy of workmanship may add to the luxe, but never to the 

spirit of true art.” Likewise, he dismissed strictly pictorial representations of nature and 

mathematical precision “as quite unsuitable to the true conditions of ceramic art.”105 

Redgrave similarly espoused in his writings that landscape and pictures are almost 

always out of place on pottery and “certainly objectionable to cover the centre of plates 

and dishes because they hide the surface.” He believed that utility would be better served 

by the absence of any decoration in the part which receives the food, and that the “sense of 

cleanliness” can only be achieved by “the white unchanged surface of the material.”106 The 

design reformers’ anti-pictorial stance defied Dickens’s earlier opinion for “quite cheap” 

tableware, of “patterns of beautiful design, in faultless perspective.”107 

Clarence Cook’s House Beautiful, first published in 1875 in Scribner’s Monthly 

                                                        
104 Ibid, 229. 
105 Ibid, 207, 224, 229, 230, 231,234, 235. 
106 Redgrave, ed., Manual of Design, 117. 
107 Charles Dickens, “A Plated Article,” 120. 
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before it was issued as a book in 1878, also asserted very definitive opinions about china 

and is particularly scornful of “matching sets,” calling them “a modern invention of 

manufacturers that may promote uniformity but not harmony.”108 Design reform 

sentiments inflected many of the décor magazines of the period, continuing with 

Decoration and Furniture of Town Houses (1880) by R. W. Edis, who stated that the best 

manufacturers were producing everyday breakfast, dinner, tea, and toilet services, 

combining excellence of form and workmanship with delicacy of colour and moderation 

of cost, but complained that their attempt at “irregularity” shows “too much method.”109 

Mary Haweis, in The Art of Decoration (1881), also believed that harmony cannot be 

attained by new pottery and therefore proposed the “cloudy and soft” colours of antique 

objects, which she claimed were “more easy to keep in harmony.” Echoing Ruskin’s 

dogma, she noted that older ceramics were made under the influence of comparative 

leisure and freedom and she was not impressed by Minton and Doulton’s “modern 

productions made after the old manner,” because the “dimmed tints and crookedness are 

too laborious, calculated and careful and represent artful acting with no spontaneity.”110 

Ward and Lock’s Home Book: A Domestic Encyclopeædia (1881), a practical 

guide for the young housewife, also reflected the convictions of design reformers but the 

tone was less shrill, suggesting as a rule line borders and simple designs are best, while 

landscapes and representations of still life, or flowers, should be avoided, allowing that 

                                                        
108 Clarence Cook, The House Beautiful: Essays on Beds and Tables, Stools and 
Candlesticks (New York: Scribner, 1878), 238. 
109 Robert William Edis, Decoration and Furniture of Townhouses (Canto, London, 1880), 
250, 251. 
110 Mary Haweis, The Art of Decoration (London: Chatto, 1881), 11, 15, 16. 
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“dessert services may be florid,” and further cautioned that gilding adds to the prices, 

“without corresponding advantage.” The text reiterates the general consensus that, “great 

improvements in the patterns of dinner, tea, and breakfast services have been made of late 

years,” but insists there is room for improvement, recommending for the “artistic 

home,”111 many of the patterns of modern Wedgwood and Worcester ware are both “neat 

and tasteful.”112 The young housewife should choose her first sets of china and glass so 

“that they can be easily matched,” because “in your first inexperienced housekeeping 

months with ‘the girl who breaks,’ disaster will most certainly occur to these, the most 

brittle of your household wares.”113 According to this manual, house servants should have 

their own dishes, even “if you have but one servant, let her have a cup, saucer, plate, etc., 

bought expressly for her use. Such as these can be bought as parts of sets almost 

anywhere, very inexpensively,” adding: 

The family itself in a small house requires two sets of tea things, one 
for family ordinary use and one for the entertainment of visitors, 
which can be purchased in the range between 9s to 2£. Nobody need 
feel reluctant to own that the ‘best set’ only comes out on high days 
and holidays.114 

 

Jane Ellen Panton in her household handbook also targeted to young women, From 

Kitchen to Garret  (1887), repeated the familiar refrain that gilding on tableware is “vulgar 

                                                        
111 “Artistic” signified décor in the Aesthetic Movement style. 
112 Ward and Lock, Home Book: A Domestic Encyclopeædia Forming a Companion 
Volume to “Mrs. Beeton’s Book of Household Management” (London: aard, Lock and 
Company, c. 1881), 304. 
113 Ward and Lock, Home Book, 399. 
114 Ibid., 400. 
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and suggestive of nouveau riches.”115 She too recommended a “best set” of dinnerware to 

be kept in a locked cupboard away from clumsy servants, although typically she was “not 

an advocate of holding back” items for special occasions. She declared that “nothing looks 

worse than chipped china,” and for those who cannot afford translucent, “real china like 

Crown Derby or Worcester,” they could console themselves with the next best thing, such 

as “imitation Wedgwood basket,” supplied at Mortlock’s, or white plates with simple 

border patterns of ivy or daisies for two shillings a piece, the latter being easy to replace 

and keep clean. In Panton’s view, “nothing shows the taste of the mistress more than her 

plates and tumblers,” and, most important, “there is no excuse for having ugly things,” 

since there is much china available at affordable prices.116 

Both Ward and Lock’s Home Book and Panton’s direction for “best,” (a term, 

incidentally, used as a qualifier by potters’ accounts to distinguish between seconds/flawed 

and best ware),117 contradicted the advice of Sarah Stickney some thirty years earlier, who 

asserted, “there should be no meanness behind the scenes, to support an unwarranted 

display in public, because “there is moral degradation in such meanness wherever it 

exists.”118 Walsh’s Manual of Domestic Economy: From a 100£ to 1000£ a Year, 

published in 1856 and reissued in 1874 for a higher income range between £150 and 

£1,500, evidenced the practice of owning multiple sets, recommending, for example, that 

                                                        
115 J. E. Panton, From Kitchen to Garret: Hints for Young Householders, Hints for Young 
Householders (London: Ward and Downey, 1888), 34. 
116 Panton, From Kitchen to Garret, 30. 
117See for example, See for example, “Price Fixing Agreement” (1770) reprinted in Arnold 
Mountford, “Documents Relating to English Ceramics of the 18th & 19th centuries, Journal 
of Ceramic History, no. 8 (1975): 4–15.  
118 Stickney, The Wives of England, 52.  
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iron or stone china be used for functional dinner and chamber services because it is 

“tough,” “hard,” and “thick,” but, unlike bone china, not “transparent.” However, the set 

priced at £15 is listed as affordable for an annual income of £500 and higher.119 The price 

list differentiation of the two editions spread over fifteen years revealed that prices drop by 

almost 50 per cent for high-end china but remain more or less the same for everyday, 

useful Staffordshire earthenware, therefore, indicating an increase of consumer choice for 

the higher annual incomes. For example, prices for Staffordshire earthenware sets are 

priced between 6s and £1.10 and can reach as high as £3.8; the higher the price, the greater 

the decoration. For larger incomes the differences were more substantial: the 1856 edition 

listed a dessert service at £12.12, a china dinner service at £30, and a breakfast and tea set 

at £10.10 pounds,120 while the 1874 version priced the dessert service and “best” china at 

£15, a common dinner set at £6, and breakfast and tea sets at £7.121 Thus, multiple 

matching tableware sets, whether transfer print, stone china, bone china, best, dessert, or 

breakfast were available to all classes. 

A description of visiting Mortlock’s, the multi-room china shop on Oxford Street 

(recommended by Eastlake and Panton), confirmed both the abundance and accessibility 

                                                        
119 Walsh, Manual of Domestic Economy: From a 100£ to 1000£ a Year (1856), 195. 
120 Ibid.  
121 Ibid.; John Henry Walsh, A Manual of Domestic Economy Suited to Families Spending 
from £150 to £1500 a Year (London: G. Routledge, 1874), 197. The 1856 publication 
listed Staffordshire breakfast services at 6s and Staffordshire dinner service at £1 for the 
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(£350) income was a breakfast service, tea service, and dinner service for £3 and common 
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of china, thus encouraging the consumption of multiple china sets. Upon entering the first 

room there is “nothing but dinner-sets of all patterns,” the narrator exclaimed in Sylvia’s 

Home Journal (1881), and one could easily buy a dinner set, though she herself had “no 

need of one,” indicating that choosing a dinner service reflected the hierarchical 

stratification between necessity and stylistic trend or best and everyday.122 

Design reformers reacted against florid and matching china sets because they 

believed that it represented a larger and more contemptuous trend of domestic interiors 

coordinated as united decorative assemblies and the all-consuming desire for new 

fashions. Eastlake protested: “All that the British public seems to care for is to get the ‘last 

thing out,’” and instead praised the traditional stoneware and delf as “sufficiently cheap, 

elegant and picturesque specimens of industrial art.”123 

Ceramics falling victim to fashion, in point of fact, originated in the previous 

century, as Josiah Wedgwood insightfully observed to his partner, Thomas Bentley in 

1767: “Novelty is a great matter in slight matters of taste.”124 Over a hundred years later, 

Punch satirized the craze for new and novel china in the cartoon entitled, “The Height of 

Commercial Morality,” depicting a lady outside a china shop exclaiming, “O, I want to 

buy another of those pretty teapots, like the one I bought last week,” only to be told by the 

shopkeeper, “We’ve given up keepin’ them entirely, for as soon as we’ve got them in, we 

                                                        
122 “Novelties in Decoration,” in Sylvia’s Home Journal for Home Reading and Home Use 
(London: Ward, Lock, and Co., 1879), 107. 
123 Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste, 208, 214, 230. For a discussion on the Victorian 
desire for new household objects see Penny Sparke’s chapter “‘Those Extravagant 
Draperies’: Domesticity Contested” in As Long as It’s Pink: The Sexual Politics of Taste 
(San Francisco: Pandora/Harper Collins, 1996), 50-69. 
124 Josiah Wedgwood to Thomas Bentley, cited in Coutts, The Art of Ceramics, note 22, 4. 
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sold them out!” (fig. 2.8).125 While consumers were driven by the latest new ceramics in 

the marketplace, some countered this trend by privileging the old and the antique and 

thereby contributing to the resurgence of chinamania. Design reformers and collectors 

alike believed that the ability to recognize and discriminate between old and new china 

was an essential component of good taste and necessary to becoming a serious collector. 

Montague Guest remembered that his mother, Lady Charlotte Schreiber, one of the great 

porcelain and pottery collectors of the nineteenth century, admitted to preferring “modern 

Minton” sold at Mortlock’s over antique blue-scale Worcester, of the Dr. Wall period, 

with beautifully painted flowers and exotic birds.126 This was before she knew better, 

before she was a collector, and the anecdote delineated the division between old and new 

as well as the belief among collectors that the skills of connoisseurship may be learned.  

The texts of décor magazines, therefore are particularly illustrative reflecting the 

consumption patterns of the period: servants should have their own tableware (plain), and 

how the abundance of china facilitated choice reinforcing class hierarchies as well as 

providing ammunition for the design reformers.  

Returning to the world of fiction reveals that the low middle classes cherished 

matching and best sets. Dickens’s Barnaby Rudge (1841),127 describes the London 

locksmith, Gabriel Varden, a semi-skilled worker, who would have earned an annual 

                                                        
125. Punch 63, (October 5, 1872): 145. 
126 Montague Guest, ed., Lady Charlotte Schreiber’s Journals, xxv. 
127 Charles Dickens, chap. 80 in Barnaby Rudge: A Tale of the Riots of Eighty (Boston: 
Lee and Shepard, 1877), 366. Published in 1841, the historical novel is set in 1780. 
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income between fifty to seventy-five pounds,128 “sitting himself down at the tea-table in 

the little back parlour,” where he watched “his wife decorate the room with flowers for the 

greater honour of Dolly and Joseph Willet; for whom the best service of real undoubted 

china, patterned with divers, round-faced mandarins holding up broad umbrellas, was now 

displayed in all its glory and a source of his frank enjoyment in the bright household 

world.” From the Dickensian lens, a locksmith could afford “a best service”; his 

description suggests mass-produced bone china in the pseudo-Chinese style with 

polychrome decoration that has been applied with simple transfer-printed outlines by 

possibly Hilditch & Son.129 The commonness of this inexpensive porcelain by no means 

diminished “his frank enjoyment” of the tea set. 

Gaskell’s Barton family in good times are prosperous and own china enough for 

six people, but they still do not have enough cups for a small tea party, as Mrs. Barton 

announces: 

If she comes she must bring a tea-cup and saucer, for we have 
but half-a-dozen, and here’s six of us, said Mrs. Barton, and if 
not then Jem and Mary can drink out of one, surely, much to 
Mary’s consternation. But Mary secretly determined to take 
care that Alice brought her tea-cup and saucer, if the 
alternative was to be her sharing anything with Jem.130 

 

Old Alice, the washerwoman, who would have earned between twelve and twenty pounds 

                                                        
128 Sally Mitchell, Daily Life in Victorian England (London: Greenwood Press, 1996), 34–
35. 
129 Hilditch & Son, based in Longton in Staffordshire, was active between 1795 and 1830 
and produced a wide range of poor quality bone china and earthenware. See Hildyard, 
European Ceramics, 144. I would like to thank Dr. Peter Kaellgren, Curator Emeritus at 
the Royal Ontario Museum, for help with this attribution. 
130 Gaskell, “A Manchester Tea-Party,” chap. 2 in Mary Barton, 20.  
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a year,131 has only one cup and needs to rent another, when she has a guest for tea. 

Therefore, in Gaskell’s factory life at the mill, china dishes were desirable but it was 

common to rent, bring your own, or share because china services were affordable only in 

small sizes or not at all. Similarly, in Austen’s Mansfield Park, when Fanny returns to her 

poor childhood home, she is “almost stunned by the smallness of the house and the 

thinness of the walls,” where the cup and saucer must be “hastily washed” during tea 

because there is not enough for everyone.132 So too did the middle-class enjoy their china. 

In Austen’s Sense and Sensibility, status and china are very much connected. The position 

of Mrs. Dashwood and her daughters falls after the death of her husband, and they must 

leave the family estate to make way for her weak son and materialistic daughter-in-law 

who resents that her husband will not inherit the family furnishings, including the 

breakfast china. She tells her husband that it is “a great deal too handsome . . . for any 

place THEY can ever afford to live in.”133  

In Gaskell’s last novel, Wives and Daughters (1864–66), grasping Clare wants to 

buy a new set of dishes to honour her recently-wedded daughter’s homecoming, but the set 

she wants is distinctly for her and not intended to be a gift for her daughter, thus indicating 

Clare’s desire for upward mobility through the acquisition of china sets. Gaskell also made 

the point of contrasting the antique and contemporary china to critique the educated eye of 

                                                        
131 Mitchell, Daily Life in Victorian England, 34–35. 
132 Jane Austen, Mansfield Park (1814; repr., London: Penguin Books, 1989), 334–36; 
Slothouber, “Elegance and Simplicity,” 168. 
133 Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, 1811. Project Gutenberg, accessed January 8, 2016, 
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the upper class as well as the morality of luxury. Clare longs to dine on “old Chelsea 

china,” and be rid of her “indelicate meals” where she worked, a contributing factor in her 

decision to marry the middle-class widower Doctor Gibson, who cannot afford to buy her 

old porcelain but could afford a new set of dishes.134 Later in the book, when her newly 

married daughter comes to visit, she complains that the house is not quite ready for her 

arrival, and in order to make it “home,” “we must have the new dinner-service at Watts’s 

I’ve set my heart on so long!”135The sickly and to the manor born Osborne Hamley, need 

not buy his porcelain as it is inherited. For this character, Gaskell employed antique 

porcelain to articulate the fragility and uselessness of his aristocratic position: 

What in the world can I do to secure an income? thought Osborne, 
as he stood on the hearth-rug, his back to a blazing fire, his cup of 
coffee sent up in the rare old china that had belonged to the Hall 
for generations[.] One could hardly have thought that this elegant 
young man, standing there in the midst of comfort that verged on 
luxury, should have been turning over that one great problem in 
his mind; but so it was.136 

 

Here then all the riches of old china could not save Osborne Hamley from his self 

destruction; he never finds employment, dies young but honourably manages to bring his 

lower-born French wife and child into the family compound. 

Thus Gaskell and other writers of the period juxtaposed the privileging and 

hierarchy between old and new. As previously observed, Jane Austen made General 
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Tilney in Northanger Abbey responsible for acquiring the breakfast set, and what is more, 

he thinks it is too old because he purchased it two years ago, and “[t]he manufacture was 

much improved since that time; he had seen some beautiful specimens when last in town, 

and had he not been perfectly without vanity of that kind, might have been tempted to 

order a new set.”137 Tilney is a foolish snob, and Austen implicates his conspicuous 

consumption by his desire to buy new and to upgrade his china pattern, which he had 

purchased only a few years ago. The passage also reveals that buying a dinner service was 

not necessarily a one-time occurrence restricted to special occasions, such as nuptials, and 

that men shopped for everyday china. 

Wilkie Collins, in his first contemporary novel Basil: A Story of Modern Life 

(1852),138 critiques taste that elevates the new and the antique, employing it as a metaphor 

for the deception of appearances. Upper-class Basil inappropriately falls in love at first 

sight on an omnibus with Margaret Sherwin, the daughter of a linen draper. Visiting the 

new suburb of North Villa, the family home of his betrothed, his “eye ached” looking 

round the drawing room where everything was “oppressively new,” “brilliantly-

varnished,” the wallpaper pattern of birds in trellis-work and flowers was “gaudy,” and the 

showy carpet of red and yellow “seemed to have come out of the shop yesterday.” Also 

disturbing to his eyes were the china plates hanging on the door. Later in the book, Collins 

contrasts this interior—a satirical ode to Henry Cole—with that of Mr. Sherwin’s clerk, 

Mannion: 
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[T]he carpet was brown, and if it bore any pattern, that pattern 
was too quiet and unpretending to be visible by candlelight. . . . 
[E]ven the white china tea-pot and tea-cup on the table, had 
neither pattern nor colouring of any kind. What a contrast was this 
room to the drawing-room at North Villa!139 

 

Significantly, Basil rejects pattern and ornament, preferring the patina of the old over the 

“oppressively new.” However, Mannion later becomes Basil’s mortal enemy after he has 

an affair with Margaret, leading to violence and tragedy. Basil concedes: “My powers of 

observation, hitherto active enough, had now wholly deserted me.”140 Basil’s ability to 

distinguish between the vulgarity of the new and the aura of the antique is a materialist 

skill proving not to be useful but actually harmful, preventing him from seeing the truth 

about everyday life. 

In Trollope’s The Warden (1855), his first novel in the Chronicles of Barsetshire 

series, a whimsical portrayal of the worldly Archdeacon Grantly is predicated on his 

privileging the antique. Grantly prizes his “old dim china dragon cups,” which are part of a 

plain but equally costly breakfast service; the cups were worth about a pound a piece, “but 

very despicable in the eyes of the uninitiated.”141 Thus, the “old dragon cups” are only 

recognizable as rare to connoisseurs because their owner wanted to “spend money without 

obtaining brilliancy or splendor.” He could own expensive things but should not be vulgar 
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about it, in keeping with his status as a man of the cloth. 

In Scenes of Clerical Life (1858), Eliot made a similar biting observation about the 

pretence of old china, giving a detailed description of Mrs. Jerome’s best tea service 

resembling old Worcester: 

[I]t was of delicate white fluted china, with gold springs upon it—
as pretty a tea-service as you need wish to see, and quite good 
enough for chimney ornaments; indeed, as the cups were without 
handles, most visitors who had the distinction of taking tea out of 
them, wished that such charming china had already been 
promoted to that honorary position. Mrs. Jerome was like her 
china, handsome and old-fashioned.142 

 

Here Eliot satirized the pretension of the antique by remarking on the absence of handles 

on the cups; their age means more to the owner than to the guest who thinks them nothing 

but impractical. 

Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, Ann Eatwell, and other recent scholars have focused 

on the separations and differences of male and female consumption of china, arguing that 

women purchased and collected it for decoration and/or to participate in appropriate and 

polite ceremonial tea drinking, while men collected for edification, albeit with some noted 

exceptions such as Charles Lamb.143 This distinction also can be found in literature, but 

there it is more subtle. As previously mentioned, both General Tilney and the locksmith 

Varden enjoy their china sets. Plantagenet Palliser, the aristocrat, in Trollope’s Can You 
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Forgive Her? (1864–65) purchases and presents to his wife’s best friend, Alice, “his” 

wedding present, a service of Sèvres china, described as “very precious and beautiful.”144 

Palliser is devoted to work with “the grinding energy of a young penniless barrister” who 

“cares for nothing being pretty.”145 All the more remarkable, therefore, that it is Palliser 

who makes the gift and says he chose Sèvres because he knew that Alice’s fiancé liked 

china, to which Alice mildly protests that she too likes china. 

Eliot’s ambitiously smart Doctor Lydgate in Middlemarch makes an unwise 

decision in choosing the indulged and selfish Rosamond to be his wife, and immediately 

decides to mark the occasion by buying an extravagant china service that has caught his 

eye: 

Which struck him as so exactly the right thing that he bought it at 
once. It saved time to do these things just when you thought of 
them, and Lydgate hated ugly crockery. The dinner-service in 
question was expensive, but that might be in the nature of dinner-
services.146 

 

Eliot used Lydgate’s desire for a luxurious dinner service as a foil to the humbler Garth 

family. Caleb Garth’s “honorable exertions had won him due esteem; but in no part of the 

world is genteel visiting founded on esteem, in the absence of suitable furniture and a 

complete dinner-service.” The Garths, though good people, had dropped in status because 

of Caleb’s business failures, which caused them to “live in such a small way,” that is 
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without the agency of lavish dinner services and furniture.147  

While Eliot’s Lydgate, Gaskell’s Hamley, Trollope’s Grantly, and Austen’s Tilney 

are either foolish or weak, and possibly both, thus explaining their taste for china, Palliser 

and his friend John Grey are distinguished and sensible. Cook’s House Beautiful illustrates 

a gentleman inspecting a tea bowl and saucer, after a painting by the American genre artist 

Edward Lamson Henry (1841–1919), with the caption, “Why this is Spode!” and was 

republished in Haweis’s Art of Decoration; it similarly evidences male interest in china 

(fig. 2.9).148 The room décor, furniture and china cabinet reference the eighteenth century, 

suggesting that the tea-bowl is old Spode rather than contemporary.   

As Charlotte Gere observes in her discussion of the prominence of jewellery in 

Victorian fiction, Eliot, Gaskell, Trollope, Dickens, and their contemporaries employ china 

to signify the morality of life, luxury, and taste, “a major preoccupation of novelists as it 

was in life.”149 Writers, critics, consumers, collectors, and fictional characters perceive the 

nuances of pottery classifications both high and low.150 As I contend in the next section of 

this chapter, it was the willow pattern above all other patterns that resonated and embodied 

so many of these ideas about British consumption, imperialism, and taste. 

 

Willow Pattern: An Agent of British Culture and Connector to Aestheticism 

The perfecting of transfer printing by John Sadler contributed greatly to the advances of 
                                                        
147 Eliot, chap. 11 and 23 in Middlemarch. 
148 Cook, House Beautiful, 256. 
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the pottery industry by enhancing utilitarian tableware with inexpensive, mechanically 

applied decoration.151 The arrival of transfer printing, also known as blue-printing, on 

dishes democratized consumption among the classes, but also contradictorily, exemplified 

and reinforced many of the divides related to gender, nationalism, and income level.152 

Replacing the more laborious technique of “pouncing,” or sifting cobalt powder through a 

pierced sheet directly on the ware, transfer printing was economical, requiring little skill, 

except for the making of the original etching on the copper plate. The technology involves: 

tissue paper (made specifically for the process and sourced from the local paper mill) 

moistened in soapy water which creates a greasy patina facilitating the transfer of the 

image, and then passed under a small roller press onto the heated engraved metal sheet, 

which is inked usually with blue cobalt oxide; the sheet is given to the cutter for trimming 

and then to the “transferer” who places and presses the paper with flannel and brush onto 

the once-fired biscuit ware that has the consistency of a dry biscuit but is still porous 

enough to capture the image; the sheet is removed by submerging the ware in water; after 

which the object is fired several times, first at low temperature to solidify the image, and 

re-fired at high heat with a protective glaze, leaving a clear glossy sheen (fig. 2.10).153 

Two idealized stock images (1843 and 1878) almost identical apart from dress, illustrate 

that women and their young female apprentices were responsible for transferring and 
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cutting respectively; men did the heavier work at the press (figs. 2.11 and 2.12). 

The decorative imagery for pottery was diverse, copied from popular engravings 

and printed books of political events, travel scenes, landscapes, flora and fauna, and 

chinoiserie. Of all the patterns, willow became the best known and, after 1814, because it 

was produced by several hundred British potteries, the term itself often acted as a generic 

qualifier for everyday blue-and-white transferware patterns. The willow design derived 

from an amalgam of several hand-painted Chinese export patterns that arrived in the West 

in 1780; it was adapted by British potteries in 1790.154 Willow is distinguished by the 

combination of the individual features of a pagoda, a willow tree, people crossing a bridge, 

a boat, a main tea house, a fence in the foreground, two Chinese lovers, and two doves 

(fig. 2.13).155 The motifs, such as the shape and placement of the birds, the number of 

figures on the bridge or the renderings of the temple and the trees may vary, and so too, 

                                                        
154 In the 1860s Llewellynn Jewitt attributed the pattern to the engraver Thomas Turner of 
Caughley near Broseley, Shropshire in 1780 and William Chaffers affirmed this 
attribution. It remained the convention until the second half of the twentieth century, when 
Robert Copeland, based on shards found at the Spode/Copeland factory site in 1969, 
changed the attribution to Thomas Minton (1766–1836), an apprentice engraver for 
Thomas Turner at Caughley Pottery Works in Shropshire, arguing that he took it with him 
when he briefly joined Josiah Spode in Stoke-on-Trent in 1782 before establishing his own 
pottery in 1796. See Llewellynn Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great Britain, ed. Geoffrey A. 
Godden (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1972), xxv; Geoffrey Godden, “The Willow Pattern,” 
The Antique Collector 43 (1972): 148–50; Robert Copeland, Spode’s Willow Pattern and 
Other Designs After the Chinese (London: Studio/Vista, 1980); Robert Copeland, “Josiah 
Spode and the Origins of the Willow Pattern,” The Antique Collector 49 (1978): 99–101. 
155 For more on willow and its variety of renditions, see Connie Rogers, The Encyclopedia 
of British Willow Ware (Atgen PA: Schiffer, 2004); David Quintner, Solving the Problem 
of the 200-Year Love Affair with the Willow (Burnastown, ON: General Store Pub. House, 
1997). 
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the border: zigzag/key, dagger, and lozenge.156 The clay body ranges from inexpensive 

earthenware to gilded porcelain. Always mechanically reproduced rather than hand-

painted, the printing quality is not necessarily uniform; renditions can be crisp or blurry 

depending on the wear of the engraving, for it was common practice to resell the metal 

plates in bankruptcy sales or to simply lend them out.157 

Though the pattern is an adaptation and reinterpretation of motifs from Chinese 

export porcelain, the legend it inspired of star-crossed lovers is pure British fiction: a 

father forbids his daughter to marry her lowly young lover and betroths her instead to a 

rich old man; the lovers die and reincarnate as doves. Mark Lemon’s essay “A True 

History of the Celebrated Wedgewood [sic] Hieroglyph, Commonly Called the Willow 

Pattern” (1838) represented one of the first documented renditions of the story. It was 

retold and expanded upon in “The Story of the Common Willow-Pattern Plate” (1850), 

and parodied in F. C. Burnand’s (1836–1917) A Tale of Old China (1874) with the plot 

centred on a willow teapot being passed off as a rare Chinese antique.158 In The Egoist 

(1879), George Meredith employs the legend of the willow pattern for the structure of his 

satire. Sir Willoughby Patterne (note the punning of the name) plays the role of the egoist 

                                                        
156 “Classic,” “standard” willow and other classifications of the pattern’s many variations 
are post-Victorian and, therefore, beyond the scope of this thesis. 
157 Miller, Smart Martin, and Dickinson, “Changing Consumption Patterns,” 226. 
158 Mark Lemon, “A True History of the Celebrated Wedgewood [sic] Hieroglyph, 
Commonly Called the Willow Pattern,” Bentley’s Miscellany, 3 (1838): 61–65; J. B. L., 
“The Story of the Common Willow-Pattern Plate,” Family Friend, 1 (1850): 124–27, 151–
54,; “A Dish of Gossip Off the Willow Pattern, By Buz, and Plates to Match by Fuz” 
(London 1867): 9; Francis Talfourd and W. P. Hale, The Mandarin’s Daughter, Or the 
Willow Pattern Plate (n.p., 1851); F. C. Burnand, A Tale of Old China (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1874).  
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and chooses not to marry the twice-jilted Lady Busshe with her “owl’s hoot of Willow 

Pattern”; the story ends happily without death and reincarnation but with Willoughby 

getting his comeuppance and his former fiancé finding true love.159 

The willow legend and its multitude of retellings have inspired contemporary 

scholars to study it as an exemplifier of Edward Said’s “other,” a Western cross-cultural 

encounter with the East during the First and Second Opium Wars. John Haddad and 

Patricia O’Hara focus on metamorphosis and transmutation as an example of British and 

American biases and myths of the Chinese other, while Alison Syme looks at the design 

itself through the lens of botany.160 In this section of the chapter, I contend that the 

perception and meaning of the willow in Victorian Britain is more nuanced and complex 

than typically documented. Acting as an equalizer of consumption habits, it also signifies 

multiple meanings depending on the context, igniting the hierarchies and binaries of 

British society: on the one hand, serving as a lightning rod of bad taste and low class, and 

on the other hand, representing nationalism, manufacturing ingenuity, nostalgia, and 

domesticity—only to be embraced and adopted in the mania for blue-and-white china later 

in the century. 

Nineteenth-century ceramic historian, Llewellynn Jewitt’s provided important 

documentation of the willow confirming its popularity as “the most extensive sale, of any 

                                                        
159 George Meredith, “Mrs. Mountstuart and Sir Willoughby,” chap. 34 in The Egoist: A 
Comedy in Narrative (Toronto: Broadview Editions, 2010), 381. 
160 Alison Syme, “Pattern of Romance and Mystery,” in Willow (London: Reaktion Books, 
2014), 101–33; Patricia O’Hara, “‘The Willow Pattern that We Knew’: The Victorian 
Literature of Blue Willow,” Victorian Studies 36, no. 4 (1991): 421–42; John R. Haddad, 
“Imagined Journeys to Distant Cathay: Constructing China with Ceramics, 1780–1920,” 
Winterthur Portfolio 41 (2007): 53–80. 
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pattern ever introduced” but is at a loss to explain its success. Nonetheless, he bestowed a 

hierarchy on the pattern, privileging “early” and “fine” examples, ribbed and without 

handles, featuring Caughley marks (believing that the pottery was the originator), which, 

he stated, he himself owned.161 In 1885 The Pottery Gazette published an article that 

attempted to establish the origin of the design as well as which variation represented the 

most orthodox adaptation of the Chinese pattern. More significant perhaps, it identified a 

variation called Nankin as the first “blue printed table-service made in England,” 

referencing William Chaffers’s Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain of 1863. 

While the accuracy of this statement is questionable, it demonstrated the pattern’s agency 

as a universal British brand.162 

Despite or because of its popularity, willow tableware also signified commonness 

and bad taste. In 1843 Penny Magazine dismissed the willow calling it a “coarse and 

unmeaning pattern” that continued in popularity until “better taste prevailed.”163 But the 

                                                        
161 Llewellynn Jewitt “Salopian China: The Coalport Porcelain Works,” Art Journal 
(March 1, 1862): 66. Jewitt asked why blue Worcester’s dragon (featuring an elongated 
Chinese dragon extending across the vessel) was less popular than the willow pattern. 
American Alice Morse Earle dismissed the willow pattern but to avoid offending 
collectors, stated her stock reply when asked about it: “That pattern is priceless.” China 
Collecting in America (New York: Scribner’s, 1892), 131. Hudson Moore is more 
generous: “[It is] as plentiful as blades of grass” and “worth next to nothing, but owners of 
it hold it at the very highest market price.” She described an American who has some three 
thousand pieces of willow pattern china in his country house aptly named, “The Willows,” 
where he decorated his carpets, wallpapers, bedspreads, upholstery, and draperies in the 
chinoiserie pattern. Like Jewitt, she wondered “why the really handsome ‘blue dragon’ 
pattern did not succeed in winning popularity.” The Old China Book (New York: Tudor 
Publishing, 1903), 13, 59–60. 
162 “The Willow Pattern, What Was its Origin,” Supplement to the Pottery Gazette (June 1, 
1885): 706–07. 
163 “A Day in the Staffordshire Potteries,” Penny Magazine (1843): 208. 
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following year, the Art-Union stated that the middle classes were one of the largest 

consumers of earthenware and that their pattern of choice remained the “detestable” 

willow, adding that they acquired it not by ordering new sets, but rather they built and 

completed their sets slowly by inheriting, and picking pieces from open stock available 

from different manufacturers; “this permanence of pattern” led to multitudes of orders and 

many producers and prevented new patterns entering the marketplace. According to the 

Art-Union: 

[M]en cling to familiar ugliness, that one of these outrageous 
characters of nature, “the willow-pattern,” still holds its place in 
the market, and perpetuates bad taste in a large proportion of the 
community. . . . But this perpetuation of ugliness points to a 
practical moral: it shows how desirable it is that good patterns and 
forms should be introduced, for they, in time, will acquire 
permanence, and enjoy the popularity now possessed [of the 
willow] almost exclusively by sheer absurdity.164 

 

The Art-Union’s call for new patterns to replace the ubiquitous willow, made 

Punch’s 1845 satirical cartoon all the more potent for employing the willow as a device to 

criticize director Charles Heath Wilson’s curriculum at the Government School at 

Marlborough House which promoted “mindless copying from Etruscan vases, Pompeiian 

pots, and Chinese baubles.” One of the teachers, Charles Robinson, complained that the 

director treated everyday items, such as carpets, mugs, and tea trays as “cartoons for 

historical pictures, or designs for regal palaces.”165 In the accompanying illustration, 

                                                        
164 “The Potteries-Introductory,” Art-Union 64 (April 1844): 83. 
165 Richardson, “A Letter Addressed to the Council of the Head Government  
School of Design,” 7, cited in Lara Kriegel, Grand Designs: Labor, Empire, and the 
Museum in Victorian Culture (Durham, NC: Duke University Press), 41. See also: 
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Punch presented a young man sitting, appearing to dutifully copy what is in front of him, 

but his paper is blank and he seems unable to draw the monumental willow platter resting 

on a wash stand indicated by the roller towel above (fig. 2.14). The telltale three figures on 

the bridge and the two doves and willow tree are visible, the platter itself is broken, 

bestowing the aura of an antique. Behind it is a blanc-de-chine figurine with its price tag 

of five shillings. The main caption reads, “The School of Bad Designs” and below the 

image: “The study of "‘High Art’ at Somerset House.”166 The use of the washstand and the 

low-class roller towel suggest the graphic artist’s dismissive opinion of the willow pattern 

and the educational curriculum, hinting they were all washed up.  Here then, willow 

became fodder in the early art and design debates, symbolizing the pretension of elevating 

an everyday household object–one that is particularly reviled by the art reformers–into fine 

art. 

For Eliot’s Lydgate in Middlemarch the blue willow pattern similarly smacks of 

vulgarity and poverty; he recalls dining in the Wrench family home, his colleague of little 

means: 

He foresaw that science and his profession were the objects he 
should alone pursue enthusiastically; but he could not imagine 
himself pursuing them in such a home as Wrench had—the doors 
all open, the oil-cloth worn, the children in soiled pinafores, and 
lunch lingering in the form of bones, black-handled knives, and 
willow-pattern.167 

 

                                                                                                                                                                       

Anthony Burton, “Richard Redgrave as Art Educator,” 5; Quentin Bell, The Schools of 
Design (London: Routledge and K. Paul, 1963). 
166 Punch cartoon published in Kriegel, Grand Designs, 40–41; “The School of Bad 
Designs” Punch 9 (1845): 21, 70, 115, 117. 
167 Eliot, chap. 36 in Middlemarch. 
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No willow, then, for Lydgate. But he later regrets his materialism when he is facing 

bankruptcy and begs his spendthrift wife to be more prudent, like the Wrench family, and 

live within their means. “But I have heard you express your disgust at that way of living,” 

Rosamond says, and he reluctantly agrees, “[T]hey have bad taste in everything—they 

make economy look ugly.”168 It would seem, after all, that the blue willow was a better 

choice for Lydgate, but as previously mentioned, “he hated ugly crockery,” reflecting the 

sentiment of décor journals, and he, not Rosamond, selected the expensive dinner 

service.169 While Lydgate recognizes his mistake and the consequences of his choices, it is 

tragically too late to change his way of life or his wife. 

Charlotte Brontë references the willow pattern in Shirley (1849) also from a 

negative perspective, not with regard to taste but as a signifier of female servitude. Young 

Rose complains to her mother about the lack of choices and education available to her: 

Mother, the Lord who gave each of us our talents will come home 
some day, and will demand from all an account. The tea-pot, the 
old stocking-foot, the linen rag, the willow-pattern tureen will 
yield up their barren deposit in many a house: suffer your 
daughters, at least, to put their money to the exchangers, that they 
may be enabled at the Master’s coming to pay him his own with 
usury. 170 

 

Her mother tells her to stop her “tirade and protest against all womanly and 

domestic employment,” and to work on her sampler, demanding, “Do you think yourself 

                                                        
168 Ibid., chap. 64. 
169 Ibid., chap. 36. 
170 Charlotte Brontë, “An Evening Out,” chap. 12 in Shirley, 1849, Project Gutenberg, 
accessed July 20, 2015, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/30486/30486-h/30486-h.htm. 
Published in 1849, the story takes place in 1812 during the Napoleonic wars and focuses 
on a love story during the labour strife in the Northern textile mills. 
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oppressed now? A victim?” Rose responds, “Now, mother, I have said my say. I am 

twelve years old at present, and not till I am sixteen will I speak again about talents: for 

four years, I bind myself an industrious apprentice to all you can teach me.” Interestingly, 

only the willow pattern is specifically named among all the consumer goods cited, 

affirming its universality as a generic brand.  

Willow becomes so familiar and so scorned as a mass-produced cultural signifier 

that the politician Acton Ayrton, in a House of Commons debate in 1862, used it to insult 

the construction method for a new bridge, claiming: “It would be somewhat similar to 

those on the well-known willow-pattern china.”171 To which his opponent replies: “[T]he 

engineers whom he had consulted on the subject by no means proposed to construct the 

antiquated and absurd description of bridge to which the hon. Gentleman had alluded, but 

to employ flat iron girders to span the arches.”172 

Just as the willow pattern is perceived from a negative lens embodying the old-

fashioned, bad taste, lower class, and servitude, at the same time, many saw it from a more 

positive perspective, as a model of British national pride in industry since it was mass-

produced in Staffordshire and exported around the world. For example, Cardinal 

Newman’s popular novel Loss and Gain: The Story of A Convert (1848) recounts: 

Mr. Bruton, said Vincent, “what news from Staffordshire? Are 
the potteries pretty quiet now?” Our potteries grow in 
importance. You need not look at the cup and saucer before you, 

                                                        
171 John Henry Newman, chap. 10 and 68 in Loss and Gain: The Story of a Convert (1848; 
repr., Charleston, SC: BiblioLife, 2008). 
172 “Mr. Ayrton,” February 25, 1863, accessed August 1, 2015, 
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1862/feb/25/kensington-gore-and-
bayswater-road#S3V0165P0_18620225_HOC_56. 
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Mr. Catley; these came from Derbyshire. But you find English 
crockery everywhere on the Continent. I myself found half a 
willow-pattern saucer in the crater of Vesuvius.173 

 

This passage is significant on a number of levels: it reflects the growing brand of 

Staffordshire crockery in general and the ubiquity of the willow pattern in particular, thus 

indicating that the pattern is accepted as more homely English than exotic 

Oriental.174Although the willow as often seen from a British imperialist lens, it was widely 

copied and manufactured in other countries such as Japan, China and the United States 

thus further complicating it as a hybrid signifier. 

In addition to a national British symbol, willow was also recognized as a sign of 

comfort and domesticity. In Gaskell’s Mary Barton, willow is a common item affordable 

to the lower classes and a symbol of security. Old Alice invites the heroine Mary for tea: 

“[I]t was not often she had any one to tea,” and “now her sense of the duties of a hostess 

were almost too much for her.” She set up “a very little round table, put just before the 

fire; her unlacquered ancient, third-hand tea-tray arranged with a black tea-pot, two cups 

with a red and white pattern, and one with the old friendly willow pattern.”175 Notably, 

only willow is given the descriptive “friendly,” signifying its welcoming presence and that 

everything is complete, no more preparation needs to be done. 

                                                        
173 John Henry Newman, chap. 10 and 68 in Loss and Gain: The Story of a Convert (1848; 
repr., Charleston, SC: BiblioLife, 2008). 
174 Quintner, Solving the Problem of the 200-Year Love Affair with the Willow, 127. 
175 Gaskell, “Alice’s History,” in Mary Barton, 44. 
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Thomas Hood’s poem “The Broken Dish” (1839), while not directly about the 

willow, describes the typical chinoiserie motifs and, most important, reflects the 

pervasiveness of clay culture as a metaphor of life:  

What’s life but full of care and doubt 
With all its fine humanities, 
With parasols we walk about, 
Long pigtails and such vanities. 
 
We plant pomegranate trees and things, 
And go in gardens sporting, 
With toys and fans of peacocks’ wings, 
To painted ladies courting. 
 
We gather flowers of every hue, 
And fish in boats for fishes, 
Build summer-houses painted blue,— 
But life’s as frail as dishes! 
 
Walking about their groves of trees, 
Blue bridges and blue rivers, 
How little thought them two Chinese 
They’d both be smash’d to shivers!176  

 

Hood’s poem about the fragility of life reads the pattern of the china plate as if it tells a 

real story, and the practice of animating tableware and turning to its design for solace was 

common practice. 

Similarly, Charles Lamb in his 1823 essay “Old China” about a porcelain teacup 

has his fictional alter-ego, Elia, claim that china stirred his imagination as a child:  

 

I have an almost feminine partiality for old china.  

                                                        
176 Thomas Hood, “The Broken Dish,” 1839 The Comic Poems of Thomas Hood, (repr. 
1876, London: E. Moxon, Son & Company) 95, 96. 
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When I go to see any great house, I inquire for the china-closet, 
and next for the picture gallery. I cannot defend the order of 
preference, but by saying, that we have all some taste or other, of 
too ancient a date to admit of our remembering distinctly that it 
was an acquired one. I can call to mind the first play, and the first 
exhibition, that I was taken to; but I am not conscious of a time 
when china jars and saucers were introduced into my 
imagination.177 
 

This passage is often quoted by recent scholars as an exceptional example revealing the 

feminizing of men who privilege china; however, it is also significant to this discussion 

because it underscores the fanciful appreciation of china, less as a consumer good and 

more as one that has its own agency, stimulating the imagination of its users. 

Interestingly, Henry Cole’s mouthpiece Journal of Design and Manufactures took 

a gentler stand with the “poor” willow, wrongly predicting that its death sentence was near 

because of the onslaught of new patterns. “Whether it is owing to our vivid recollection of 

Charles Lamb’s inimitable description of it, or to some illogical weakness in our own 

judgement, we must plead guilty to a sneaking kindness in its favour.” The design reform 

journal expanded upon its guilty pleasure: 

 
In the first place it is unpretending; the arrangement of its 
ornament on the distributive system presents no harsh voids for 
the eye to dwell upon, and the colour (blue) in which it is 
executed conveys a sentiment of quiet, repose, and cleanliness, a 
sensation quite in consonance with that tranquillity which, settling 
oneself to the enjoyment of social intercourse, and bodily 
reflection, inevitably entails after a hard day’s work either bodily 
or mentally. In the adaption of ornament to form, the margin and 
the dip are by no means badly contrived, since each has its 
distinct and appropriate enrichment, fitted to place it fills, and 

                                                        
177 Charles Lamb, “Old China,” London Magazine 7 (March 1823): 269–72. 
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separated by a line of white, which recalls the circular form of the 
contour.178 

 
While the critic argued that the design had some artistic merit in its humility, more 

importantly was the identification that the pattern provided “consonance and tranquillity” 

for the user after “a hard day’s work.” 

The willow pattern plays an active role as an animated vessel offering cheer in 

Dickens’s “A Plated Article” (1852).179 Dickens would have been familiar with the willow 

legend because Bentley’s Miscellany published Lemon’s “True History of the Willow 

Pattern” in 1838, when he was editor. Over a decade later, Dickens, echoing the pages of 

Art-Union and Penny Magazine, observed that “the ugly old willow” is withering out of 

public favour, being replaced by new designs that are similarly cheap, and serve as “good 

wholesome natural art into the humblest households.” 180 Despite the insult, it is the willow 

plate that serves as the commentator for most of the story and which provides 

companionship to the narrator, who is bored with no book or newspaper to fill the time: 

And didn’t you see (says the plate) planted upon my own brother 
that astounding blue willow, with knobbed and gnarled trunk, and 
foliage of blue ostrich feathers, which gives our family the title of 
“willow pattern?” And didn’t you observe, transferred upon him 
at the same time, that blue bridge which spans nothing, growing 
out from the roots of the willow; and the three blue Chinese going 
over it into a blue temple. . . . I got through the evening after all, 

                                                        
178 “Pottery Eight Dinner Plates,” Journal of Design and Manufactures 4, no. 1 (1849): 
106. 
179 See Sloboda, “Porcelain Bodies,” (2009); and Kowaleski-Wallace, Consuming Subjects 
(1997) for interpretations of eighteenth-century porcelain and gender. Karen Fang offers a 
more nuanced example of porcelain as a cross-cultural signifier in “Empire, Coleridge, and 
Charles Lamb Consumer Imagination,” Studies in English Literature, 1500–1900 43, no. 4 
(2003): 815–43. 
180 Dickens, “A Plated Article,” 120. 
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and went to bed. I made but one sleep of it—for which I have no 
doubt I am also indebted to the plate.181 

 

What is salient here is that Dickens animated and personified the plate; it keeps the 

narrator company through the lonely night at the inn, further indicating that consumers 

understood the codes and messages of ceramics as metaphor. Similarly, James Giles 

almost thirty years later anthropomorphized the willow plate in “The Willow Pattern (A 

Plate Soliloquy)” (1881), giving it a voice to demarcate social iniquities: 

 
Every day I meet at the table 
Rich and poor and old and young, 
Serve them, well as I am able, 
See and hear and hold my tongue. . . . 
 
I have seen at many a dinner 
Morsels worth their weight in gold, 
Swallowed down by thankless sinner, 
As his iced refreshments, cold. 
 
I have seen for six divided, 
What for one was quite too small, 
A poor mother then presided, 
Sharing with her babes—her all.182 

 

Giles’s plate wishes it was “burdened with substantial fruity” to feed the needy and, 

therefore, indicating not only its personification in its giving nourishment but also how the 

pattern crossed the great social divide and was used by all classes. 

A similar example of plate offering comfort is found in Jane Eyre (1847), but in 

this case, it is not blue willow that offers solace to its companion, but rather a hand-painted 

                                                        
181 Ibid., 120–21. 
182 James Giles, Poems Domestic and Miscellaneous (London: W. B. Wittingham & Co., 
1881), 64–65. 
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plate in the style of eighteenth-century Chelsea porcelain, gold anchor period.183 After 

being released from the trauma of the red room, young Jane recounts (fig. 2.15):184 

Bessie had been down into the kitchen, and she brought up with 
her a tart on a certain brightly painted china plate, whose bird of 
paradise, nestling in a wreath of convolvuli and rosebuds, had 
been wont to stir in me a most enthusiastic sense of admiration; 
and which plate I had often petitioned to be allowed to take in 
my hand in order to examine it more closely, but had always 
hitherto been deemed unworthy of such a privilege. This 
precious vessel was now placed on my knee, and I was cordially 
invited to eat the circlet of delicate pastry upon it. Vain favour! 
coming, like most other favours long deferred and often wished 
for, too late! I could not eat the tart; and the plumage of the bird, 
the tints of the flowers, seemed strangely faded: I put both plate 
and tart away.185 

 

Jane’s “precious vessel,” hand-painted and rare, featuring a fancy bird and morning glories 

is more refined and of higher status than the commercial willow transferware, but both 

exhibit transformative powers engaging the beholder to delight and escape from drudgery. 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s poem “Kéramos” (1877), republished several times in the 

Pottery Gazette and other British print media, similarly identifies the willow pattern as one 

of solace and nostalgia rather than Oriental strangeness: “The willow pattern, that we 

                                                        
183 The Chelsea Porcelain Factory, founded in London circa 1745, was considered one of 
the finest of the British porcelain manufacturers. The last period known as the “gold 
anchor” (1759–1769) because of the makers mark of that description represents its most 
florid style, inspired by the popular French Rococo. Chelsea merged with Derby porcelain 
factories in 1770. See Elizabeth Adams, Chelsea Porcelain (London: British Museum, 
2001); John and Margaret Cushion, A Collector’s History of British Porcelain (Suffolk: 
Antique Collector’s Club, 1992), 33–48. 
184 Thank you to ceramic expert John Sandon for helping with this identification. 
185 Brontë, chap. 34 in Jane Eyre. 
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knew/In childhood, with its bridge of blue.”186As art historian Alison Syme points out, 

“the pattern’s association with childhood and innocent world of possibility was equally 

strong.”187 In “The Story of the Common Willow Pattern,” the tableware is described as 

“mingled with our earliest recollections: it is like the picture of the old friend and 

companion whose portrait we see everywhere, but whose likeness we never grew 

weary.”188 

Lower class, out-of-date, and bad taste, on the one hand, and patriotism, nostalgia, 

and solace on the other, these contradictory and conflicting meanings came to define the 

blue willow from the 1820s through to the 1880s. As mentioned at the beginning of the 

section, the pattern also reached the Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic circles and, in contrast to 

the earlier design reformers of the 1840s, was embraced for its visual qualities. In her 

memoirs, Georgiana Burne-Jones (1840–1920) kept the only letter she received from 

Elizabeth Siddal (1829–1862), showing another example of how the willow pattern was 

understood as a touchstone for joy and companionship: 

My dear little Georgie, I hope you intend coming over with Ned 
tomorrow evening like a sweetmeat, it seems so long since I saw 
you dear. Janey will be here I hope to meet you. With a willow-
pattern dish full of love to you and Ned, Lizzie.189 

                                                        
186 Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, “Kéramos,” Keramos and Other Poems (1878), Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, Maine Historical Society Website, accessed October 4, 2015, 
http://www.hwlongfellow.org/poems_poem.php?pid=307. 
187 Syme, “Pattern of Romance and Mystery,” 114. 
188 J. B. L., “The Story of the Common Willow-Pattern Plate,” 124. 
189 Georgiana Burne-Jones, Memorials of Edward Burne Jones, 1833-1867, vol. 1 
(London: Macmillan, 1904), 220–21. I would like to thank Anne Anderson for pointing 
out this Elizabeth Siddal reference. Anne Anderson, “Coming Out of the China Closet? 
Performance, Identity and Sexuality in the House Beautiful, in Oriental Interiors, Design 
Identity Space ed. John Potvin (London: Bloomsbury, 2015), 134. 
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In addition to Siddal’s affectionate letter, Georgiana Burne-Jones mentioned the happy 

occasion of dining at the Madox Browns, where every guest was “a welcome friend who 

had come to talk and to laugh and to listen,” and at their table was the standard, common 

English willow pattern plate. She explained that “in spite of Gabriel’s enquiries for it at a 

china shop having been met with insult by the proprietress: it was before the days of real 

Chinese ware for any of us, Rossetti’s fine collection in later days may be traced back to 

his first quest after these despised ‘kitchen plates.’”190 William Morris also furnished his 

Kelmscott Manor with willow pattern plates and jugs as well other blue-and-white dishes 

by Wedgwood, Minton, and Spode, kept in a corner cupboard in the dining room and in 

the china pantry adjoining the green room.191 As I will discuss in the following chapter, 

William Holman Hunt, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and Edward Burne-Jones employed the 

willow pattern and its variations as artistic studio props.  

Georgiana Burne-Jones announced the willow as an affordable substitute for real 

Chinese porcelain. She also referenced chinamania and the particular desire for Oriental 

blue-and-white, a phenomenon that was well known and satirized in its day by George du 

Maurier and Lionel Lambourne in Punch (1874–1880)192 and in Gilbert and Sullivan’s 

                                                        
190 Georgiana Burne-Jones, Memorials, vol. 1, 202, 203.  
191 “Inventory and Valuation of the Furnishing Contents at Kelmscott Manor, The Property 
of the late Miss Mary Morris October 31–December 8, 1938,” 24, 26. Thirty blue and 
Minton plates are listed in the auction catalogue, organized by Hobbs and Chambers and 
held July 19 and 29, 1939. William Morris Gallery Archives, Walthamstow, London. 
192 George du Maurier, Punch cartoons: “The Passion for Old China” (May 2, 1874); 
“Chronic Chinamania (Incurable)” (December 17, 1874); “Acute Chinamania” (December 
17, 1874); “Incipient Chinamania” (December 26, 1874); “A Disenchantment (July 29, 
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Patience (1881), and currently attracts the attention of many scholars.193 Stacey Pierson 

explains that because Chinese export ceramics were plentiful and available in the first half 

of the nineteenth century they had lost their mystique for collectors. However, tastes 

changed in 1860, when British and French soldiers plundered the Summer Palace outside 

Beijing, raiding the rare porcelain made for the imperial court, and thereby re-elevating 

collecting Chinese ceramics to its prior high status in the eighteenth century.194 It also 

marked the rise of more discerning collectors such as Captain J. H. Lawrence-Archer, who 

published in the Art Journal his account of his visit to China, where he saw many of the 

plundered specimens, making him suspicious of older collections in Britain, since “these 

could never have issued from the best manufacturers of porcelain china.”195 What is 

significant for this thesis is to understand not so much who started collecting first and who 

coined what term, as this has been ably done by contemporary scholars, but to better 

comprehend the passion for blue-and-white through the use of descriptive language, to 

                                                                                                                                                                       

1876); “Pet and Hobby” (August 26, 1876); “Our Chinamaniacs Abroad” (October 13, 
1877); “Aptley Quoted from the Advertisement Column” (December 15, 1877); “An 
Apology” (December 29, 1877); “Chinamania Made Useful at Last” (December 12, 1879); 
“The Six Mark Teapot” (November 30, 1880); Edward Linley Sambourne, “Let Live Up 
To It” (May 7, 1881). 
193 See Anne Anderson, “‘China Mania”: Collecting Old Blue for the House Beautiful, c. 
1860–1900,” in Material Cultures, 1740–1920, 109–28; Anne Anderson, “Fearful 
Consequences . . . of Living up to One’s Teapot’: Men, Women and ‘Cultchah,’” in 
Rethinking the Interior (c.1867–1896) Aestheticism and Arts and Crafts, ed. Jason 
Edwards and Imogen Hart (Surrey, UK; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010), 111–30; Linda 
Merrill, The Peacock Room: A Cultural Biography (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 1998); Lionel Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement (London: Phaidon, 1996). 
194 Stacey Pierson, Collectors, Collections and Museums: The Field of Chinese Ceramics 
in Britain (1560–1960) (Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), 57–58. 
195 Captain J. H. Lawrence-Archer, “Chinese Porcelain, Particularly that of Ta Ming 
Dynasty,” Art Journal (London, 1875): 241, cited in Pierson, Collectors, Collections and 
Museums, 61. 
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identify the hierarchies and biases, and suggest how these distinctions—sometimes overt 

and other times opaque—shaped Aesthetic thinking. Dickens, in “A Plated Article,” wrote: 

“Then (says the plate), was not the paper washed away with a sponge, and didn’t there 

appear, set off upon the plate, this identical piece of Pre-Raphaelite blue distemper which 

you now behold.” This represented a relatively early passage documenting the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood’s association with the pattern as well as the emphasizing of the 

colour blue in their painting. Over twenty years later, the Scottish poet Andrew Lang 

called the willow a “Morrisian Hue” in his poem “Ballade of Blue China” (1880): 

’Tis to gaze on the glaze and the mark  
Of China that’s old, and that’s blue: 
Who’d thought they would come to us, who  
That o’er loot of an empire would hang 
A veil of Morrisian Hue 
In the reign of the Emperor Hwang? 
 
Here’s a pot with a house in a park  
In a park where the peach-blossoms blew, 
Where the lovers eloped in the dark,  
Lived, died and were turned into 
Two bright birds that eventually flew . . .196 

 

The Pottery and Glass Trades Review’s 1878 report of Sir Henry Thompson’s 

renowned porcelain collection is couched in Whistler-like language, stated that willow 

served as a precursor to blue-and-white chinamania. 

That there is something attractive in the artistic mingling of blue 
and white in proper proportions is proved not only by the 
reversion of taste in its favour but by the long popular adherence 
in the willow pattern plate. . . . In modern language the design is a 
study, or a symphony, or a harmony in blue and white, and to this 

                                                        
196 Andrew Lang, “Ballade of Blue China,” Scribner Monthly 19 (November 1880): 160. 
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combination of colour is apparently due the favour that the willow 
pattern has so long enjoyed.197 
 

The trade-journal article continued, suggesting that the aster is stiff and suited to a 

geometric style, while the hawthorn (attributing Rossetti for the invention of the term) is 

better suited to blue-and-white because “its white flowers [are] scattered on a background 

of blue, of various degrees of intensity dappled with dark patches.” The author explained 

why blue-and-white and these particular flowers were desirable: 

[I]t is the hawthorn jar that the highest expression of Nankin blue 
and white is reached. In the hardness of the diaphanous paste, 
brilliancy of the glaze, the intensity of white, and the depth and 
purity of blue, this famous kind of porcelain has never been 
approached. Its rich blue may be produced by ultramarine or some 
other lapis lazuli, or by cobalt. Old blue and white has the 
advantage in being most decorative of all possible crockery.198 
 

The descriptive phrases “diaphanous paste,” “purity of blue,” and “intensity of white” will 

be useful in the next chapter when I consider the paintings of the period.  

William Holman Hunt (1827-1910) similarly preferred blue-and-white china, and 

proudly recounted his conversation on the topic with William Gladstone when he visited 

Carlton House Terrace. 

I may judge that you take a special interest in this German and 
French porcelain; in my small way I commit extravagances only 
on Oriental China. He [Gladstone] asked, “And why do you 
prefer Oriental ware, Mr. Holman Hunt?” “I must admit that 
Sèvre [sic] and Dresden porcelain cause me pain in their elaborate 
determination to defy fundamental principles of sound design,” I 

                                                        
197 “The Old China Craze,” The Pottery and Glass Trades Review (May 1878): 68. 
198 “The Old China Craze,” (June 1878): 227. 
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said.199 
 

When asked how they do that, he replied, “By disregard of the fitness of things.” 

Hunt proceeded to lecture the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the future prime minister 

on the principles of design reform, which he admitted comes not from any personal theory 

but reflected what he called “Ruskin’s principle.” Much like Ruskin in his lectures, Hunt 

held a cup and pronounced: 

Our mind is in a state of discord to reconcile opposite 
impressions, one being that this is a half-globe to hold liquid that 
is within, the other being that of distances and buildings—on 
concave and convex surfaces—which could only be rightly 
depicted and intelligibly understood when seen on a flat surface; 
the cup and the pictures are perfectly incongruous, and elegant 
manipulation is misplaced.200 

 

Gladstone countered: “Oriental porcelain sometimes has representations of objects, and 

landscape painted on its surface.” Hunt agreed that this was true, “but these are not 

portrayed with the aid of elaborate perspective light and shade. The objects are represented 

as decorative objects, controlled by design fit for the nature of the thing in use.”201 Hunt’s 

argument paralleled the design reformers’ idea that flatness was more appropriate in the 

decorative arts rather than the pictorial. 

In 1885 eminent banker Alfred de Rothschild sold his important art collection, 

including pre-revolutionary Sèvres vases and garnitures. The review of the sale in the Art 

                                                        
199 William Holman Hunt, “Visit to Gladstone 1862–5,” chapter 8 in Pre-Raphaelitism and 
the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, vol. 2 (Macmillan: London, 1905), 201. Thank you to 
Carol Jacobi from the Tate Museum for pointing out this reference, 201–02. 
200 Hunt, “Visit to Gladstone 1862–5,” 202. 
201 Ibid. 
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Journal underscored the divisions and hierarchies between collecting European and Asian 

porcelain, affirming that these boundaries are very much instituted.202 According to the 

author, “the world of art lovers will always be divided into people between those who care 

for Sèvres and people who do not,” and named William Morris of the second school, 

which the author himself followed. Echoing the views of Hunt and others, he explained 

that Chelsea, Dresden, and Sèvres should be dismissed for their “fragility,” “high finish,” 

and “historical associations,” and that they “lack sincerity, the love of pure beauty, and a 

sense of due relation between the ornament and the thing ornamented,” nor do they reflect 

“the laws of form, or of the secrets of colour, or of the kind of ornament which was best 

adapted to perfectly smooth and generally convex surfaces.”203 Simpler original forms, 

“exquisite vagueness,” and the “seeming uncertainty” of the Chinese and the Japanese 

artist were preferred: 

The Frenchman Boucher or Morin, or some imitator of theirs—
takes the round surface of the vase and treats it as if it were a 
square of canvas, placing upon it some complete picture, 
elaborate in all its details, and finished like a miniature, but have 
no relation whatever either to the surface, or to the shape or to the 
surrounding. His desire is to paint a pretty pastoral, and it never 
occurs to him that a picture is one thing and the decoration of a 
plate or cup is quite another.204 

 

Writer and art critic William Cosmo Monkhouse in 1881 offered some hints on 

collecting china to the non-specialist,205 who should start with “specimens of the house” 

such as cups and saucers made by Coalport, Worcester, and “some bits of a Nankin dinner 
                                                        
202 “Mr. Alfred de Rothschild’s Collection,” Art Journal (1885): 216–19, 240–41. 
203 “Mr. Alfred de Rothschild’s Collection,” 240–41. 
204 Ibid. 
205 William Cosmo Monkhouse, “Hints to Collectors,” Art Journal (July 1881): 197–200. 
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service.”206 Most importantly, he commented that collecting china must be empirical, 

hands-on, and cannot be learned in books alone, and new collectors should visit the Greek 

pottery at the British Museum and the Middle Eastern ceramics at the South Kensington 

Museum.207 While Monkhouse recommended a catholic approach to collecting, not simply 

blue-and-white, he reinforced hierarchies and compared them to the three pillars of 

architecture, grouping them as: Classic (Greek/Roman/Etruscan), Mongolian 

(Chinese/Japanese), and Arabian (Persian/Spanish/Italian/Moorish).208 

His use of critical language and appreciation of style are revealing and applicable 

to contemporaneous Aesthetic painting. He argued that classical Greek pottery has the 

most beautiful shape, while the Chinese have superior colour and transparency, praising 

celadon, turquoise, yellow, apple-green, sang-de-boeuf, and peacock. For Monkhouse 

transparency is an important term to describe purity and restfulness.209 He admired the 

“accidental” and “uneven strokes” of Islamic ware, far superior to the “flat mechanical 

colours” of Worcester, Chelsea, or Sèvres. His underlying message, paralleling the art and 

design thinkers of the day, is to treat the decorative arts, especially ceramics, for what they 

are, not as a canvas to be filled with pictorial imagery. 

Conclusion 

As will be discussed in the following chapter, this appreciation of decorative flatness is 

also a key attribute defining Aesthetic painting. From texts printed in ceramic trade and art 

                                                        
206 Ibid., 197, 200. 
207  Ibid., 200. 
208 Ibid., 197, 200. 
209 Ibid., 199. 
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journals, decorator manuals, and those written by the artists themselves, it becomes 

evident that by the late 1870s, Western porcelain, especially Dresden and Sèvres, along 

with their British imitators, fall out of favour, because their mechanical realism cancels the 

more desirable qualities of purity, transparency, and harmony, which are believed to be 

achieved by an irregular intuitive approach rather than by deliberate calculation. British 

willow was no longer detested as pedestrian or embraced as a symbol of comfort but 

respected on a visual level, for its blue-and-white palette, considered more authentic than 

the polychromes of modern potteries, and anticipated the artistic desire for vagueness and 

lack of precision in its composition. Understanding the literary and metaphorical meaning 

of ceramics in texts provides insight into how ceramics were perceived in their day and, 

therefore, helps to read their potent agency as signifiers of religion, nationalism, design 

reform, and artistic language. As I argue in the next chapter, this insight provides a new 

strategy to not only study Victorian ceramics, but also offers new ways of seeing Victorian 

painting. 
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Figure 2.1 Richard Redgrave, Camellia's Teapot, 1847 

Felix Summerly’s Art-Manufacturers 

Reprinted in Susan Casteras and Ronald Parkinson, Richard Redgrave (1988), 36. 
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Figure 2.2 “The Cup Exhibited” 

The China Cup; or Ellen’s Trial: A Worcestershire Story (c. 1882), 55-56 

Robertson Davies Library, Toronto. 
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Figure 2.3 “Cabbage Leaf Milkmade's” Jug  

Worcester, soft-paste porcelain, 1760-65 

Private Collection.  
 

 

Figure 2.4 “A Pleasant Duty” 

Eglanton Thorne, The Old Worcester Jug;  

or John Griffin’s Little Maid (1888), 107.  
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Figure 2.5 “Tea Drinking in the Home” 

G. R. Wedgwood, The History of the Tea-Cup (1878), 133. 
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Figure 2.6 “The Visitors” 

The China Cup; or Ellen’s Trial; A Worcestershire Story (c. 1882), 31-32 

 Robertson Davies Library, Toronto. 
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Figure 2.7 “Punch's Tour! In the Manufacturing Districts” 

Punch (March 14, 1846): 123. 

 

Figure 2.8 “The Height of Commercial Morality” 

Punch (October 5, 1872): 145. 
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Figure 2.9 “Why this is Spode!” 

Clarence Cook’s House Beautiful (1878), 256. 
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Figure 2.10 Spode Factory  

The Willow Pattern Demonstration, October 2015. 
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Figure 2.11 “Transferring the Print” 

Penny Magazine (May 1843): 208. 

 

Figure 2.12 “Cutter and Transferrer” 

Wedgwood, The History of the Tea-Cup (1878), 108. 
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Figure 2.13 Variations of the Willow Pattern 

 

Figure 2.14 “The School of Bad Designs,” 

Punch, 9 (1845): 117. 
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Figure 2.15 Chelsea Soft-Paste Porcelain Plate, 1745–69  

Bonham’s. 
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Chapter 3 

Ceramics in Victorian Painting 

 

 

My challenge in this chapter is to interpret the meanings and metaphors of 

ceramics whether realistically rendered or fancifully represented in Victorian painting 

between circa 1840 and 1890. Art historians agree that Victorian viewers played an active 

rather than a passive role looking at paintings.1 As Susan Casteras points out, “[t]he 

mimetic style and barrage of objects encourage a prolonged reading and more careful 

look by the beholder at the things depicted.”2 Victorian artists made their paintings 

visually rich by illustrating material goods, and their objects also acted as primary and 

secondary symbols serving as visual clues to help the viewer better understand the 

narrative.3 Critics at the time comprehended this artistic device and expected that even 

small pictures should be filled with realistic detail: 

 

                                                        
1 For example see Susan Casteras, The Defining Moment: Victorian Narrative Paintings 
from the Forbes Magazine Collection (Charlotte, NC: Mint Museum, 2001); Christiana 
Payne, Rustic Simplicity: Scenes of Cottage Life in Nineteenth-Century British Art 
(London: Djanogly Art Gallery, University of Nottingham Arts Centre in association with 
Lund Publishers, 1998); Julian Treuherz, Hard Times: Social Realism in Victorian Art 
(London: Lund, London, 1987); Lionel Lambourne, Victorian Painting (London: Phaidon 
Press, 1999). 
2 Casteras, The Defining Moment, 35. 
3 Susan Casteras, The Defining Moment, 53.  
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In small cabinet works, that often dilate on nothing more 
momentous than an evening party in a parlour, which narrate 
nothing more grand than a storm in a family teapot, it certainly 
[is] not out of place to show a Wedgwood pattern on the china. 
. . . As for the execution, it shall be like a tale we told—in 
other words, neatly turned out of hand, sparkling, if possible, 
and pointed, but certainly, at the very least, plain perspicuous, 
and persuasive.4  

 

However, Casteras insightfully acknowledges that “[t]oday’s scholars in the field [of 

Victorian painting], . . . have discerned that original meanings often remain tantalizingly 

evasive, retrievable to some degree . . . but sometimes frustratingly cryptic, as well as 

virtually unknowable at times.”5  

Heeding Casteras’s caution, I attempt to argue that ceramics often played a strong 

symbolical role embodying issues that touched upon art and culture, class and gender, 

and commerce and consumption. I also suggest that depending upon how ceramics are 

used, and by whom, and how they relate to other objects in the realistic or idealized 

spaces mediated in paintings imposed specific messages and metaphors reflecting both 

intentional and unintentional significations of the artist.  

The methodological approaches I borrow from to decode ceramics to assess how 

they shaped the modes of experiences of Victorians include English literature scholar 

Thad Logan’s system of mapping furnishings in Victorian parlours, what she calls 

                                                        
4 “The Royal Academy Exhibition,” Art Journal (June 1864): 163; also cited in Casteras, 
The Defining Moment, 19. 
5 Ibid., 17. 
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structural linguistics.6 Identifying a grammar or assembly of conventions serves to 

develop the period eye and provide insight into innate habits (Pierre Bourdieu’s 

“habitus”) of the early and mid-Victorian period.7 My investigation also incorporates art 

historian Julie Codell’s supposition that “[d]isplay is a language, producing meanings 

through the similarities and differences of juxtaposed objects in a kind of syntax of 

material goods.”8 I examine ceramics in painting to find a syntax that might offer insight 

into how these objects express the narrative, the period, or signify something else 

altogether in this “thickened visual world.”9  

My objective then is to present new ways of looking at ceramic objects in 

paintings. Traversing the categories of narrative, genre, social realism, Pre-Raphaelite 

and Aesthetic painting, I ask how and why artists incorporated ceramics in their painting 

to support the argument that there is a wealth of information to be gleaned by deciphering 

ceramics in Victorian art. I rely on the empirical tool of visual comparative analysis 

supported by textual references discussed in chapter 2. Strategically, I look at many 

paintings rather than few to track patterns of practice; that stated, I examine some 

artworks in greater depth than others as exemplars of particular ideas. When possible and 

appropriate, I discuss extant objects in comparison to the painted ceramics with the 

                                                        
6 Thad Logan, The Victorian Parlour: A Cultural Study (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), 78. 
7 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Richard 
Nice (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1984). 
8 Julie Codell, “Displaying Aestheticism’s Bric-A-Brac: Rossetti’s Material and Virtual 
Goods,” in Palaces of Art: Whistler and the Art Worlds of Aestheticism, ed. Lee Glazer 
and Linda Merrill (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Scholarly Press, 2013), 122. 
9 Codell, “Displaying Aestheticism’s Bric-A-Brac, 128. 
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objective to find meaning beyond the artists’ intentions reflecting their habitus.  

However, tracking and studying ceramics mediated in paintings also facilitates in probing 

deeper into artists’ individual practices, which I will also discuss throughout the chapter.  

I contend that the  prevalence of tableware, pots and other ceramics in the wide range of 

painting genres is remarkable in comparison to other objects represented.  

I begin by looking at paintings that visually represent crockery and pottery (brown 

jugs, creamware, pearlware and transferware) used by the poor and lower middle classes, 

to assess how they signified neglect (if empty), fallen virtue (if broken), happiness and 

industriousness (if filled with food or flowers), good manners (especially paired with tea 

drinking), and status (depending on high and low placement in the room).  I then turn to 

interpret paintings of upper-class women using china and, while the china is delicate 

porcelain and the tea-urn glimmering silver, the paintings inculcate similar values of 

civility and domesticity as well as taste. I maintain that the critical reviews of English 

genre painting share a similar vocabulary and sentiment to the critiques of English 

tableware and crockery, namely both expressed a common belief that they elevate the 

manners and morals of all classes. I next consider how the representation of ceramics 

changes later in the century in the hands of Aesthetic painters who banish the British 

pottery favoured by genre painters to disassociate themselves with the old-fashioned 

school and instead turn to orientalised ceramics (a fusing of Japanese and Chinese).10 I 

                                                        
10 Michelle Ying-Ling Huang, ed, Beyond Boundaries: East and West Cross-Cultural 
Encounters, (Cambridge ), 2011; Linda Merrill, The Peacock Room: A Cultural 
Biography; Lionel Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement (London: Phaidon, 1996); 
Lionel Lambourne, Japonisme: Cultural Crossings between East and West; Stacey 
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contend that Aesthetic artists similarly chose to pair women with china but for very 

different reasons: to heighten pictorial flatness and ornamentation rather than impart 

meaning of moral virtue and social status.  Current scholarship recognizes this objective 

yet I maintain that ceramics’ agency as a means to accomplish it should be more deeply 

examined in the pursuit of artifice and simulacrum.11 I consider several portraits of 

collectors, mostly men (reflecting the status quo), to better understand the agency of 

ceramics in this privileged gentleman’s world.  Finally, in acknowledgment that I am 

prioritizing ceramics mediated in two-dimensional painting, I look at two specific 

monumental artworks where ceramics are linked directly to the narrative, empowering 

the pottery to become even more potent in its meaning and metaphor.12 

 

Representations of Pottery and Crockery Used by the Poor and Lower-Middle Classes 

In this investigation of how Victorian artists replicated pottery of the poor and the lower 

middle classes, I focus on the canvases by domestic genre artists: Richard Redgrave, 

James Collinson, Thomas Faed, Thomas Webster, Frederick Daniel Hardy, Frederick 

George Cotman, and the social realist artists Frank Holl, Luke Fildes, and Hubert von 

Herkomer. While some artist paintings were publicly collected and frequently 
                                                                                                                                                                     

Pierson, Collectors, Collections and Museums, The Field of Chinese Ceramics in Britain, 
(1560-1960) (Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), 57–58. 
11 Merrill, The Peacock Room; Lambourne, Japonisme: Cultural Crossing; Lambourne 
The Aesthetic Movement; Charlotte Gere, Artistic Circles.  Design & Decoration in the 
Aesthetic Movement (London: V&A Publishing, 2010); Charlotte Gere with Hoskins 
Lesley. The House Beautiful Oscar Wilde and the Aesthetic Interior (London: Geffrye 
Museum, 2000). 
12 Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 171; Bill Brown, “Thing Theory,” Critical 
Inquiry 28, no. 1 (2001): 1–22. 
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reproduced, these factors did not generally influence my selection. I chose these artists 

because they typically depicted crockery as indicators of living conditions as well as 

attributes of their subjects. They duplicated jugs, bowls, pots, and plates in a colour 

palette—appropriate, according to John Ruskin, for the underprivileged and the 

hardworking—of monochrome earth-toned hues of red-browns, blacks, and creams, or 

blue on white.13 These artists often referenced seventeenth-century Dutch and Flemish 

genre paintings, which were collected and reproduced in Britain since the early 

nineteenth century. But, as art historian Christiana Payne explains, British rustic painting 

deliberately tried to improve the narrative by offering moralizing didactic messages for 

all classes, namely sentimental, paternalistic benevolence of the affluent and inspirational 

edification for the poor.14 They also built upon the tradition of William Hogarth (1697–

1764), Sir David Wilkie (1785–1841), and William Mulready (1786–1863).15 

                                                        
13 John Ruskin, Lectures on Art Delivered Before the University of Oxford In Hilary 
Term 1870 (London: George Allen, 1892), 139. 
14 Payne, Rustic Simplicity, 5; See also Mary Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting, 
Domestic Life and the Contemporary Social Scene (London: Andreas Papadakis, 2000), 
11. 
15 William Hogarth, arguably the founder of British genre painting, often depicted red 
yixing, delft, blanc-de-chine porcelain, and transferware to heighten the narrative of his 
compositions. Examples of Hogarth’s representations of ceramics include: A Rake’s 
Progress (1733–35, Sir John Soane’s Museum), A Midnight Modern Conversation 
(1730–31, Yale Centre for British Art), The Strode Family (1738, Tate), and The Tête à 
Tête (1743, National Gallery, London). See: Lars Tharp, Hogarth’s China: Hogarth’s 
Paintings and Eighteenth-Century Ceramics (London: Merrell Holberton, 1997); Stacey 
Sloboda, “Porcelain Bodies: Gender, Acquisitiveness, and Taste in Eighteenth-Century 
England,” in Material Cultures, 1740–1920: The Meanings and Pleasures of Collecting, 
ed. John Potvin and Alla Myzelez (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2009); Karen Harvey, 
“Barbarity in a Teacup? Punch, Domesticity and Gender in the Eighteenth Century,” 
Journal of Design History 21 (2008): 205–21. 
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I argue that the moral patriotism appreciated for English domestic genre painting 

paralleled that of English pottery as revealed in the language and metaphors employed by 

the critics of the period. The English School is exemplified by “greeting the peasant 

smiling at the cottage door,” proclaimed the Art Journal, and viewing “the labourer’s 

private dwelling . . . of home sympathies and rustic simplicity.”16 The same magazine 

also appreciated “scenes of domestic art,” using similar language it employed to praise 

crockery: 

England happy in her homes and joyous in her hearty cheer, 
and peaceful in her snug firesides, is equally fortunate in a 
school of art sacred to the hallowed relations of domestic life. 
From the prince to the peasant, the palace to the cottage, the 
range in rank is wide, yet the same sentiments—love to God, 
charity to neighbours, duties of parents and children, sympathy 
ready to mourn, with those who mourn, or to rejoice over those 
who are of glad in heart—these principles, and emotions, the 
outcomings of our universal, humanity have found earnest and 
literal expression through domestic pictures, which both by 
their numbers, and their mastery may almost claim to be 
national.17 

 

The partisan and preaching tone affirming the universal appeal of domestic painting 

“from palace to cottage” and “prince to peasant” echoes the thinking and texts about 

British ceramics in the 1840s: “the cup, the plate, the jug, belong to the cottage as to the 

palace,”18 or another, “the whole length and breadth of the European Continent, is served 

at every inn upon English ware, finds English porcelain in the palaces of the noble, and 

                                                        
16 Art Journal (July 1862): 150. 
17 “The Royal Academy,” Art Journal (June 1863): 110. 
18 “Illustrated Tour in the Manufacturing Districts,” Art-Union (December 1846): 317. 
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bits of English crockery in the hovels of the peasant.”19 Both English domestic painting 

and domestic pottery, therefore, were indicators of Britain’s sense of imperial superiority 

perceived to be contributing to the improvement of the social manners and values of the 

working class.20 

I begin this discussion on how and why Victorian artists rendered ceramics in 

paintings with Richard Redgrave (1804–1888) since he led domestic genre painting in the 

1840s and his representations of pottery as symbols of solace, fallen virtue, and civility 

reflected common motifs that English genre artists employed throughout the century.   

Redgrave’s paintings focused on “the trials and struggles of the poor and the oppressed,” 

as he later claimed. He believed they were “made from the heart, to right that suffer 

wrong.”21 The critics at the time agreed, as the Athenaeum pronounced: “All Mr. 

Redgrave’s pictures tell a story . . . either moral or pathetic or both; and tell it very 

significantly: a great merit.”22 Redgrave’s strong narrative skills paralleled the emergence 

of the English social novel in 1830s and 1840s, and, just as social novelists like Elizabeth 

Gaskell used crockery to heighten the storyline, so too did Redgrave in own his 

                                                        
19 “The Potteries-Introductory,” Art-Union (April 1844): 83. 
20 For more on British imperialism and objects, see John M. MacKenzie, ed., The 
Victorian Vision: Inventing New Britain (London: V&A Publications, 2001). 
21 “The Autobiography of Richard Redgrave, ARA,” Art Journal 12 (1850): 49. In 
addition to the paintings that portray women in distress discussed in this chapter, 
Redgrave also painted The Reduced Gentleman’s Daughter (1840, present whereabouts 
unknown), Bad News from the Sea (1842, private collection); Going to Service (1843, 
private collection); Fashion Slaves (1847, private collection); and The Outcast (1851, 
Royal Academy). Redgrave’s genre painting varied in size between 67 and 80 x 100 cm, 
consistent with genre painting and considerably smaller than the grand scale of historical 
narrative and old master paintings but appropriate for furnishing the living rooms of the 
merchant classes. 
22 Athenaeum (May 27, 1843): 512. Note the critic’s use of italics to emphasize his point. 
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canvases.23 It is worth repeating from the previous chapter that Redgrave designed for 

Felix Summerly’s Manufacturers (Henry Cole’s short-lived company), and both taught 

and wrote about design reform.24 As well, in his youth he worked at his father’s factory 

where he developed strong drafting skills.25 Therefore, Redgrave, in his capacity of being 

a designer and educator, was sensitive to material objects and their potential visual, 

functional, and social influences. 

Between 1843 and 1845, Redgrave created four paintings depicting a forlorn 

pretty young female teacher isolated and alone in the schoolroom, holding a letter—a 

death announcement revealed by its black border.26 “Rarely do we find a picture,” stated 

the Art-Union, “at all tolerable, so simple and so unaided by accessories.”27 Nonetheless, 

some accessories are visually prominent, notably: the slice of bread on the utilitarian 

cream-coloured plate and the matching cup filled with tea and resting on the saucer. 

These accessories are present in the original (now lost but visible in the etched 

reproduction) and in the copies The Governess (1844) and The Poor Teacher (1845) 

                                                        
23 Martha Kelleher, “Richard Redgrave RA ‘An Artist of His Age,’” (master’s thesis, 
University of East Anglia, 1985), 1, 5–7. 
24 Susan Casteras and Ronald Parkinson, eds., Richard Redgrave (1804–1888) (New 
Haven, CT: Victoria and Albert Museum and Yale University Press, 1988). 
25 Robert Twyman-Heaven, “Richard Redgrave the Draughtsman,” in Casteras and 
Parkinson, eds., Richard Redgrave, 31. 
26 This was a personal issue for Redgrave since his own sister, Jane, had worked as a 
governess living away from home until her death of typhoid at the young age of twenty, 
as recounted in Frances Margaret Redgrave, Richard Redgrave, A Memoir CB, RA: A 
Memoir Compiled from His Diary (London: Cassel & Company, 1891), 21, 93, 26. The 
occupation of governesses as an appropriate profession for destitute women was an 
emerging concern at the time; see: Kathryn Hughes, The Victorian Governess (London: 
Hambledon Press, 1993); Casteras and Parkinson, eds., Richard Redgrave, 18. 
27 “Royal Academy,” Art-Union 57 (1843): 174. 
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(figs. 3.1 and 3. 2).28 The pottery resembles creamware or possibly pearlware: it is plain, 

undecorated, and befits the governess’s servile status. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, guidebooks of the period urged that servants should be given a separate set of 

inexpensive dishes for their own use, independent of the rest of the household, and this is 

the case here.29 The pottery matches the teacher’s cream colour collar, and the 

combination visually harmonizes the composition (see detail, fig. 3.2). The cream white 

pottery may also reflect Redgrave’s belief that plain white tableware was more hygienic 

because, in his view, the dirt cannot be concealed or camouflaged by decoration.30 As I 

explained in chapter 2, tea drinking and functional pottery were perceived as morally 

appropriate for instilling good Christian values and representing solid British industry. 

Therefore, the pearlware is suitable for a modest schoolteacher, who appears to be more 

of a plain Jane Eyre than a social climbing Becky Sharp.31 With the comments 

“universally attractive” and a “painted sermon,” the Art-Union, suggested that viewers 

understood the tableware, plain practical earthenware invented by England’s very own 

                                                        
28 Other details differ; for example, Redgrave added a piano and children playing in the 
Victoria and Albert version, at the request of John Sheepshanks, the patron who wanted 
to lighten the sombre scene. According to Redgrave’s memoir, he painted four versions; 
see F. M. Redgrave, Richard Redgrave, A Memoir, 43. The original was exhibited at the 
Royal Academy 1843 and engraved by William Giller. Victoria and Albert 71 x 91.5 cm 
and Shipley 64 x 77.5 cm. Casteras and Parkinson, eds., Richard Redgrave, 111–14. 
29 Ward and Lock’s Home Book: A Domestic Encyclopædia Forming a Companion 
Volume to “Mrs. Beeton’s Book of Household Management” (London: Ward, Lock and 
Company, c. 1881), 399. 
30 Gilbert Redgrave, ed., Manual of Design Compiled from the Writings and Addresses of 
Richard Redgrave (London: Chapman and Hall, 1876), 117. 
31 Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre and William Thackeray’s Vanity Fair were released four 
years after Redgrave’s Poor Teacher series in 1847. 
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Josiah Wedgwood represented not merely symbols of comfort but also moral rectitude, 

indicating that the governess’s behaviour was beyond reproach, both pious and decent.32 

Pottery also figures prominently in Redgrave’s The Sempstress (1846), but this 

time as a signifier of distress rather than solace. Instead of the schoolteacher, Redgrave 

focused on the plight of the needlewoman inspired by Thomas Hood’s popular poem 

“The Song of the Shirt” (1843) (fig. 3.3).33 As recent scholars point out, Redgrave’s 

technique and compositional format recalled Renaissance religious and Dutch 

seventeenth-century painting (a stylistic referencing similarly practised by Redgrave’s 

predecessors and Mulready).34 The seamstress is an isolated, saintly figure situated in a 

small garret with few comforts who works to support herself in the late hours of the 

                                                        
32 Art-Union 57 (1843): 174. 
33 62.2 x 75.6 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy. Thomas Hood’s “Song of the Shirt” 
was first published in Punch (December 16, 1843): 260. 
34 Redgrave’s Sempstress was widely discussed in its day, as well as in recent 
scholarship: The Times (May 8, 1844): 7; Literary Gazette (1844): 339; “Royal 
Academy,” Athenaeum (1844): 39; William Thackeray, “Picture Gossip,” Fraser’s 
Magazine  (June 1845): 713–721. For more recent discussions, see: Albert Boime, Art in 
an Age of Civil Struggle (1848–1871) (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 
249–50; Patricia Zakreski, Representing Female Artistic Labour, 1848–1890: Refining 
Work for the Middle-Class Woman (Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate, 2006), 27; Judith 
Stoddart, “Pleasures Incarnate,” in Aesthetic Subjects, ed. P. R. Matthews and David 
McWhirter (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2003), 85–89; Lynn Mae 
Alexander, Women, Work, and Representation: Needlewoman in Victorian Art and 
Literature (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2003), 54–60; Judith Stoddart, “Tracking 
the Sentimental Eye,” in Knowing the Past: Victorian Culture and Literature, ed. Suzy 
Anger (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2001), 200–11; Susan Casteras, Images of 
Victorian Womanhood in English Art (Rutherford NJ: Fairley Dickinson University 
Press, 1987), 112; Richard Redgrave (1804–1888), ed. Susan Casteras and Ronald 
Parkinson (New Haven, CT: Victoria and Albert Museum and Yale University Press, 
1988), 118–21; Helene Roberts, “Marriage, Redundancy or Sin: The Painter’s View of 
Women in the First Twenty-Five Years of Victoria’s Reign,” in Suffer and Be Still: 
Women in the Victorian Age, ed. Martha Vicinus (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1972), 56–57. 
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night. In the original version (1844), also known only through an etching, a cup and dish 

of bread are by her side, similar to the Poor Teacher, but in his later oil painting, 

Redgrave removed these comforts and replaced them with tools of her trade. In both 

versions, there is a crude bulbous jug/pitcher of red earthenware sitting inside a chipped 

white-glazed basin, placed under the window on a trunk. The crockery lacks ornament; it 

is utilitarian, common, and mismatched. The broken china personifies the seamstress 

herself: its colour scheme echoes her apparel, her dress is red like the jug/pitcher, while 

her white collar repeats the colour of the basin. The pottery is positioned low to the 

ground and mirrors her fallen status. Like the crockery, she too is mismatched, a 

gentlewoman “not a low-born drudge,” as suggested by the Art-Union, but a country girl 

now in the city, dwelling in a poor cellar, who is suffering in a “vulgar world.”35 The 

universal forms of the pitcher and basin remind the viewer that she is not unique but part 

of a larger collective, just one of many women suffering the same ordeal, reinforced by 

the view of other rooftop attics from her window. 

The broken vessel was a popular signifier of fallen virtue, famously illustrated by 

eighteenth-century French artist Jean-Baptiste Greuze in The Broken Pitcher (1771, 

Louvre), an image that was engraved and widely circulated well into the next century.36 

Conversely, an intact jug symbolized virtue and fertility (like the juvenile religious tales 

that I referenced in chapter 2). A contemporary visual example is William Henry Hunt’s 

                                                        
35 “The Royal Academy,” Art-Union (June 1844): 158. 
36 Jean-Baptiste Greuze’s The Broken Pitcher was engraved by Massard and listed La 
Crue Cassée in John Smith, A Catalogue Raisonneé of the Works of the Most Eminent 
Dutch, Flemish and French Painters: Nicholas Poussin, Claude Lorraine and John 
Baptiste Greuze Part of the Eighth (London: Smith and Son, 1838), 412—13. 
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(1790–1864) portrait of his daughter, Emma, age thirteen, on the verge of maidenhood, 

holding an undamaged brown jug (c. 1845) (fig. 3.4).37 Its swelled belly resembles that of 

Redgrave’s jug and suggests that the rounded form was particularly appropriate for 

personifying women’s virtue. Redgrave’s broken crockery in The Semptress may also 

signify his acknowledgment of the parliamentary reports that many needlewomen were 

forced into prostitution to survive—indeed in the vernacular language of the time, the 

word “jug” was a slang term of disparagement, a noun for a homely woman.38 The word 

“pitcher” had the bawdy connotation of the female pudendum, a cracked pitcher stood for 

harlot, the expression “to crack a pitcher” meant to deflower, while the lips/spout 

symbolized vaginal lips.39 In the engraving of the original and a small watercolour 

sketch, the table partially obstructs the jug and basin, but the broken rim remains visible; 

moreover, the spout lips are also chipped and face the viewer (figs. 3.5 and 3.6).40 

In Deserter’s Home (1847) Redgrave turned his attention to the plight of the 

single young male soldier. He filled the room with an array of dishes and organized them 

in two groupings: on the table and on the floor, two schematics typically found in genre 

                                                        
37 The Artist’s Daughter Holding a Jug, (c. 1845, 26.7 x 18.2 cm) in John Witt, William 
Henry Hunt (1790-1864) Life and Work (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1982), cat. 518. 
38 Judith Stoddardt, “Pleasures Incarnate,” 87; Oxford English Dictionary, accessed 
November 5, 2015, 
http://www.oed.com.proxy.queensu.ca/view/Entry/101929?rskey=QhGyv6&result=1#eid 
39 J. S. Farmer with W. S. Henley, Slang and Its Analogues Past and Present: A 
Dictionary, Historical and Comparative, of the Heterodox Speech of All Classes of 
Society for More than Three Hundred Years, vol. 5 (1891; repr. London: Harrison and 
Sons, 1902), 219. 
40 Farmer with Henley, Slang and Its Analogues Past and Present, 219. 
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painting (fig. 3.7).41 The first composition shows the dishes interacting with other objects 

related to nourishment and refinement: a metal coffee cup, a matching cruet set42 and a 

loaf of bread.  Redgrave’s depiction of white earthenware (either pearlware or 

creamware), similar to those rendered in his governess paintings, is significant because 

viewers would have understood they were appropriate for this class of people since they 

were an inexpensive substitute for porcelain. Moreover, they were English. Josiah 

Wedgwood perfected creamware in the mid-eighteenth-century by adding flint to the 

body to make it whiter. Sturdy and, as thin as porcelain, Wedgwood sold it to both the 

palace (Queen Charlotte and accordingly he changed the name to Queenware) and 

cottage dwellers.  He later developed pearlware, an even whiter body by introducing a 

mix of cobalt into the glaze, and it became the standard earthenware by the 1830s.43 

The second group of crocks and jugs sitting directly on the red brick floor by the 

hearth represent another common method of depicting pottery in a cottage interior to 

signal that furniture is sparse and the room is small. Typically placed in the foreground 

corner of the canvas, the composition creates perspective to draw the viewer’s eye, a 

common trope also practised in seventeeth-century Dutch painting. Redgrave’s 

realistically rendered crockery—undecorated, affordable, and humble—are no less 

significant for their lack of adornment but rather indicate how pottery, as argued in the 

                                                        
41 76.2 x 102.1 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy 1847. Casteras and Parkinson, eds., 
Richard Redgrave, 130. 
42 Silver-plate cruet sets were mass-produced in Birmingham by Thomas Boulton in the 
late eighteenth century and like pottery represent early inexpensive consumer goods 
available in large quantities. 
43 R. J. C. Hildyard, English Pottery 1620–1840 (London: Victoria and Albert Museum), 
223, 227. 
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pages of the Art-Union, elevated the poor and the unwashed.44As well Redgrave used 

ceramics to communicate his support for better treatment of soldiers. The problems of 

desertion, and earning bounty for recapture were debated in British parliament and 

reported in contemporaneous journals, as Redgrave was well aware since his older 

brother, Samuel, worked for Fox Maul, Secretary of War (1846–1852), and wrote about 

desertion.45 Arguably the abundance of pottery improves the experience of the soldier’s 

brief escape from the military. The critics understood the painting’s message, “painfully 

true,” The Times commented.46 

The artist’s Country Cousins (1847) tells an equally moralizing story, a critique of 

class differentiation: high and low, city and county, a parable of the rich man at his table 

and a poor man at his gate (fig. 3.8).47 Rather than an austere or rustic room, Redgrave 

portrayed, again in the Hogarth manner, an elite eighteenth-century interior indicated by 

the finely rendered Georgian décor. Suitable to their high rank, the younger bejewelled 

woman holds a silver oval teapot etched with the family crest beside a copper kettle, 

metal pitcher, silver creamer, and a blue glass and silver salt cellar, all in the Georgian 

style (see detail fig. 3.8). The breakfast set of matching porcelain decorated in a gilt floral 

pattern includes egg cups, plates, and cups and saucers. Remarkably, Redgrave did not 

                                                        
44Apsley Pellatt, M.P., “Essay on Pottery and the Fictile Art, Historically, Chemically, 
and Practically Considered,” Art Journal (February 1, 1854): 33. 
45 The Spectator 19 (August 8, 1846); Samuel Redgrave, Official Handbook of Church 
and State (London: Church and Murray, 1855), 240–41. See Casteras and Parkinson, 
eds., Richard Redgrave, 84. 
46 The Times (May 1, 1847): 6. 
47 78 x 101.4 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1848. See Casteras and Parkinson, 
eds., Richard Redgrave, 131–32. 
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replicate a specific china pattern but created his own motif of tendril and vines in gold 

and silver and duplicated it on the rich brocade dress of the wealthy older matron. 

Redgrave’s mannered porcelain design paired with the dress and other fine tableware 

underscores the pretensions of his affluent subjects who look down on their country 

cousins and contrasts them with the sensible and practical pottery of his working-class 

portraits. He manipulated the ornamentation of the china and the dress to strengthen the 

decorative composition of his canvas, anticipating or perhaps influencing future artists 

such as William Holman Hunt whom Redgrave taught at the Royal Academy. Redgrave 

intentionally invoked these motifs of a broken vessel for fallen woman, 

creamware/pearlware and crockery on the floor for cottage dwellers and porcelain and 

silver teapots for upperclass; these signifiers reflected the standard devices of genre 

painting and thus suggests this is how Victorians expected to see their ceramics in 

paintings. 

The artist James Collinson (1825–1881) was active a decade later than Redgrave 

and similarly focused on leading political issues of the day. A member of the Pre-

Raphaelite movement, albeit only briefly, Collinson purposefully referenced conventional 

genre painting to help synthesize the movement, “confront the modern world,” according 

to Tim Barringer, Jason Rosenfeld, and Alison Smith.48 His duplication of pottery in his 

                                                        
48 Tim Barringer, Jason Rosenfeld, and Alison Smith, Pre-Raphaelites, Victorian Avant-
Garde (London, Tate Publishing), 2012. A failed engagement with Christina Rossetti and 
his conversion to Catholicism were reasons he left the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood in 
1850 and remained estranged. Ronald Parkinson, “James Collinson,” in Pre-Raphaelite 
Papers, ed. Leslie Parris (London: Tate Publishing, 1984), 61, 75. 
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canvases is relevant to my analysis because it differed from Redgrave in its more explicit 

distinction of gender roles and symbolic iconography. 

A “smoky picturesque little interior in the style of Wilkie that was sure to sell,” 

was how Collinson described Answering the Emigrant’s Letter (1850) to William 

Michael Rossetti (fig. 3.9).49 This family appears to be trapped by their station in life, 

suggested by the tense exchange between the husband and wife which is mimicked by the 

daughter starring at her brother.  Looking at the map of South Australia they may choose 

to follow the half million people who left Britain between 1847 and 1852.50 “The work 

exhibits,” according to the Art Journal, “everywhere the most minute manipulation.”51 

This observation holds true of the ten pieces of ceramics on display, a diverse mix of 

British and Chinese export ware; the overglaze famille rose ink bowl prominently placed 

on the table marks their gentility. I will focus this discussion on how Collinson used 

ceramics to delineate gender to reinforce the strain between the husband and wife but still 

symbolize their wellbeing.52 The labourer’s pottery attribute is a tall, inexpensive 

                                                        
49 Collinson to William Michael Rossetti (May 30, 1849), cited in W. E. Freedman, ed., 
The P.R.B. Journal: William Michael Rossetti’s diary of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, 
1849–1853, together with other Pre-Raphaelite documents (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
(1975), 8. 
50 See Pat Hardy, “The Idea of Immigration: Ford Madox Brown’s The Last of England,” 
British Art Journal, 13, no. 1 (2012): 7–17. Redgrave also painted this subject: The 
Emigrant’s Last Letter Home (1858, private collection) an exterior scene with no 
ceramics. 
51 “The National Institution,” Art Journal, 12 (1851): 139. 
52 Andrea Korda identifies a labourer at home as a sub-genre in Printing and Painting the 
News in Victorian London: The Graphic and Social Realism 1869–1891 (Surrey, UK: 
Ashgate, 2015), 94. The size of the canvas is 70 x 90 cm, similar to Redgrave’s paintings 
and typical of genre painting. See Elizabeth Prettejohn, The Art of the Pre-Raphaelites 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, (2000), 280; Thomas Bodkin, “James 
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stoneware baluster jug with iron slip, defined by its high shoulders and narrow shape and 

contrasts with Richard Redgrave’s and Henry Hunt’s swollen belly jugs personifying 

women. The single-fired stoneware vessel (detailed with iron spots) is placed at the front 

of the canvas, on the floor and grouped with his work tools.53 By his elbow on the 

windowsill is a pale mocha mug, an example of factory-made utilitarian earthenware 

manufactured in England since the mid-eighteenth century. 54  Popular in both the tavern 

and in the home, the design is created from tobacco juice dribbled into the glaze, and this 

process enhances the ceramic’s agency as a male signifier. It interacts with the more 

feminine transfer ware pedestal cup and a small blue-and-white tea bowl with no handle, 

which resembles inexpensive Chinese export ware.  

The mother sits by the fire surrounded with pottery that befits her domestic duties: 

by her feet, an oversize red earthenware crock for washing, denoting good hygiene; near 

her waist, a smaller bowl sits beside the black kettle on the hearth; and at the far end of 

the stove a white relief-moulded fluted jug, made likely of ironstone suggesting her 

strength (see detail fig. 3.9). It is industrially produced and therefore elevated in stature in 

contrast with her husband’s country jug.  Their juxtaposition prompts further reading of 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Collinson,” Apollo 31 (1940): 128–33; Valerie A. Cox, “The Works of James Collinson: 
1825–1881,” The Review of the Pre-Raphaelite Society 4, no. 3 (1996): 1–17. 
53 Collinson returned to the baluster jug (without the spots) in the Writing Lesson (1855), 
indicating that it was likely a studio prop. It is similarly placed on the brick floor near the 
male subject, its spout faces out and serves to invite the viewer into the scene. Geraniums 
in terracotta pots on the windowsill are present in both paintings. For more on The 
Writing Lesson, see Payne, Rustic Simplicity, 61. William Mulready also painted glazing 
flaws on pottery in, for example, The Last In (1834–35, Tate Britain). 
54 Jonathan Rickard, Mocha and Related Dipped Wares (1770–1790) (East Nassau, NY: 
University Press of New England, 2006). 
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social and gender hierarchies. Moreover the decorative chimney rail pieces are placed 

nearer to the mother, such as the delftware vase and Staffordshire figurines, possibly of 

Victoria and Albert, as well as a metal platter, indicating pride of home as they are 

significantly located above the framed image of the Madonna and Child.55 Collinson, 

therefore, depicted the ceramics in relation to the other objects and his subjects in the 

picture to identify the different roles between the husband and wife; this representation, 

in conjunction with the caged bird by the window, underline the theme of emigration and 

the desire to escape their station in life.  

In Home Again (1856), Collinson instilled an even stronger iconographic content 

to his ceramics to subtly critique imperialism (fig. 3.10). The subject echoes Redgrave’s 

The Deserter’s Home, however, this time the soldier is not a deserter; he arrives wearing 

the uniform of the Coldstream Guards from the Crimean War.56 “Full of appropriate 

material very minutely executed,” the reviewer in the Art Journal pointed out about the 

                                                        
55 Collinson returns to the same topic in The Emigration Scheme (1852), but their humble 
one-room interior appears marginally improved, tidier, with a carpet on the wood floor, 
and a proper chimney mantel. Tellingly, there is no pottery on the ground (only a basket 
and watering can), the beer mug (creamware rather than mocha) is beside the potted plant 
on the windowsill, the jug of flowers on the mantel further distinguishes their elevated 
status. Susan Casteras, “Painted Fictions: Commemorating the Everyday in Victorian 
Art,” in Pre-Raphaelite and Other Masters, The Andrew Lloyd Webber Collection 
(London: Royal Academy of Arts, 2003), 205–28. 
56 Indeed, when the painting was first exhibited the accompanying caption read that the 
soldier had been honourably discharged due to blindness caused by an accident, and the 
family now confronts a bleak future since his disability will drastically reduce his 
pension. 82 x 115 cm. “Art and Artists: James Collinson,” Tate website, July 2007, 
accessed July 11, 2015, http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/collinson-home-again-
t04105. 
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work.57 The room is chock-full of everyday pottery that is suitable to their class.  Like 

Redgrave, he arranges the ceramics in the two standard conventions on the floor and on 

the table and relies on the motif of the laundry basket and tablecloth to reveal their good 

manners and their station in life. The two thickly potted, common brown stoneware beer 

jugs (also known as “muggs”) with chipped spouts are damaged just like the soldier.58 

One has a monochrome brown glaze, and is decorated with the imperial coat of arms 

(made from a separate plaster mould and applied with liquid clay/slip, a technique known 

as sprigging). The second jug, with a robust strap handle, sits higher on the table and has 

a similar “Dutch jug” shape, popular after 1830, and characterized by a low bulbous body 

and a wide circular collar around the neck (see detail fig. 3.10).59 It is a “hunting jug” 

(indicated by the hounds and revellers) a common British design enjoyed by all classes at 

                                                        
57 “The Exhibition of the Society of British Artists, Art Journal (1857): 144. 
58 Until about 1840 the jugs were produced all over Britain, including Norwich, 
Staffordshire, Mortlake, Lambeth, Fulham, Glasgow. Targeted to male consumption, they 
were inexpensively priced at a few shillings a piece, but by the 1840s, the rough-salted 
utilitarian (salt was literally thrown in the kiln at high temperature, over 1,200°s C, to 
vaporize, which left a glassy coating of sodium alumina silicate over the vitrified body, 
making it impervious to liquid and very durable.) were replaced by mocha and 
transferware. See Jack Howarth and Robin Hildyard, Joseph Kishere and the Mortlake 
Potteries (Suffolk, UK: Antique Collectors’ Club, 2004), 61, 69, 75; R. J. C. Hildyard, 
Browne Muggs: English Brown Stoneware (London: V&A), 1985; R. J. C. Hildyard, 
“The Earliest Mortlake Hunting Jug?,” This Blessed Plot, This Earth: English Pottery 
Studies in Honour of Jonathan Horne, ed. Amanda Dunsmore (London: Paul Holberton, 
2011), 51.11. 
59 The brown glaze is solid and closer to nineteenth-century pottery than eighteenth 
century, and Collinson may have acquired the pottery from Fulham or Doulton and Watts 
in Lambeth, which was manufacturing jugs since 1818. In 1873 Doulton and Watts sold 
them for 3s.6d per dozen. Howarth and Hildyard, Joseph Kishere and the Mortlake 
Potteries, 61, 69, 75. 
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fox hunts and taverns as a patriotic vessel to drink beer.60 Ceramics historian Howard 

Coutts observes that any moulded, applied, or coloured decoration added to a basic pot 

implies an element of show or display, and the imagery on these utilitarian pieces would 

have been understood by the viewers at the time as at once imperialist, masculine and 

patriotic and thus foreshadowing that the soldier may well become a drinker.61  

A blue-and-white plate, carried by the soldier’s daughter or younger sister, is 

filled with broken eggshells, in reference to his own broken status. On the mantel are 

moulded hollow ceramic figurines, and these chimney piece decorations reiterate the 

paradoxical messaging: notably an imperial pearlware lion figure resembling those 

produced by the well-known Wood family pottery (1784–1840) based in Burslem, and an 

enamelled pearlware pastille burner in the shape of a house denoting domesticity (see 

detail fig. 3.10).62 Even the blue and white transfer plate would have been recognized as 

British, expressing the common belief that Britain populated and conquered world trade 

through its manufacturing of every day tableware. In this canvas, Collinson, then, very 

deliberately and realistically replicated British country and commercial pottery with 

decorative imagery to reinforce the complex and fraught pairing of patriotism and 

                                                        
60 Hildyard, “The Earliest Mortlake Hunting Jug?,” 51. 
61 Howard Coutts, The Art of Ceramics: European Ceramic Design, 1500–1830 (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001), 2.  
62 Since the late eighteenth century, Staffordshire produced earthenware figures of 
political, literary, and religious imagery in colourful enamels, employing moulds which 
were inexpensively mass-produced. The origins are in dispute between Enoch Wood 
(1784–1840), “father of the potteries”; Ralph Wood II (1748–1795); and Ralph Wood III 
(1782–1801). See Pat Halfpenny, English Earthenware Figures: 1740–1890 (London: 
Antique Collectors Club, 1995); and Wynne Hamilton-Foyn “‘Ralph Wood’ Figures: 
Who Modelled and Made Them?,” in This Blessed Plot, 120–28. 
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domesticity to critique the disastrous military strategies of the Crimean War albeit far 

gentler than Alfred Tennyson’s “The Charge of the Light Brigade” (1854). 

I next explore the ceramic mediations of Scottish artist Thomas Faed (1826–

1900), who resided in London after 1852 and portrayed struggling Scottish crofters in 

their cottages in canvases sized well over the genre standard by forty centimetres.63 Worn 

Out (1868), in Faed’s words, depicted “a working man who had been watching his little 

boy far through a restless night has fallen asleep: daylight finds them both at rest” (fig. 

3.11).64 What is unusual is that the story is about a father who alone nurtures his son 

rather than the more common portrayal of a mother caring for her child, a theme later 

picked up by Holl and Fildes. The Times appreciated the details of “the humble garret” to 

“help to tell the story of the struggle” and the Athenaeum called it, “[a] most pathetic 

humble scene in the life of a labourer.”65 While there are no obvious signs of a woman’s 

touch, on the floor is a large transferware blue-and-white bowl filled with uneaten food. 

Its pattern, so detailed that the decorative rim encircling the interior is visible, adds colour 

and embellishment as well as nourishment, to the otherwise drab room. Its shape is 

unusually large for a daily food bowl and may indicate that it originally served another 

function and was repurposed for one-dish meals.  Evocatively, it shows the small comfort 

of china now available to even the humblest of homes. As I argued in chapter 1, blue-

and-white tableware is an indicator of the distribution of goods among the diversified 

                                                        
63 For more on Thomas Faed see Mary McKerrow, The Faeds: A Biography (West 
Sussex, UK: Littlehampton Book Services, 1982). 
64 105 x 145 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1868; The Times, May 2, 1868, 14. 
65 The Times, May 2, 1868: 14; Athenaeum (May 2, 1868), 632. 
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classes: first consumed by the elite as Chinese export porcelain, then widely distributed, 

appropriated and adapted into inexpensive tin-glaze earthenware by Dutch and British 

potworks, emulated in expensive soft-paste porcelain, and further commercialized as 

transferware in Staffordshire, and eventually making its way into Faed’s Scottish rustic 

interiors.66 The ceramic bowl, therefore, symbolizes comfort and civility in concert with 

the other meagre objects in the room, such as the bed, a rough carpet, a violin, a plant on 

the windowsill, and a tall dark stoneware jug (masculine) on the wooden plank floor.  

Faed, unlike the other artists I examined, repeated one particular ceramic item in 

several pictures, notably a blue-and-white teapot and, therefore, reveals how a “realist”—

as he was perceived at the time—relied on this conventional artistic trope. In Worn Out, 

he placed the teapot on the mantel above the hearth, and it has a minimal presence 

especially in comparison to the bowl of food. Faed, however, returned to the teapot 

employing it as an important signifier in four other paintings including: When the Day is 

Done (1870), A Wee Bit Fractious (1874), Time of War (1876), and My Good Little Girl 

(1882).67  He positioned it with the handle facing the viewer’s right, and sometimes made 

the angle more pronounced to increase the three-dimensional perspective. The blue-and-

white pattern is decorative and demarcates it to be a cut above the coarser brown glazed 

teapots usually associated with the lower class, as does the gilding on the spout and 

                                                        
66 Michael Snodin and Maurice Howard, Ornament: A Social History Since 1450 (New 
Haven, CT and London: Yale University Press in association with the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, 1996), 202–12. 
67 Faed also used the same brown crock with metal ring handles for a stew pot in House 
and the Homeless (National Galleries of Scotland, 1856) and a dairy bowl in Freedom of 
the Press (date unknown, Paisley Museum Art Galleries) but it is the teapot that he 
returns to most of often in his paintings.  
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handle outlining the moulded-relief patterns (see detail fig 3.13 detail). The shape of the 

teapot, defined by the rounded belly, sturdy strap handle with stirrup, and flat knob 

resembles Chinese Nanking export porcelain; its floral pattern with a large rose imprinted 

on the centre between the blue-ring borders is more English typically found on printed 

earthenware. Thus the teapot reflects a fusion of industrial Chinese and English ceramic 

manufacturing and I maintain that it has lost its chinoiserie agency and instead serves as a 

leading symbol of refinement. When the Day is Done depicts the gleaming teapot and 

matching cup and saucer on the table beside the labourer and they mark a contrast to his 

rough hands and muddy boots (fig. 3.12).68 In Time of War, A Wee Bit Fractious, and 

Where’s My Good Little Girl, the narrative centres on single mothers looking after their 

children. All three pictures portray British country brown jugs to serve as foil to the more 

delicate teapot, which is sometimes out of reach such as in Time of War indicating it 

cannot provide immediate comfort to the woman who waits for the return of her soldier 

husband (fig. 3.13).69 In A Wee Bit Fractious and Where’s My Good Little Girl?, the 

mothers appear better-off with more material comforts and thus the teapots are nearer, set 

lower on the table and on the cabinet respectively (figs. 3.14 and 3.15).70 

                                                        
68118 x 152 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1870. Interestingly, Faed used the 
same shape of teapot but rendered it in gleaming metal rather than ceramic in the earlier 
and similar From to Dawn to Sunset (1861). 
69 136 x 174 cm. E. Rimbault Dibdin, “Mr. Brocklebank’s Collection at Childwall Hall,” 
Magazine of Art (1891): 88–89. The painting is based upon the song “Logan Water,” by 
eighteenth-century Scottish poet Robert Burns. 
70 The original of A Wee Bit Fractious is missing. Where’s My Good Little Girl?, 104.1 x 
81.3 cm. 
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 In his day Faed was generally viewed as “an uncompromising realist.” He had 

only one “watchword, motto . . .–‘Observe,” surmised the critic Marion Hepworth Dixon, 

who believed that Faed brought “an air of reality into the sphere of British genre 

painting.”71 Another critic, Marion Harry Spielmann added that Faed’s scenes of Scottish 

domestic life represented “a fidelity to realities.”72 However, there were some reviewers 

who recognized his subjects as “fair actors in his humble domestic scenes” who are 

“unfailingly pretty—after a conventional artistic pattern,” a comment that can easily be 

applied to his representation of the teapot.73 Remarkably, the Art Journal observed that 

the universal appeal of Faed’s painting was “his skill at uniting prince and peasant, palace 

and cottage,” taking this observation further, Faed’s genre painting, therefore, are the 

equivalent of creamware and pearlware enjoyed by all classes.74 

Frank Holl’s (1845–1888) series of paintings depicting infant mortality and 

widowhood in a bleak fisherman’s stone cottage in North Wales are pertinent to my 

analysis of how and why Victorian artists represented pottery in painting because they 

show that artists, like Faed, repeatedly used the same pottery, but instead of a pretty blue-

and-white decorative teapot, it was usually a single plain plate (upright) and/or a plate, a 

cup on its side on the saucer with a brown teapot.75 

                                                        
71 Marion Hepworth Dixon, “Thomas Faed R. A.,” The Magazine of Art (1893): 268, 272. 
72 Marion Harry Spielmann, “The Late Thomas Faed, R. A. in Memoriam,” The 
Magazine of Art (January 1900): 564. 
73 “Exhibition of the Works of Thomas Faed,” The Critic, May 24, 1860, 646. 
74 Art Journal (June 1863): 110. 
75 In 1875 Holl vacationed in North Wales and met a mother and her two young children 
living in a primitive cottage in the fishing village Criccieth and proceeded to sketch the 
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In Hushed (1877), the first of the cottage group, Holl established the basic 

structure of his composition: he rendered two sturdy white plates (undecorated and 

utilitarian) leaning on the peeling stone wall by the window, a large dish and a crock with 

a spoon, a brown teapot, a white cup turned on its side furnish the wood side table (fig. 

3.16).76 The trio image of the cup, saucer, and teapot interact with the few other objects in 

the room, namely the crib with the octagonal headboard and the block side table with two 

drawers under the skirt. Here the dishes do not interact with the subjects but are empty 

and therefore, do not serve as emblems of comfort but rather signifiers of neglect. In this 

series Holl repeated the upright plate, and trio of cup and saucer and teapot but the 

furnishings changed in keeping with the narrative, for instance: replicating fewer dishes 

in the more tragic Widowed where the child is now barefoot (fig. 3.17), 77 or alternatively 

adding food and more dishes and depicting a full view of the hearth in Peeling Potatoes 

(fig. 3.18) ,78 and depicting a clothed table if the patriarch is present or soon expected like 

in A Fisherman’s Home (fig. 3.19) .79 In the companion paintings Despair and Hope 

                                                                                                                                                                     

family over several summers. Ada Holl Reynolds, The Life and Work of Frank Holl 
(London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1912), 133, 186. 
76 In Hushed, the sequel to Hush (also in Tate Britain), the baby is sick but alive, an older 
child watches by the empty cupboard. Hush and Hushed are identical size, 34.3 x 44.5 
cm. See, Mark Bills, Frank Holl Emerging From the Shadows (London: Watts Gallery, 
2013), 174–75.  
77 84.3 x 115 cm. An engraving is reproduced in Wilfrid Meynell, ed., Some Modern 
Artists and Their Works (London: Cassell & Company, 1883), 171. 
78 45.4 x 35.6 cm. In addition to the Yale Center for British art in New Haven, there is a 
version of Pealing Potatoes at the William Morris Gallery, London. 
79 101.6 x 128.3 cm. Bills, Frank Holl, 141. 
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(1883) Holl similarly replicated less or more dishes in correlation to the storyline (figs. 

3.20 and 3.21).80  

Holl, therefore, manipulated the crockery in his Welsh cottage series, in a similar 

fashion as Faed employed the blue-and-white teapot, to indicate a modicum of civility to 

contrast with the desperate narrative, and to use them as compositional devices to 

structure and schematize their interiors. Faed relied on the blue-and-white to add colour 

to brighten the drab rooms and angled the spout and the handle to guide the viewer’s eye 

into the picture.  Holl employed the whiteness of the plain dishes to brighten his dark 

interiors and he placed them at different heights to organize spatial depth. Lastly, the 

artists replicated their ceramic props carefully in relation to other objects in the room to 

emphasize their agency. Faed and Holl and are not usually paired by current art 

historians, as Holl is considered more of the social realist school; however, by tracking 

how these two artists rendered their pottery in their paintings, a specific syntax becomes 

evident, and each used their pottery as a device to achieve their idea of realism. 

Holl’s work is correctly and commonly linked with his fellow social realist artists 

Luke Fildes and Hubert von Herkomer, who all illustrated for The Graphic, the political 

magazine founded in 1869, which disseminated weekly illustrations of the poor and 

disfranchised.81 Luke Fildes (1844–1927) executed The Widower (1875–76), and The 

Doctor (1891) and like Holl and Faed’s canvases, Fildes’s two major works address the 

                                                        
80 84 x 112 cm. Bills, Frank Holl, 143. 
81 For example see, Korda, Printing and Painting the News; Redgrave, A Century of 
Painters, 360–64; Gertrude E. Campbell, “Frank Holl and His Works,” Art Journal 
(February 1889): 53–59. 
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problem of child mortality among the working classes.82 I include them in my discussion 

because of these common themes and Fildes’s similar practice of using pottery to 

introduce solace and comfort to the lower class. What is also significant is the sheer size 

of the pictures, they are exceptionally large, almost mural like: 166.4 x 241.9 cm and 

168.9 x 234.2 cm, respectively. Fildes, therefore, elevated and monumentalized rustic 

cottage art to the same scale as historical and religious painting. 

For The Widower Fildes painted a single austere room filled with an assortment of 

crockery and a few matching pieces scattered around the table, floor, and dresser (fig. 

3.22). “A work of intense pathos,” observed the Athenaeum, depicting a single father 

sitting on a simple ladder-back chair, clutching his ill child, the eldest daughter watches 

and understands, the smaller are children oblivious.83 Fildes has activated the pottery 

through the children in contrast to the adults who leave theirs untouched. One toddler 

holds a blue-rimmed bowl up to his mouth; a matching plate filled with food and a spoon 

are on the bench within reach of the second child.84 The children’s dishes resemble 

pearlware scallop-edged in cobalt blue, a popular and inexpensive tableware design 

introduced in 1785 and manufactured all over England as a cheap substitute for 

                                                        
82 Both Holl and Fildes later in their careers moved away from social realism and 
switched to lucrative portrait commissions. Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting, 63. 
83 Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1876. Engraved in The Graphic (May 20, 1876): 
105; Art Journal (May 8, 1876): 9; Art Journal (June 1876): 189; Saturday Review (May 
20, 1876): 643; London Society (June 1876): 551; “The Royal Academy,” Athenaeum 
(April 29, 1876): 603; “The Royal Academy Exhibition,” Art Journal (June 1876): 189. 
84 The engraving is reproduced in Wilfrid Meynell, ed., Some Modern Artists and Their 
Works, 105. 
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porcelain.85 Thus the presence of these types of dishes filled with food represent 

indicators of a nurturing father despite the circumstances.  However, they are not 

conventionally placed on the table but sit on a low bench near the floor and one is askew 

(fig. 3.23). Fildes highlighted them in brushstrokes of white to convey that the poor 

deserve these dishes in an effort to trigger his viewers’ sympathy for the suffering family. 

The untidiness (along with the signifiers of an absent mother and doctor) foreshadows the 

inevitable death of the child.  

Fifteen years later Fildes returned to the subject in The Doctor but, sensitive to 

past criticism that the previous work was too dire, chose a happy ending and rendered the 

pottery accordingly.86 Fildes constructed a life-size cottage interior in his Holland Park 

studio, based upon a sketch he made in Devon (fig. 3.24). He similarly highlighted the 

humble ceramic pieces to emphasize how each one provides a service. A blue-and-white 

cup holding a spoon and a glass bottle filled with tonic suggest that the child has just 

received medicine; a white jug and a red earthenware bowl with a spoon sit on a lower 

plane on the small bench by the parents. The jug and basin are practical, probably used 

for water to keep the child’s fever down, and the spout and spoon act as visual prompts, 

pointing to the boy who is stretched out on a make shift bed of a Chippendale and a 

country ladder-back chair of different heights. The mismatched chairs indicate poverty 

and also distinguish the family’s status from the gentleman doctor. The assortment of 

                                                        
85 Hildyard, English Pottery, 227. 
86 Henry Tate, sugar scion and art patron commissioned the painting. Exhibited at the 
Royal Academy in 1891. Julie Birchall, accessed August 28, 2015, 
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/fildes-the-doctor-n01522; Simon Wilson, Tate 
Gallery: An Illustrated Companion (Tate Gallery: London, 1997), 90. 
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objects personify the adults who work together to save the child.87 “It tells a story . . . an 

obvious one,” as the National Review noted, “it needs no explanation, no effort of 

memory. Its meaning is clear at a glance. It appeals to the humblest, the most ignorant 

amongst us.”88 What is obvious for viewers, in what would become a bestselling print, is 

that crockery coupled with the modern medicine of the kind doctor suggests that all will 

end well in contrast with The Widower and its chaotic arrangement of the ceramic objects 

and furnishings.89 For Fildes, in both works, the pottery is never ornamental but 

symbolic, and its symbolism, be it for nourishment or medicine, is activated by the 

characters portrayed. 

The artists I have discussed—Redgrave, Collinson, Faed, Holl, and Fildes—all 

focused on representing domestic scenes that touched upon serious issues with respect to 

poverty and the struggle to endure, each employing varying degrees of sentimentality and 

realism. What unites their work is their replication of ceramics, often studio props, to 

accentuate the story and the composition. They activated their ceramics in relation to the 

objects in the room (carpet, tablecloth, food or lack thereof), placement and (high, low, or 

near their subjects) all conventions that artists used consciously and possibly 

unconsciously since they were so institutionalized in the practice of genre painting.  In 

                                                        
87 Julian Treuherz, Hard Times: Social Realism in Victorian Art (London: Lund, London, 
1987) 86–89; L. V. Fildes, Luke Fildes RA, A Victorian Painter (London: Joseph, 1968), 
114; “Current Art,” Magazine of Art (1891): 217; “The Royal Academy,” The Times 
(May 2, 1891); Athenaeum (May 2, 1889): 572; “The Summer Exhibitions at Home and 
Abroad,” Art Journal (May1891): 153.  
88 Julia Cartwright, “The Pictures of the Year,” National Review (June 1891): 468, cited 
in Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting, 68. 
89 Agnew engraved the image, producing over a million copies.  
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addition to these artists, there were many Victorian genre painters who depicted rustic 

scenery, and although equally didactic, the subject matter was more pleasant and 

cheerful. For example, Thomas Webster (1800–1886) led the Cranbrook artists based in 

Kent to paint joyful rustic scenes, and his pottery instilled the industriousness and self-

reliance of the lower working classes.90 In Webster’s Good Night (1846) the eight modest 

pieces of pottery on display are carefully chosen by the artist for their symbolic and 

compositional value, they “talk” to another other and to the viewer in their actual 

materiality: the mother in her role as matriarch and nurturer carries a large earthenware 

casserole and holds it near her waste signifying also fertility especially since she looks at 

her children. The two white bowls and two plates resembling creamware are sensible and 

deemed appropriate for the lower middle class and this message is further communicated 

by the presence of cutlery and a pressed tablecloth (fig.3.25).  Beside the grandfather is a 

jug styled appropriately for his gender, brown and beige dipped. The bowl and spoon 

placed on the rustic stool by the table is for one of the children (similar to Filde’s children 

eating on the bench in The Widower but far more orderly). In addition to the stock dishes 

on the table motif, Webster used the floor composition placing the baluster-shaped water 

jug beside a red-and-white glazed basin. The agency of the basin is increased by the 

water soap, sponge and white laundry and signals the importance of good hygiene.91 The 

ceramics, therefore, in relation to the subjects, other material elements and their position 

                                                        
90 Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting, 43–44. 
91 The size of the canvas is standard for genre painting, 71 x 118 cm. Exhibited at the 
Royal Academy in 1846. Payne, Rustic Simplicity, 82–83; Cowling, Victorian Figurative 
Painting, 13; James Dafforne, “Thomas Webster,” Art Journal (November 1855): 295. 
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in the room, represent attributes of hard work and good manners – all necessary elements 

for the high-born Webster’s (his father was a member of the George III’s household) 

idealized view of life of cottage life.92  

Frederick George Cotman’s (1850–1920) One of the Family is another rich 

example of an intergenerational family gathering at mealtime using English tableware 

coded with meaning and reflects the habitus in which Victorian genre artists worked (fig. 

3.26). Painted in 1880, almost forty years after Webster’s Good Night, 93 the Walker Art 

Gallery purchased it the year it was painted.  Despite this measure of success, the picture 

also had its detractors: “The canvas,” complained the Illustrated London News “is 

absurdly large for its subject matter,” and The Times quipped that “the details of the table, 

which in a cabinet picture might have been agreeable enough, on the scale the painter has 

adopted it are felt to be both obtrusive and vulgar.”94 For this investigation, One of the 

Family’s expansive size allows for a close reading of the pottery and each piece tells a 

history of ceramics and late Victorian eating patterns albeit idealized. 

The picture illustrates the Victorian convention of dividing the spheres of 

masculine labour and feminine rest: the mother and grandmother are symbolically in the 

                                                        
92 Kathryn Moore Heleniak, “Webster, Thomas (1800–1886),” Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, May 2011 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.proxy.queensu.ca/view/article/28947, accessed March 4, 
2016. 
93 274 cm x 172.72 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1880. Frederick George 
Cotman based in East Anglia, trained at Ipswich and the Royal Academy Schools. He 
was the nephew of the better-known watercolourist John Sell  (1782–1842). See Alfred 
Lys Baldry, “An East-Anglian Painter: Frederick George Cotman,” International Studio 
(August 14, 1909):167–175; Norma Watt, “F. G. Cotman, ‘A Man of More than Ordinary 
Strength of Character,’” Norfolk Fair (May 1984): 56–59, 110. 
94 Illustrated London News, May 29, 1880, 531. The Times, June 28, 1880, 5b. 
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act of distributing food, while the husband returns from the field. At the family meal 

there is plenty of food (even for the animals, hence the title of the painting).95  Like 

Webster’s painting, the dishes serve as signifiers of the family’s manners and material 

comfort in dialogue with other objects, such as the tablecloth, the matching cruet set, the 

cutlery, a simple meal of cheese, bread, and meat pie. There is no single set of dishes but 

rather an assortment of English patterns and mostly blue and white, be it banded or 

transferware. A chipped blue willow dish (indicated by the distinctive zig-zag/fret border) 

suggests that damaged dishes still hold value in such a household. The brown stoneware 

jug draws the viewer’s eye into the canvas and thus serves as a pictorial device but I 

argue that since brown jugs represent masculinity its position at the front of the 

composition signifies the labourer’s return. The children drink from personalized mugs, 

polychrome pearlware for the boy, blue sprig heart for the girl, while the adult women 

drink cider or ale from glasses, and the farmer has a pewter beer jug. More signs of 

domestic bliss: a charger, a single gleaming metal candlestick, and a lustre vase (widely 

produced in England since 1800 and made with a miniscule amount of gold or silver 

particles imbuing it a higher status) 96 are set high on the wall on a single wood shelf, out 

of reach, and presumably only used for special occasions. Noticeably, blue transferware 

is the most common pattern represented on the table, indicating its popularity and 

affordability. As I will argue in the next section, between 1840 and 1890, larger sets of 

                                                        
95 According to Cotman’s wife, Mr. Street, an innkeeper and a miller, modelled for the 
scene at his own Black Boys Inn, Hurley-on-Thames in Berkshire. Walker Art Gallery 
Object Files, “Thomas Cotman.” 
96 Hildyard, English Pottery, 176. 
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blue transfeware and especially the willow pattern dishes, were illustrated as full sets in 

amateur watercolours and romanticized genre settings as well as in Pre-Raphaelite 

pictures. 

 

Transferware and Blue Willow Represented in Victorian Painting 

Yorkshire based watercolourist Mary Ellen Best (1809–1891), like many women artists 

in the nineteenth century, occupied a space between professional and amateur, selling and 

exhibiting her work in limited capacity as a means to supplement her income, ceasing to 

exhibit publicly once she married.97 She illustrated numerous small-scale interiors (no 

larger than 21 x 35 cm) of Yorkshire cottages, farms, and stately homes, and many of the 

pictures represent informative documents indicative of the abundance of blue 

transferware and other crockery in the kitchen and dining room of all classes. Best’s so-

called amateur watercolours are not dissimilar from the works of Webster’s and 

Cotman’s affirmations that domesticity is connected to food preparation and eating a 

family meal. In the prosperous Farm Kitchen at Clifton, York (1834), a multipurpose 

room for laundry, cooking, and eating, a woman inspects the rising bread and will soon 

                                                        
97 As a young girl, Best learned drawing and sketching at boarding school and received 
more formal instruction from George Haugh, a Royal Academy exhibitor. She ceased 
painting in 1850, resettling in the Continent with her husband. Later in life, Best selected 
and assembled her watercolours into edited albums. Her work was rediscovered when 
family descendants sold individual sheets from the album at Sotheby’s New York in 1983 
and 1984. See Caroline Davidson, The World of Mary Ellen Best (London: Chatto and 
Windus) 1985), 7–9; Temma Balducci, “Negotiating Identity: Mary Ellen Best and the 
Status of Female Victorian Artists,” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide 1, no. 2 (Autumn 
2002), accessed March 24, 2016, http://www.19thc-artworldwide.org/autumn02/82-
autumn02/autumn02article/261-negotiating-identity-mary-ellen-best-and-the-status-of-
female-victorian-artists. 
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have tea, revealed by the round table set for two with blue transfer-print cups (without 

handles) on saucers, a slop bowl, a lidded sugar bowl, and a large green teapot (fig. 

3.27).98 Like Cotman’s painting, what is remarkable is the mixture of different types of 

dishware but here there are far more dishes (and none appear broken) in keeping with the 

higher status of the subject portrayed. The two large floor-to-ceiling-stained wood 

dressers filled with blue feather-edged dishes (popular pearlware), and more transferware 

dominate the room.99 They reflect the common ordering of dishes: large platters on top, a 

multitude of jugs hanging on hooks on the front.100  

Best’s watercolours are useful to examine the social history of dining habits as the 

scholar Caroline Davidson has so ably undertaken. However, I focus my discussion on 

how Best’s interiors invite speculation about her own self-identity, and this is where her 

work differs from the male artists that I discussed earlier. Art historian, Tamara Balducci 

interprets Best’s representations of interiors as her method to reconcile her professional 

and feminine self.  I agree with this observation and suggest that the dishes that Best 

depicted operate as an extension of this duality since many are in use and others are on 

display symbolizing the complexity of a woman’s role to be both functional and 

ornamental.  Painting interior scenes of women performing domestic duties or taking tea 

                                                        
98 25.4 x 35.5 cm. Written in pencil on verso, “A Farm Kitchen at Clifton.” Davidson, 
The World of Mary Ellen Best, 23, 155. 
99 Plates 571 and 572 in John D. Griffin, The Leeds Pottery 1780–1881, vol. 2 (Leeds: 
The Leeds Art Collections Funds, 2005), 408–09. Original pattern books located in the 
Print Room Library at the V&A. 
100 Moira Vincentelli, “The Welsh Dresser A Case Study,” Interpreting Ceramics, I 
(2001) http://www.interpretingceramics.com/issue001/welsh/welsh3.htm accessed May 
10, 2016; Moira Vincentelli, “Welsh Dressers and Ceramic Display,” Planet, The Welsh 
Internationalist, 100, August/September 1993: 32–37. 
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with her children would have certainly been deemed appropriate for a young woman such 

as Best to depict in her watercolours.  In addition to prosperous cottage interiors, Best 

illustrated the rooms of her family’s upper-class homes, such as Dining Room at Langton, 

Family at Breakfast (1834–1838) (fig. 3.28). Interestingly, although the image is 

autobiographical, Best does not place herself in the scene, perhaps to assert her role as an 

artist she made herself absent.  Her grandmother and family members sit on regency-style 

chairs and dine on a green transferware service with a silver tea urn and coffee pot, not 

unlike the breakfast scene from Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey.101 Likewise the 

breakfast service would have “forced its attention” on the viewers, as it did on the 

fictional Catherine, because the transfer is stained with a green colourant, a relatively 

new Staffordshire invention introduced in 1828.102  

Best also painted still life in the Dutch manner, and these typically represent 

English crockery, which I also suggest, can be read as a personal expression of self. In 

Still Life with Bread and Oranges (1830s), the group of pottery comprises a red 

stoneware jug dipped in brown with a flat collar and engine-turned neck. The style 

originated with the Elers brothers of Dutch and German extraction in the late seventeenth 

century who operated a pottery in Staffordshire.103 By Best’s time it was considered a 

common English tavern jug. She juxtaposed its masculine form with the decorative blue 

transferware, blue feather-rimmed plates and the smaller Wedgwood redware jug styled 

                                                        
101 Jane Austen, chap. 22 in Northanger Abbey (London: Blackie and Son, London 1895), 
153–54.  
102 Hildyard, European Ceramics, 91. 
103 Hildyard, English Pottery, 56. 
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in the more sophisticated “rosso antico” (old red).104 Characterized by the black basalt 

relief pattern set on a contrasting red body, it was mass-produced after 1790, and 

evidences one of the pioneering techniques of Josiah Wedgwood. This English pottery 

asserts a kind of national identity which she may have experienced on her extended trip 

to Frankfurt and other European cities in 1835 (fig. 3.29).105 Remarkably, Best brought 

her small Wedgwood jug as a portable symbol of home after she married and resettled on 

the Continent.106  In her 1849 watercolour she replicated it in another still life contrasting 

it with the towering German porcelain coffee pot and delicate porcelain cup and saucer 

(fig. 3.30). Similarly, the group of tableware may be interpreted as signifier of her 

diminished self living abroad and feeling mismatched and out of place like the 

tableware.107 Best, therefore, valued domestic ceramics to embody her idea of tranquil 

domesticity as well as express ideas about her national and professional identity. A small 

but relevant point, Best visited Augustus the Strong II (1670–1733), Elector of Saxony’s 

famous porcelain palace museum in Dresden, as recorded in her illustration of 1839, thus 

reiterating her particular interest in ceramics. 

Another amateur artist, Elizabeth Pearson Dalby (1833–1909), aged sixteen and 

living in the village of Bassett, Wiltshire in South West England, completed a study of a 

cottage interior (c.1840) similar both in scale and subject matter to Best’s watercolours 

(fig. 3.31), thus confirming that the convention of presenting a woman preparing tea in a 

                                                        
104 Ibid., 76. 
105 15.5 x 23 cm. Davidson, The World of Mary Ellen Best, 121, 158. 
106 John Plotz, Portable Property: Victorian Culture on the Move (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press), 5. 
107 22.2 x 16.2 cm. Davidson, The World of Mary Ellen Best, 121, 158.  
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cosy cottage was considered suitable for a young girl to illustrate.108  Ceramic historian 

Moira Vincentelli, in her study of ceramics displayed in Welsh dressers, argues that the 

presentation of tableware in the cupboard reflected an important mode for a woman to 

express herself.109 Therefore, for this image I maintain that the abundance of ceramics on 

display reveals more about the subject than the artist.  Among the large display of eclectic 

group of domestic objects, the pottery is the most conspicuous product, demonstrating 

that the woman prizes her china as a collector.  These open shelves represent sights for 

the subject’s creative agency and not just conspicuous consumption.  Despite the clutter, 

the dishes are clearly organized by style and pattern, and she favours blue and white. 

Cups are stacked high or turned upside down, and there are at least three matching 

services, including ironstone Imari bowls referencing the Anglo taste for the Oriental, 

blue-feathered edge, and the willow pattern, her largest service with a dozen or so pieces. 

She carefully contrasts one blue edged platter with a row of blue willow. Two teapots, 

one brown, one black are placed on separate shelves prominently in the centre, their 

monochrome colours boldly differ from the patterned dishes behind them. The seven 

jugs, no two alike, include lustreware, solid blue, and banded designs. Vincentelli 

observes that Welsh woman in the nineteenth century as illustrated here commonly 

practiced hanging jugs in front of transferware dishes. The woman does not use her 

                                                        
108 25 x 35 cm. Elizabeth Pearson Dalby painted watercolours in the late 1840s. The 
daughter of William Dalby, rector of Compton Abbas, she married Spencer Robert 
Wigram in 1867. Michael Snodin and John Styles, Design and the Decorative Arts 
(1500–1900) (London: Victoria and Albert Museum), 408; Margaret Ponsonby, “Ideals, 
Reality and Meaning: Homemaking in England in the First Half of the Nineteenth 
Century,” Journal of Design History 16, no. 3 (2003): 201–14. 
109 Moira Vincentelli, “The Welsh Dresser A Case Study.” 
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willow and instead employs her plain blue-rimmed pearlware reflecting a hierarchy. Also 

noteworthy, the china figurines have been given pride of place on the mantel. Dalby 

herself may well have been drawn to paint this interior because of the wealth of so many 

desirable ceramic objects on display. 

Comparing Dalby’s and Best’s watercolours with William Henry Hunt’s Hearing 

Lesson (1842) is informative, because it further demonstrates that women and china—

especially blue willow—was a common and popular type-form in both amateur and 

professional painting in England by the 1840s. John Ruskin and other contemporary 

critics admired Hunt as a leader of the English school of watercolour painting.110 Here 

Hunt illustrates a young girl practising her lesson, in front of her mother before she leaves 

for school, in a simple kitchen interior with the blue-and-white willow pattern proudly 

displayed on a Welsh dresser (fig. 3.32).111John Witt identifies the interior as Hunt’s 

home in Bloomsbury and the subjects as his wife and daughter and, therefore, the scene 

also hints at autobiography. However, Hunt has stripped the room of excessive objects 

and the willow dishes (large platters on the top) rest above the tea and sewing chests 

serving to heighten their presence.  I suggest that all three artists despite their different 

amateur and professional lenses reveal the important mode of how woman experienced 

and displayed tableware to feminize and domesticate space as well demarcate identity but 

                                                        
110 In addition to scenes of modest country life, Hunt typically portrayed bird’s nests and 
hence nicknamed “Bird’s Nest Hunt.” Sir John Witt argues that Hunt’s watercolours are 
linked with the Pre-Raphaelite artists because of his technique of employing a white 
undercoat to enhance colour and detail.  
111 35.56 x 34.29 cm. t, 50 (cat. 536). Michael Snodin and Maurice Howard, Ornament: A 
Social History Since 1450 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press in 
Association with the V&A, 1996), 205. 
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each negotiating the various degrees of idealism—the same symbolism expressed in 

Victorian texts, be it espoused by Ruskin, or written in the novels of Charlotte Brontë and 

Elizabeth Gaskell as I maintained in chapter 2. 

Design historian Margaret Ponsonby argues that in the nineteenth century 

“[i]ndividual items were important for status, display and symbolic value but these 

objects lost much of their display value owing to their disposition in the house,” 

especially in lower working class multipurpose rooms, which “could not display them to 

advantage.”112 However, in the pictures and texts that I examine, the china was privileged 

above other knick-knacks, reflected by their prominent and visible locations in the 

parlour. John Snodin explains, “[T]he display of blue and white, no matter how humble 

the china, had strong roots indirectly descending from Queen Mary’s Porcelain Cabinet” 

(engraved by Daniel Marot circa 1700).113 The representation of blue ware, therefore, 

signified a long lineage of collecting china and female domesticity. It also acted as a 

moniker of national pride of British industry as I discussed in chapter 2. Cardinal 

Newman’s popular novel Loss and Gain: The Story of A Convert (1848) reflected this 

sentiment,  “Our potteries grow in importance. . . you find English crockery everywhere 

on the Continent. I myself found half a willow-pattern saucer in the crater of 

Vesuvius.”114 

                                                        
112 Ponsonby, “Ideals, Reality and Meaning,” 204. 
113 Snodin and Howard, Ornament: A Social History, 205. 
114 John Henry Newman, chap. 10 and 68 in Loss and Gain: The Story of a Convert 
(1848; repr., Charleston, SC: BiblioLife, 2008). 
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 George Elgar Hicks (1824–1914) conveyed all three of these messages about the 

willow pattern in The Sinews of Old England (1857) (fig. 3.33). Hicks, a successful genre 

painter and society portraitist, referenced John Everett Millais’s and Arthur Hughes’s 

device of an arched canvas in this picture, but his incorporation of the willow pattern 

preceded Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Edward Burne-Jones by about five years.115 Hicks 

presented a glimpse of the labourer’s home through the doorway and the only visible 

items are the blue-and-white crockery, and most conspicuously a matching set of willow 

of two oval platters and six plates. The table is set with the signature white cloth and a 

blue-and-white teacup and saucer (but not the privileged willow) and is clearly in use 

because it holds a spoon. Mary Cowling, Tim Barringer, Andrea Korda, and Lynda Nead 

deftly argue that Sinews glorifies labour and its just rewards,116 epitomizing Thomas 

Carlyle’s maxim: “For there is perennial nobleness, and even sacredness, in Work.”117 

They rightly acknowledge that the picture romanticizes the division of spheres between 

the domestic (feminine) and work (male) since the couple with their small child are 

standing in the threshold between the interior and exterior, with the wife closer to the 

door and the dishes, as he gazes out to the public world, wearing his distinctive navvy 

                                                        
115 74.9 x 53 cm. 
116 Tim Barringer, Men at Work: Art and Labour in Victorian Britain (New Haven, CT: 
Paul Mellon Centre for British Art, 2005), 30–32; Lynda Nead, Myths of Sexuality: 
Representations of Women in Victorian Britain (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988); 
43, 44; Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting, 165. Korda, Printing and Painting the 
New, 123.  
117 Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present (1843), cited in L. Trilling and H. Bloom, The 
Oxford Anthology of English Literature Volume 5, Victorian Prose and Poetry (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1973), 54. Rosamond Allwood, George Elgar Hicks: Painter of 
Victorian Life (London: Geffrye Museum, 1983), 22. 
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costume of “yarks” (buckled strapped boots), vest, and coloured handkerchief.118 

Barringer writes that the willow pattern dinner service symbolizes manual work in the 

home for the wife whose sleeves are rolled up and her skirt tucked in, but that in reality 

she most likely would have to work outside the home and would not have been able to 

afford such a pattern; nor were railway navies considered ideal husbands.119 

To be sure, The Sinews of Old England is an idealized portrait, but the replication 

of the tableware reflects more than the wife’s domestic duties, and though the difference 

may be subtle, it should not be seen as only representative of the woman’s sphere. What 

is important to recognize is that Hicks featured the willow transfer pattern to reiterate and 

promote British labour because it was understood and seen as a signifier of home-grown 

British industry exported to the rest of the world and, therefore, a symbol of British 

imperialism gentrifying the globe with well-made china. In 1857 wages of common 

labourers ranged between 15s and 17s per week and Walsh’s Manual of Domestic 

Economy (1856) priced Staffordshire sets at 6s and 15s, suggesting that willow plates 

were not out of reach for a navvy.120 As I discussed in the previous chapter, the Art 

Journal stated that the lower working classes were able to afford the willow pattern 

because they could purchase it piece by piece over a period of time, since it was sold in 

                                                        
118 Allwood, George Elgar Hicks, 22. 
119 Barringer, Men at Work, 30–32. 
120 Leone Levy, “Report on the Wages and Incomes of the Working Classes to Sir Arthur 
Bass” (1885), 30, cited in John Burnett’s Plenty and Want: A Social History of Food in 
England From 1815 to the Present Day (London: Routledge, 1989), 110. This statistic of 
labourer’s salary at 15s or 16s per week between 1855 and 1857 is also documented in 
Returns of Wages, Published Between 1830 and 1860 Great Britain Board of Trade 
(London: Board of Trade, 1887), 50. 
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open stock and not complete sets. Similarly, as I previously cited in Gaskell’s Mary 

Barton, a mill worker in good times could afford small tea set of six. 

The replication of the willow service fits into this larger understanding evident in 

Victorian pictures that dishes gentrify their subjects.121 The dishes are tidily arranged in 

rows on the shelf and their grouping prompts another coded meaning embodying the 

family unit: a top shelf of two overlapping oval platters, followed by a second shelf of 

two touching circular plates emblematic of the couple, and then a final row of three 

overlapping plates (symbolizing the family’s size and its unity). Here then Hicks 

referenced the willow’s popular romantic legend as well as industrial pride, comfort, and 

the well-mannered working class. 

In the preceding chapter I established that the willow legend, the story behind the 

plate’s pattern, was a popular and multifaceted signifier in literature evoking childhood 

nostalgia and star-crossed, everlasting love and this is also the case in visual art and 

ephemera. Mary Gow’s (1851–1929) watercolour The Story of the Willow Pattern (1886) 

affirms that the design crossed class divides and that its story was in the public domain in 

late Victorian England (fig. 3.34). It depicts an elegant mother “reading” the image of the 

plate to her daughter.122 “It is an agreeable specimen of the class of domestic genre that is 

sure of popularity,” The Magazine of Art commented, although the subject is “trite”: 

The charming old legend is aptly displayed in the pretty face 
[of the girl]—half in thought half in wonder—as it gazes at the 
old plate. Many years will pass before ever she murmurs 

                                                        
121 “The New Crockery Shop,” Eliza Cook’s Journal, vol. 1 (London: John Owen, 
Clarke, 1849): 21, 22. 
122 52 x 34 cm. 
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regretfully that she also, was once in Arcadia. The world of all 
of us in her Arcadia, and the willow-pattern fable is a mere 
extension from a boundless realm of fancies, a journey into the 
blue distance between tea-time and bed.123  

 

In this telling passage, the plate has, in effect, become a storybook—reading the 

design triggers childhood nostalgia and orientalised Arcadia. Harry Parkes illustrated the 

plates on the book jacket cover of George R. Sims’s novel Mary Jane’s Memoirs (1887) 

to symbolize love and fidelity (fig. 3.35). The willow’s signature pair of doves is 

distinctly visible in the oval plates resting upright on the shelves above the young couple 

(lovebirds) holding hands. Two white jugs with blue vine relief pattern flank the lovers 

(his large with a broad base, hers small with a swelled belly) and thus the crockery 

personifies the couple, a matching set only distinguished by size and shape to denote their 

different gender. 

The Pre-Raphaelite artist Edward Burne-Jones (1833–1898) in Cinderella (1863) 

employed the willow to connote love, nostalgia, and more, notably the power of 

transformation and metamorphosis (fig. 3.36–37).124 Illustrating Cinderella with a 

                                                        
123 “Art in June,” Marion Harry Spielmann, ed., The Magazine of Art, vol. 9 (London: 
Cassell and Company, 1886), 358. See also Elree Harris and Shirley Scott, A Gallery of 
Her Own: An Annotated Bibliography of Women in Victorian Painting (London: 
Routledge, 1997), 243. The Victoria and Albert Museum has an earlier version titled, 
Mother and Child (1864). 
124 60.5 x 30.4 cm (unframed). For discussion on the work, see: Fortunée De Lisle, 
Burne-Jones (London: Methuen & Co, 1908), 68; Stephen Wildman and John Christian, 
Edward Burne-Jones: Victorian Artist-Dreamer (New York: The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 1998), 90; Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement, 51; Paul Spencer-Longhurst, The 
Blue Bower: Rossetti in the 1860s (London: Scala Publishers in Association with the 
Barber Institute Fine Arts, 2000), 15. Burne-Jones also designed a tile panel illustrating 
the Cinderella story for the Morris Firm, commissioned by Myles Birket Foster in 1862. 
The tiles were part of a fairy tale series including Sleeping Beauty (1863) and Beauty and 
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cupboard full of dishes has a strong visual tradition in children’s literature since the early 

1800s, but the dishes are never identified by a specific pattern.125 Burne-Jones heightened 

the agency of the dishes by increasing their number and bestowing the popular willow to 

serve as an important backdrop to his contrapposto Cinderella dreaming of the ball with 

the single slipper still on her foot.126 Behind her are four shelves of standing blue willow 

dishes and seven or so cups hanging on hooks leaning in the same direction that her head 

                                                                                                                                                                     

the Beast (1864) for over-mantel fireplace surrounds to be installed in the bedrooms at his 
Gothic revival house, The Hill in Witley, Surrey. He depicted dishes in the kitchen scene 
of Cinderella’s centre panel, which Ruskin identified as willow when he wrote to Louisa, 
Marchioness of Waterford: “How I wish you could see more designs for tiles which the 
P.R.B. people have been making from Cinderella (the very things for a fire place of 
course) such a sweet Cinderella in her kitchen full of willow pattern plates.” However, in 
the final version the plates are clearly blue-border. See Richard and Hilary Myers, 
William Morris Tiles (London: Richard Dennis, 1996), 14–15, 22–23, 28; Windman and 
Christian, Edward Burne-Jones: Victorian Artist-Dreamer, 92; “How I Wish,” John 
Ruskin to Lady Waterford, August 8, 1863, cited in Sublime and Instructive: From John 
Ruskin, ed. Virginia Surtees (London: Michael Joseph, 1972), 49. Also cited in Fiona 
MacCarthy, The Last Pre-Raphaelite: Edward Burne-Jones and the Victorian 
Imagination (London: Faber and Faber, 2011), 155. 
125 For children’s books illustrating Cinderella with dishes displayed in a cupboard, see: 
The Pleasing Story of Cinderella or the Little Glass Slipper (R. Carr: London, 1804), 3; 
Cinderella or the Little Glass Slipper: A Tale for the Nursery (London: Tabart and Co., 
1804), n. p.; The History of Cinderella or the Glass Slipper (R. Miller: London, 1820), 6; 
Cinderella and the Adventure of the Glass Slipper (London: Dean & Mundy, 1821), n. p.; 
Cinderella; or, the Little Glass Slipper (London: Otley, 1825), 10; History of Cinderella 
or the Little Glass Slipper (Glasgow: Chapbooks, 1852), 4; Walter Crane, Walter Crane’s 
New Toy Book (London: George Routledge, 1874), 7. 
126 The position of her left arm and the contrapposto stance resemble some of Burne-
Jones’s small notebook sketches of Greek and Roman friezes from the British Museum 
completed in 1857 (V&A Sketchbook, V&A 91D39 E31955). Her bent elbow and 
pulling of the ear reference his drawings for the South Kensington Panels and the tile 
picture The Legend of Goode Wimmen (1861). 
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is pointed.127 He divided the image in to five planes: the floor with vertical wood 

floorboards, the bottom cupboard slightly ajar filled with chargers and bottles, the counter 

with a blue-and-white cloth, glass decanter, and three stemmed glass, and lastly the wall 

of plates. The dishes create an expansive decorative pattern and continue upward, while 

the circular rims above Cinderella’s head evoke a halo effect. Burne-Jones employed the 

blue china as a trope to reference the Pre-Raphaelite blue palette, echoing Rossetti’s wall 

of blue-and-white tiles in the Blue Closet (1857), and anticipated Rossetti’s backdrop of 

octagonal prunus tiles in the Blue Bower (1865).128 However, transformation is the key 

theme here indicated by Burne-Jones delineating the emblematic doves  (formerly the 

lovers) on several plates. Similarly, the peacock feather on the largest charger and the 

butterfly spreading its wings on the jug in the lower cupboard—both age-old symbols of 

transmutation—allude to metamorphosis.129 

Georgiana Burne-Jones famously stated that her husband wanted “all his viewers 

to pass through the golden gate of his dreams.”130 Burne-Jones acknowledged this view 

when he cited the influence of Tractarianism: “in an age of sofas and cushions . . . he 

                                                        
127 Burne-Jones made a small pencil drawing (14.8 x 4 cm), illustrating Cinderella pulling 
her ear, behind three stacks of plates (pattern indistinguishable) above a metal hinged 
cabinet (V&A Sketch E2877-1927). 
128 The Blue Closet is in the Tate, and the Blue Bower is in the Barber Institute of Fine 
Arts, Birmingham. 
129 Martina Droth, Jason Edwards, and Michael Hatt, eds. Sculpture Victorious, Art in an 
Age of Invention, 1837–1901 (New Haven, CT: Yale Center for British Art in association 
with Yale University Press, 2014), 280; Christine E. Jackson, Peacock (London: 
Reaktion, 2006), 10. 
130 Georgiana Burne-Jones, Memorials of Edward Burne-Jones, vol. 2 (London: 
Macmillan 1904), 208. See also David Peters Corbett, Edward Burne-Jones (Tate 
Publishing: London 2004), 30. 
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[Newman] taught me to be indifferent to comfort; and in an age of materialism he taught 

me to venture all on the unseen.”131 Likewise contemporary critics recognized the artist’s 

skill at representing fantasy: “[I]t is perfectly true that [Burne-Jones] does not paint 

dresses from Worth, or furniture from the stores,” wrote Robert de la Sizeranne, and 

[He] should be congratulated thereupon. But it is an immense 
error, made by realists in search of modern superficiality, to 
think that his works suggest fewer contemporary pictures, 
fewer existing interests, because they are further apart from 
our daily life than the illustrations of The Graphic and the 
Illustrated London News.132 

 

Recent scholars agree with this assessment: “Every picture, Burne-Jones painted 

took him on a journey through the land of his dreams,” writes Debra Mancoff; or he 

constructed a “‘dream world’ of late nineteenth-century Aestheticism and the role of art 

as an alternative to the vulgar and disturbing world of the everyday,” observes David 

Peters Corbett.133 However, Burne-Jones’s imaginary world was strongly grounded in the 

everyday and it is important to acknowledge that his carefully considered and accurately 

rendered representation of the willow plates share the same plane of realism as his 

contemporaries practising domestic genre painting. For Burne-Jones the tableware acted 

as a connector between reality (mundane drudgery of washing dishes) and fantasy 

                                                        
131 Based in Oxford, Cardinal John Henry Newman (1801–1890) led the high-church 
interpretation of Anglicanism known as Tractarianism, until he converted to Catholicism 
in 1845. Cited in Corbett, Edward Burne-Jones, 12–13; Frances Horner, Time 
Remembered (London: Heinemann, 1933), 120. 
132 Robert de la Sizeranne, Contemporary English Art, trans. H. M. Poynter, (London: 
Archibald Constable and Co, 1898) cited in Corbett, Edward Burne-Jones, 12. 
133 Debra Mancoff, Burne-Jones (San Francisco: Pomegranate, 1998), 7; Corbett, Edward 
Burne-Jones, 6. 
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(transformative escape). The endless wall of china also served as an actant to sensualize 

the composition into a blue fairyland and positioned the work in the Aesthetic camp. In 

1874 artist and book illustrator Walter Crane (1845–1915) designed blue-and-white 

chinoiserie/willow plates for two scenes of the Cinderella story with a similarly strong 

repetitive motif pattern, but his representations are schematized and less realistic (fig. 

3.38). While flying birds are visible, the theme of transformation is not evident; rather, 

Crane employed the willow, matched with blue and white tiles in the accompanying 

scene purely in the Aesthetic tradition to suggest the exoticness of blue and white.134 

Arguably Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828–1882) was attuned to the legend of the 

willow pattern and all that it entailed when he painted Girl at Lattice in 1862, revealed by 

the presence of the blue-and-white jug and basin (fig. 3.39).135 Richard O’Neill and Paul 

Spencer-Longhurst maintain that they marked the beginning of Rossetti’s interest in blue-

and-white pottery and Aestheticism.136 Indeed the basin closely resembles a pickle dish 

(indicated by its triangular/leaf shape), suggesting that these were pieces collected 

individually rather than in a set (figs. 3.40–3.41). They may well have come from his 

own collection or Ford Madox Brown’s, another collector of willow, who Rossetti was 

visiting when he painted this picture. (G. P. Boyce, their friend who purchased the 

painting, was another collector who reportedly once squabbled with Rossetti over a 

                                                        
134 Walter Crane, Walter Crane’s New Toy Book (London: George Routledge, 1874), 7. 
135 30.5 x 27 cm. 
136 Richard O’Neill, The Life and Works of Dante Rossetti (Bristol: Parragon Books: 
1996), 42; Spencer-Longhurst, The Blue Bower, 40. 
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Wedgwood jug.)137 To be sure, the pottery contributes to the overall Aesthetic sensibility, 

its colour scheme, for example, complements the blue band of the white curtains that fall 

gently over the girl’s head. However, few scholars look at the meaning of the pottery 

itself, instead arguing that it reflects Rossetti’s attention to ornamental detail and thus is 

essentially decorative in conception, with no clear message. Julian Treuherz, for instance, 

interprets the work as possibly a scene in Vita Nuovo, when a lady looks down in pity at 

Dante, after Beatrice’s death, or perhaps after all is, “only a girl at a lattice window.”138 

However, past and recent scholars agree that Lattice is a significant work for 

Rossetti because it is one of the first paintings he completed after the tragic death of his 

wife, artist Elizabeth Siddal who, suffering depression following a stillborn pregnancy, 

overdosed on laudanum.139 “He was attracted one day,” wrote William Sharp “by the 

healthy face of a sunburnt country girl looking out of a window with a framework of 

green leaves, so that he took up the brush and wrought this healthy and pleasant little 

                                                        
137 G. P. Boyce bought the work in 1862, the same year the painting was finished and 
identified the subject in a letter. Boyce to Rossetti, May 7, 1862. “Liking a head of a girl 
at a lattice which he had painted at Madox Brown’s, being the latter’s maidservant, he 
tendered it to me for 30 pounds. I accepted.” Reprinted in Virginia Surtees, Diaries of 
George Price Boyce (Norwich, UK: Real World, 1980), 34–35. According to his diary 
(July 28, 1862), he brought a gift “2 old blue and white wedgwood [sic] dishes and a very 
fine Chinese plate or dish” to Swinburne when he hosted an evening in the summer of 
1862 where Burne-Jones, Sandys, Rossetti and Val Princep attended.” See also Allen 
Staley, The New Painting of the 1860s (New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 
2011), 166. 
138 Julian Treuherz, Elizabeth Prettejohn, and Edwin Baker, eds., Dante Gabriel Rossetti 
(Liverpool: Walker Art Gallery, 2003), 186. 
139 Henry Currie Marillier, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, An Illustrated Memorial of His Life 
and Art (1899 rpr., London: George Bell and Sons, 1904), 124; William Sharp, Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti (London: The Macmillan and Co. 1882), 180; Laing Art Gallery, Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti, 1828–1882 (Newcastle Upon-Tyne: R. Ward & Sons Limited, 1971), 
26. 
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picture.” Marrillier believed that the face of the “dark gipsy-looking girl” “impelled him 

to begin painting again.” And Surtees and Spencer-Longhurst argue that her expression 

resembles Siddal, although the model was, in fact, Madox Brown’s young maid.140 

Recent scholars do not agree on the jug’s attribution, naming it willow, delft, or 

Worcester.141 The chinoiserie motif of the jug and dish suggests the willow, although 

there are no birds in flight, a common feature of the pattern.  By examining the painting 

in the context of when it was made and the willow legend, the pottery and other signifiers 

take on a greater agency, contributing to a fuller narrative that touches upon themes of 

tragic love rather than only conveying formalistic Aestheticism with no message except 

art for art’s sake. What is more, the jug is not in the room but placed outside on the 

windowsill and the girl leans out to look and smell the red wallflowers (a symbol of 

fidelity in adversity). 142 That she wears tightly coiled choker beads,143 and that her hand 

clutches the windowpane resembling a prison barrier contribute to the theme of 

entrapment and her longing to escape, to run away from domestic drudgery and join her 

lover. Or perhaps the picture itself is a metaphor of escape for Rossetti himself to flee 

                                                        
140 Spencer-Longhurst, The Blue Bower, 40; Virginia Surtees, The Paintings and 
Drawings of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, vol. 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971), 
plate 220. 
141 The jug is identified as willow in The Pre-Raphaelites (London: Allen Lane/Tate 
Gallery Publications, 1984), 196; and by Pamela Todd, The Pre-Raphaelites at Home 
(New York: New York: Watson-Giptill Publications, 2001), 71. Allen Staley described it 
as Delftware, Staley, The New Painting of the 1860s, 68. Anne Anderson, in a personal 
exchange with the author, makes a strong case that it is an eighteenth-century Worcester 
sparrow beaker porcelain jug (so-called because of the beaker-shaped spout). 
142 Kate Greenaway, Language of Flowers (London: Frederick Warne & Co. 1884), 53.  
143 Spencer-Longhurst observes that Rossetti depicted the same coral necklace in Monna 
Vanna (1866, Tate Britain) and Fair Rosamund (1861, Cardiff) and that Sandys borrowed 
it for Medea, 40. 
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from the imprisonment of guilt and betrayal that he felt because of the tragic death of 

Elizabeth Siddal. 

Burne-Jones in Cinderella and Rossetti in Girl at Lattice twinned beautiful young 

women with willow type blue-and-white tableware to evoke themes of love and escape 

from reality. William Holman Hunt (1827–1910) portrayed a similar subject in Honest 

Labour has a Comely Face in 1861 (fig. 3.42). This theme has been missed by 

contemporary scholars, but I will argue that there are many visual clues pointing to it. 

Judith Bronkhurst, author of Hunt’s Catalogue Raisonné, identifies the woman in the 

painting as his youngest sister, Emily, who was living with him at Tor Villa in Campden 

Hill.144 Hunt adopted Rossetti’s device of the Renaissance window portrait and presents a 

rich array of material attributes: she wears a fashionable snood, a brown brocade dress, 

dainty dangling earrings, and a carved stag cameo identified by Charlotte Gere as a 

popular souvenir from Erbach, Germany, and displayed at the Great Exhibition of 

1851.145 She firmly holds a blue-and-white gilt teapot in her hands: her left hand touches 

the acorn-shaped finial, which extends beyond the canvas into the visitor’s plane, as her 

right hand clasps the loop handle. The teapot appears to be a prized decorative possession 

rather than utilitarian, indicated by the absence of other tea things such as a tray and cup 

and saucer. Indeed, the blue underglaze transfer pattern references the collectable, 

Caughley’s pagoda (c. 1780–90) identified by the two figures on the bridge, the twin 

                                                        
144 30.8 x 21.9 cm. Judith Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt: A Catalogue Raisonné, vol. 
1 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006), 191; Diana Holman-Hunt, My 
Grandfather, His Wives and Loves (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1969), 175. 
145 Charlotte Gere and Judy Rudoe, Jewellery in the Age of Queen Victoria: A Mirror to 
the World (London: The British Museum Press, 2010), 493. 
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pavilions, and the teapot’s globular body, curved spout, and acorn knob (fig. 3.43). Made 

of soft-paste porcelain, the pattern was common but the teapot shape rare since many did 

not withstand the heat and often broke with usage.146 Collected at the time as an example 

of “old blue,” teapots such as these as well as pearlware were often gilded, but as Charles 

Eastlake and others have pointed out, gilding was considered vulgar.147 Here Hunt used 

the gilding to stylistically complement the sitter’s brooch and earrings.148 As discussed in 

chapter 2, Hunt himself preferred Chinese blue and white as “more controlled” than the 

pictorial imagery of Sèvres, for example.149 The imagery evokes the willow, although the 

doves are absent. At the time, collectors and scholars attributed Caughley with 

originating the willow pattern, suggesting that Hunt would have been familiar with the 

reference. The title, Honest Labour has a Comely Face, imprinted on the frame’s tablet 

comes from the Restoration play The Pleasant Comodie of Patient Grissil (1603), by 

Thomas Dekker, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton.150 “Honest labour bears a lovely 

                                                        
146 The Caughley factory, located in Shropshire by the Severn River near the town of 
Broseley and Worcester, operated between 1754 and 1814, changing ownership several 
times including Ambrose Galimore and Thomas Turner. It was known for its blue-and-
white porcelain and supplied Chamberlain and Grainger, and Worcester factories in the 
early nineteenth century. Stanley Fisher, English Blue and White Porcelain of the 
Eighteenth Century (London: B. T. Bastsford, 1947), 119; Caughley Society, Caughley 
Blue and White Patterns (UK: Caughley Society, 2012). 
147 Charles Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste (1868; repr., Boston: James Good and 
Company, 1872), 224, 229. 
148 Gilding was often applied to English and Chinese blue and white porcelain and also 
on occasion earthenware.   
149 William Holman Hunt, “Visit to Gladstone 1862–5,” chapter 8 in Pre-Raphaelitism 
and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, vol. 2 (Macmillan: London, 1905), 201 
150 Thomas Dekker, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton, Patient Grissil (London: 
Shakespeare Society, 1841) Scene I, 9. According to Bronkhurst, he used this expression 
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face” is the correct passage describing Grissil, daughter of a poor basket maker who, 

despite her low birth, is so beautiful and pure that she attracts the attention of the 

Marquess who marries her against the advice of his courtier. Doubting her fidelity he 

subjects her to cruel tests, until finally convinced of her loyalty he has a change of heart 

and all ends well. Therefore, with the backdrop of the Restoration play and the legend of 

the willow pattern, the picture also signifies the victimhood of women in the trials of 

love. The vivid image of the stag in her cameo—a hunted animal—offers another 

material clue that there is more to this picture than a pretty apple-cheeked girl holding a 

teapot. In addition, the composition is claustrophobic with the cabinet of diamond-paned 

glass abutted behind her. The carved gilt frame designed by Hunt has a protruding 

locking device, reinforcing the symbolism of keeping a woman under lock and key.151 

Burne-Jones, Rossetti, and Hunt, therefore, employed blue-and-white pottery in 

these discussed works to enhance the narrative of the woman they portrayed. Here the 

pottery takes on a strong agency, uniting the group of pictures to prompt a deeper and 

more nuanced meaning of them than is typically interpreted by contemporary scholars. 

By understanding the willow legend, other material symbols appear which further suggest 

the the theme of entrapment and the longing for escape and transformation. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

several times in his private letters in June 1891 and November 1898. Bronkhurst, William 
Holman Hunt, 191. 
151 Hunt designed his own frames (typically made by Joseph Green); the locking 
mechanism is found on four other frames and is believed to be Hunt’s conception. Judith 
Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt: A Catalogue Raisonné, vol. 2 (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2006), 331. 
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China and Women in Victorian Painting 

While Hunt, in particular, used pottery as a subtle critique of an idealized portrait of 

feminine domesticity, the popular convention in both Victorian painting and literature 

was women with china symbolizing home comforts. In point of fact, the majority of 

Victorian painting, whether genre, Pre-Raphaelite, or Aesthetic, focus on women with 

ceramics, rather than men with ceramics, unless they are portraits of collector patrons as I 

will discuss later in the chapter.  As I stated, there are exceptions, made by Faed and 

Fildes, who depicted ceramics as one the few symbols of comfort in turbulent scenes of 

the single father caring for his family. Likewise, the Liverpool School artist John Ingle 

Lee (1839–1882) presented Grandfather’s Comfort (1860), a picture of a grandchild 

filling the pipe for the seated grandfather (fig. 3.44).152 Crockery is prevalent: a group of 

blue ware and blue-rimmed dishes stand in an open cupboard above his head, and more 

pottery accessories by his side on the table. Here the dishes paired with the pipe 

represents a masculine image of rest, comfort, and domesticity. 

However, the stronger convention is grouping women with china, and while I 

have touched on this trope in previous paintings, I will now examine it in greater depth in 

George Elgar Hick’s Woman’s Mission: Comfort of Old Age (1862) and Woman’s 

Mission: Companion of Man (1863). Both clearly reveal this motif of uniting a middle-

class woman with English pottery to heighten the realism of the interiors and also to 

                                                        
152 Henry Currie Marillier, The Liverpool School of Painters (London: John Murray, 
1904). See Christopher Newall, “The Liverpool School,” in Pre-Raphaelites, Beauty and 
Rebellion (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press and National Liverpool Museums, 
2016), 87; Ann Bukantas, “John Ingle Lee,” in Pre-Raphaelites, Beauty and Rebellion, 
123. 
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affirm the appropriate activities of the female subject. Kendall Smaling Wood and other 

recent scholars rightly interpret Hicks’s triptych as an expression of the suitable conduct 

of women as daughter, wife, and mother in the Victorian era, thus paralleling Reverend 

John Angell James’s sermon, “Women’s Mission” (1853), Coventry Patmore’s poem 

“The Angel in the House” (1854), and Ruskin’s later lecture, “Of Queen’s Gardens” 

(1864).153 Critics of the day also understood the series as such. For instance, Tom Taylor, 

from The Times, identified the panel as “woman in three phases of her duties as 

ministering angel.”154 “‘[F]ine’ subjects, but intensely vulgar,” he went on to critique, 

“precisely of the kind to please unformed tastes. They are ‘domestic,’ pretty, skillful, and 

highly finished.” He also dismissed the men as having “lovely” complexions and 

“irreproachable whiskers out of fashion-book illustrations.”155  He found the whole 

domestic scene unnatural, and “painful to all well-regulated minds.” Taylor’s remarks 

suggest the objects, including the china, should be understood as idealized 

representations of middle-class materiality (by today’s standards, the equivalent of 

                                                        

153 Kendall Smaling Wood, “George Elgar Hicks’s Woman’s Mission and the 
Apotheosis of the Domestic,” Tate Papers, no. 22, Autumn 2014, accessed April 14, 
2016, http://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/22/george-elgar-hicks-
womans-mission-and-the-apotheosis-of-the-domestic; Rosamond Allwood and Rosemary 
Treble, George Elgar Hicks. Painter of Victorian Life, (London: The Geffrey Museum, 
1983), 33; Nead, Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women 12–19, 23, 43; 
Lambourne, Victorian Painting, 375–77; Elizabeth Prettejohn, The Art of the Pre-
Raphaelites, 103–05; Frances Fowle, “George Elgar Hicks Woman’s Mission: 
Companion of Manhood 1863,” accessed September 1, 2015, 
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hicks-womans-mission-companion-of-manhood-
t00397. 
154 Tom Taylor, “The Royal Academy Exhibition,” The Times, May 27, 1863, 6; Art 
Journal (June 1863): 111. 
155 Taylor, “The Royal Academy Exhibition,” 6. 
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accessories in a glossy décor magazine). Taylor also observed that despite or because of 

their vulgarity and indication of “unformed taste,” the public crowded around his 

pictures.156 Therefore, the public admired the lovely auburn-haired woman (believed to 

be Hicks’s wife, Marie) nurturing her son, husband, and father in the cycle of life as well 

as the consumer objects she possessed, which defined her role. Significantly, it is not 

Sèvres or German (Meissen) Dresden porcelain that Hicks replicated in the breakfast 

parlour of Companion of Man and in the bedroom in Comfort of Old Age: to complete her 

wifely duties nothing less than hearty English pottery would do.157 

In Companion of Man the woman leans on her distraught husband’s shoulder and 

clutches his hand to support him (fig. 3.45). Signs of material comfort are visible 

everywhere: the fur throw carpet, the tufted upholstered wood chair, and the turquoise 

glass vase on the mantel are all objects that interact with the breakfast table set with 

ironstone or bone china, strong, sturdy, and affordable English tableware. Widely 

produced in Britain by Mason, Minton, Derby, Coalport, and others, it was exported 

around the world. The cup and saucer, milk jug, and two small plates resemble the “Japan 

pattern” (also branded as “Oriental Japan” and “Mandalay,” for example), one of the 

many designs British industry appropriated and reinvented from Asia. Combined with 

                                                        
156 Nead argues that the crowds of middle and upper class were a diverse and 
heterogeneous group, Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women, 16. 
157 Nead, Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women, 13. Guide of Childhood shows 
an exterior scene of a mother helping her young toddler son to walk. It is missing, but a 
sketch exists in the New Zealand Public Art Gallery. The size of the canvases are 76.2 x 
63.8 cm. According to Smaling Wood, the ordering of the three panels is unconfirmed in 
extant documentation, so the Guide of Childhood could be viewed either first or last. 
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overglazed enamels, especially Imari red (named for the port in Arita),158 these 

polychrome asymmetrical floral patterns featured some hand-painting and thus were 

more desirable than regular earthenware and transfer printing but still less expensive than 

hand-painted porcelain (fig. 3.46). Popular after 1800, the “Japan pattern” had lost much 

of its exotic qualities and became part of mainstream breakfast and dinner sets. Since 

they followed an asymmetrical design that could be matched if broken and thus another 

sensible reason to own the pattern.159  

In the Comfort of Old Age, the auburn-haired woman now plays the role of 

daughter, tenderly caring for her elderly father in the bedroom and the wallpaper in a 

cruciform motif echoes her saintly actions (fig. 3.47). A matching five-piece ironstone 

toilet set, featuring a jug and shallow basin, is decorated with a neoclassical keystone or 

fret pattern, a style that met the approval of taste arbiter Charles Eastlake some five years 

later.160 It sits on the marble-top circular table specifically designed for toilet sets, 

although still not quite in vogue because the basin is not recessed compared to other 

models available in the marketplace.161 Ironstone’s durability was common knowledge. 

                                                        
158 Llewellynn Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great Britain, Geoffrey A. Godden, ed. 
(London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1972), xix, xx; J. F. Blacker, Nineteenth-Century English 
Ceramic Art (Toronto: The Copp, Clark Co. Limited, 1912), 128, 67, 190. 
159 Ward and Lock, Home Book: A Domestic Encyclopeædia Forming a Companion 
Volume to “Mrs. Beeton’s Book of Household Management” (London: aard, Lock and 
Company, c. 1881), 304. 
160 Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste, 224, 229. 
161 For example, The Art Journal catalogue of the 1862 Exhibition illustrated matching 
toilet sets, washstands, and toilet tables that take up little room designed for large basins 
inset into the furniture. It stated, “[t]he ‘novelty,’ is a washstand, “combining the largest 
capacity with the smallest requirement of space.” Art Journal Illustrated Catalogue of 
International Exhibition 1862 (London: James Virtue, 1862), 175, 162. 
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Charles James Mason in Staffordshire patented the recipe in 1813; it combined scoria or 

slag of ironstone with flint, and Cornwall stone and clay to make it strong and was widely 

produced by potteries in England and Scotland and exported around the world.162 A 

Manual of Domestic Economy (1874), later advised the housewife to use ironstone or 

stone china for chamber ware and dinner ware because it is hard, tough and thick. Hicks 

used strong English china as a personification of the dutiful wife and daughter. The 

ironstone china in Hick’s series, therefore, lauds the middle class, that very group to 

whom the paintings were aimed and who fueled the successes of imperialistic, 

industrialized nineteenth-century Britain.  

Joseph Clark’s (1834–1926) The Labourer’s Welcome (n.d.) is relevant to the 

theme of china and pottery personifying a woman’s role especially because he portrayed 

it through the perspective of the husband’s eyes, whose distant image is reflected in the 

mirror, arriving home from a day of hard work (fig. 3.48).163 He sees his wife sewing, 

gazing out to the viewer. The table is set for two: “Bute”-shaped white cups decorated 

with a dainty leaf band pattern sit on saucers next to a common brown glazed teapot. 

Here then, the viewer sees china fit for the palace and the cottage, but this time porcelain 

not pearlware.  The simplicity of the pattern would have met the approval of future taste 

arbiters like Jane Ellen Panton who preferred white plates with simple border patterns of 

                                                        
162 William Chaffers, Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain of the 
Renaissance and Modern Periods (London: Bickers & Son, 1874), 707, 716.  Geoffrey 
Godden, Godden’s Guide to Mason China (Suffolk, UK: Antique Collector’s Club, 
1984). 
163 76.4 X 54.6 cm. Nead, Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women 38; Stephen 
Kern, Eyes of Love: The Gaze in English and French Paintings and Novels, 1840–1900 
(London: Reaktion, 1996), 218–19. 
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ivy, but the gilding would be deemed extravagant especially for their class.164 “Bute” is 

an authentic trade name (rather than a later collector’s term), possibly introduced by 

Josiah Wedgwood at the request of Lord Bute c.1761, who was then the prime minister of 

England and thus also adds to its aristocratic status.165 However the fine china contrasts 

with the common brown teapot and reveals her aspiration for porcelain but her inability 

to afford such an item  as the teapot since she was likely buying her wares in open stock 

piece by piece. The prized cups are complemented by the tablecloth and the decorative 

lustre and turquoise cup holding a posy of flowers, including a rose (symbol of love).166 

A brown-dipped stoneware hunting jug with the signature hounds hangs above her 

husband’s reflection in the mirror and demarcates his masculine status, while the relief-

moulded lustreware jug and large basket of dishes embody her wifely attributes. As 

English historian Julie Fromer points out, here the tea table crossed class structures, 

serving as a link and binder between the opposing forces of labour and rest, masculine 

and feminine, and luxury and necessity. I would add that the ceramics on the table added 

to this agency and further shaped the experience.167 

                                                        
164 J. E. Panton, From Kitchen to Garret: Hints for Young Householders (London: Ward 
and Downey, 1888), 34. 
165 Miller states: “Bute-shaped cups have a hemispherical profile with a truncated base 
that has been turned to create an undercut area rather than having a raised foot ring and 
more commonly found on English porcelain than on earthenware.” George L. Miller, 
“Common Staffordshire Cup and Bowl Shapes,” July 12, 2011, accessed October 24, 
2015http://www.jefpat.org/diagnostic/postcolonial%20ceramics/Cup%20Shapes/Essay%
20on%20Cup%20&%20Bowl%20Shapes.pdf 
166 Greenaway, Language of Flowers, 36. 
167 Julie Fromer, A Necessary Luxury (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 2008), 11. 
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Presenting women with teacups and tea accessories in partial or complete china 

services transcended class in Victorian painting and reflected shared moral values;168 

arguably, tea drinking and the accompanying English china and crockery exemplified the 

national English School of art. As the reviewer in the Art Journal put it, “the Englishness 

of the England, happy in her homes, and joyous in her hearty cheer, and peaceful in her 

snug firesides, is equally fortunate in a school of Art sacred to the hallowed relations of 

domestic life,”–it is only right, therefore, that English pottery is represented in English 

genre painting.169 

In most examples of the Victorian paintings that I have examined, the tableware at 

tea or the family meal brings couples and intergenerational families together. However, if 

tea drinking and tableware served as a unifying element in pictures it also could be coded 

to symbolize division as revealed in Thomas Webster’s A Tea Party (1862). An elderly 

matriarch sits away from the children she is minding; they are having a tea party of their 

own using a toy set of blue transferware (fig. 3.49).170 In contrast with the children’s 

matching set, hers is an eclectic assortment: she drinks from a common white “London”-

shaped cup; a gleaming pewter teapot, a delft slop bowl, and two blue ware plates rest on 

                                                        
168 Fromer, A Necessary Luxury, 7, 69. 
169 The Art Journal (June 1863): 110. The concept of a National English School distinct 
from continental painting emerged in the seventeenth century, and by the 1840s buying 
English art was a popular topic of discussion by art critics such as Samuel Carter Hall, 
editor of the Art Journal. For a discussion on the English School of painting see: Nead, 
Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women, 18; Julie Codell, “From English School to 
British School: Modernism, Revisionism, and National Culture in the Writings of Marion 
Harry Spielmann,” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide, vol. 14 (Summer 2015), accessed 
3 May 2016, http://www.19thc-artworldwide.org/summer15/codell-on-modernism-
revisionism-and-national-culture-in-the-writings-of-spielmann. 
170 50.8 x 61 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy. 
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the table.171 George Miller documents that the “London” shape originated as a trade term 

around 1802 evident in Wedgwood’s shape book and, therefore, the name bestows a 

pedestrian connotation in comparison to the “Bute.” Despite the meal and household 

objects, such as matching chimney ornaments, the room appears sparsely furnished, the 

walls dark, less embellished by life’s accessories in comparison to the other works I 

discussed. Moreover, the old woman lifts her cup awkwardly separating it from the 

saucer and looks down rather than adoringly at the children, completing her isolation and 

invoking a more sombre portrait that juxtaposes the young and the old.  

The theme of the elderly taking tea is a prominent image in Hubert von 

Herkomer’s (1849–1914) Eventide A Scene at the Westminster Union (1878). In contrast 

with the other genre painters, it is based upon the artist’s eyewitness account of the St. 

James’s Workhouse on Poland Street in Soho. Herkomer, like Fildes and Holl, engaged 

in social realism, and the work was first published as a wood engraving for The Graphic 

(fig. 3.50).172 Herkomer’s sympathetic portrayal of the plight of elderly women, 

financially unable to live on their own, revealed the punitive conditions of the workhouse 

that was under tremendous scrutiny at the time. Both the illustration and the monumental 

painting show Herkomer’s famous technique of distorting perspective to heighten the 

tension of the scene.173 However, in the later painting, Herkomer has prioritized the 

                                                        
171 Miller, “Common Staffordshire Cup and Bowl Shapes.” 
172 “Old Age: Study in the Westminster Union,” The Graphic (April 7, 1877): 324–25. 
See Lee MacCormick Edwards, Herkomer: A Victorian Artist (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 
1999), 77–76. 
173 305 x 167 cm. Royal Academy, 1876. See Ruth Richardson, Dickens and the 
Workhouse: Oliver Twist and the London Poor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). 
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importance of tea and crockery as nourishment by moving the simple metal teapot and 

plain white cup to the foreground and placing them on a separate table rather than the far 

end of the main sewing table (fig. 3.51). The change in location also draws the viewer’s 

eye into his long, expansive perspective. More significantly, he inserted an elderly 

woman gazing at the audience, holding a cup and drinking the drops from her saucer, a 

sign of her old-fashioned manners.174 The teacup and vase of flowers, which he also 

added, soften the forlorn and depressing scene. Herkomer, therefore, altered his reported 

accounts of real life by introducing objects of comfort to help the audience digest the 

harsh content. The agency of the pottery (significantly absent in the earlier engraving) 

makes the picture more palatable, subtly changing the narrative to facilitate its public 

reception. Importantly,  it links the women to the other genre paintings where tea and 

crockery are symbols of rest from honest labour and is intended to resonate with all 

generations and classes who are the viewers themselves.  

William Holman Hunt’s The Children’s Holiday (1864), an Ingres-like 

composition set en plein-air, offers an example of his delicate dance between realism and 

the imaginary as well as affording a look at a high-end tea in juxtaposition to the previous 

pictures that I have examined (fig. 3.52).175 As Julie Codell observes, Hunt’s replications 

                                                        
174  Robin Emmerson, British Teapots & Tea Drinking (London: HMSO, 1992), 21. 
175 Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt, 226; Tim Barringer, Reading the Pre-Raphaelites 
(New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1998), 134; Caroline Arscott, “Employer, 
Husband, Spectator: Thomas Fairbairn’s Commission of the Awakening Conscience,” in 
The Culture of Capital: Art Power and the Nineteenth-Century Middle Class, ed. Janet 
Wolff and John Seed (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), 162; Tim 
Barringer, Jason Rosenfeld, Alison Smith, Pre-Raphaelite’s Victorian Avant-Garde 
(London: Tate Publishing, 2012), 148–49. 
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criticized “the middle class taste through mimicry and simulation while creating ‘artistic’ 

variations on bourgeois excess.”176 Codell, Bronkhurst, and Carol Jacobi have made 

similar observations about Hunt’s “hyperrealism” as one of his key artistic tools.177 

Working in the rhetoric of the matriarch serving tea, Hunt’s hyperrealism is active in this 

portrait and the ceramics play a critical role. Commissioned by Thomas Fairbairn, the 

Manchester steel magnate, engineer, and patron of the arts, he and his wife, Allison 

Callaway Fairbairn, may well have specified some of the artefacts as well as the setting 

of the portrait of her and her children taking tea on the grounds of their recently acquired 

country house in Burton Park, built by Henry Basset in 1831.178 Indeed, the extremely 

large 213 x 146 cm painting shows her wearing an Etruscan style gold and coral brooch 

and earrings, a parure (made to order by Robert Phillips of Phillips, a coral importer) 

which won a prize at the International Exhibition of 1862.179 The silver teapot which she 

holds, and thus emphasizes as the most important object in the portrait, has been 

identified by Judith Bronkhurst as Peirce and Burrows (1848), and reveals how the 

                                                        
176 Julie Codell, “Exotic, Fetish, Virtual: Virtual Excesses in Victorian Painting,” in The 
Uses of Excess in Visual and Material Culture, 1600–2010, ed. Julia Skelly (Aldershot, 
UK: Ashgate, 2014), 103. 
177 Carol Jacobi, William Holman Hunt: Painter, Painting, Paint (Manchester University 
Press, 2006), 162; Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt, 3; Codell, “Exotic, Fetish, 
Virtual,” 92–93. 
178 “A determinedly Grecian” and a “rather heartless building,” according to Ian Nairn 
and Nicholas Pevsner in Sussex: The Buildings of England (London: Penguin, 1965), 
123–24. 
179 Fairbairn was an administrator in the international exhibitions in 1851, 1862, and 
1871. The silver teapot and jewellery are identified by Judith Bronkhurst in “Fruits of a 
Connoisseur’s Friendship: Sir Thomas Fairbairn and William Holman Hunt,” Burlington 
Magazine 125 (1983): 594; Charlotte Gere, Jewellery in the Age of Queen Victoria, 186. 
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ceramic teapot was frequently dispensed within wealthier households in favour of 

silver.180 

In this picture, then, Hunt was commissioned to work with real family heirlooms.  

However, this challenge did not stop him from subtly remediating the objects to enhance 

the composition. Allison Fairbairn embodies the woman’s role as “teamaker and moral 

nourisher of the family,” to quote Fromer, and with the tea table instilled good manners 

and good taste.181 She serves a lavish tea, especially for a picnic, furnished with carved 

wood and satin upholstered chairs and three delicate ceramic cups in deep saucers 

decorated in a gilt neoclassical key pattern, engine-turned on a band of cobalt blue. 

Possibly soft-paste porcelain made by Derby (Bloor Period) in the 1820s, the Bute cups 

are distinguished by the cylindrical, egg-shape sides curving inward towards the foot 

ring.182 Another identifying feature is the kick-loop strap handle visible on the central cup 

under Fairbairn’s sleeve, which indents gently inwards just above the base attachment.183 

Thus Hunt’s attention to detail and realism is exact. Also part of the set is a slop/waste 

bowl for leaves, an essential part of English tea services from the mid-1700s up to the 

early 1900s before cloth and paper teabags came into general use. The hot-water urn, 

                                                        
180 Bronkhurst, “Fruits of a Connoisseur’s Friendship,” 594. 
181 Fromer, A Necessary Luxury, x. 3. 
182 Miller, “Common Staffordshire Cup and Bowl Shapes.” 
183 Robert Bloor operated the Derby Factory from 1811 to 1848. Michael Berthoud, An 
Anthology of British Cups (Wingham, Kent: Micawber Publications, 1982), Plate 750. 
125. See also John Twitchett, Derby Porcelain (1748–1848): An Illustrated Guide 
(London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1980). For help with the identification of the china service, I 
would like to thank Dr. Peter Kaellgren, Curator Emeritus at the Royal Ontario Museum, 
email to author, May 15, 2015. 
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made in a complimentary neoclassical pattern, is most likely Sheffield plate, and its 

glimmering surface reflects the teapot. 

Hunt’s material manipulations are evident by the unified textures and colouring.  

He altered the tea equipage, Fairbairn’s shawl, and dress to evoke a silver and gold 

composition, the most dominant hues of the canvas, to reinforce the autumnal setting of 

the park (fallen leaves are on the ground). Her shawl is richly decorated with two gold 

over blue embroidered panels and strongly resembles the cobalt blue and gilt china.184 He 

also repeated the gold fluting embellished around the rectangular base of the urn, on her 

collar, and on the edge of her shawl (see detail). Despite his attention to detail, Hunt did 

not, “slavishly adhere to his creed of truth to nature in the treatment of the accessories,” 

as Judith Bronkhurst points out.185 Here then was his subtle critique by emphasizing the 

materiality of the inanimate objects the subjects he hints at their materialism. Critics 

recognized this device, according to the London Illustrated News: 

 
The artist has painted each separate object as he saw it with 
concentrated attention, and with the most strenuous 
determination to realize it with the full resources of his art, 
leaving the whole to harmonize with nature. But here is the 
mistake: the painter forgets the limited nature of his means 
compared to the naturel effects; and the fact the eye only sees 
distinctly an object at the point on the plane to which the 
visual focus is adjusted. Had Mr. Hunt really wished to 
preserve the relative scale of nature he would have, having 
made his teapot, urn, and sky as bright as possible, have had to 
darken his face and everything else. . . . Draperies and 
accessories—with the aspect of which we are least familiar 

                                                        
184 Illustrated London News (May 27, 1865): 510, cited in Bronkhurst, William Holman 
Hunt, 202. 
185 Bronkhurst, “Fruits of a Connoisseur’s Friendship,” 594. 
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and should least notice—look far more real than the face . . . 
upon which our chief attention would fix.186 

 
Hunt, therefore, in his portrait of an affluent woman serving tea breaks from the 

convention of genre painting, remediating the objects to heighten the visual composition 

at the sacrifice of his subjects, to satirize them as well reflect how he gave material 

objects a higher agency. The china tea service in particular contributes to the larger visual 

composition of gold, silver, and blue hues, reiterating how Hunt doctored his objects for 

the sake of his artistic vision and thus linking his work with the artists of the Aesthetic 

Movement. 

 

Representations of China and Aesthetic Women 

As the status of English School of painting waned and Aestheticism rose, china, and in 

particular women coupled with china, became an even stronger signifier, but with an 

important difference: the pottery was no longer British. Aesthetic artists replaced English 

pottery with older and exotic Japanese, Chinese Nankin or Kangxi, maiolica, Greek, and 

grès de flandres (blue-and-grey salt-glazed stoneware originating in Cologne in the 

seventeenth century).187 They continued to show women pouring tea, as well as partaking 

in acceptable women’s activities: playing music, reading, arranging flowers, or making 

potpourri but here the ceramic objects interact with fans, peacock feathers and exotic 

costumes.  Thus the women and their ceramics do not necessarily communicate 

                                                        
186 Illustrated London News (May 27, 1865): 510, cited in Judith Bronkhurst, William 
Holman Hunt, 202. 
187 Popularly called Kangxi for their reign marks (1662–1726) or Nankin for the port they 
shipped from. 
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domesticity and comfort but convey the meaning of beauty and décor.  Their pairing 

echoes Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace’s observation about the mediations of eighteenth-

century women and china: decorative empty vessels waiting to be filled.188 

Much has been written about Aesthetic Movement painters and their passion for 

porcelain, particularly in relation to who collected what first and who coined which term, 

and how ceramics introduced a conflated Japanese and Chinese sensibility.189  The type 

of pottery represented in late Victorian pictures reflected the new collecting habits of 

connoisseurs, who were often painters themselves—notably James McNeill Whistler and 

Dante Gabriel Rossetti—but I argue there is more to consider here. What better way to 

free themselves of the old-fashioned English School of painting than by eliminating 

English crockery, one of its key components, be it pearlware, brown jugs, or gilt English 

porcelain. Blue transferware (as previously discussed) is perceived as a hybrid English 

and Chinese signifier and, therefore, remains part of the Aesthetic palette. Aesthetic 

artists, in contrast with the English School, very often changed surface patterns and scale, 

preferring to represent pottery two-dimensionally to emphasize decoration and to deny 

                                                        
188 Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, “China,” in Consuming Subjects: Women, Shopping, 
and Business in the Eighteenth Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997). 
189 See Anne Anderson, “‘China Mania:’ Collecting Old Blue for the House Beautiful, c. 
1860–1900,” in Material Cultures, 1740–1920, 109–28; Anne Anderson, ““Fearful 
Consequences . . . of Living up to One’s Teapot’: Men, Women and ‘Cultchah,’” in 
Rethinking the Interior (c.1867–1896). Aestheticism and Arts and the Crafts Movement, 
ed. Jason Edwards and Imogen Hart (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2010), 111–30; Elizabeth 
Prettejohn, Art for Art’s Sake: Aestheticism in Victorian Painting (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, 
2007); Charlotte Gere, “Artistic Circles, Design & Decoration,” in the Aesthetic 
Movement (London: V&A publishing, 2009); Merrill, The Peacock Room; and 
Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement. 
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perspective, further disassociating themselves from the genre painters’ convention of 

close replication and positioning their crockery on an angle to lead the viewer’s eye into 

the composition. In this section I contend by looking at pictures by Edward Poynter, 

James McNeill Whistler, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and Albert Moore, that their similar 

sensibility of representing exotically dressed women with exotic pottery reflects a 

common goal for decorative flatness, demonstrating the design reformers’ call for ending 

pictorial representation on pottery as well as artistic licence for the sake of visual impact. 

Nonetheless, there are subtle differences in how these artists represented pottery which I 

will attempt to address.  

Edward Poynter’s (1836–1919) portrait of his sister-in-law, Georgiana Burne-

Jones (1870), the wife of Edward Burne-Jones, is a significant image on many levels, and 

certainly a nod to the popular Aesthetic doctrine: she wears a blue hairband, the 

wallpaper is blue and white, as is the upholstery, there is a blue glass vase on the side 

table, and she holds a blue-and-white cup and saucer without a handle (fig. 3.53).190 The 

                                                        
190Georgiana Burne-Jones’s aristocratic friend Rosalind Howard commissioned the 
portrait and she wears the locket that Howard gave her. The gold watch at her waist is 
documented as a gift from Edward early in their marriage. Georgiana wrote to Rosalind, 
“I have stipulated that your little locket shall be distinctly visible in it and though no one 
will know what it means when we are dead and gone you and I shall while we live.” The 
locket held Rosalind’s lock of her hair engraved “Georgie Jones from RH.” Cited from 
Virginia Surtees, The Artist and the Aristocrat: George and Rosalind Howard, Earl and 
Countess of Carlisle (Salisbury, UK: Michael Russell, 1988), 75–76. Poynter also painted 
the portrait of Georgina’s two sisters, Edith, Poynter’s wife, and the eldest sister, Agnes 
married to Louis Baldwin (1866). They feature blue-and-white accents to emphasize the 
Aesthetic style. Other portraits by Poynter of women displayed in Aesthetic interiors are: 
Mary Constance Wyndham (Lady Elcho) (1886, private collection) and Mrs. J. P. 
Heseltine (1870). Judith Flanders, A Circle of Sisters: Alice Kipling, Georgiana Burne-
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porcelain cup is symbolic: first, it has no handles, an indicator that it is old. As previously 

mentioned, George Eliot wrote in Scenes of a Clerical Life (1857) that Mrs. Jerome’s 

cups without handles “were quite good enough for chimney ornaments,” thus understood 

as antique.191 Second, it is not English: the tea bowl and saucer are hand-painted Chinese 

blue-and-white porcelain, possibly eighteenth-century first Kangxi with a “pencil drawn” 

lotus blossom and “herringbone design,” and they therefore orientalise the canvas in the 

fashion of the Aesthetic Movement (fig. 3.54).192 Third, the manner in which Burne-

Jones holds the saucer with her left palm, while her other hand daintily stirs the tea with a 

silver spoon, references her privileged position and that her skin is as smooth and delicate 

as porcelain.193 Her hands and their proximity to the porcelain cup and saucer, mark a 

strong contrast to Webster’s and Herkomer’s elderly women who clutch their cup and 

saucers hiding their fingers and showing only their gnarled knuckles. Here then in this 

portrait of his sister-in-law, a woman holding blue-and-white china defines beauty. The 

interface of the hand and the porcelain cup at the centre of the composition evidences 

Burne-Jones knowledge of etiquette and hence the cup and saucer contribute to her 

agency as a woman of taste.  

However, it was less tea bowls and cups and saucers and more large-size pots that 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Jones, Agnes Poynter and Louisa Baldwin (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2001), 
124. McCarthy, The Last Pre-Raphaelite, 290. 
191 George Eliot, chap. 8 “Janet’s Repentance,” in Scenes of a Clerical Life (1857; repr., 
Aukland, New Zealand: The Floating Press, 2010), 485. 
192 Cynthia Volk, Vice President, Senior Specialist Chinese Works of Art Sotheby’s 
email to author, June 18, 2015. 
193 Fromer points out how Elizabeth Gaskell makes this reference in North and South 
when Margaret serves tea to Thornton, 140. 
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painters such as Whistler, Rossetti, Moore, and others preferred to represent in their 

canvases. Much has been written about how Whistler understood the metaphorical power 

of the pot when he famously lectured that a vase may be considered the first artistic act: 

“and so they fashioned, from the moistened earth, forms resembling the gourd. And with 

the power of creation, the heirloom of the artist they went beyond the slovenly suggestion 

of Nature, and the first vase was born, in beautiful proportion.”194 As has been well 

documented, Whistler began collecting blue-and-white Chinese porcelain in 1863, 

purchasing a collection of pots in Holland and then turning to the London dealer Murray 

Marks (1840–1918).195 “The artistic abode of my son,” wrote his mother, Anna McNeill 

Whistler in 1864, “is ornamented by a very rare collection of Japanese and Chinese, he 

considers the paintings upon them the finest specimens of Art & his companions (artists), 

who resort here for evening relaxation occasionally, get enthusiastic as they handle & 

examine the curious figurines pourtrayed [sic].”196 Fuelled by his passion for porcelain, 

Whistler painted several key works centred on the theme of women dressed in Japanese 

costume paired with ceramics. Although they are invariably blue and white, mostly 

Kangxi and the occasional delft, he rarely repeated the same object.197 In Purple and 

                                                        
194 “Mr. Whistler’s ‘Ten O’Clock,’” Lecture delivered in London, Cambridge, Oxford, 
1885, cited in James McNeill Whistler, The Gentle Art of Making Enemies, ed. Sheridan 
Ford (Paris: Delabrosse, 1892), 155. Also cited in Merrill, The Peacock Room, 43. 
195 Merrill, The Peacock Room, 51–60; Staley, The New Painting of the 1860s, 62–63. 
196 Anna Whistler to Reverend James Gamble (February10, 1864) in K. Abbot, “A. 
McNeil Whistler, The Lady of the Portrait, Letters of Whistler’s Mother,” Atlantic 
Monthly, (1925): 323–24. Cited in R. Dorment and M. Macdonald, James McNeill 
Whistler (London: Tate Gallery, 1994), 86. 
197 Prior to the blue-and-white period, Whistler replicated ceramics in his work such as 
Harmony in Green and Rose: The Music Room (1859–1867, Freer Gallery of Art), a 
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Gold: The Golden Screen (1864), the blue-and-white cylinder jar at the foremost left 

corner, does not draw the visitor’s eye into the canvas but rather blocks and flattens the 

canvas, emulating the Japanese woodblocks he so admired and directly contrasts with 

British genre painting (fig. 3.55).198 The vase is functional, holding flowers, and its 

verticality echoes the courtesan (his model and mistress, Joanna Hifferman) who looks at 

Hiroshige woodblocks. In Whistler’s La Princesse du pays de la porcelaine (1865), a 

large baluster pot sits on the floor in the far corner of the room near the screen; its blue 

colour, sensual curves, and vertical format serve as a trope to contextualize the Princess’s 

robes (model Christina Spartali) and delineate her stance (fig. 3.56). Purple and Rose: 

The Lange Leizen of the Six Marks (1864), another example from this series, references 

the act of collecting blue-and-white porcelain. “The name given to it has puzzled a good 

many people,” stated the Observer, “but is explained as having a technical reference to 

the painting of blue china—the picture itself is less capable of explanation” (fig. 3.57).199 

Lange Leizen was the Dutch nickname for blue-and-white porcelain, meaning “long 

ladies” or “long Elizas” and six marks signified the reign marks used to date Chinese 

porcelain. The picture presents eight ceramic pieces of different sizes, six jars and two 

plates, which frame the woman in the Japanese kimono. The lidded ginger jar 

                                                                                                                                                                     

portrait of his half-sister Deborah Haden. While the painting style is more realistically 
rendered with tighter brushstrokes, many of Whistler’s signature devices are present, 
including an empire-style vase on the mantel reflected in the mirror, and its colour 
scheme of white and red and green is echoed in the curtains. The vase is present in an 
earlier etching of 1858. 
198 50.1 x 68.5 cm. 
199 93.3 x 63.3 cm. “Royal Academy (Third Notice),” Observer (May 15, 1865): 6; Linda 
Merrill, “Whistler and the Lange Lijzen,” The Burlington Magazine 183, no. 1099 
(October 1994): 683–90. 
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distinguished by a blue stylized lotus pattern and cobalt blue dots encircling the rim of 

the cap may be compared with the original jar, now in the Victoria and Albert Museum, 

and reveals Whistler’s typical practice of remaining faithful to the pattern but abstracting 

the design by his loose and impressionistic brushwork (fig. 3.58). “She had just stepped 

out from a china bowl,” described the Art Journal, “so stiff is she in bearing, and so 

redolent of colour in her attire.”200 An apt summary signalling that Whistler re-envisioned 

a three-dimensional Chinese pot as a two-dimensional painting. What is also remarkable 

about Lange Leizen is that the subject appears to depict a woman painting china but this 

is not an accurate representation of china painting since the pot is clearly fired, glazed, 

and decorated.  The Pottery Gazette’s description of blue and white Chinese ceramics, 

could just as easily describe one of Whister’s paintings further reiterating the parallels 

between Aesthetic painting and ceramics.  For example as the critic noted about the 

willow pattern, “there is something attractive in the artistic mingling of blue and white in 

proper proportions.”. . . . In modern language the design is a study, or a symphony, or a 

harmony in blue and white, and to this combination of colour is apparently due to the 

favour that the willow pattern has so long enjoyed.201 In most cases Whistler’s women, 

such as Symphony in White, No. 2: The Little White Girl (1864) featuring a blue-and-

white vase on the mantel, rarely interact with the pottery (fig. 3.59). They do not hold, 

touch, or look at the objects, but the ceramic objects and the women often in kimono type 

costume interacting with fans are critical to the visual composition, influencing colour, 

                                                        
200 “The Royal Academy,” Art Journal (June 1, 1864): 165, cited in Merrill, The Peacock 
Room, 53, 56.  
201 “The Old China Craze,” The Pottery and Glass Trades Review (May 1878): 68. 
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pattern and structural layout.202  

Dante Gabriel Rossetti began collecting Chinese and Japanese porcelain in earnest 

in 1864, making a large acquisition of two hundred pieces from the Sardinian ambassador 

Marquis d’Azeglio, but even with this acquisition, he wrote that he, “pants and gasps for 

more,” and must not give a “hint or word to Whistler.”203 While Whistler and Rossetti, 

therefore, were well-known rivals in collecting blue-and-white porcelain, sharing, for 

example, Murray Marks as their dealer, their representation of their pottery in painting 

significantly differed.204 Whistler’s gestural brushstrokes facilitated a looser and more 

impressionistic rendition of the pottery, and he employed less artistic licence than 

Rossetti, who often altered patterns for art’s sake.  

Rossetti’s handling of the pottery’s agency falls within the convention of 

Aestheticism. In Monna Rosa (1867), the hawthorn/prunus ginger jar (so called because 

they contained ginger when they were first exported) plays a prominent role (fig. 3.60).205 

                                                        
202 Whistler described the scene: “un Chinois en train de peindre un pot,” but since the 
pot is clearly finished, she is only imagining painting it. Cited in Merrill, The Peacock 
Room, 54; J. M. W. to Fantin Latour, ca. 4/Jan/3 Feb 1864. Cited in Staley, The New 
Painting of the 1860s, 62. 
203 Staley, The New Painting of the 1860s, 63; Merrill, The Peacok Room, 60; Rossetti to 
James Anderson Rose, February 24, 1864; Pennel, Whistler Collection, Library of 
Congress DC, cited in Merrill, The Peacok Room, 60.  
204 William Rossetti commented that his brother’s appetite for blue-and-white china 
exceeded his interest in Japanese art and that he and Whistler were friendly rivals in their 
china mania. William Rossetti, Dante Gabriel Rossetti. His Family-Letters with a 
Memoir vol. 2, (London: Ellis, 1895), 34. See Clive Wainwright, “Murray Marks, 
Connoisseur and Curiosity Dealer,” Journal of the History of Collections, no. 1 (2002): 
161–75. 
205 68 x 53 cm. Surtees, The Paintings and Drawings of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, no. 189, 
plate 289, 113–14; Marillier, The Liverpool School of Painters, 101; “Important British 
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Art historian Jessica Feldman sees the ginger jar as “an emblem of Aestheticism,” and 

reflects his penchant for translation of the exotic into the English idiom.206 Two years 

earlier in Blue Bower (1865), Rossetti had reimagined the hawthorn pattern into an 

octagonal tile mural to create a backdrop for his model Fanny Cornforth, thus 

demonstrating, as Codell points out, “the alchemical Aesthetic authority to make objects 

‘more beautiful.’”207 Rossetti painted a more faithful representation of the jar in Monna 

Rosa, but here, too, he took liberty and made artistic changes, decorating the lip with a 

border of white prunus flowers, not typically a stylistic feature of the pot; since it is 

covered by a cap lid it is usually left plain and unglazed for economy. Also the lid was 

usually fired on the jar and needed to be unglazed so the two pices would not stick 

together in the firing.  

Even more significant, he has exaggerated the size of the pot, tripling its 

dimensions (the average size is only 23 cm) (fig.3.61). The much desired collectable of 

the period would not be large enough to a hold a plant of long-stem roses for the model 

Frances Leyland (wife of shipping magnate Frederick Leyland) in a voluminous golden 

floral costume to trim. Therefore, while Rossetti’s depiction of the pot at first glance 

seems accurate, and far less impressionistic than Whistler’s replications of pottery, he has 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Art, including the Property from the London Residence of the Late Paul Getty,” 
Christie’s London, November 24, 2004, 116. 
206 Jessica Feldman, Victorian Modernism: Pragmatism and the Varieties of Aesthetic 
Experience (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 69–71; Jerome McGann, 
“Monna Rosa, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 1867,”Rossetti Archive (Charlottesville: Institute 
for Advanced Technology in the Humanities, University of Virginia, 2005), accessed 
February 28, 2015, http://www.rossettiarchive.org/docs/s198.raw.html. Merrill, The 
Peacock Room, 88–90. 
207 Codell, “Exotic, Fetish, Virtual,” 125. 
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in fact heightened its agency by exaggerating its size and adding decoration; his 

simulacra is not merely an imitation but a powerfully self-referential improvement on the 

original.  Rossetti therefore exerts a subtle aesthetic autonomy from the model to inform 

his own meaning of sensual pleasure.  

 In a similar fashion, Albert Joseph Moore (1841–1893) featured ceramics from 

his personal collection, adjusting their size and shape, but went a step further in his 

alterations to deliberately harmonize and unify the colour and design of his pictures. 

Evidenced in some of his preliminary drawings, such as A Venus (1869) or Azaleas 

(1868), the artist often selected and changed patterns and shapes of pottery late in the 

process to complement the visual schematic (fig. 3.62–3.64). Moore replicated the 

fashionable blue and white, and the less popular monochromes of blue, red, yellow, grey 

and apple-green.208 William Cosmo Monkhouse who, as discussed in the last chapter, 

recommended a catholic approach to collecting, not simply blue and white, but also 

Chinese celadon, turquoise, yellow, and apple-green because he admired the transparency 

of their colour.209 For Monkhouse transparency is an important term to describe purity 

and the harmony of a composition.210 Monkhouse was a greater admirer of Moore’s 

paintings, which have a strong diaphanous quality achieved by the application of a final 

coat of luminescent grey. Therefore, Moore’s pictures, like Whistler’s, invoke many of 

the qualities of a Chinese pot, as described by Monkhouse, such as the “diaphanous 

                                                        
208 Robyn Asleson, Albert Moore (London: Phaidon, 2000). On the taste for monochrome 
Chinese pottery in the nineteenth century, see Oliver Impey, “Lever as a Collector of 
Chinese Porcelain,” Journal of the History of Collecting no. 2 (1992): 232–33. 
209 Art Journal (July 1881): 197, 200. 
210 William Cosmo Monkhouse, “Hints to Collectors,” Art Journal (July 1881): 199. 
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paste,” “purity of blue,” and “intensity of white.” Monkhouse, in his defence of Moore’s 

pursuit of beauty and art for art’s sake, acknowledged the importance that Moore chose 

beautiful women, china and other material objects to achieve his vision of the “pleasure 

of the senses.”211  

Just as Moore often repeated poses of his female models in his compositions, so 

he duplicated his pottery. For Moore as with Whistler and Rossetti, pottery and women 

are one and the same: props to be manipulated to enhance his decorative compositions. 

However, in comparison he is more assertive in his manipulation of the pottery, changing 

its entire colour to conform to his vision. For example, Apples, Beads, and A Sofa, all 

painted in 1875, represent variations of the same image (figs. 3.65–3.67).212 The pots on 

the floor by the couch are identical, featuring the same Moorish scaling pattern around 

the sloped shoulders, but their colours are blue, grey, and green, respectively, to 

complement the dominant hue of each canvas. As has been documented by Moore’s peers 

and recent scholars, the artist relished in making anachronisms, sacrificing historical 

accuracy and often mixing classical, Chinese, and Japanese pottery in his usually overtly 

neoclassical subjects.213 Moore did not hesitate to tweak and fine-tune the pottery to 

achieve this Aesthetic vision, and in addition to changing the colour of the pot to conform 

with his decorative schemes, he often replicated them in the convention of sitting low on 

                                                        
211 William Cosmo Monkhouse, “Albert Moore,” Magazine of Art, 8 (1885): 191–95. 
212 Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1875. 
213 Monkhouse, “Albert Moore” 191, Asleson, Albert Moore, 86; Allen Staley, ‘Moore, 
Albert Joseph (1841–1893)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 http://www.oxforddnb.com.proxy.queensu.ca/view/article/19094, 
accessed June 11, 2015. 
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the floor to introduce contrasting a vertical plane to the horizontal format; sometimes he 

included flowers, changing their massing, and sometimes no flowers, all for visual effect. 

Moore replicated a porcelain white bowl with a prominent rust-colour fish (carp) 

several times, including Pomegranates, Azaleas, and Crocuses. While contemporary art 

historians identify it as Japanese in appearance, it closely resembles a stem cup, 

decorated with three copper-red fish, from the Chinese Ming Period, after a fifteenth-

century design and reproduced well into the Qing period, circa 1725–1735.214 The 

rounded sides of the bowl rise to a gently everted rim, all supported on a low foot ring 

(fig. 3.68). The exterior surface features three evenly spaced fish in underglaze red, 

covered with a transparent glaze of a slight bluish tinge. This pottery is small, 

approximately 9 cm in diameter. Moore emulated the design but enlarged it to heighten 

the visual experience, and his pot appears to be painted overglaze rather than underglaze.  

In Pomegranates (1866), the fish bowl contains lush, red pomegranates, giving 

the small painterly study its name (fig. 3.69).215 Staley correctly points out that “the 

painting is as much a portrayal of things as it is of people, and it is not really about people 

or things but about itself.”216 To be sure if we concentrate on the ceramics it becomes 

clear that Moore manipulated the fish bowl as well as the Etruscan black urn with 

handles, as potent “things” schematize his canvas. Both are placed in the centre of the 

canvas and perform a very active role in defining the structure of the picture. The 

                                                        
214 Asleson, Albert Moore, 85. 
215 25 x 36 cm. In this small study, Moore applied the paint with thick, opaque 
brushstrokes. 
216 Staley, The New Painting of the 1860s, 120. 
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verticality of the black urn sitting directly on the ornamental carpet in front of the cabinet 

contrasts with the red-and-white and horizontal planes delineated by the tapestry, the 

cabinet, and the floor. The footed carp bowl placed directly above it is elevated to a 

higher plane and continues the vertical lines of the urn. Therefore, to expand upon 

Staley’s observation, the ceramics as things contribute a strong compositional function to 

achieve Moore’s goal of harmonious flat decoration. While the pottery serves no 

moralizing purpose like in genre painting, their agency is no less important, because they 

become tools to define and express ideas about Aestheticism. 

In Azaleas (1868), Moore repeated the carp bowl, and here the model holds the 

pot, which emphasizes the delicacy of her fingers and makes a stronger statement about 

porcelain and feminine beauty (fig. 3.70).217 It complements a larger red-and-white jar 

embellished with Japan/Hispano-Moresque spiral patterns resting on the marble floor and 

containing a flowering white azalea tree. The poet Algernon Swinburne observed, “[a] 

strange and splendid vessel, inlaid with designs of Eastern colour,”  

another—clasped by one long slender hand and filled from it with 
flowers—of soft white, touched here and there into blossom of blue; this is 
enough. The melody of colour, the symphony of form is complete: one 
more beautiful thing is achieved, one more delight is born into the world: 
and its meaning is beauty: and its reason for being is to be.218 

 
Here Swinburne famously pronounced the raison d’être of Aestheticism. Remarkably, 

“strange and splendid vessels” are very much a part of his vision of beauty because of 

their power to articulate melody and symphony of form. Using the metaphor of music, 

                                                        
217 198 x 100 cm. 
218 William Algernon Charles Swinburne, Notes on the Royal Academy Exhibition Part 
II, (London: John Camden Hotten, 1868), 32. 
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Moore organized the two red-and-white pots to create tempo: the woman tips the carp 

bowl in one direction and leans her head in the opposite, while the jar repeats her pillar-

like stance. The model and the red-and-white pottery at once invoke ornament and 

rhythm, the key components of Aestheticism. In Moore’s later pastel, Crocuses (1885), 

the pot is only in partial view (a favourite device). It sits on the ground filled with 

lemons, conforming to the yellow chromatic scheme of the picture, also delineated by the 

model’s yellow beads and the backdrop of lemon trees (fig. 3.71).219 

I argue that Poynter, Whistler, Rossetti, and Moore replicated pottery in 

combination with women (and music) as key motifs in their repertoire. At first glance, 

they seem similar and indeed there is much overlap in their work. However, with further 

probing it becomes clear that each artist manipulated pottery in a particular fashion to 

express his individualized interpretations of burgeoning Aestheticism. Poynter, for 

instance, used a small delicate Chinese tea bowl and saucer in a private portrait of his 

sister-in-law to show her in the latest artistic fashion and to message that her beauty was 

analogous with porcelain. Whistler preferred a looser and expressive, but still fairly 

accurate, method of replicating blue-and-white porcelain. He reinterpreted and applied 

the luminous qualities and two-dimensional designs of the pottery to his own painting 

techniques. Rossetti carefully studied the pottery motifs but then improved upon them to 

heighten their beauty according to his taste. Moore, in contrast to the other artists, 

depended upon stock poses for both his pots and models which he often repeated. What 

                                                        
219 Moore also included the pot in the watercolour Oranges (1885). See Asleson, Albert 
Moore, note 113, 127. 
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all these artists shared, in comparison with British genre painters who used pottery to 

express values, class, and gender, heighten realism and three-dimensional perspective is 

that they deliberately did the opposite, and that was their message: pottery to be 

manipulated for the sake of artistic decoration. While contemporary scholars have 

recognized this goal, I argue that the role of pottery as a means to accomplish it should be 

more fully recognized as an active tool in the pursuit of Aestheticism. 

 

Ceramics and Collectors 

For the most part, I have looked at women and china because it was a far more common 

subject in Victorian painting than men and china; the pairing of women and china crosses 

the boundaries of English genre painting and social realism, Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic 

painting albeit with differing results depending on the category. That stated, there are 

precedents for pairing men with pottery in social realist painting, notably by the artists 

Faed, Fildes, and John Ingle Lee, as I have discussed. However, when men are depicted 

with pottery, it is usually in commissioned portraiture to show their status as erudite 

collectors.220 The fact that they are patronage portraits signifies the elevated and 

privileged status of the subjects, and it is worth mentioning that the patron often 

commissioned more than one painting from the artist. 

John Everett Millais’s portrait of James Wyatt and his Grand-Daughter Mary 

(1849) is a liminal work, in between portrait and genre painting, revealing the subject’s 

status as collector and benevolent family man (fig. 3.72). Wyatt (1774–1853) had an 
                                                        
220 See Potvin and Myzelev, eds., “An Introduction: The Material of Visuals Culture,” in 
Material Cultures, 1740–1920, 1–17. 
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illustrious and varied career serving as mayor of Oxford (1842–43), art dealer, curator 

(for the Duke of Marlborough’s collection at Blenheim), carved wood framer, print 

publisher, and shop owner.221 There are many distinguishable attributes of his cultured 

profession depicted in the portrait, notably a chinoiserie gilt wood figurine on a Rococo-

style gold wall sconce (perhaps from his frame shop), Renaissance art, and an open art 

book by his side. However, the painting leans more towards domestic genre painting by 

both the setting represented (family portraits on the wall, flower arrangements, and view 

of the garden) and its small size. The cabinet of polychrome china is particularly 

prominent and is less an indicator of Wyatt’s status as a discerning collector since the 

ceramics are piled high and obscured, but nevertheless they signify his wealth of material 

comforts. The abundance of china behind Wyatt, his embrace of his granddaughter 

resting on his lap, softens his image making him a family man, not unlike the later John 

Ingle Lee’s Grandfather’s Comfort, which I previously discussed. 

While Millais’s depiction of Wyatt is an example of a hybrid picture—part genre 

and part portrait—Matthew White Ridley’s (1837–1888) Portrait of Pickford Robert 

Waller (c. 1880) follows the more traditional trajectory of portrait painting (fig. 3.73). 

Waller (1849–1930), a designer and illustrator, was a friend and patron of Whistler who 

shared his interest in collecting blue-and-white porcelain.222 He is seated and the only 

visible material attributes are a blue-and-white charger on the shelf by his elbow and a 

                                                        
221 35.6 x 45.1 cm. See: Russell Ash, Sir John Everett Millais (London: Pavilion Books, 
1996), 42; Jason Rosenfeld and Alison Smith, Millais (London: Tate Publishing, 2007), 
60. 
222 31 x 35 cm, oil on canvas. I would like to thank Anne Anderson for introducing me to 
this portrait. 
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smaller vase above his head. He does not engage with the viewer but looks away, lost in 

deep thought. Similarly, Frederick Cotman’s 1877 image of John Dearman Birchall 

(1827–1897), a clothing manufacturer and patron of the Pre-Raphaelites, as well as an 

important collector of blue-and-white china (he filled his Morning Room at Bowden Hall 

with china), shows him in an even more effective pose (fig. 3.74). He has the privilege of 

holding the coveted prunus jar and lid and similarly looks away, perhaps contemplating 

the consequences of his ownership.223  

In many ways these portraits parallel the Art Journal critic who underscored the 

divisions and hierarchies between collecting European and Asian porcelain, affirming 

that these boundaries were very much instituted.224 According to the author, “the world of 

art lovers will always be divided into people between those who care for Sèvres and 

people who do not,” and named William Morris of the second school, which the author 

himself followed.  This comment is also appropriate for Henry Hetherington Emmerson’s 

(1831–1895) depiction of Lord Armstrong as a collector, relaxing, reading the paper in 

his slippers, with his two dogs by the fire (fig. 3.75). Despite the informality of the pose, 

it is obvious that Armstrong is no ordinary man. He is clearly a patron of the arts, 

indicated by the Burne-Jones stained glass windows, the blue-and-white porcelain on the 

mantel, and most importantly his prunus jar by his side. Set in Cragside, his Gothic 

Revival/Arts and Crafts manor located in Northumberland, Armstrong furnished it with 

                                                        
223 The Interior of the Morning Room at Bowden Hall, Upton St. Leonards, 
Gloucestershire, sold at Christie’s, June 4, 2008. 
224 “Mr. Alfred de Rothschild’s Collection,” Art Journal (1885): 216–19, 240–41. 
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his art collection, blue-and-white porcelain, some of which he acquired from Rossetti’s 

collection.225   

Thomas Fairbairn commissioned William Holman Hunt to paint his portrait with 

a public ceramic collection (fig. 3.76). 226 Completed in 1873–74, this large portrait 

depicts Fairbairn (1823–1891) in the North Court of the South Kensington Museum in 

front of rows and rows of vitrines displaying Italian Renaissance ceramics from the 

prestigious Soulages Collection. He is sitting in a comfortable upholstered ottoman with 

his legs crossed, right hand positioned assertively into a fist, and left arm bent on his 

thigh exposing his signet ring on his little finger. As Judith Bronkhurst points out, his 

gloves and cane are nearby. A lustre drug jar with two looped handles from Gubbio and 

other pottery from the collection are easily identifiable; Hunt refrained from altering 

these important attributes to highlight Fairbairn’s patronage (fig. 3.77).227 Fairbairn, 

therefore, is displayed with ceramics, not his own personal collection, but a more 

formidable institutional collection that he helped to secure for public viewing. The 

portrait is a testament to his role as chairman of the Manchester Arts Treasures Exhibition 

in 1857. In this position he was instrumental in helping Henry Cole’s acquisition of the 

Soulages Collection of Italian maiolica and other Renaissance artefacts for the South 

Kensington Museum by organizing a kind of bridge financing to the Museum between 

                                                        
225 Andrew Saint, “‘Cragside, Northumberland,’ Armstrong the Collector” (London: 
National Trust/Trafalgar Square, 1992), 39–40. 
226 121 x 198 cm. Exhibited at the Royal Academy 1874. Bronkhurst, William Holman 
Hunt, 234–35; Bronkhurst, “Fruits of a Connoisseur’s Friendship,” 595. 
227 However, the Soulages Collection of ceramics had been moved to the Ceramics 
Gallery and replaced with Italian Renaissance sculptural casts by the time the portrait was 
completed. 
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1859 and 1865 in return for being able to show the collection on long-term loan in 

Manchester.228 This private collection, originally from Toulouse, proved to be very 

influential for British pottery manufacturers, especially Minton which began to copy 

some of the Bernard Pallisy designs.229  Critics at the time understood the message of the 

“glass cases and the general contents of the collection,” described by the Athenaeum, or 

“the gallery-vista and rows of show cases that are filled with objects-d’art,” observed the 

Illustrated London News. Despite the cultural coding of a public arts patron, they did not 

admire the work, complaining that, as the Art Journal did, the portrait was “vulgar” and 

“ugly,” a more a satirical image than a portrait.230 

The portraits of men with ceramics shows them as educated leaders of the arts and 

this standard representation differs greatly from the images of women with pottery in the 

Aesthetic period. For example, in the case of Poynter’s portrait of Georgiana Burne-Jones 

and Rossetti’s depiction of Frances Leyland, the women are models comparable to the 

china objects themselves, fitting in to contribute to the décor. Dearman’s and 

Armstrong’s prunus jars are prized antiques to be revered and not used. Frances 

Leyland’s prunus jar is functional holding flowers and Burne-Jones drinks from her 

teacup. As art historian Linda Merrill argues, Monna Rosa is “more a costume picture 

                                                        
228 Barringer, Reading the Pre-Raphaelites, 134; Caroline Arscott, “Employer, Husband, 
Spectator: Thomas Fairbairn’s Commission of the Awakening Conscience,” in The 
Culture of Capital: Art Power and the Nineteenth-Century Middle Class, ed. Janet Wolff 
and John Seed (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), 162; Barringer, 
Rosenfeld, Smith, Pre-Raphaelite’s Victorian Avant-Garde, 148–49. 
229 Henry Cole, Fifty Years of Public Works of Sir Henry Cole Accounted for in His 
Deeds, Speeches and Writings, vol. 1 (London: George Bell and Sons, 1884), 105., 290.   
230 Athenaeum (May 9, 1874): 638; Illustrated London News (June 13, 1874): 567; Art 
Journal (August 1874): 227.  
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than a portrait, with props such as the peacock feathers and a blue and white pot . . . all 

put to use to enhance the artistic quality.231 Women, therefore, are rarely shown as 

collectors unless satirically in Punch or Aestheticized as tropes.232 

Confirming this status, I have found no extant portraits of Lady Charlotte 

Schreiber (1812–1895) one of the most important collectors eighteenth-century porcelain, 

who donated her important collection to the South Kensington Museum.233 However, an 

exception is Ellen Clacy’s (1853–1916) watercolour Marigolds: The China Cabinet a 

Knole (1880), which shows an unknown woman wearing a sunflower pinned to her 

Aesthetic dress in the famous Elizabethan Knole House located in Kent (fig. 3.78).234 

True the watercolour has all the characteristics of an Aesthetic painting and is illustrated 

in many recent publications as such but Clacy clearly depicts the woman as a serious 

collector. She is by the window holding a vase with both hands to access better light so 

that she can carefully study the backstamp. More prominently displayed are the objects 

themselves, a large cabinet of polychrome Asian and Delft ceramics, the famous 

collection built in the eighteenth century by another woman, Lady Betty Germain (1680–

1769), a friend of Horace Walpole’s.235 Clacy, therefore, gave the china closet filled with 

ceramics a greater presence than the collector, placing it in the foreground, signalling that 

                                                        
231 Merrill, The Peacock Room, 88–90. 
232 See chap. 2, note 171. 
233 Ann Eatwell, “Private Pleasures, Public Beneficence.  Lady Charlotte Schreiber and 
Ceramic Collecting” in Women in the Victorian Art World, Clarissa Campbell Orr (ed.), 
(Manchester and New York:  Manchester University Press, 1995): 125-45. 
234 46.9 x 35 cm. 
235 Snodin and Howard, Ornament: A Social History, 211; Lambourne, Victorian 
Painting, 26; Gere, Artistic Circles, Design & Decoration.  
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the ceramic collection is more significant than the individual. The depiction of the china 

closet is fairly accurate as indicated by other contemporaneous representations.236 Clacy, 

recognized as an “amateur” artist since she exhibited outside of the formal professional 

circles, was perhaps able to break free from the traditional role of women collectors—she 

is neither satirized nor passive—but in the act of examination and being a discerning 

connoisseur and therefore moves beyond the male Aesthetic vision of woman as empty 

vessel.  

Pots in Paintings: An Agency of Their Own 

I will conclude this chapter, which in effect can be titled pots in paintings in the Victorian 

era, with two works emblematic of how pottery takes on its own agency within a work 

and becomes keyed to the narrative, namely William Holman Hunt’s Isabella or, The Pot 

of Basil (1866–68) and Lord Frederic Leighton’s Captive Andromache (1883). I argue 

that the ceramics in these two paintings do not simply stage the human action of the 

narrative, such as operating in the conventional rhetoric of meals, washing and décor 

accessory, but are integral to it.237 

Judith Bronkhurst observes that when Holman Hunt was a young painter he used 

ceramics very much in the convention of Dutch still life painting, for instance, placing the 

ubiquitous and generic red or brown stoneware jug in the right foreground with the spout 

                                                        
236 Notably Charles Essenhigh Corke (1852–1922), Lady Betty’s China Closet At Knole 
House, Sevenoaks, watercolour, c. 1905, private collection. 
237 Chris Gosden and Yvonne Marshall, “The Cultural Biography of Objects,” The 
Cultural Biography of Objects, World Archaeology 31, no. 2 (1999): 169–78.  
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facing inside the composition.238 He returned to this artistic trope in The Flight of 

Madeline and Porphyro during the Drunkenness Attending the Revelry, [The Eve of St. 

Agnes] (1848) and a related sketch at the Walker Art Gallery. However, as I showed with 

The Children’s Holiday, Holman Hunt changed his technique, preferring to alter and 

manipulate objects but still using the paintbrush of realism to conform to the visual 

composition. I will expand upon the concept of Hunt’s use of hyperrealism and argue that 

he applied it to the pottery in Isabella, rendering it a powerful symbol of love and death 

(fig. 3.79). In this monumental work (118 cm x 116.5 cm) the pot is just as monumental. 

Here Hunt recounted Boccaccio’s Florentine tragedy (retold by Keats) of the mad 

Isabella mourning her lover Lorenzo who was murdered by her brothers.239 She rests her 

head next to his head, which she decapitated and then buried in this pot of basil. Isabella 

both cradles and embraces the pot elevated high atop the prie-dieu, her long strands of 

hair drape over the pot, and thus it becomes her pillow of comfort and support. This is no 

ordinary pot but a shrine to her murdered lover. 

Furthermore, the story of Isabella frames Hunt’s own personal tragedy: at the time 

of the painting, he had lost his wife Fanny (née Waugh); she died six weeks after 

childbirth from fever while they were residing in Florence on their belated honeymoon 

                                                        
238 For examples of Hunt’s traditional Dutch-style rendering of pottery, see: Bronkhurst, 
William Holman Hunt, 7, cat. 45, 116, cat. 49 & 50, 119–120; cat. 56, 156. 
239 Hunt made two versions of this painting, the smaller near replica was de-accessioned 
by Delaware Art Museum in 2014. Interestingly, while Hunt altered the pattern of the 
inlay decoration of the prie-dieu from a trefoil to a circular design in the second version, 
the splendid pot remained the same. The Pall Mall dealer, Jean Joseph Ernest Theodore 
Gambart (1814–1902) purchased Isabella before it was completed and reproduced it as 
an engraving. 
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and Isabella became her memorial. His granddaughter Diana Holman Hunt reported that 

he combined the last two pictures he had painted of her, one barefoot in her nightdress 

and the other lying in bed, into this one composition.240 She recounted the family legend 

of how gruesome her days must have been during her confinement to please her 

husband’s art, recalling that Fanny and Hunt’s surviving child, Cyril:  

Tortured himself and horrified me with the ordeals she must 
have suffered for this portrait, which descended to him and 
then to me. When it was too hot to pose fully dressed, she 
leaned against the chimney piece wearing only a nightdress. 
The tiles were cool to her feet. When too exhausted even for 
this, she lay on the bed without a mosquito net, her dark hair 
spread on the pillow and her huge eyes staring ahead.241 

 

Whether or not this account was accurate is inconsequential; what it signified was that the 

painting and the pot at once embodied death and solace for Isabella as well as for Hunt 

and his family. 

It is well documented that it was Hunt’s custom to design his own props when he 

could not find what he wanted in the marketplace. In this case, Hunt had not just one but 

two pots made according to his specifications—the first he believed did not look 

realistically large enough “to admit a man’s head” and so he destroyed it and had a bigger 

one made, which he painted himself, copying glazed shards for accuracy of colour. 

Spencer Stanhope (John Roddam) remembered in a letter,  

 
We were in Florence at the time that Holman Hunt had made it 
[the pot] and I recollect well walking with him one Sunday 

                                                        
240 D. Holman-Hunt, My Grandfather, His Wives and Loves, 254–61. 
241 Ibid., 250. 
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when he seemed much preoccupied; so I asked him what the 
matter was, and he replied that it had suddenly struck him that 
the bowl he had made was not large enough to admit a man’s 
head; and he wanted to go home and measure it; which he did 
and not finding it large enough by about an inch he had it 
broken up and the present one made in its place. It was no 
good arguing the difference was so trifling.”242 

 

Hunt “could not find a mayolica vase to his taste,” according to Fortnightly Review, “yet 

he would not trust himself to a slipshod imagination. He designed a vase, had it cast, 

painted it himself, obtained a fragment of mayolica to study the glaze, and then painted 

from the model so created.”243 

The pot is the largest and most striking object in the composition but is off-centre, 

close to Isabella, so she can lean in and be close. Hunt adapted his original sketch of 

Fanny lying on the pillow, substituting it with the pot.244 The top half of the vessel is 

decorated with a geometric pattern (referencing the carpet design on the prie-dieu). Its 

pedestal base, wide rim, and handles resemble a traditional urn shape, such as the 

eighteenth-century lustre footed bowl from Valencia in the Soulages Collection at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum (fig. 3.80). However, the pronounced moulded sculls under 

the handles, embellished with painted red hearts pierced with arrows evoking a war 

bonnet, firmly places the pot into a world of fantasy. To focus the viewer’s attention on 

the pot, Hunt has highlighted it in a wash of white. 

                                                        
242 Spencer Stanhope (John Roddam) letter to Miss Forbes, “Old years day,” n.d.. Sold at 
Bonham’s, July 29, 2015. I thank Judith Bronkhurst for sharing this letter with me. 
243 Bernard Cracroft, “Mr. Hunt’s, ‘Isabel,’” Fortnightly Review vol. 9 (June 1868): 657. 
244 D. Holman Hunt, My Grandfather, His Wives and Loves, 250. 
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He similarly accented the metal watering can in light. Conventionally positioned in the 

front corner of the canvas it guides the viewer’s eye into the room. The spout also points 

directly up to the maiolica, and thus the watering can, another inanimate object, serves as 

a secondary player reinforcing the role of the pot, since it holds the water to keep the 

plant, a signifier of the lover alive. Hunt also transformed the can’s handle and a piece 

around the spout into a curvilinear design to evoke the tendrils of Isabella’s hair; most 

importantly the image of the skull is repeated, reflected as a shadow. Hunt, therefore, 

maximizes the thingness of this majestic maiolica and its sidekick watering can by 

manipulating size, design, pattern, and form to activate both their visual and narrative 

effect. Hunt’s hyperrealism and his desire for perfection (remember he made two 

versions of the pot) invoke such a strong agency that the pot of basil becomes a 

monument of death, a memento mori that conquers the entire picture. As such, its agency 

is far different from the pots replicated by his peers, be they genre or Aesthetic painters, 

because it has a starring role in the picture both visually and metaphorically. 

Frederic Leighton’s Captive Andromache (1883), like Holman Hunt’s Isabella, is 

a monumental work (193 x 407 cm); the pot is the thing very much keyed to the narrative 

but on an even greater scale (fig. 3.81). There are no less than sixteen pots, some are 

visible and others are partially hidden, and to make a modern day analogy, finding them 

is like finding Waldo. Leighton depicts Andromache fetching water at the well among her 

enemies in Argos thus fulfilling her husband Hector’s prophecy of a fallen Troy from 

Homer’s Iliad. In 1983 the scholar Ian Jenkins wrote an informative article identifying 

how Leighton referenced the classical pottery and other antiquities held by the British 
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Museum but often disregarded archaeological accuracy by changing the black glazed 

hydria, amphora, lekythos, and krater forms for the sake of his art.245 In her MA thesis, 

Sandra Martin points out that Andromache is the only woman not carrying her hydria 

(water jug), it is at her feet as an “external signifier of reproduction” indicating that she 

will bear children again but, at that moment, she is in limbo.246 

Going beyond the obvious symbolism of woman, vessel, and fertility, I argue that 

there may be another important didactic message, given the context of Victorian 

chinamania and the Aesthetic Movement’s privileging of pottery. Exhibited at the Royal 

Academy, where Leighton had been president since 1878, art critic Marion Harry 

Spielmann called it his “magnum opus,” “a complete composition of the art of painting,” 

and “an exhaustive treatise; subject, line, colour are all here.”247 Indeed, Leighton 

intended the painting to go to a public institution and the Manchester City Art Gallery 

purchased it shortly after it was exhibited in 1889 for the large sum of £4,000.248 One of 

the painting’s key themes was its promotion of classicism since Leighton’s foray into 

Aestheticism was fleeting and never as strong as classicism. The Times critic discerned 

the message but was unconvinced, concluding that it was “a great decorative work . . . 

                                                        
245 Ian Jenkins, “Frederick Lord Leighton and Greek Vases,” Burlington Magazine 125, 
no. 967 (Oct. 1983): 596–603, 605. See also S. Jones, Leighton (London: Royal 
Academy, 1996), 204–05. 
246 Sandra Martin, “Political and Sexual Discourse in Lord Leighton’s Captive 
Andromache” (master’s thesis, University of Central England in Birmingham, 1994), 42. 
45. 
247 Marion Harry Spielmann, “Current at the Royal Academy,” Magazine of Art (1888): 
238–39. 
248 Martin, “Political and Sexual Discourse in Lord Leighton’s Captive Andromache,” 31; 
Manchester Art Gallery, Captive Andromache Object file. 
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neo-classicism in art is at best an unfruitful field,”249 thus pronouncing that neoclassicism 

was out. Another critic commented that “the amphora bearers are standing and walking 

hither and thither, in the manner demanded by the pictures upon the Grecian Vases.”250 

For Leighton Captive Andromache was his attempt to keep neo-classicism relevant, and 

he used Grecian pottery to make his case. Naturally, rather than choosing the Asian blue 

and white or monochromes of his Aesthetic-minded contemporaries, he turned to 

originals at the British Museum and improved upon them. Therefore, Leighton’s use of 

classical pottery to evoke a processional composition and imagery in his “elaborate Greek 

bas relief,” as described by F. G. Stephens, was intended to drive home his message that 

neoclassicism triumphed over orientalised Aestheticism. Here then Leighton gives 

agency to his pottery to contribute to the late Victorian debate of competing artistic 

conventions, and this is appropriate since pottery was such a critical component of 

painting.251  While recent scholars argue that Leighton was an inveterate Aesthete 

reflected in his collecting habits for Moorish tiles for Arab Hall at his Holland Park 

mansion, and revealed in some earlier pictures such as the Noble Lady of Venice (1866), 

Captive Andromache, I contend reflects his conflicted position favouring classicism.252  

 

                                                        
249 “Royal Academy,” The Times, May 5, 1888, 14. 
250 R. Muther, Modern Painting, vol. 3 (London: n .p. 1896), 121–22. 
251 F. G. Stephens, “Royal Academy,” Athenaeum (May 5, 1888). 
252 Anne Anderson, “Coming Out of the China Closet? Performance, Identity and 
Sexuality in the House Beautiful, in Oriental Interiors, Design Identity Space, ed. John 
Potvin (London: Bloomsbury, 2015), 127–43; Jason Edwards, “The Lessons of Leighton 
House: Aesthetics, Politics, Erotics,'” in Jason Edwards and Imogen Hart eds, Rethinking 
the Interior: Aestheticism and the Arts and Crafts Movement, 1867-1896 (Surrey: 
Ashgate, 2010), 85–110. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter I sought to address the material culture of ceramics represented in 

Victorian paintings in an effort to examine how ceramic representations often take on an 

agency, albeit one that is very much connected and directed by the artistic and social 

conventions of the period. What becomes apparent across English genre, social realist, 

Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic painting is that ceramics played a central and important role 

shaping how artists expressed their ideas be it moral messaging or orientalist décor and 

that viewers were prompted to experience them as such. The method in which artists 

represented ceramics dictated a particular grammar and language that they used, 

critiqued, discarded or personalized as reflexive identity: ceramics centred around a meal 

especially tea time, ceramics housed in a dresser, women serving ceramics or ceramics 

acting as metaphors of feminine beauty, this was the rhetoric and language of ceramic 

mediations.  What is more, specific objects, especially jugs, were demarcated by colour, 

size and form to define gender and virtue. Artists portrayed these motifs and their public 

expected to view the ceramics in this fashion.   

While I am not proposing that the study of objects in paintings should replace the 

study of the meta narratives of the painting, I do argue that objects replicated by artists 

can inspire new questions and perspectives about art history, just as the paintings ask 

better questions about the objects themselves.253 In the next chapter, I will focus on a 

                                                        
253 Here I paraphrase the question asked by Giorgio Riello, “Things that Shape History. 
Material Culture and Historical Narratives,” in History and Material Culture. A Student’s 
Guide to Approaching Alternative Sources, ed. Karen Harvey (Abingdon and New York: 
Routledge, 2009), 29; and Judy Attfield, Wild Things: The Material Culture of Everyday 
Life (New York: Berg, 2000), 3. 
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single three-dimensional Victorian ceramic object to determine how its agency and life 

evolves depending on context, be that temporal, geographical, or operational. 
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Figure 3.1 Richard Redgrave, The Governess, 1845 

Oil on canvas, 71.1. x 91.5 cm. 
 
Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.2 Richard Redgrave, The Poor Teacher, 1846 

Oil on canvas 64 x 77.4 cm 

Shipley Art Gallery, Gateshead. 
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Figure 3.3 Richard Redgrave, The Sempstress, 1846 

Oil on canvas, 63.9 x 76.9 cm 

Tate, London. 
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Figure 3.4 William Henry Hunt, The Artist’s Daughter Holding a Jug, c. 1845 

Watercolour, 26.7 x 18.2 cm 

Reproduced in John Witt, William Henry Hunt (1790–1864) Life and Work, cat. 518. 
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Figure 3.5 Richard Redgrave, Song of the Shirt, n.d. 

Etching on Paper, 12.5 x 15 cm 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London.  
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Figure 3.6 Richard Redgrave, The Poor Sempstress, 1844 

Watercolour sketch, 14.4 x 14.1 cm 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.7 Richard Redgrave, The Deserter's Home, 1847 

Oil on canvas, 76.2 x 102 cm 

Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon, New Haven. 
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Figure 3.8 Richard Redgrave, Country Cousins, 1847 

Oil on paper on board, 82.5 x 107.3 cm 

Tate, London. 
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Figure 3.9 James Collinson, Answering the Emigrant's Letter, 1850 

Oil on panel, 70 x 90 cm 

Manchester Art Gallery, Manchester. 
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Figure 3.10 James Collinson, Home Again, 1856 

Oil on paint, 82 x 115 cm  

Tate, London. 

 

 

Hunting Jug (c. 1850)  
Possibly Kishere 
Private Collection. 

 
Enoch Wood, Wood & Caldwell, Wood & Sons, 1784-1840  
Pearlware figurine, Potteries Museum & Art Gallery, Stoke-on-Trent. 
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Figure 3.11 Thomas Faed, Worn Out, 1868 

Oil on canvas, 105 x 145 cm 

Christie’s. 
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Figure 3.12 Thomas Faed, When the Day is Done, 1870 

Oil on canvas, 118 x 152 cm 

Sotheby’s. 
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Figure 3.13 Thomas Faed, A Time of War, 1876 

Oil on canvas 136 x 174 cm 

Walker Art Gallery. 
 

 Nankin teapot (c. 1820)  
 Private collection. 
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Figure 3.14 Thomas Faed, A Wee Bit Fractious, 1874 

Reproduced in The Faed Gallery (Boston, James R. Osgood and Co, 1878), 57. 
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Figure 3.15 Thomas Faed, Where’s My Good Little Girl?, 1882 

Oil on canvas, 104. 1 x 81.3 cm 

Glasgow Museums, Glasgow. 
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Figure 3.16 Frank Holl, Hushed, 1877 

Oil on canvas, 34.3 x 44.5 cm 

Tate, London. 
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Figure 3.17 Frank Holl, Widowed, 1879 

Oil on canvas, 84.3 x 115 cm. 

National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. 

Felton Bequest, 1931. 
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Figure 3.18 Frank Holl, Peeling Potatoes, c. 1880 

Oil on canvas, 35.6 x 45.4 cm. 

Yale Center for British Art, New Haven.  
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Figure 3.19 Frank Holl, A Fisherman's Home, 1881 

Oil on canvas, 101.6 x 128.3 cm  

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 
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Figure 3.20 Frank Holl, Despair, 1883 

Oil on canvas, 84 x 112 cm 

Southampton City Art Gallery, Southampton. 
 

 

Figure 3.21 Frank Holl, Hope, 1883 

Oil on canvas 84 x 112 cm 

Southampton City Art Gallery, Southampton. 
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Figure 3.22 Luke Fildes, The Widower, 1875-6 

Oil on canvas, 168.9 x 2342 cm 

 Art Gallery New South Wales, Sydney. 
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Figure 3.23 Luke Fildes, The Widower (engraving)  

cited in Wilfred Meynell, ed., Some Modern Artists and Their Works  

(London: Cassell & Company) 1883, 105. 
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Figure 3.24 Luke Fildes, The Doctor, 1891 

Oil on canvas, 168.9 x 234.2 cm 

Tate, London. 
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Figure 3.25 Thomas Webster Good Night! 1846  

Oil on canvas, 71 x 118 cm 

Bristol Museum Gallery and Archives, Bristol. 
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Figure 3.26 Frederick George Cotman, One of the Family, 1880 

Oil on canvas, 274 cm x 172.72 cm  

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 
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Figure 3.27 Mary Ellen Best, A Farm Kitchen at Clifton, York, 1834  

Watercolour, 25.4 x 35.5 cm 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.28 Mary Ellen Best, Dining Room at Langton, Family Breakfast, 1832-4 

Watercolour, 20.7 x 33 cm 

Private Collection 

Reproduced in Caroline Davidson, The World of Mary Ellen Best, 156. 
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Figure 3.29 Mary Ellen Best, Still Life With Bread and Oranges, 1830s 

Watercolour, 15.5 x 23 cm. 

 

Figure 3.30 Mary Ellen Best, Still Life with Blue and White Coffee Pot and Cake 

Frankfurt, 1843 

Watercolour, 22.2 x 16.2 cm 

Private Collections 

Reproduced in Caroline Davidson, The World of Mary Ellen Best, 158. 
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Figure 3.31 Elizabeth Pearson Dalby, Cottage Interior, c. 1849 

Watercolour, 25 x 35 cm 

The Salisbury Museum, Salisbury. 
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Figure 3.32 William Henry Hunt, The Hearing Lesson, 1842 

Watercolour, 35.56 x 34.29 cm  

Victoria & Albert Museum, London.  
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\ 

Figure 3.33 George Elgar Hicks, The Sinews of Old England, 1857 

Watercolour, 74.9 x 53 cm 

Yale Center for British Art, New Haven. 
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Figure 3.34 Mary Gow, The Story of the Willow Pattern, 1886 

Watercolour, 52 x 34 cm 

Private Collection  
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Figure 3.35 Harry Parkes, Book Jacket Cover, 1887 

16.0 x 10.5 cm. 

The John Johnson Collection, Bodleian Library, University of Oxford, 

Oxford.  
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Figure 3.36 Edward Burne-Jones, Cinderella, 1863 

Watercolour, 65.7 x 30.4 cm 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

  

  
Figure 3.37 Edward Burne-Jones, Sketch for Cinderella n. d.   

14.8 x 4 cm,  

Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.38 Walter Crane's New Toy Book, 1874 

(London: George Routledge, 1874) 

Osborne Collection of Early Children’s Books, Toronto. 
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Figure 3.39 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Girl at Lattice, 1862  

Watercolour, 30.5 x 27 cm. 

The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.  

 

 

Figure 3.40 Worcester Sparrow Beak Jug, c. 1770. 

Figure 3.41 Pickle dish, pearlware, c. 1810. 
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Figure 3.42 William Holman Hunt, Honest Labour Has a Comely Face, 1861 

Oil on canvas, 30.8 x 21.9 cm 

Christopher Gridley Collection, London, 

Reproduced in Judith Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt: a Catalogue 

Raisonné, vol. 1, 191. 

 

Figure 3.43 Caughley “Pagoda,” porcelain teapot, c. 1780 

Private Collection. 
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Figure 3.44 John Lee Ingle's, Grandfather's Comfort, 1860 

Oil on board, 46.4 x 38.6 cm  

Williams Art Gallery & Museum, Birkenhead. 
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Figure 3.45 George Elgar Hicks, Woman’s Mission, Companion of Man, 1863 

Oil on canvas, 76.2 x 64, cm 
 
Tate, London. 

 

Figure 3.46 Mason's “Mandalay” Ironstone Breakfast Cup and Saucer, c. 1840 

Private Collection. 
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Figure 3.47 George Elgar Hicks, Woman's Mission Comfort of Old Age, 1862 

Oil on canvas, 76.2 x 63.8cm 

Tate, London. 
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Figure 3.48 Joseph Clark, The Labourer's Welcome, n.d. 

Oil on canvas, 76.4 x 54.6 cm 
 
Museums Sheffield, Sheffield. 
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Figure 3.49 Thomas Webster, A Tea Party, 1862 

Oil on canvas, 50.8 x 61 cm 
 
Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston. 
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Figure 3.50 Hubert von Herkomer, “Old Age: A Study in the Westminster 

Union,” 1877 

The Graphic (April 7, 1877: 324-325) 

Reproduced in Andrea Korda, Printing and Painting the News in Victorian 

London: The Graphic and Social Realism 1869-1891, 77. 

 

Figure 3.51 Hubert von Herkomer, Eventide A Scene at the Westminster 

Union, 1878 

Oil on canvas 305 x 167.9 cm 

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 
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Figure 3.52 William Holman Hunt, The Children's Holiday (Portrait of Mrs Thomas 

Fairbairn and her Children), 1864-5 

Oil on canvas, 213 x 146 cm 

Torre Abbey Historic House and Gallery, Torque. 
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Figure 3.53 Sir Edward John Poynter, Portrait of Georgiana Burne-Jones 

Oil on canvas  
 
Private Collection. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.54 Porcelain Cups, Eighteenth Century, Kangxi Period 

Sotheby’s. 
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Figure 3.55 James McNeill Whistler, Purple and Gold: The Golden Screen, 1864  

Oil on wood panel, 50.1 x 68.5 cm. 

Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
 

 

Figure 3.56 James McNeill Whistler, La Princess du Pays de La Porcelaine, 1864–65 

Oil on canvas, 199.9 x 116.1 cm 
 
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, DC. 
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Figure 3.57 James McNeill Whistler, Purple and Rose: The Lange Leizen of the Six 

Marks, 1864 

Oil on canvas, 93.3 x 63.3 

Philadelphia Art Museum, Philadelphia. 

 

.    

  

Figure 3.58 Ginger Jar, Jingdezhen, China 1622–1722 

Victoria & Albert, London. 
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.  

Figure 3.59 James McNeill Whistler, Symphony in White, No. 2: The Little Girl, White, 1864–

1865 

Oil on canvas, 76.5 x 51.1 cm 

Tate London. 
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Figure 3.60 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Monna Rosa, 1867  
Oil on canvas, 68.5 x 53 cm 
Private Collection.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.61 Porcelain Jar, 1662-1722, China,  

23 cm 

Salting Bequest, Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.62 Albert Moore, Sketch to Leighton, 1868 
Reproduced in Robyn Asleson, Albert Moore, 106. 
 

Figure 3.63 Albert Moore, Study, 1868 
Oil on canvas 44.4 x 19 cm  
Private Collection. 
 

Figure 3.64 Cartoon for “A Venus,” 1849 
33.5 x 18. 6 cm 
Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.65 Albert Moore, Apples, 1875 
Oil on canvas, 29.2 x 50.7 cm 
Private Collection 
Reproduced in Robyn Asleson, Albert Moore, 130.  
 

 
Figure 3.66 Albert Moore A Sofa, 1875 
Oil on canvas, 28.9 cm x 50.1 cm 
Private Collection  
Reproduced in Robyn Asleson, Albert Moore, 132. 
 

 

Figure 3.67 Albert Moore, Beads, c.1875 
Oil on canvas, 29.8 x 49.8 cm  
Yale Center for British Art, New Haven. 
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Figure 3.68 Albert Moore, Pomegranates, 1866 

Oil on canvas, 25 x 36 cm. 

Guildhall Art Gallery, City of London. 

 

Figure 3.69  Porcelain Stem Cup, 1663-1722, Jingdezhen, China 

9.1 x 9 .1 cm  
 
Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.70 Albert Moore, Azaleas, 1868 

Oil on canvas, 198.1 x 100.3 cm 

Dublin City Art Gallery, The Hugh Lane, Dublin. 

 

Figure 3.71 Albert Moore, Crocuses, 1885 

Pastel, Private Collection. 
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Figure 3.72, John Everett Millais, James Wyatt and His Grand-

Daughter, Mary, 1849 

 Oil on panel, 35.6 x 45.1 cm  

Andrew Lloyd Webber Collection, London.  

 

 

Figure 3.73 Matthew White Ridley, Portrait of Pickford Waller, c. 1880 

Oil on canvas, 31 x 35 cm 

Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow, Glasgow 
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Figure 3.74 F. G. Cottman, Portrait of John Dearman Birchall, 1877. 

Private Collection Reproduced in The Diary of the Victorian Squire.  

 

Figure 3.75 Henry Hetherington Emmerson, 1st Lord Armstrong of Cragside, 1880 

Oil on canvas, 76 x 63 cm 

Cragside Northumberland, National Trust, Rothbury, Northumberland.  
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Figure 3.76 William Holman Hunt, Thomas Spencer Fairbairn, 1873-4 

Oil on canvas, 121 x 198 cm  

Private collection, reproduced in Judith Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt 

Catalogue Raisonneé vol. 1, 235.  
 

 

Figure 3.77 Drug Jar Gubbio, Italy 1490-1510 

Tin-glazed, earthenware  

Soulages Collection, Victoria & Albert Museum, London 
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Figure 3.78 Ellen Clacy, Marigolds The China Closet, c. 1880  

Watercolour, 46.9 x 35 cm 

London, Victoria & Albert Museum. 
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Figure 3.79 William Holman Hunt, Isabella and the Pot of Basil, 1867 

Oil on canvas, 187 x  116.5 cm 

Laing Art Gallery, Gateshead.  

 

Figure 3.80 Footed Bowl, Valencia, mid-18th century, lustre, tin-glaze earthenware 

 Soulage Collection, Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 3.81 Frederick Leighton, Captive Andromache, 1883 

Oil on canvas, 193 x 407 cm  

Manchester Art Gallery, Manchester. 
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Chapter 4 

The “Minster” Jug as Mutable Signifier 

 

In this chapter rather than looking at visual art or texts as an entry point into ceramic 

history, I privilege a single object that operated both functionally and decoratively. I  

examine a three-dimensional consumer object, the relief-moulded Gothic Revival 

“Minster” Jug by Charles Meigh & Son, produced between 1846 and 1860, depicting the 

Madonna and Child with St. John the Baptist and now in the Gardiner Museum 

Collection in Toronto (fig. 4. 1). I argue that the product originating in Staffordshire and 

exported to the colonies holds significance on multiple levels due to its multiple life 

histories and, thus, offers new methodological approaches for ceramic studies. Viewing 

the “Minster” through several different lenses (curator, collector, consumer, and critic) 

and using various scholarly practices, its layered lives unfold to reveal the protocols of 

current museum praxis as well as important aspects of mid-nineteenth-century British 

society: empire and religious faith, industrialization, design reform, gender relations, and 

consumption patterns. The “Minster” Jug’s biographies cross time and place and a 

myriad of sources and contexts. It can be critically interrogated at the Great Exhibition of 

1851 as well as within the opinions published in industry and public texts, and it can be 

analysed through the memories of its last owner, octogenarian Rosemary Knox, who 
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donated her cherished jug to the Gardiner Museum in 2012. Weaving together these 

multiple narratives connected to materiality, processes, events, places and persons, 

commercial and domestic interiors, printed in texts, replicated in paintings or displayed in 

a museum case, shows that the “Minster” Jug specifically, and Victorian ceramics jugs 

generally, shift in their signification and their lives as mutable symbols become evident. 

Thus the “Minster” Jug is important both as a museum object and as an artefact that has a 

changing life history. 

I draw upon Jules Prown’s system of material and stylistic analysis: observation, 

description, and deduction.1 I also employ the social life or biography of objects, an 

approach established by Arjun Appadurai and Igor Kopytoff to determine how this mass-

produced ceramic object negotiated, and continues to negotiate, social change.2 I will first 

examine how the “Minster” performed as a museum artefact in the twentieth century and 

in the first quarter of the new millennium, and then trace back its historiography to 

demonstrate that its status originated as a collectable for individual rather than 

institutional patrons. However, this analysis reveals only one object’s life, that of a 

collectable; therefore, I turn to its materiality, iconography, and style as evidence that can 

be supported by textual analysis related to production and consumption to learn how the 

                                                        
1 Jules David Prown, “Style as Evidence,” Winterthur Portfolio 15, no. 3 (1980): 197–
210; Jules David Prown, “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory 
and Method,” Winterthur Portfolio 7, no. 1 (1982): 1–19. 
2 See Arjun Appadurai, ed., The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural 
Perspective (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); and Igor Kopytoff, “The 
Cultural Biography of Things: Commodization as Process” in The Social Life of Things: 
Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1986). 
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“Minster” and other contemporaneous jugs circulated in the Victorian marketplace. 

Likewise these sources offer a particular narrative, and therefore to expand the discussion 

I include visual and literary Victorian sources to decode more nuanced meanings. Finally, 

in my pursuit to draw out the changing signification of the “Minster” Jug, I consider its 

life with Rosemary Knox, its penultimate owner who grew up with the “Minster.” Living 

with the jug in the colonies, it acted as a symbol of permanence in her family home, 

which frequently changed. 

 

The “Minster” Jug in Ceramic Historiography and in Museums 

Jean Baudrillard pronounced when an object is divested of its function, “its destiny is to 

be collected.”3 In addition to the Gardiner, the Victoria and Albert Museum acquired its 

copy of the “Minster” in 1967 (with a backstamp “York Minster,” as it was also branded) 

(fig. 4.2).4 The British Museum holds a version in its collection, donated in 2009 by 

Barbara Morris, the former keeper of the Victoria and Albert Museum’s nineteenth-

century ceramics and glass (fig. 4.3).5 The Potteries Museum in Stoke-on-Trent has 

several examples of the “Minster” Jug to demonstrate regional manufacturing. In the 

                                                        
3 Jean Baudrillard, “The System of Collecting,” in The Cultures of Collecting, trans. John 
Cardinal ed., John Elsner and Cardinal Rogers Cardinal (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1994), 8. 
4 “York- Minster Jug,” Victoria and Albert Museum’s Collections, accessed April 15, 
2014 http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O11504/york-minster-jug-jug-charles-meigh-co/. 
201 
5 For information about the British Museum’s “Minster” Jug, see 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/.  
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United States, the Cooper Hewitt Museum in New York City obtained a “Minster” Jug 

with pewter lid in 2008 (fig. 4.4).6 

Because at least five museums, three in Britain and two in North America, have 

an example of the “Minster”—albeit varying in colour and size, with or without a lid—

the assumption may be made that this mass-produced item is of significance in current 

historiography and museum practice.7 For the most part, museums designate the 

“Minster” simply as an example of Gothic Revival, ignoring the subtle distinctions of the 

style as well as its deeper importance related to production and consumption and 

metaphorical meaning. Both the Victoria and Albert and the British Museums’ online 

catalogue entries draw attention to the “crisp modelling” of the design. Jennifer Opie, a 

former Victoria and Albert Museum curator, observed about the “Minster’s” handle: “few 

other factories would have attempted such an ambitious design.”8 The “Minster” is 

placed on its side to reveal its impressed diamond registration mark and serves as a tool 

for illuminating the rarefied skill of the antique world of reading makers’ marks in the 

permanent display “Understanding Objects” in the British Galleries at the Victoria and 

Albert Museum (figs. 4.5 and 4.6). Museum visitors are invited to enter the marks in the 

                                                        
6 The Potteries Museum does not display its “Minster” Jug online. Information about 
Cooper Hewitt’s “Minster” Jug is available:  Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design 
Museum, “Minster” English Stoneware,” accessed April 15, 2015 https://collection. 
cooperhewitt.org/objects/18715445/. 
7 Information about the Gardiner’s “Minster” Jug is available: “Minster Jug in the Gothic 
Revival Style,” Gardiner Museum Collection, accessed April 16, 2015 
http://www.gardinermuseum.on.ca/collection/emuseum. 
8 Thanks to Rebecca Wallis, curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum, who provided a 
full record on the “York Minster” Jug, written by Jennifer Opie. 
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accompanying monitor, which activates a copy of the original patent, still held, some 170 

years later at the Public Record Office in Kew. 

It is also common for museums to present Charles Meigh’s moulded relief jugs, 

with pottery designed by Augustus W. N. Pugin (1812–1852) for Minton. This is the case 

in the Victoria and Albert Museum’s ceramic study galleries, and in the permanent 

display of the Gardiner Museum installed in October 2015, as well as in the Gardiner’s 

2011 exhibition Rule Britannia! Four Centuries of British Ceramics (figs. 4.7–4.9). 

Similarly, ceramic historian Garth Clark grouped the “Minster” with Pugin’s Bread Plate 

for Minton (1849–1851) in his 1995 survey publication on British ceramics.9 Although 

this pairing is common, it may be problematic since Pugin, one of the originators of the 

Gothic Revival, was a purist in the application of Gothic principles, particularly with 

regard to honest use of materials and honesty of construction.10 Meigh’s “Minster” Jug 

simulates marble and the moulding imitates carving; therefore, its cast construction could 

be argued as dishonest according to design reform criteria. The ogee arches, the pilaster 

columns, and the trefoil frieze encircling the lower panel evoke the Gothic style, but the 

Minster is a hybrid Gothic, invaded by Victorian naturalism, evidenced by the tip of the 

arch extending into a vine that creeps beyond the top rim as well as the grape and vine 

pattern embellishing the frieze above the base (fig. 4.10). Whether Pugin knew, 

approved, or disapproved of Meigh’s Gothic Revival pottery appears to be no longer 

                                                        
9 Garth Clark, The Potter’s Art: A Complete History of Pottery in Britain (London: 
Phaidon, 1995), 84–85. 
10 For more on Gothic Revival and A. W. N. Pugin, see Megan Aldrich, Gothic Revival 
(London: Phaidon, 1997); Paul Atterbury and Clive Wainwright, eds., Pugin: Gothic 
Passion (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1994). 
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relevant—the nineteenth-century “period eye” is ignored in current museology.11 Without 

the period eye, it is difficult to see how some ornamentation is deemed more appropriate 

than others, and this message is particularly difficult to convey to current museum 

visitors, let alone to instill how jugs embody meanings and metaphors about gender, 

religion, nationalism, or quite simply how they functioned in everyday life. 

Classifying Charles Meigh’s with Pugin’s pottery is a twenty-first-century 

curatorial strategy, not evident in the previous century, or more importantly, in the 

nineteenth century as I will later discuss. For example, Robert Charleston’s World 

Ceramics (1968) and John Fleming and Hugh Honour’s Penguin Dictionary of 

Decorative Arts (1976) represent two formative survey texts that included Meigh’s earlier 

1842 stoneware “Apostle” Jug without reference to Pugin or its hybrid Gothic (fig. 

4.11).12 The “Apostle” design includes eight apostles in Gothic niches, and a second 

simpler version features Gothic windows only with no figures.13 The octagonal profile 

and elaborate architectonic handle resembles the “Minster,” (but without the double loop 

making it a little easier to hold) which may explain why the authors in both publications 

                                                        
11 Michael Baxandall developed his concept of the “period eye” in Painting and 
Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A Primer in the Social History of Pictorial Style 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972). Peter Thornton applied this theory to decorative 
arts in Authentic Décor: The Domestic Interior 1620–1920 (London: Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson, 1984), 8. 
12 Robert J. Charleston, World Ceramics, 2nd ed. (Middlesex: The Hamlyn Publishing 
Group, 1981), 285–86. John Fleming and Hugh Honour, The Penguin Dictionary of 
Decorative Arts (London: Penguin, 1979), 519–20. For instance, the “Apostle” Jug has a 
Renaissance grotesque mask on its handle and rim. 
13 The “Apostle” Jug was widely copied by other potteries. For more on the “Apostle” 
Jug see R. K. Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British Jugs (London: Swan Hill Press, 
1997), 108–109. 
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erroneously identified the “Apostle” as the “Minster.” The misattribution is a testament to 

the low regard or interest in moulded industrial nineteenth-century works at the time 

when the texts were written. 

It is also noteworthy that the “Minster” Jug entered museum collections not at the 

time of its manufacture and consumption but well over a century later. The Victoria and 

Albert Museum acquired its “Apostle” Jug in 1958 and “Minster” Jug in 1967; the 

Cooper Hewitt received its “Minster” in 2008 and the British Museum in 2009, reflecting 

the ingrained bias against Victoriana decorative arts, a prejudice that I discussed in 

chapter 1. Private collectors and collector’s guides, however, embraced the “Minster” and 

similar relief-moulded jugs before institutional collecting. According to N. Hudson 

Moore, a popular writer of collectables in the early twentieth century, Americans began 

collecting nineteenth-century jugs before the British, adding “personal knowledge” of six 

private jug collections in the New York State area alone. Hudson (making the right 

attribution) identified the “Minster” Jug as a particularly desirable object: “while these 

jugs are not rare, they are by no means common, and the beauty of the modelling and 

finish makes them an ornament to any collection.”14 The diversity of the imagery on 

jugs—military heroes, religious, mythological, and literary narratives—appealed to 

collectors. With regard to whether the vessels should be called jugs or pitchers, Moore 

asked, “What true collector would call them pitchers?” 15 

The word pitcher is so suggestive of such temperate fluids as 
milk or water, while the good old fashioned word “jug” is 

                                                        
14 Hudson Moore, The Old China Book (New York: Tudor Publishing, 1903), 236–37. 
15 Ibid., 232. 
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fairly redolent of those spiced and steaming mixtures which 
formed so potent an element in the daily rations of several 
generations ago. It seems as if almost any drink would taste 
better from such a beaker [“Silenus” Jug], and I do not doubt it 
was often supped from the jug itself.16  

 

Lastly, Moore advised collectors: “The number of jugs which one may gather is only to 

be limited by one’s patience, length of purse, and place to put them. The chief objection 

to them is the space they occupy, which is equally to be thought of in regard to teapots.”17 

William Nicholson’s (1872–1949) The Hundred Jugs (1916) and Charles 

Spencelayh’s (1865–1958) The Latest Addition (circa 1936) both attest to the popularity 

of collecting Victorian jugs in the Edwardian era and in the early twentieth century. The 

two contemporaneous British artists often replicated Victorian jugs as primary subjects in 

their works but from differing perspectives. Nicholson’s The Hundred Jugs (1916) is a 

striking visual example of an Edwardian artist fascinated with the bygone Victorian era 

and reveals his own taste for collecting English earthenware, stoneware, and porcelain 

jugs (fig. 4.12). Renowned for his still life painting, he typically featured one or two jugs 

in his work but here he aggrandized the subject, painting one hundred jugs on a 

monumental scale (123.2 x 154.3 cm). His son Ben Nicholson, the better-known artist, 

challenged him to paint it, querying “why only one jug?”18 Williamson’s accurate 

renditions of pottery are easily identifiable, including Charles Meigh relief-moulded blue-

                                                        
16 Ibid., 240. 
17 Ibid., 242. 
18 Colin Campbell, The Art of William Nicholson (London: Royal Academy of Arts 
2004), 16. 
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and-white water jug in the neoclassical style with a raised image of the mythological 

goddess Amphitrite (fig. 4.13). 

Charles Spencelayh in The Latest Addition employed the convention of domestic 

genre painting rather than still life to demonstrate the tradition of collecting novelty 

Victorian jugs in the early twentieth century (fig. 4.14). A gentleman sits in an 

Elizabethan-style chair at his desk, inspecting his recently acquired “Toby” Jug, which he 

holds in one hand, and on the dresser beside him is another dozen or so jugs, in various 

sizes, including all types of Staffordshire ware. Spencelayh exhibited his first painting at 

the Royal Academy in 1892 and continued exhibiting until the 1940s. During his lifetime, 

he was known to collect Victorian bric-a-brac and china.19 Nicholson and Spencelayh, 

therefore, provide fascinating visual records, revealing how some artists held on to 

Victorian pottery and chose to reproduce them as central themes in their art. While the 

collector is absent in Nicholson’s still life, such a person is assumed to explain the 

presence of so many jugs. 

However, collecting Victorian jugs fell out of fashion in the mid-twentieth 

century, according to Griselda Lewis who observed, “Relief-moulded jugs had once been 

dismissed as monstrosities but now started to be appreciated.” She singled out Charles 

Meigh as “the most accomplished of the ‘gothic’ designers and his jugs have a balance 

and symmetry lacking in many of the later designs.”20 Hugh Wakefield similarly noted 

                                                        
19 Aubrey Noakes, Charles Spencelayh and His Paintings (London: Chaucer Press, 
1978). 
20 Griselda Lewis, A Collector’s History of English Pottery (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 
1969), 75. 
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that jug collecting was enjoying a revival in his important book Victorian Pottery (1962). 

The publication, targeted to collectors, was part of a larger series of volumes on Victorian 

decorative arts, which he edited as keeper of the circulation department at the Victoria 

and Albert Museum.21 He had much to write about relief-moulded jugs: 

It may seem strange that for a long period during early and 
middle Victorian times one particular sort of ceramic vessel, 
the jug, was considered pre-eminently the subject for relief 
decoration. Jugs are of peculiar interest since they cover 
almost every aspect of Victorian design, and have survived in 
great quantity. As they were constantly on view they had to be 
decorated.22 

 

Like his contemporaries Fleming, Honour, and Charleston, he illustrated the 

“Apostle” Jug but called it the “Minster,” noting that it was “the most famous of the 

gothic jugs and the one which set the style for most of the others.”23 A year later, 

Geoffrey Godden, a dealer and ceramic historian, used the telling heading “Some 

Neglected Manufactured Wares” to list Charles Meigh’s “Apostle” and other relief-

moulded jugs, indicating their secondary status.24 British and American collector guides 

of the 1980s continued to praise Meigh. For example, Kathy Hughes noted, “If one had to 
                                                        
21 Hugh Wakefield, Victorian Pottery (London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962), 6, 37–39. 
Wakefield also served as general editor of Victorian Porcelain, Victorian Costume, 
Victorian Embroidery, Victorian Silver and Plate, Victorian Glassware, and Victorian 
Jewellery. Exhibitions revealing a turn in the appreciation of Victorian art and design 
include: Ottawa’s National Gallery of Canada produced in conjunction with the V&A, 
High Victorian Design (1974); and independently, The Other 19th Century: Paintings 
and Sculpture in the Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tanenbaum (1978); La Belle 
Anglaise: Prints of James Tissot from the Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Gotlieb 
(1978). 
22 Wakefield, Victorian Pottery, 37. 
23 Ibid., 45–46. 
24 Geoffrey Godden, British Pottery and Porcelain, 1780–1850 (New Jersey: A. S. 
Barnes and Company, 1963), 42–43. 
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choose the most sought-after moulded jug ever made, it probably would be this 

‘Minster.’” Using the correct attribution, she added that it is one of the most expensive of 

the Victorian jugs.25 In 1997 R. K. Henrywood reiterated this view: “Long before relief-

moulded jugs became collectable, the name Charles Meigh was synonymous with them.” 

While other potters copied Meigh’s religious imagery “none managed to emulate the very 

high standard set by Meigh.”26 

Individual collectors and collecting books predated institutional collecting of 

relief-moulded jugs and they typically included the “Minster” or the “Apostle,” and 

sometimes both, as examples of the Gothic style and high-quality moulding. These 

publications grouped them with other relief-moulded jugs as examples of the Gothic 

Revival, one of many styles available in this type of ware. Pugin’s pottery and the 

nuanced interpretations of Gothic Revival were not part of the discussion. The consensus 

among this literature was that the design of Victorian relief-moulded jugs diminished 

after 1855 because the reliefs were flatter with cruder moulding and the subject matter 

less interesting, tending towards floral and geometric patterns.27 

 

Form and Material as Evidence 

In the twentieth century, the “Minster” Jug was simultaneously a collectable antique and 

disgraced Victoriana; however, in the first quarter of the new millennium its stature had 

                                                        
25 Kathy Hughes, A Collector’s Guide to Nineteenth-Century Jugs (Oxford: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul 1985), 60, 131. 
26 Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British Jugs, 131. 
27 Charleston, World Ceramics, 285; Wakefield, Victorian Pottery, 40; Kathy Hughes, 
Victorian Relief Moulded Jugs (Richard Dennis: London, 1987), 1. 
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changed, and it joined the canon of decorative art history as a signifier of Gothic Revival. 

This network of institutional and private collecting tells only one story and ignores the 

subtle context of how a mid-Victorian commodity was produced and consumed and how 

it negotiated numerous afterlives once it ceased to perform its initial purpose. To better 

understand the “Minster’s” “thingness,” I turn to the tools of Jules Prown to examine its 

materiality as evidence. The analysis of the visual characteristics and physical features of 

the “Minster” Jug presents the possibility of advancing further insights into the time, 

place, and culture in which it was made and also suggests how mid-nineteenth-century 

Victorians viewed it.28 

The “Minster’s” form, common to all jugs, comprises a vessel with handle for 

lifting and a spout for pouring. Specific to the “Minster’s” design is its tall-panelled, 

cylindrical body with up-curved spout and a rectangular handle with a tracery pattern 

articulating a triple loop. It is set on a distinct pedestal foot, which is typical of decorative 

jugs prior to 1845. However, its straight-sided, octagonal profile is more unusual for a 

relief-moulded jug.29 The central seam hidden under the handle indicates that it was 

moulded in two pieces.30 The pottery industry classified jugs as “hollowware” to describe 

the application of “outside moulds, formed in two or more parts,” a term also used to 

                                                        
28 Bill Brown, “Thing Theory,” Critical Inquiry 28, no. 1 (2001): 1–22; Prown, “Style as 
Evidence,” 207. 
29 Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British Jugs, 28; Wakefield, Victorian Pottery, 6. 
30 The mould itself derives from the modeller who carved the original design on an 
alabaster block from which casts are made to create a master mould but in the reverse, 
and this master mould is then used to create the production moulds. 
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categorize teapots and soup tureens.31 The vessel’s interior curves echo the exterior shape 

of the vessel, but not the high relief of the Madonna and Child figures, indicating that the 

jug was slip-cast rather than press moulded, and the figures were applied with a separate 

mould introducing an additional task in the process. Slip-casting involved (as it does 

today) liquid clay poured into a mould; after a few minutes the excess slip is emptied, and 

the mould is refilled. These steps are executed repeatedly until the desired thickness of 

the walls is attained.32 

The “Minster’s” seam at the spout was left exposed, which evidences mass 

production; smoothing the lines down would have required hand-finishing. However, the 

architectonic handle, distinguished by its three-dimensional tracery, was applied 

separately and was particularly difficult to mould, departing from the more typical 

rounded or oval handles, and contradictorily signals that an additional step was required 

in the production process. The pinpricks on each side of the relief, visible at John the 

Baptist’s waist and under the garment of Mary, served as air holes to allow ventilation 

during the firing (fig. 4.15).  Thick ceramic moulds dry slowly and tend to crack in the 

heart of the kiln from expanding moisture. Likewise, the pronounced definition of the 

figures of the Madonna and Child and John the Baptist suggests that a “repairer” 

executed some post-undercutting and finishing in order to achieve the “Minster’s” 

acclaimed crispness. This handwork made the jug up to three times more expensive than 

                                                        
31 “Illustrated Tour in the Manufacturing Districts: The Staffordshire Potteries,” The Art-
Union (December 1846): 269. 
32 Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British Jugs, 6. 
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its contemporaries, putting it in the price range of 6s rather than 2s.33 An 1853 catalogue 

illustrated that size and material mattered: a jug that was 23 cm high in the latest Parian 

porcelain,34 with additional figures, could cost as much as 36s. 

The surface of the “Minster” made from fine-bodied stoneware, is grainy and off-

white. It was “smear” glazed, a popular technique because it required minimal hand 

labour on individual objects and was therefore inexpensive. The saggar (ceramic 

container used to protect the ware during kiln firing) was washed with a salt solution that 

vaporized during the firing, leaving an almost indistinguishable thin deposit of clear glaze 

all over the body.35 The Potteries in Staffordshire developed fine-bodied stoneware in the 

1820s and its strength and malleability were suitable for high-relief moulding. The 

process became a British specialty, leading to a boon in the marketplace for these types of 

ornamental jugs between 1830 and 1870. Prior to its development, the clay body was 

either too thin or too coarse for well-articulated relief moulding.36 

The Potteries relied on press-moulded jugs because it was lucrative and allowed 

for mass production of wares of multiple designs with minimal craftsmanship, despite the 

high manufacturing costs of the initial moulds and the original model. Moreover, the 

                                                        
33 A Catalogue of English Art Manufacturers Sold by Cundall and Addey (London: 
Cundall and Addey, 1853), 11–12. 
34 In 1842 the potteries Copeland & Garrett and Minton both claimed to have developed 
Parian porcelain, a biscuit-like clay body named for the ancient Greek marble quarries on 
the island of Paros. Meigh soon produced it, as did Wedgwood under the n Roman name 
Carrara. Used largely for statuary ware, it was also employed in relief-moulded jugs. 
John and Margaret Cushion, A Collector’s History of British Porcelain, (Suffolk, UK: 
Antique Collectors Club, 1992), 318–19. Fleming and Honour, The Penguin Dictionary 
of Decorative Arts, 587. 
35 Jill Rumsey, Victorian Relief-Moulded Jugs (London: Richard Dennis, 1987), 1.  
36 Ibid. 
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stoneware’s durability made it ideal for exporting the wares, such as the “Minster” Jug. 

For these reasons, manufacturers saw the potential of large sales and introduced a wide 

range of shapes and imagery: religious, sporting, hunting, mythological, military, 

drinking, and harvest scenes, this vast array of imagery made it a very competitive 

marketplace. The analysis of the “Minster’s” construction method and materiality, 

therefore, reveals that Charles Meigh & Son at once employed techniques to quicken and 

facilitate mass production and used methods that slowed the process, such as more 

intricate hand-finishing. The latter distinguished the design from others and deterred 

imitators who would be put off by the expense related to hand-finishing. 

 

Copy Mark as Evidence 

Piracy and plagiarism were common practices in the Potteries; therefore, Charles Meigh, 

in another effort to protect the “Minster” design, applied for copyright protection, 

indicated by the diamond registration mark moulded and impressed on the bottom (fig. 

4.16 and 4.17). This mark provides important clues to help decode and contextualize the 

“Minster,” which the Victoria and Albert Museum used in its display of connoisseurship. 

The ornate Gothic rosette with a fleurs-de-lys border reads: “Minster Jug/ November 12 

1846,” thus conveying when the design originated but not when it entered the 

marketplace. The bottom tracery bands read Charles Meigh while the upper bar shows the 

registration number 88068. The number 12 stamped outside the ring indicates the one-

quart measurement (based on the traditional potter’s dozen).37 A second number, 64, also 

                                                        
37 The larger the number, the smaller the size; for example, one pint equals 24, two quarts 
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outside the rosette, identifies the labourer who poured the slip into the mould who was 

paid by the piece and thus served as proof of execution for compensation. Finally in the 

diamond registration mark itself, the roman numeral IV at the top denotes its 

classification, ceramics; I stands for the year registration; the letter K the month, and the 

number 12 on the opposite side demarcates the day. The number 3 at the bottom reveals 

how many items were included in the registration application.38 

Therefore, the diamond registration mark reveals that Meigh understood the 

economic value of design, since he undertook the lengthy and expensive process to 

protect the “Minster” and “Apostle” designs with the Public Record Office.39 Meigh also 

registered for a jug design in 1851 and 1852, when he was in partnership with his son.40 

However, registering was the exception rather than the norm and demonstrated an 

important example of a potter invoking the new Copyright of Design Act introduced in 

1842.41 The debates in the pages of the Art Journal help to explain why the act was 

controversial, namely that the procedure was cumbersome and costly and only provided 

                                                                                                                                                                     

equal 6. George Miller states the “Potters Dozen” was first documented by Robert Plot in 
1686. See George L. Miller, “Common Staffordshire Cup and Bowl Shapes,” July 12, 
2011, accessed October 24, 2014, https://www.google.ca/#q=George+Miller 
+common+Staffordshire+cup&gws_rd=cr. Shaw also refers to the term in Simeon 
Shaw, History of Staffordshire Potteries (1829; repr., London: Scott, Greenwood & Co., 
1900), 116. 
38 J. P. Cushion, A Pocket of British Ceramic Marks (London: Faber and Faber, 1983), 
284–85. See also “Ceramic Marks Registration Diamond & Numbers,” accessed April 5 
2016 http://www.thepotteries.org/mark/reg.htm#What_is_a_Diamond_Mark. 
39 The “Apostle” Jug was registered 1141 under the subject “The Gothic Jug” in 1842, 
The National Archives, accessed April 5, 2016 http://discovery.nationalarchives. 
gov.uk/details/r/C13380007. 
40 The marks are 81518. 86318, The National Archives, accessed April 5, 2016, 
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/results/r?_q=charles+meigh. 
41 Rumsey, Victorian Relief Moulded Jugs, 4. 
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three years’ protection, seriously undermining the previous act of 1814, which protected 

jug designs featuring animals and human figures for fourteen years and a further fourteen 

years if the potter was still alive and still owned the design.42 The Art Journal argued: 

The act, which has recently received the Royal assent, is so 
general in its nature, and so penal in its consequences, that we 
feel imperatively called upon to advert to it, for the sake of the 
numerous body of artists and manufacturers, who may not be 
aware of its existence, or of the objects of its provisions…Can 
it be intended that every manufacturer, before applying a 
design, or that every tradesman, before exposing to sale, any 
article of manufacturer having any ornamental design, is to 
search through a Registrar’s book at Somerset House, and 
inspect all the designs there deposited.43 
 

Weak protection thus cultivated a fraught network of piracy and copyright 

infringement among Potteries, both in and outside of Staffordshire. Charles Meigh & Son 

was not above copying, such as for example, the highly praised Copeland & Garrett’s 

“Vintage” Jug. To render cheaper editions, potters used old and discarded moulds or 

simply changed minor details. For instance, Ridgway and Abington, Meigh’s 

neighbouring and rival pottery, also specialized in relief-moulded jugs; they issued a 

formal complaint that the registration on its “Bulrush” Jug had been “invaded” by another 

potter “by removing the heads of the bulrushes and substituting blue-bells or lilies.” It 

                                                        
42 In 1883 the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act replaced the Copy Design Act. 
Rumsey, Victorian Relief-Moulded Jugs, 5. Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British 
Jugs, 44, 81. 
43 “Copyright of the Design Amendment Act,” Art Journal (September 1850): 283; 
“Copyright of Designs,” Art Journal (February1850): 14–16; “Coming Reform of the 
Patent Laws and the Great Exhibition,” Journal of Design and Manufactures no. 19 
(September 1850): 42; See Lara Kriegel, Grand Designs: Labor, Empire, and the 
Museum in Victorian Culture (Durham, NC: Duke University Press), especially chapter 
2, “Originality and Sin: Calico, Capitalism, and Copyright Designs, 1839–1851,” 52–85. 
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warned: “All dealers and hawkers of earthenware are cautioned against selling such 

fraudulent imitation of the aforementioned.”44 Henry Cole, as editor of the Journal of 

Design and Manufactures, published Ridgway’s violation notice but could not resist 

mentioning, “how much the ornaments of the jug alluded to and resembled the vase by 

Mr. Redgrave,” referring to his “Well Spring” Carafe (1847) for Felix Summerly’s Art 

Manufacturers.45 

Labelling and copyright protection introduced another problem: resistance from 

the china shops that sold the products. Notably, Henry Cole described how Herbert 

Minton was reluctant to put his mark on a relief-moulded beer jug to submit to the 

Society of Arts competition because “he [Minton] dreaded the retailers of London, who at 

that time ruled manufactures with a rod of iron and feared ruin.”46 According to Cole, 

Minton was concerned that if he branded them with his name, London retailers would 

retaliate and stop selling his pottery because they feared consumers would buy direct and 

cut them out of the network. 

To reiterate, that Charles Meigh & Son sought copyright protection must be read 

as a deliberate choice to protect the design of the Madonna and Child and John the 

Baptist. I will now turn to the iconography of the “Minster” Jug, which serves as useful 

                                                        
44 “Copyright in Bulrushes,” Journal of Design and Manufacturers no. 7 (September 
1849): 47. 
45 See “Well Spring,” Victoria and Albert Museum Collection, accessed April 1 2015 
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1089/well-spring-carafe-redgrave-richard-cb/. 
46 Henry Cole, Fifty Years of Public Works of Sir Henry Cole Accounted for in His 
Deeds, Speeches and Writings, vol. 1 (London: George Bell and Sons, 1884), 105. 
Geoffrey Godden makes the same observation in Minton Pottery and Porcelain of the 
First Period (New York: Praeger, 1968), 15. 
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evidence to shed more light on the “Minster’s” symbolism and the Victorian need to fuse 

godliness and ornament. 

 

Iconography as Evidence 

On each side of the “Minster” Jug is the enthroned Madonna and Child with John the 

Baptist in high relief set within an ogee arch; one view is in three-quarter profile, the 

other is frontal (fig. 4. 1). To date, no original source has been found for the image, 

though it is well known that potters typically copied their designs from reprints of master 

paintings. Also, no visual or documented connection has been found between the 

“Minster” Jug and York Minster Cathedral in York.47 

However, Meigh’s image of Mary cradling the Christ child in her arms and the 

gesture of St. John the Baptist with his hand under his chin in prayer references Raphael’s 

Madonna della Seggiola (1513–14) (fig.4.18). And the Madonna swathing the infant 

Jesus in her cloak resembles a print (1761–64) formerly attributed to Antonio Correggio 

(fig. 4. 19). While the image of the Madonna and Child has the semblance of 

Catholicism, which seems out of character in nineteenth-century Protestant England, art 

historian Lynda Nead reminds us that it was “drained of its Catholic associations” 

because it symbolized maternal devotion and purity. The Madonna and Child served as a 

                                                        
47 Charles Meigh for the “Bacchanalian Dance” Jug copied Nicholas Poussin’s A 
Bacchanalian Revel (1632–33) in the National Gallery (London) and Peter Paul Rubens’s 
The Drunken Silenus (1616–17) in Alte Pinakothek (Munich), demonstrating the pottery’s 
reliance on old masters for imagery. http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O11504/york-
minster-jug-jug-charles-meigh-co/ 
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paradigm to be emulated by women in the Victorian age.48 Her view is verified in the 

1853 publication, Legends of the Madonna as Represented in the Fine Arts, which 

devoted a chapter on “The Virgin and Child Enthroned.” 

A mother holding her child in her arms is no very complex 
subject; but like a very simple air constructed on a few 
expressive notes, which when harmonised, is susceptible of a 
thousand modulations, and variations, and accompaniments, 
while the original motif, never loses  its power to speak to the 
heart; so it is with the Madonna and Child;—a subject so 
consecrated by its antiquity, so hallowed by its profound 
significance, so endeared by its associations with the softest 
and deepest of our human sympathies, that the mind has never 
wearied of its repetition, nor the eye become satiated with its 
beauty. Those who refuse to give the honour due to a religious 
representation, yet regard it with a tender half-unwillingly 
homage; and when the glorified type of what is purest; loftiest, 
holiest in womanhood, stands before us, arrayed in all the 
majesty and beauty that accomplished Art, inspired by faith 
and love, could lend her, and bearing her divine Son, rather 
enthroned than sustained on her natural bosom, “we look, and 
the heart is in heaven!”49  

 

Thus, Madonna and Child symbolized both an endearing domestic image of a mother’s 

devotion to her children and strong Christian faith—a belief also reiterated by its 

common presence in print culture. 

Penny Magazine, for instance, featured the Raphael Seggiola Madonna on its 

cover in 1833, and the Art Journal included a full-page engraving of Raphael’s Madonna 

                                                        
48 Lynda Nead, Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women in Victorian Britain 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1988), 26. 
49 Anna Brownell Jameson, Legends of the Madonna As Represented in the Fine Arts 
(London Hutchison & Co, 1853), 31, 168. 
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and Child from the Berlin Museum twenty years later (fig. .20).50 Similarly, the Art 

Journal critic made the point of downplaying its Catholic connotations, noting “there is 

little religious feeling in the composition, while the ‘child’ shows far more of its human 

nature than of its divine.”51 John Everett Millais (1829–1896) replicated three religious 

prints, including Seggiola Madonna and Leonardo’s Last Supper, in his small portrait of 

Mrs. James Wyatt and her daughter (c. 1850), (fig. 4.21). The work confirms the taste for 

religious engravings as well as identifying the profession of her husband, James Wyatt, 

an early patron of Millais and a successful print dealer in Oxford, who would have sold 

editions of these prints in his high-street shop. Charles Meigh, himself, was an important 

collector of European masters, British paintings and engravings; his collection included 

the Madonna after Carlo Dolci and the Virgin with Sleeping Infant by Tasso Ferrato.52 

                                                        
50 Penny Magazine 2 (1833): 420; engraving by F. Lightfoot, Art Journal (December 
1853): 305. 
51 “The Madonna and Child, From the Picture in the Museum of Berlin,” Art Journal 
(December 1853): 304. 
52 The Athenaeum was somewhat dismissive of Meigh’s collection, implying that Meigh 
bought much of his collection from “the many travelling auctioneers in the provinces” 
who “tricked” him into buying paintings by Van de Velde, Ruysdael, and Watteau, 
Leonardo and Rembrandt. He believed they “were repainted and manufactured originals 
or of inferior copies.” Consequently, the European paintings did not do well at the 
London auction, but fortunately Meigh also “turned his attention to his own country and 
own time,” and these artists, such as Turner and Landseer, doubled their price at the 
second day of the sale. See “Sale of Mr. Charles Meigh’s Pictures,” Athenaeum (June 29, 
1850): 689–90. The auctions took place June 21 and June 22 1850; June 9, 1855 at 
Christie and Manson. See also, “Fine Arts,” Literary Gazette (June 22, 1850): 428; 
Athenaeum (April 20, 1850): 410. 
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Meigh’s family members were committed  Methodists, the popular religion of the 

Potteries district, and helped to finance the Bethesda Methodist Chapel in Hanley.53 

While the image of the Madonna and Child was more dominant in print culture 

than in ceramics, design historian Stella Beddoe remarks, “Despite the movement for 

plain worship led by dissenters and non-conformists and the strong current of anti-

Catholic feeling, . . . there are a surprising number of ceramic images of the Virgin and 

Child” (although some were for the export market).54 The religious subject matter of the 

“Minster” is part of this group of three-dimensional objects conveying pious themes, 

which acted as suitable decorative objects for the observant home to be used on the 

Sabbath or special occasions.55 In Victorian society, religion played an important role in 

daily life: attending church, and saying grace before meals were the norm. Charles West 

Cope’s (1811–1890) A Life Well Spent (1862) illustrates an elaborate Jacobean wooden 

cabinet just above a carved relief of Jesus inscribed with the passage, “Feed My Lambs” 

(fig. 4. 22).56 The pious way of life influences home décor, and these furnishings create 

an idealized setting for the attractive mother who busily knits and gives religious 

                                                        
53 Ronald Brown, “The Meighs of Hanley Staffordshire,” The Northern Ceramic Society, 
no. 19 (March 1976): 10. 
54 Stella Beddoe, A Potted History: Henry Willet’s Ceramic Chronicle of Britain 
(Woodbridge/Suffolk, UK: ACC Art Books), 168. 
55 Margaret Ponsonby, Stories from Home: English Domestic Interiors, 1750–1850 
(Aldershot UK: Ashgate), 2007, 3; Katherine Grier, Culture and Comfort: Parlor Making 
and Middle-Class Identity (1850–1930) (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1997). 
56 Mary Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting: Domestic Life and the Contemporary 
Social Scene (London: Papadakis Publisher, 2000), 38. 
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instruction to her children.57 

Therefore, religious iconography, whether printed, hand-painted, or moulded on 

tableware, often served as an exemplar to inculcate and accompany prayers at the family 

meal.58 Moreover, the image of the Madonna and Child as a feminine signifier of 

motherhood was highly appropriate for the jug form because the object itself is defined 

by the Oxford English Dictionary as “a deep vessel, of varying shape and size, for 

holding liquids, usually with a cylindrical or swelling body.” 59 As such it was a common 

symbol of a woman’s purity in Victorian text and visual culture, as I discussed in the 

previous two chapters. The image of the Madonna and Child, then, further genders the 

jug, making it specific to the women’s sphere, offering an alternative to the male imagery 

available, such as hunting, revelling, and soldiering scenes commonly found on jugs of 

this period. 

The “Minster” and “Apostle” Jugs came in four sizes (between 30 and 18 cm) and 

in different colours, notably buff white, grey, and light blue, and this choice offered to 

consumers further indicates that they were useful as well as ornamental.60 The “Apostle” 

design was also available as a tea set, comprised of a teapot, sugar bowl, large jug, and 

                                                        
57 Susan Casteras, Images of Victorian Womanhood in English Art (London/Mississauga, 
ON: Associated University Press, 1987), 55. 
58 Clive Edwards, Turning Houses into Homes: A History of the Retailing and 
Consumptions of Domestic Furnishings (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2005), 147–148. For a 
good discussion on religious instruction and gendering through the medium of ceramics 
see Andrew Morral, “Protestant Pots: Morality and Social Ritual in the Early Modern 
Home,” Journal of Design History 15, no. 4 (2002): 263–73. 
59 Oxford English Dictionary, accessed November 1, 2015 
http://www.oed.com.proxy.queensu.ca/view/Entry/101930?isAdvanced=false&result=2rs
key=wst6DS&. 
60 Kathy Hughes, Victorian Relief-Moulded Jugs (Richard Dennis: London, 1987), 38. 
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smaller cream jug, thus supporting the popular Victorian view that tea drinking was an 

activity exemplifying values of rectitude (fig. 4.23).61 The production of religious 

imagery on jugs reveals the commercializing of pious content as a popular art form 

produced by Meigh and his Staffordshire competitors.62 As design historian Clive 

Edwards notes, mass consumption offered consumers “the opportunity to purchase goods 

that expressed their choices about status within the society” and combining Christian 

imagery, especially in the Gothic Revival style, was an important example of such an 

expression.63 

Style: “Minster” Jug and Gothic Revival 

The “Minster” and its accompanying “Apostle” Jug, acted as strong agents of religious 

messaging not only because of their iconography but also their style. As I stated earlier in 

this chapter, the “Minister” is an example of a hybrid Gothic style infiltrated by Victorian 

naturalism and other non-Gothic motifs, such as the grape and vine pattern. Moreover, 

the image of the Madonna and Child and John the Baptist references Renaissance artistic 

precedents rather than Gothic medievalism. Nonetheless, the ogee arches and the trefoil 

rosettes at the base place its design strongly in the Gothic Revival camp. 

Originating in the Middle Ages, Gothic re-emerged in Victorian England as a 

national style embedded in the popular religious revival doctrine. For example, it was 

                                                        
61 Hughes, Victorian Relief-Moulded Jugs, 38. The Royal Ontario Museum acquired an 
“Apostle” tea set in 1997. 
62 Staffordshire potters manufactured jugs illustrating religious themes such as Good 
Samaritan, Naomi and Her Daughters-in-Law, Rebecca at the Well, Death of Abel, 
Samuel and Eli, David Slaying Goliath, Ruth, Moses. 
63 Edwards, Turning Houses into Homes, 147–48. 
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visible in both institutional and ecclesiastical architecture, proscribing the refurbishment 

programme of the Houses of Parliament (1840) as well as the restoration and building of 

countless churches and domestic interiors.64 Gothic Revival reflected the Christian 

morals of the day, but it was also appreciated as a commercial and fashionable style 

independent of religious connotations. A profile of Mr. Russell’s new mansion on Park 

Lane in the Illustrated London News in 1847 indicated such a trend.65 The author 

described ‘“perpendicular Gothic” designed by the Scottish architect, W. B. Moffat  

(1807–1882) as “pleasing” and “picturesque” with “the greatest attention, paid to 

convenience . . . warming, and ventilating,” making the design “much less costly than 

might be imagined from the richness of its appearances.” As this account reveals, the 

Gothic style very much represented a commodity that was current, good value, and 

practical. By 1853 Gothic Revival was so prevalent and familiar that architects advertised 

the style in newspaper classifieds with other commercial products and services. Such was 

the case of John Gibb, who promoted his “Designs for Gothic Ornaments and Furniture . . 

. for Ecclesiastical and Domestic Purposes for architects, stonemasons and 

metalworkers,” in the same listings as Mr. Howard’s Tooth-Powder, “a valuable 

appendage to the toilet.”66  

With regard to Charles Meigh’s relief-moulded jugs, an 1845 issue of the Art-

Union remarked on the variety of the pottery’s styles. The journal admired their “high 

                                                        
64 Michael Snodin and John Styles, Design and the Decorative Arts: Britain 1500–1900 
(London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 2001). 
65 “Mr. Russell’s New Mansion, Park Lane,” Illustrated London News (May 13, 1848): 
303. 
66 Illustrated London News (April 2, 1853): 255. 
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relief” but preferred the “Gothic Jug” above all and illustrated the “Apostle” as a “better 

form and more agreeable in decoration.”67 Therefore, Gothic Revival as a domestic 

aesthetic for interiors and household objects was at once godly and commercial and often 

good value for consumers. The “Minster” Jug and its companion “Apostle” operated as 

important commodities that networked in this complex marketplace, which twinned 

religion and commerce. 

From this visual analysis it is evident that Charles Meigh employed his business 

acumen using all the advances of industry available to him: improved clay body, more 

efficient modelling and glazing techniques that allowed mass production, and consistency 

in multiple sizes, some hand-finishing to eschew copycats, as well as a strong design 

content under copyright protection. The “Minster” Jug looks forward because of its 

technical prowess and simultaneously looks back at the distant past by its historicist style 

and iconography. It was a commercial product exemplifying Victorian ingenuity 

practiced in Staffordshire and represented an example of an affordable popular art form 

for the rising middle class. 

 

Documentation as Evidence: Charles Meigh & Son 

Throughout my discussion of the “Minster’s” temporal ordering, I have supplemented the 

object’s visual and material analysis with documented primary sources because—as has 

been pointed out by scholars Jules Prown, Richard Grassby, and others—evidence 

                                                        
67 Art-Union (January 1845): 31. 
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interpreted from objects alone requires additional texts to support conjecture.68 Therefore, 

turning to Simeon Shaw’s History of Staffordshire Potteries (1829) and Llewellyn 

Jewitt’s The Ceramic Art of Britain (1879), two early publications about Britain’s 

ceramic industry, is both useful and necessary to better understand the “Minster” in its 

own time of design and production. I expand upon these written sources with other 

contemporaneous journalistic reports as well as recent secondary research to further 

understand how Charles Meigh, a family-run pottery, operated and thereby contributed to 

the jug’s large network of commerce and exchange.69 

In 1829 Shaw recorded that Charles ran Job Meigh & Son at Old Hall Works in 

Hanley, named after his father who established the pottery, with his mother who was “of 

advanced age, but rendering every help in her power, for promoting the regular processes 

and benefit of the concern.” Shaw observed that the pottery was equipped with flint mills 

and “all the appendages necessary for a large establishment.” His uncle Job, also a potter 

in Hanley, won a gold medal from the Society of Arts for a leadless red glaze 

earthenware, described by Shaw as “entirely free from the deleterious qualities of the 

                                                        
68 Prown, “Style as Evidence,” 207; Richard Grassby, “Material Culture and Cultural 
History,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 35, no. 4 (2005): 601. 
69 There are no extant company archives of Charles Meigh & Sons and its successor Old 
Hall Earthenware Co. For the earliest documented account of the Potteries, see Robert 
Plot, The Natural History of Stafford-Shire (Oxford: printed at the theater, 1686). Shaw, 
History of Staffordshire Potteries, 44–45. Llewellyn Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great 
Britain, vol. 2 (London: Virtue & Co, 1878), 311–15. “The Productions of the ‘Old Hall 
Company,’” The Reliquary (January 1874): 175. For the most comprehensive summary 
of the Meigh pottery, see Ronald Brown, “The Meighs of Hanley Staffordshire.” 
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usual lead glaze for common pottery.”70 Shaw asserted that Charles was of good 

character, he was esteemed as a decision maker, and his status as art collector and 

philanthropist was legendary: “the Arts have not a more liberal patron, for his means; nor 

the poor and defenceless a more firm protector.” Shaw further lionized the potter: “his 

modesty and candour are of general notice; and his friendship has never been known to 

be affected by the vicissitudes of fortune; nor has his kindness been withheld when the 

suffering could not be alleviated.”71 

Almost fifty years later, Jewitt provided additional facts: that the pottery was 

directed under Job Meigh after 1770 and that it was run successively by his son and 

grandson Charles Meigh.72 Thus the Meigh pottery was typical of Stoke-on-Trent for the 

time in that so far as it remained in family hands (with some outside investors) for three 

generations, passing down from grandfather to son to grandson.73 Like Shaw, Jewitt 

mentioned the extensive mills, adding that it had the capacity “to supply large demands 

principally to the markets of home, French, German, India, Australia, American and 

colonial.” Jewitt documented that in 1861 the pottery changed its name to Old Hall 

Earthenware Co., and it became a limited liability company (protecting shareholders from 

                                                        
70 Shaw, History of Staffordshire Potteries, 44–45; Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great 
Britain, 311–15; “The Productions of the ‘Old Hall Company,’” The Reliquary (January 
1874): 175. Ronald Brown, “The Meighs of Hanley Staffordshire,” 10. 
71 Shaw, History of Staffordshire Potteries, 44–45. 
72 Rodney Hampson, Pottery References in The Staffordshire Advertiser 1795–1865 
(Huddersfield, Yorkshire: The Northern Ceramic Society, 2000), 80–81. 
73 Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great Britain, 315. 
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libel). About jugs in particular, Jewitt called them “of good, faultless, ornm [ornament]” 

and included an illustration of the “Minster.”74 

The local weekly newspaper Staffordshire Advertiser frequently reported news 

about the pottery and its family members. For instance, Meigh’s mother died at the age of 

eighty-two in 1835, and after her death, Charles changed the pottery name to his own. He 

resided in Hanley at Grove House, located on a hill, which “commands a most delightful 

picturesque view” and a “petite park,” and a “portico entrance.”75 In 1847 his pottery 

captured a silver medal for its relief-moulded “Silenus” (also known as “Bacchanalian 

Dance”) Mug from Henry Cole’s Society of Manufactures of Art, evidencing Meigh’s 

connection with the design reformers. The newspaper documented another association 

with design reform, notably that Meigh subscribed to the Potteries’ Schools of Design at 

5£ 5s a week, a significant sum but not as large as Minton’s and Copeland & Garrett’s.76 

At the time of his death in 1866, Charles Meigh had served as a magistrate and was 

known as an award-winning horticulturist.77 

                                                        
74 The illustration is a reprint of Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the 
Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, vol. 2 (London: Royal 
Commission, 1851), 240–41. Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great Britain, 312–13. 
75 Staffordshire Advertiser, April 3, 1847, n. p; Staffordshire Advertiser, April 28, 1855), 
n.p. 
76 “Society of Arts,” Staffordshire Advertiser, June 26, 1847: 2. Minton and Copeland & 
Garrett were the largest subscribers of the school, each paying 10£ 10s. See Staffordshire 
Advertiser, January 2, 1847, n. p. 
77 “Charles Meigh Deceased,” Staffordshire Advertiser, March 17, 1866, n.p. 
Contemporary ceramic historian Ronald Brown states that Charles Meigh entered a brief 
partnership with J. W. Pankhurst (1850–1852). Old Hall Works was shuttered in 1902, 
two years after the death of Charles Meigh Jr. See Brown, “The Meighs of Hanley 
Staffordshire,” 10. 
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Under Charles Meigh, the pottery introduced and became well known for relief-

moulded jugs. An Art-Union reporter visited the site in 1846, providing another important 

contemporaneous account: “though its productions are limited to earthenware and 

stoneware” they are of “superior quality,” producing transferware, earthenware, and 

porcelain dinner services, and Parian figurines. Meigh has a “large trade in America” and 

“furnishes also a very considerable proportion of the retail dealers throughout the 

kingdom,” he added.78 Most revealing, the article stated that Meigh’s jugs, distributed by 

London dealer William Large, were widely available and popular with middle-class 

consumers throughout Britain: 

He [Meigh] has made much satisfactory progress in jugs of 
various capital forms; . . . Some of his productions of this latter 
class, have, indeed, maintained so strong a hold upon the 
public, that they have been mounted in the shops of nearly all 
the hardware traders of the kingdom.79 

 

By all contemporary accounts, Charles Meigh, manufacturer of the “Minster” Jug, 

was a pre-eminent figure in the Staffordshire community and had ties with the 

burgeoning design reform movement.80 Consequently his firm was selected to participate 

in the prestigious and highly competitive event “The Great Exhibition of the Works of 

Industry of All Nations” in London in 1851. 

                                                        
78 “Illustrated Tour in the Manufacturing Districts: The Staffordshire Potteries,” The Art-
Union (December 1846): 320. 
79 Ibid.  
80 The Staffordshire Advertiser reported an example of Charles Meigh’s success and 
benevolence to his some four hundred workers. To celebrate his son’s, Charles Junior’s, 
marriage he fed them “roast beef dinner and plum pudding” and “regaling” others with 
“bunns [sic] and beer,” Staffordshire Advertiser, October 14, 1848, 5. 
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Documentation as Evidence: The Great Exhibition 

The Art Journal Crystal Palace Catalogue reported additional important facts and 

statistics of the pottery’s stature and success: under Charles’s direction the pottery 

flourished, employing seven hundred workers, consuming 250 tons of coal, and 80 tons 

of clay weekly; it specialized in stoneware with one-third of its market exported abroad, 

and it was one of the largest and oldest of the 133 Potteries operating in Stoke-on-Trent, 

Staffordshire.81 

At the Great Exhibition, Meigh selected the “Minster” Jug, as well as a vast 

assortment of wares for his stand, comprising one bay of 288 feet. It was one of the larger 

stands but half the size of Minton’s and Copeland & Garrett’s, located in the North 

Transept Gallery, in the upper level above the Indian Court, in the newly purpose-built 

Crystal Palace.82 Next to some sixty Potteries from Staffordshire, Meigh and his 

competitors presented their loads of pottery and porcelain on tables and in glass vitrines. 

“Fine Bacchanalian vase; a coloured font; a very pretty statuette, ‘Cupid and Venus,’” are 

some of the items John Britain, an exhibitor and wood carver from the Potteries, noted 

seeing in Meigh’s stand. Britain also recorded: “a pair of figures, ‘a Hawking Party,’ 

‘Bailey’s Eve,’ a fine group ‘Prometheus Attacked by the Vulture,’ some elaborately gilt 

vases [most likely the Victoria and Albert vases], plates, and dinner services and very 
                                                        
81 The Art Journal Crystal Palace Exhibition Illustrated Catalogue London 1851 (repr. 
New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1970), 239–40. 
82 The smallest stand was six feet. W. T Copeland used two bays, and Minton had the 
largest display occupying two bays for domestic ware and another 800 feet for building 
materials. “The Potteries: The Great Exhibition,” Staffordshire Advertiser, March 19, 
1851, 4. 
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good flower-pots.”83 While there was no mention of the “Minster” Jug in his published 

report, the Art Journal Catalogue illustrated it with six other works from Meigh’s display 

stand, evidencing the Victorian battle of styles: a ceramic candlestick “adapted from 

Cellini’s celebrated wine cup” in the Renaissance manner, a neoclassical relief-moulded 

jug featuring “a young bacchanal imbibing the juice of the grape,” (strongly resembling’s 

Copeland & Garrett’s “Vintage” Jug). The “Minster” Jug is the only ceramic object 

representing Gothic Revival illustrated in the catalogue (fig. 4.24).84 However, the 

Staffordshire Gazette reported “the novelty of a massive Gothic font,” in the display near 

the “Minster” Jug, finding it an “example of a very beautiful Gothic design,” it had a pink 

ground colour.85 

Likewise the Official Catalogue documented Meigh’s diverse product line, listing 

sanitary ewers and basins, brush trays and soap boxes, and a vase depicting “[t]he Murder 

of Ann Boleyn.” Most importantly, it featured the “portrait vases,” a pair of gilt and pink 

ground stoneware, one-off pieces made exclusively for the exhibition, demonstrating the 

pottery’s skill to compete with other British and European dazzling ceramic creations.86 

Images of Victoria and Albert adapted from Franz Xaver Winterhalter’s 1842 royal 

portraits decorated one side, the external and interior views of the Crystal Palace the 

                                                        
83 John Britain, “A Visit to the Great Exhibition by One of the Exhibitors 1851,” 
(London: Cundall & Addley, 1851), 18.  
84 Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of 
Industry of All Nations, vol. 2 (London: Royal Commission, 1851), 240–41.  
85 Staffordshire Advertiser, (June 7, 1857, n.p. 
86The vases were 101.6 x 53.3 cm. For more on designs made exclusively as virtuoso 
pieces for international fairs, see Martina Droth, Jason Edwards, and Michael Hatt, eds., 
Sculpture Victorious, Art in the Age of Invention, 1837–1901 (New Haven, CT: Yale 
Center for British Art, 2014). 
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other (fig. 4.25).87 The Staffordshire Advertiser noted “that they are without crack or flaw 

of any kind which is rarely the case in pieces so large and in these respects a perfect 

specimen of art manufacture.”88 However, the Art Journal strongly disagreed, criticizing 

that the vases broke Rule VI “where the basic form should control the distribution of the 

ornament.” Without naming the perpetrators, the post-exhibition review cited them as a 

particularly objectionable example of the practice of ornamenting vases with perspective 

drawings, pronouncing:89 

A good illustration of this impropriety of placing pictures upon 
the round was furnished by a vase of great pretensions and 
capacity contained in the Great Exhibition. Set in a panel such 
as we have described, and embracing the whole available 
surface on one side of the vase, was an elaborately finished 
drawing of the transept of the building, and presenting the 
appearance, when viewed at a little distance of an inflated 
balloon; the bulging or ovular form of the body of the vase 
having compelled the artist, in order to keep his vertical lines 
perpendicular, to distort the drawing, and gradually increase 
the space between the side columns, until at the spring of the 
arched roof, the building measured in breadth nearly double 
the length of the base line. 

 
Despite the criticism, Charles Meigh’s pottery captured medals at the Great 

Exhibition. These written accounts of Charles Meigh & Sons pottery at the Great 

Exhibition reveal the wide range of the product line and the diversity of materials and 

subject matter. The “Minster” was just one of countless examples of the endless variety 

                                                        
87 Charles Meigh owned framed engravings of Franz Xaver Winterhalter’s 1842 royal 
portraits. “Sales by Auction,” Staffordshire Advertiser, May 12, 1855, 8; Official 
Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue, vol. 2, 121, 720. The vases were not accessioned 
into the V&A collection until 1963. They are on display in the British Galleries at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum. 
88 Staffordshire Advertiser, June 7, 1851. 
89 “Decorative Art Analytically Considered,” Art Journal (February 1853): 37–38. 
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of ornamental wares offered by the British ceramics industry to the Victorian consumer. 

Also significant is how these texts express that pottery and porcelain were very much 

discussed and debated in their day by the leading design reformers.90 And as I will 

document in the next section, this was also certainly true of Staffordshire relief-moulded 

jugs. 

 

Documentation as Evidence: The “Minster” Jug as “Pet” and Victorian Designs Reform 

Leading pundits, art critics, and design reformers deemed high-relief jugs as a topic, 

worthy of artistic discussion, signalling that the genre embodied the key aesthetic 

arguments of the day. The debate originated in the mid-1840s in the pages of the Art-

Union and the Art Journal at the same time as the objects entered the marketplace, and 

escalated after the Great Exhibition. Critics saw jugs as “pet” products for the 

manufacturers because they were so popular with the public.91 Specific criteria emerged 

concerning the placement and size of the handle, the stability of the base, the depth of the 

carving, and the judicious application of decoration, which was required to suit its 

purpose. These standards generally reflected the broader tenets taught at the newly 

established government schools, supervised by Richard Redgrave. Central ideas focused 

on the notion that “geometry is the basis of all ornament,” rejecting the once popular 

“naturalism,” which tended make ornament appear “stuck on to objects.”92 Also 

                                                        
90 Jewitt documented the Great Exhibition award. See Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great 
Britain, 315.  
91 “The Vintage Jug,” Art-Union (November 1846): 332. 
92 For a discussion on the rejection of naturalism, see Lara Kriegel’s “Principled 
Disagreements,” chap. 4, in Grand Designs, 126–49; Deborah Cohen Household Gods: 
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significant: products must show “morality” and “refinement,” and manufacturers needed 

to work with artists “to the general advancement of taste.”93 

As I argued in chapter 2, critics recognized that the strength of British pottery was 

its utilitarian ware. Compilers of the Official Catalogue likewise conceded: 

In other countries, the finer descriptions of ceramic 
productions are produced of a greatly superior quality to ours, 
as at Dresden and Sèvres, but in no country other but Great 
Britain, is the common earthenware for ordinary purposes of 
life, produced either in such quantities or of such a quality and 
degree of economy in price.94 

 

Despite this patriotic pride in common British crockery, the reformers conceded there 

were problems with their country’s ornamental ware. As influential designer Owen Jones 

put it, “We have no principles, no unity; the architect, the upholsterer, the paper-stainer, 

the calico-printer, and the potter, run each their independent course; each struggles 

fruitlessly, each produces in art novelty without beauty, or beauty without intelligence.”95 

“Novelty” is one of the key words here and relief-moulded jugs, with their vast array of 

imagery and forms fell, into this controversial category of the new and the novel. 

                                                                                                                                                                     

The British and Their Possessions (New Haven, CT. and London: Yale University Press, 
2008), 25. Argus (pseudonym), A Mild Remonstrance Against the Taste-Censorship at 
Marlborough House, in Reference to Manufacturing Ornamentation and Decorative 
Design, to Manufacturers, Decorators, Designers, and the Public Generally, Part 1 
(London: Houlston & Stoneham, 1853), 47.  
93 The Art-Union (November 1846): 322; Argus, “A Mild Remonstrance Against the 
Taste-Censorship,” Part 1, 19 
94 Official Catalogue, 120. 
95 Owen Jones, “An Attempt to Define the Principles which Should Determine Form in 
Decorative Arts,” Lectures of the Results of the Great Exhibition, 1851 (London: G. 
Barclay, 1853), 256. 
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Significantly, the “Minster” was not selected to be in the collection of Museum of 

Ornamental Art, the predecessor of the South Kensington Museum, which opened in 

1852.96 Nor did Owen Jones, Henry Cole, and A. W. N. Pugin, who comprised the 

purchasing committee, pick the “Minster” Jug to be one of the eighty-seven objects in the 

Gallery of False Principles, nicknamed the Chamber of Horrors, after Madame Tussauds 

Wax Museum. That dubious distinction was reserved for object No. 76. “[A] rude 

imitation in blue earthenware, of the trunk of a tree, on which are applied figures, vine 

leaves, and grapes, all out of scale with one another.” And despite the fact that “total 

form is totally disregarded . . . this jug has been one of the most popular ever 

manufactured.”97 The jug is not identified, but its description matches any number of jugs 

of the period, especially the “Silenus” and “Babe in the Wood,” which were produced by 

several manufacturers (figs. 4.26 and 4.27).98 The design violated the three important 

design principles: “geometry,” or flatness to organize the composition; the embellishment 

looks “stuck on” as an afterthought rather than organic; and lastly it directly imitated 

nature. Visitors saw the jug in the gallery of “bad taste” before entering the display of 

consumer goods revealing the “true principles.” This is not to say the design reformers 

                                                        
96 Tim Barringer, “The South Kensington Museum and the Colonial Project,” in 
Colonialism and the Object: Empire, Material Culture and the Museum, ed. Tim 
Barringer and Tom Flynn (Oxford: Routledge, 1998), 12–13; Kriegel, Grand Designs, 
127, 139, 145–148. 
97 Department of Practical Art, Catalogue of the Museum of Ornamental Art Part 1 
(London: George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1852), 87. 
See also Suga Yasuko, “Designing the Morality of Consumption: ‘Chamber of Horrors’ 
at the Museum of Ornamental Art, 1852–53,” Design Issues 20, no. 4 (Autumn 2004): 
50. 
98 Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British Jugs, 140. Deborah Cohen identifies as the 
“Silenus” without documentation, in Cohen, Household Gods, 20.  
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dismissed the popular genre of relief-moulded jugs; far from it, because the following 

year, the committee (Redgrave replaced Pugin, who had died suddenly) purchased two 

fluted “Lismore” Jugs, produced by Minton (4.28). One made of white Parian, the second 

green, they are distinguished by a red wave pattern at the foot and a red fret band around 

the shoulder. Their general form is visible and follows a simpler neoclassical aesthetic.99 

Cole himself understood how jugs and teacups operated as catalysts in the art 

reform debates, noting that the Society’s Annual Art Manufactures Exhibitions were 

“started by tea-cups and beer jugs.”100 Cole referred to Minton’s submission of an oval-

shaped “Harvest Wreath” Jug and a tankard-style jug with a hop design as well as his 

own tea service made by Minton. According to Cole, “Great success followed the 

production of the tea service and the beer jugs of Messrs. Minton, which strengthened my 

conviction that an alliance between fine art and manufactures would promote public taste. 

H.R.H. the Prince Consort inspected these articles at Buckingham Palace on 5th Aug., 

1846.” 101 Thus, in Cole’s opinion, it was press-moulded beer jugs and a tea service that 

led to the establishment of his company Felix Summerly’s Art Manufacturers and to the 

Great Exhibition itself.102 

Cole’s short-lived company dabbled in relief-moulded jugs, producing, for 

example, the “Hop Story” designed by Henry James Townsend (1810–1890) a master of 

                                                        
99 The V&A accession number indicates the date 1852. See “Jug,” Victoria and Albert 
Museum’s Collections, accessed September 15, 
2013,http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O334957/jug-minton-co/. 
100 Cole, Fifty Years of Public Works, 106. 
101 Ibid., 106–107. 
102 Ibid., 118. 
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the School of Design at Somerset House.103 Made in the fashionable marble-like Parian, 

its reliefs illustrate the picking, packing, and storing of hops, and the cooper at the beer-

cask (fig. 4.29). Thus the iconography celebrates the industriousness of beer making and 

offered a more conservative image than Minton’s and Meigh’s earlier lascivious satyrs on 

the “Silenus” and “Bacchanalian Dance” Jugs (fig. 4.30). Indeed the Spectator found it 

“solid and stable,” suitable for “the housewife’s rule for jugs that the neck should be wide 

enough to admit the hand for cleaning. . . . The design is full of thought and animation 

and showing considerable embellishment, its overall form is clear and not overwhelmed 

by the decorative relief.”104 For these reasons and “the union of superior art and 

manufacture,” it won the Gold Medal of the Society of the Arts. However, the Art-Union 

inveighed that “it was so full of prominent ‘bits’ that it suggests danger in use” and 

believed “more calculated for metal than in porcelain.”105 

A long profile on Copeland & Garrett’s relief-moulded “Vintage Jug” in the 1846 

issue of the Art-Union is particularly informative, because it reveals why jugs were so 

important in design reform. They were “articles of use in every house, and therefore, 

above all others, those which must be subjected to improvements:” 

There is no department in the manufacturer of porcelain in 
which there is greater variety than in jugs; their vase-like form 
being susceptible of infinitely varied character. In early 
specimens of potting these vessels were of the simplest 
description, being nothing more than a spheroid, with the 

                                                        
103 Catalogues of Felix Summerly’s Art Manufacturers (London: n. p., 1865), 4, National 
Art Library Collection, Victoria and Albert Museum.  
104 The Spectator article is reprinted in Catalogues of Felix Summerly’s Art 
Manufacturers, 6. 
105 “The Art Manufacturer of Felix Summerly,” Art-Union (September 1847): 326. 
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plainest curve as a handle. Since Wedgewood’s [sic] time, jugs 
have been more or less “pet” subjects with the porcelain 
manufacturer, and, like all “pets” often spoiled as improved. In 
most cases the love has been unaccompanied by knowledge, 
and the unfortunate object has been introduced with a flourish 
of trumpets, only to make the elated manufacturer the object of 
general contempt. The jug we have engraved, though not 
faultless, is by far, the best that has been brought under our 
notice. The general form is of the simplest description, and 
owes its origin to the same classic source as those formerly 
brought out by Wedgewood [sic]. The greatest attraction is 
brought out by the raised figures introduced upon it, and 
which, while giving it richness and beauty, convey an idea, or 
are suggestive, of the purpose for which it is intended viz., the 
holding of vinous liquids, or in some way to be used on festive 
occasions. It is impossible to speak too highly of the talent 
displayed in the modelling of the figures; they are in strong 
relief and are so skillfully placed upon the sides of the jug, that 
each retains its full importance; while no violent projections 
occur to interfere with the general contour of the vessel. We 
have however, one objection to observe—it is against the 
minuteness and confusion observable in the masses [of] grapes 
and vine leaves which cover the neck; they lack character, are 
too small generally, but the vine-leaves in particular want 
boldness and determination. There is no part of this handsome 
vessel that pleases us more than the ansation [providing a 
handle]. It is, perhaps, the most critical matter in potting to 
place the handle upon any object without destroying the beauty 
of the body of the vessel; and there is no object in which this 
difficulty is more felt than in the jug. In this instance before us 
we must consider it a decided achievement. It is not only well 
placed, but it is beautiful and characteristic design, being 
composed of interlacing branches of the vine, which are 
disposed in a singularly felicitous manner. We believe this 
beautiful and truly artistic production is from the design of Mr. 
Battam, an artist of highly-cultivated taste and sound 
judgment. 106  

 

                                                        
106 “The Vintage Jug,” Art-Union (November 1846): 332. 
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The Art-Union’s single objection to the “Vintage” Jug was its “minuteness and 

confusion of the masses of grapes,” a criticism that it was too naturalistic and not 

sufficiently stylized or flattened, even though it did not have “violent projections” on its 

surface (figs. 4.31 and 4.32). Also significant was the statement that decoration is 

considered appropriate if it describes the purpose, such as the bacchanal figures “holding 

vinous liquids.” This discussion of industry’s “pet subject” concluded by naming the 

designer, Thomas Battam (1810–1864), and, therefore, underlined his importance.107 Art 

and design critic and administrator Ralph Wornum (1812–1877) echoed these principles 

and applied them to all ceramics: “form is the great element of pottery, porcelain and 

glass . . . Shape is the element of beauty; decoration may enhance it, if judiciously 

applied, and may do much towards destroying it if it had recourse to in too great 

proportion.”108  

The critical discussion of relief-moulded jugs continued in the Art-Union the 

following month with reference to a Ridgway and Abington jug: “Nor has the skill of the 

artist been rendered nugatory by the sponge of the workman, which in so many cases 

obliterates at one ‘smoothing wipe’ whatever of beauty or delicacy the design may have 

had—all is clear and sharp as it came from the mould. The sponge is the worst enemy of 

the Pottery modellers.”109 The Journal of Design and Manufacturers weighed in on 

                                                        
107 Thomas Battam served as art director at Copeland & Garrett between 1835 and 1856. 
Vega Wilkinson, Spode-Copeland-Spode: The Works and Its People 1770–1790 
(Woodbridge Suffolk: Antique Collectors Club, 2002). 
108 Ralph Wornum, “The Exhibition as a Lesson of Taste,” The Art Journal Illustrated 
Catalogue, The Industry of All Nations 1851, (London, 1851), xxii. 
109 Art-Union (December 1846): 319. 
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another Ridgway and Abington jug, known as “Harvest,” complaining about its 

“principal defects of form,” especially with the regard to the architectonic handle, a 

handle not unlike that of the “Minster’.”110 “It is ‘surprisingly ugly.’ . . . [W]e are not 

quite sure whether it is right to introduce such regular architectural compartments into the 

design of a vase” because it “destroys so completely the original association of pottery 

with the potter’s wheel, the artistic mode of production, and reduces it to the cast and 

moulded, i.e.[,] the mechanical mode of production.” This passage also indicated a rare 

example of favouring hand-throwing over commercial casting. By contrast, a few months 

later, the Art Journal praised Ridgway and Abington, “[F]amous for their manufacture of 

water and beer jugs, which are, in almost all cases, admirable examples of design and 

execution.”111 

Therefore, the aesthetic criteria espoused for the common relief-moulded jug was 

at times contradictory, signalling chinks and flaws in the larger design reform discourse. 

For example, that year the Journal of Design proposed: “In so far as the ornamental 

design of these three jugs is founded upon natural foliage, and not upon imitations of the 

art of past times, they are deserving of especial commendation.”112 Here then was high 

praise for naturalism over stylistic revival, but the taste for naturalism was on the wane, 

                                                        
110 Journal of Design and Manufactures (March–August 1849): 85. 
111 “The Birmingham Exhibition of Manufacturers and Art,” Art Journal (October 1849): 
317. The magazine made the same comment three years later: “The firm of Ridgway & 
Abington have long been eminent for the manufacturer of jugs.” “The Progress of the Art 
Manufacturer,” Art Journal (May 1852): 153. 
112 “Review of Patterns Pottery,” Journal of Design and Manufactures no. 1 (March 
1849): 16. 
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replaced by schematically organized decoration argued by Redgrave and Jones.113 And 

yet another paradox, the author called for high relief and chastised the public for not 

understanding that it: 

Cannot have high reliefs or deep-recessed ornament to 
decorate jugs or anything else without paying more for them 
than slightly-raised ornament. The more elaborate the 
ornament the more difficult it is to cast, and the more labour it 
requires to finish when cast. The public is unacquainted with 
such facts, and expects to have all jugs at a sort of standard 
price, although the labour in one case cost three times what it 
does another. 114  

 

How the “Minster” fared in this debate, often filled with conflicting criteria, is not 

straightforward. As I stated earlier, Charles Meigh himself engaged with the design 

reform movement, participating in competitions, exhibitions, and supporting design 

schools. While I have found no contemporary critiques of its particular design, Charles 

Meigh & Son received considerable attention in the Art-Union for its press-moulded jugs. 

One critic on a factory tour in 1844 found Meigh’s neoclassical jug with an oval handle a 

“truly good article.”115 A year later, the same journal featured Meigh’s “Apostle” Jug, 

describing it as “as agreeable in decoration.”116 To return to the “Minster,” its 

architectural niches and rendering of the Madonna and Child reflected the early 

naturalism of the 1840s rather than the principles of geometric schematics and flatness 

espoused later in the decade. Every part of the surface is decorated, the figures look stuck 

                                                        
113 Kriegel, Grand Designs, 128. 
114 “Review of Patterns Pottery,” Journal of Design and Manufactures no. 1 (March 
1849): 16. 
115 Art-Union (May 1844): 109. 
116 Art-Union (January 1845): 31 
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on, and its clay body simulates another material, such as marble or ivory. Moreover, the 

handle is ornate and impractical for holding, much like the besmirched Ridgway and 

Abington “Harvest” Jug. Arguably, then, the “Minster” did not live up to the design 

criteria, but its pious subject matter cloaked in the Gothic style would have been 

considered an appropriate decoration for a vessel used on Christian holidays and the 

Sabbath. 

Inevitably, critics protested against the elitism of the design reformers and the 

False Principle Gallery. Charles Dickens117 and Argus (the pseudonym for F. J. Prouting, 

a Manchester-based economist) represented some of the strongest voices.118 While 

Dickens defended naturalism in carpets and wallpaper, Argus focused on the 

pretentiousness of numerous items, including the milk jug: 

But really, as we said before, we doubt you have any 
Principles; even Sir [Redgrave], one single Principle which 
can rationally determine, according to the General Principle or 
Test, what ought to be the style of ornament for a milk jug, and 
thence for every milk jug. They say that you hold up to 
ridicule the “mixture of styles on Stone jug,” whilst you pay 
£400 out of the taxes for a Cabinet, which (besides being badly 
carved) is most remarkably, as well as avowedly, obnoxious to 
the same defect.119 

                                                        
117 Henry Morley, “A House Full of Horrors,” Household Words 6 (December 4, 1852): 
265–70; Tom Gradgrind and Sissy Jupe in Charles Dickens, “Murdering the Innocents,” 
chap. 2 in Hard Times  (1854 repr. London, Chapman Hall: 1905), 7; Katharine Kearns, 
Nineteenth-Century Literary Realism: Through the Looking Glass (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University, 1996), 66, 293. 
118 Deborah Cohen credits Ernst Gombrich for identifying the anonymous Argus, in 
Cohen, Household Gods, 25 Argus, A Mild Remonstrance, Part 1, 12, 18; Part 2, 2, 26. 
Argus referenced the name of the multi-eyed mythological giant, hence all-seeing. 
119 Another jab at Redgrave: “You stoop to censure the piracy of a picture on a Tea-Tray; 
but forget that the idea for the only picture you ever painted was a most poor plagiarism 
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For Argus, Redgrave, Cole, and Jones were the insufferable “Triumvirate, Triunity or 

Triad of National Taste,” which had no business proscribing styles for the simple jug. 

The satirists in Punch agreed, publishing a whimsical illustration of a relief-moulded 

milk jug depicting devils dancing around a water pump, with a short passage that 

simultaneously ridiculed the sanctimony of the temperance movement and the design 

reform’s concept of true or false principles (fig. 4.33). 

We have often been accused of giving our countenance 
exclusively to conviviality. . . . Now, to prove we often open 
our lips to temperance, we present the Teetotal Societies with 
the pattern of the beautiful Milk Jug we have had in our family 
for the last fourteen—we were going to write years, but we 
mean days. The reader will be pleased to observe that in our 
Milk Jug the water is all on the outside. When we drink water 
we don’t take it in on our milk, but have it direct from the 
pump. . . . Mr. Felix Summerly is welcome to our design, 
providing he charges something less than 10 pounds for any 
earthenware specimen he may make out of it. 120  

 

Punch took a swing at Felix Summerly, Henry Cole’s design alias, for charging high fees 

and mocked the principles of moral improvement, appropriate subject matter as well as 

the fashion of jugs as “pet subjects.”  In the accompanying illustration, the milk jug is 

decorated with a water pump rather than milking maidens and cows, and, therefore, 

inaccurately describing its purpose. The author also poked fun at antiques and the latest 

                                                                                                                                                                     

from Hood’s Song of the Shirt.” Argus, A Mild Remonstrance Against the Taste-
Censorship” Part 1 22, 28.  
120 Punch vol. 14 (1848): 238. Punch the previous year criticized Summerly’s designs, 
displaying a collection of six whimsical products, including a ewer shaped as a jester. 
Punch (1847): 13. 
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fashion, calling the Punch jug at once a family heirloom and “days old” in the same 

sentence. 

Some twenty years later, Charles Eastlake, still criticized novelty and relief- 

moulded jugs in Hints on Household Taste (1868), under the heading “Demand for 

Novelties:” 

The latest invention, although it may violate every principle of 
good design, is sure to be a favourite with the majority. An 
article which dates from a few years back is rejected as old-
fashioned. This absurd love of change—simply for the sake of 
change, is carried to such an extent that if one desires to 
replace a jug or a tablecloth with another of the same pattern, 
even a few months after the first has been bought, however 
good the style may have been, it is extremely difficult, 
sometimes impossible, to do so.121 

 

Eastlake complained, “The forms of swans, bulrushes, sea-weed and ivy, have lately been 

pressed into this special service, whether by the caprice of the manufacturer or the bad 

taste of the public, I will not venture to say. In either case the result is melancholy to 

contemplate.”122 However, he agreed that there has been a great improvement of late 

years in the design of ordinary water jugs. “I bought a very good one for four shillings 

some time ago in the Strand, under the name of ‘antique.’” Rejecting relief-moulded jug, 

he preferred the fashionable Grès de Flandres.123 

In the late 1840s and early 1850s the moulded-relief jug—at the height of 

production—became a lightning rod for design reformers and critics for issues on 

                                                        
121 Charles Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste (1868; repr., Boston: James Good and 
Company, 1872), 11. 
122 Ibid., 209. 
123 Ibid., 205; illustrated on page 109. 
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copyright protection, appropriate and judicious application of decoration, naturalism 

versus schematic ornament; this discourse continued well into the late 1860s. What these 

contemporary texts demonstrate is that relief-moulded jugs, like the “Minster,” were 

fashionable collectables, offering consumers a wide range of choice; however, their 

myriad styles and novel shapes made them ripe for criticism. Thus, these press-moulded 

jugs, and the “Minster” in particular, provide insight into early Victorian design reform: 

they negotiated and treaded the nuanced line between good and bad ornament for 

consumer goods in mid-nineteenth-century Britain. 

 

The “Minster” and Other Jugs as Functional Objects 

To better understand how jugs operated in the distant past of the Victorian era, I continue 

to examine critical, literary, and journalistic texts from the period to provide important 

evidence of their functionality and significance. The Art-Union stated that jugs were 

“articles of use in every house.”124 Available by the piece, in sets of progressive sizes 

(usually three), or part of larger dinner, dessert, or tea services, they stored and served 

liquid in the home as well as transported it from the local water pump, dairy, or tavern, 

and were named according to function: beer, creamer, milk, and water jug, for 

example.125 As such, jugs were standard objects for both the wealthy and the poor, and 

because of their ubiquity they took on differing multiple functions and meanings in 

everyday life. 

                                                        
124Art-Union (May 1844): 109. 
125 Henrywood, Illustrated Guide to British Jugs, 7. 
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Cultural historian John Plotz observes that the English novel between 1830 and 

1870 is endowed with objects simultaneously touching upon sentimental and fiscal 

values.126 The jug is prevalent in Victorian literature, contributing to acts of love, murder, 

material improvements, and conspicuous consumption. For example, Jane Eyre saves Mr. 

Rochester because she has the presence of mind to bring a water jug to extinguish the 

flames burning his bed curtains.127 Elizabeth Gaskell, whose use of objects in her fiction 

was particularly descriptive and connected to the story, makes two references to jugs in 

her first novel, Mary Barton (1848). In one scene, a white jug brings hope and love to a 

“little dingy bedroom” because it holds luxurious flowers from Mary’s secret and 

unsuitable lover.128 In another passage, the murderer—Mary Barton’s father—emerges “a 

wan, feeble figure, bearing with evident and painful labour a jug of water from a 

neighbouring pump”—his painful labour of transporting the water suggests his own 

tragic events that led him to the descent from loving husband and father to murderer.129 

Anthony Trollope, in Barchester Towers (1857), has his insufferable Mrs. Proudie, the 

wife of the Bishop, insist that their palace be fitted with gas and hot water pipes because, 

she says, “Surely there should be the means of getting hot water in the bed-rooms without 

                                                        
126 John Plotz, Portable Property: Victorian Culture on the Move (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press), 5. 
127 Charlotte Brontë, chap.16, in Jane Eyre, 1847 repr. Project Gutenberg, 2007, accessed 
February 3, 2016, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1260/1260-h/1260-h.htm. 
128 Elizabeth Gaskell, chap. 7 Margaret’s Debut as a Public Singer,” in Mary Barton: A 
Tale of Manchester Life, Project Gutenberg, 1999, accessed February 3, 2016, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/2153/2153-h/2153-h.htm. 
129  Chap. 33, “Requiescat in Pace,” in Mary Barton. 
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having it brought in jugs from the kitchen.”130 George Eliot in Silas Marner (1861) 

describes Eppie “laughing merrily as the kitten held on with her four claws to one 

shoulder, like a design for a jug-handle.”131 Eliot’s likening the kitten’s pose to a 

whimsical jug handle underscores the familiarity of novelty jugs. My final example of 

how jugs operate in the Victorian novel is in Thomas Hardy’s A Pair of Blue Eyes 

(1875). Stephen, who is rising in status studying to be an architect returns home and 

hears, “Your mother have scrubbed the house through because ye were coming, and 

dusted all the chimmer furniture, and bought a new basin and jug of a travelling crockery-

woman that came to our door, and scoured the cannelsticks, and claned the winders!”132 

Part of the tasks of refreshing a home, no matter how humble, was the acquisition 

of the latest pottery, perhaps a set of dishes was out of reach, but a new jug and basin 

from a travelling salesperson (a woman, no less) would suffice.133 For Mrs. Proudie the 

jug and accompanying basin represented signifiers that they were not keeping up with the 

neighbours, but for Stephen’s mother it symbolized aspirational hope to enhance the 

comfort of home. Historian Lara Kriegel argues that ornament provided an ideal vehicle 

                                                        
130 Anthony Trollope, chap. 5, “A Morning Visit,” in Barchester Towers, Project 
Gutenberg, 2002, accessed February 10, 2014, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/3409/3409-h/3409-h.htm. 
131 George Eliot, chap. 16 in Silas Marner, Project Gutenberg, 2008,  accessed March 10, 
2014, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/550/550-h/550-h.htm. A cat handle for milk or 
creamer was popular ceramic motif in Britain and Europe. 
132 Thomas Hardy, chap. 10, “Should Old Acquaintances Be Forgot?” in A Pair of Blue 
Eyes, Project Gutenberg, 2008, accessed May 10, 2016, http://www. 
gutenberg.org/files/224/224-h/224-h.htm. 
133 As discussed in chap. 2, Clare wants to buy a set of dishes to welcome her daughter’s 
homecoming in Elizabeth Gaskell, chap. 60, “Roger Hamley’s Confession,” in Wives and 
Daughters, 1864 repr. Project Gutenberg, 2001, accessed February 1, 2014, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/4274. 
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for class reconciliation and enabled the “domestication” of the industrial revolution.134 

The same may be argued for consumer objects, and especially the common jug. 

Evidenced in the Victorian novel, jugs at once operated to hold liquids as well as contain 

values and hierarchies of Victorian Britain. Affordable and used by all, jugs traversed 

class distinctions and, as such, served as critical agents to the twists and turns of everyday 

life, acting as metaphors of love and death, crime and punishment, and conspicuous 

consumption. 

Historians of material culture document how objects very often function quite 

differently from the makers’ original intentions.135 This is true of the jug, evidenced in 

contemporaneous newspapers. For instance, the jug was targeted for theft because it was 

common knowledge that it often stored money.136 More surprising, the jug (typically 

holding spirits) became a tool for brawling and worse. There were numerous reports in 

newspapers published between 1840 and 1890 across Britain of injury, often fatal, caused 

by a jug. Such was the case, recounted by the Limerick Reporter, when a young doctor 

was killed by his paramour after receiving a “tremendous blow of a jug to his head.”137 

Colourful newspaper headlines typically name the jug as the weapon: “The Serious 

Assault with a Jug”; “Killed by Jug in Whitechapel”; “Fatal Jug Throwing Case”; “The 

                                                        
134 Kriegel, Grand Designs, 96. 
135 For discussions on material culture and how users change the function of objects see: 
Daniel Miller, Material Cultures: Why Some Things Matter (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998); Christopher Tilley, Metaphor and Material Culture (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishers, 1999); Ian Woodward, Understanding Material Culture (Los 
Angeles: Sage Publications, 2007). 
136 Tipperary Free Press, April 8, 1843, n.p. 
137 “Dreadful Murder in Dublin,” The Limerick Reporter, December 8, 1840, n.p. 
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Assault with Jug”; and “Wounded with a Jug” represent just a few accounts.138 At times 

jugs were not the actual weapon of destruction but nonetheless played a secondary role 

acting as an accomplice. In “Singular and Fatal Accident” (1847), the wife of a 

Manchester druggist preparing breakfast poured hot coffee into a china jug “when a piece 

flew out of the broken jug” and the scalding water spilled onto her young daughter with 

fatal results. In “A Child Found in a Jug” (1882), a deceased infant was tightly rammed in 

a gallon jug, how the child died, before or in the jug, was unknown.139 Or there was also 

the case of a daughter mixing the wrong herb, monk’s hood, in a jug of boiling water 

accidently poisoning her father to death. In the short announcement the word jug is 

mentioned four times, the same number of times as the lethal herb.140  

Jugs violating copyright, as I discussed earlier in this chapter, or falsifying their 

measurements were also newsworthy. The Northampton Mercury (1847) reported the 

case of the Royal Vauxhall Gardens using “earthenware ‘brown stout jugs’ unstamped 

and otherwise illegal by their being considerably deficient of the quantity they 

represented.” Typically three or four ounces short of the pint or the quart, the infractions 

                                                        
138 “City Court,” Oxford Chronicle and Reading Gazette, December 2, 1843, n.p.; “An 
Old Offender,” Kentish Mercury, June 16, 1849, n.p.; “The Serious Assault with a Jug,” 
The Derby Mercury, March 6, 1878, n.p.; “Killed by a Jug in Whitechapel,” The North-
Eastern Daily Gazette, November 11, 1889, I. “Fatal Jug-Throwing Case,” Birmingham 
Daily Post, July 5, 1894, n.p.; “The Assault with a Jug,” Birmingham Daily Post, August 
23, 1894, n.p.; “Wounded with a Jug,” Hampshire Telegraph and Sussex Chronicle, April 
10, 1897, n.p. 
139 Westmorland Gazette, April 1, 1848, n.p.; “A Child Found in a Jug,” Leicester 
Chronicle and the Leicestershire Mercury, September 23, 1882), n.p. 
140 Staffordshire Advertiser, May 12, 1849, 5. 
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resulted in fines paid and the jugs being “condemned.”141  This news item indicates the 

importance that jug designs adhered to government legislation standards to ensure 

accurate measurements.  It is hard to imagine death by the pious “Minster” Jug or that it 

was party to nefarious acts. However, by understanding that jugs in general were such 

familiar and commonplace consumer products, used as weaponry, causing accidental 

death, part of cheating schemes, or holding precious items, helps to position the 

“Minster” as a cut above the rest and having a more privileged status embodying 

Christian values and motherhood. 

British narrative painters are renowned for their eye for detail and realism and this 

practice makes their canvases valuable documents for understanding the social 

relationship between people and objects, and consequently metaphorical meaning. For 

instance, Lilly Martin Spencer’s (1822–1902) Kiss Me and You’ll Kiss the Lasses (1856) 

is appropriate for this discussion because the replication of the relief-moulded jug is so 

visible that is clearly keyed to the narrative (fig. 4.34).142 It is a “sentimental kitchen 

comedy, with some evidence of subversion,” in the words of art historian David Lubin.143 

                                                        
141 Northampton Mercury, October 2, 1847, n.p. 
142 73.66 x 60.96 cm. Wendy Jean Katz, Regionalism and Reform: Art and Class 
Formation in Antebellum Cincinnati (Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press, 2002). 
143 David Lubin, “Lilly Martin Spencer’s Domestic Genre Painting in Antebellum 
America,” in American Iconology: New Approaches to  Nineteenth-Century Art and 
Literature, ed. David C. Miller (New Haven, CT: Yale Publishing, 1983), 135–62. See 
also Robin Bolton Smith, “The Sentimental Paintings of Lilly Martin Spencer,” Antiques 
no. 1 (July 1973): 108–15; National Collection of Fine Arts, Lilly Martin Spencer: The 
Joys of Sentiment (Washington, DC: National Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian 
Institution, 1973), 148–49. 
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Martin Spencer explained the content for the Cosmopolitan Art Association, which 

commissioned the work:144 

It represents a handsome, coquettish girl, apparently busily 
engaged in peeling apples. She is teased by some person whom 
the picture does not show, who is trying to kiss her, as we see 
by the expression on her face. She quietly seizes a spoon from 
the bowl of molasses on the table beside her, has it ready 
poised to give the “provoking fellow” a daub. She looks 
around with arch expression and laughing eyes, and says, 
“Kiss me, and you’ll Kiss the ‘Lasses.” The still life on the 
table covered with good things, will be beautifully rendered. In 
fact, I intend it shall be the best thing of the kind I have yet 
produced.145 
 

Indeed, just as Spencer Martin desired, all the objects are beautifully rendered and 

minutely detailed, even the girl’s dangling fruit basket earrings echo the theme of ripe 

fruit for the plucking. The large white jug closely resembles the “Tulip and Sunflower” 

relief-moulded Parian ware made in Bennington, Vermont (1852–1858), identified by its 

scalloped handle and the floral pattern (fig. 4.35). Interestingly, John Harrison, a potter 

from Copeland & Garrett, emigrated and introduced the technology of Parian press-

moulded jugs in 1846 to the American pottery, operated by Julius Norton and Christopher 

                                                        
144 The Cosmopolitan Art Association distributed by lottery engravings of the painting to 
its readers. Helen S. Langa, “Lilly Martin Spencer: Genre, Aesthetics and Gender in the 
Mid-Nineteenth Century American Woman Artist,” in Teresa A. Carbone, Barbara Dayer 
Gallati, and Linda S. Ferbe, American Paintings in the Brooklyn Museum Artists Born by 
1876, vol. 2 (New York: Giles with Brooklyn Museum, 2006): 966–68. 
145 Lilly Martin Spencer to Gilles and Angelique Martin, September 10, 1856, reel 131, 
frames 160–61, Spencer Papers, cited in Annelise K. Madsen, “Recipes for Refinement: 
Art and Sociability in the Mid-Nineteenth Century,” Art and Appetite in American 
Painting: Culture, and Cuisine, ed. Judith A. Barter (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 2013), 93. 
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Webber Fenton, who aspired to make higher quality artistic wares in the region.146 The 

jug is important in the canvas since Spencer Martin highlighted it with a wash of white 

paint and placed it prominently near the girl’s back bow. Its imagery complements the 

ripe fruit and the fecundity of the saucy girl herself. Both the girl and the vase are 

common but pretty tools, carrying out domestic chores, and both have luscious forms 

distinguished by their curvaceous shoulders and mouths. That Martin Spencer selected an 

up-to-date American design with Anglo origins (she too was born in Britain) is yet 

another indicator that the white floral jug metaphorically represents the young woman. 

James Campbell’s (1828–1893) Girl with Jug of Ale and Pipes (1856) similarly 

depicts a young girl with a jug but tells a very different story. A pre-pubescent child 

climbs steep stairs carrying a heavy gallon of beer with both hands, and three clay 

pipes.147 She returns from the tavern and does not engage with the viewer but looks 

down, to mind that she does not spill (fig. 4.36).148 Campbell, based in Liverpool, may 

have been illustrating the right of the working classes to drink ale during the second wave 

                                                        
146 John Norton established a pottery in Bennington, Vermont, in 1793. In the nineteenth 
century the grandsons split the pottery. Fleming and Honour, The Penguin Dictionary of 
Decorative Arts, 77; Richard Carter Barret, Bennington (New York: Crown Publishers, 
1958), 22. 
147 Christopher Newall, “The Liverpool School,” in Pre-Raphaelites, Beauty and 
Rebellion (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press and National Liverpool Museums, 
2016), 121. 
148 30.7 cm x 30.5 cm. Unfortunately, the oil on panel is in poor condition and is cracked 
and peeling at the centre of the jug, making it difficult to determine the exact pattern. I 
would like to thank the Walker Art Gallery for allowing me to review its object file and 
see the oil panel while it was being conserved. 
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of the temperance movement that emerged in the 1830s.149 There was much to protest: 

the Manchester-based United Kingdom Alliance Party established in 1853 advocated the 

banning of alcohol; as well there were numerous sanctimonious tracts in circulation, 

including Reverend W. R. Baker’s “The Curse of Britain: An Essay on the Evils Causes 

and Cure of Intemperance” (1838), and Henry Dunckley’s The Glory and Shame of 

Britain: an Essay on the Conditions and Claims of the Working Classes Together with 

Their Means of Securing Their Elevation (1847). Most certainly the girl has a saintly 

appearance created by her halo-like bonnet and embroidered shawl evoking a shroud. The 

neighbouring parish church visible in the distance underscores this perspective. Since the 

jug replicates pretty blue ware (transferware) with a floral border rather than a plain 

inexpensive brown stone jug, the picture suggests there are benefits for society if the 

labourer is able to drink ale and smoke a pipe.  

In either scenario, the portrayal is idealized, indicated by the richness of the girl’s 

attire and her cleanliness; moreover, the jug itself is of high quality and decorative. 

Campbell’s portrait dramatically contrasts with N. Stephen’s 1895 photograph of a 

Liverpool child, dirty and barefoot, carrying an empty jug to the pub (fig. 4.37).150 A 

temperance activist, Stephen left no ambiguity in his photo about the perils of drink. 

                                                        
149 Reverend W. R. Baker, “The Curse of Britain: An Essay on the Evils Causes and Cure 
of Intemperance,” (London: Thomas Ward, 1838); Henry Dunckley, The Glory and 
Shame of Britain; an Essay on the Conditions and Claims of the Working Classes 
Together with Their Means of Securing Their Elevation (London: Religious Tract 
Society, 1847). See Lilian Lewis Shiman, Crusade Against Drink in Victorian England 
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1988). 
150 N. Stephens was an active anti-drink campaigner. See: Colin Wilkinson, The Streets of 
Liverpool, vol. 2 (Liverpool: Blue Coat Press, 2012), 85. 
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However, in Campbell’s painting, the jug that the girl carries may hold the workingman’s 

god forsaken right to drink and smoke or the girl’s sins of her forebears; no matter how 

the message is read, the jug plays an active role in the painting both functionally and 

symbolically. 

John Everett Millais’s A Flood (1870), a rendition of a true event at the Great 

Sheffield Flood of 1864, displays a half-submerged mocha jug adrift in rushing water 

with a baby in a cradle and cat perched on its lap (fig. 4.38). Material cultural studies 

historian Ann Smart Martin notes, the jug “floats almost magically along with child and 

cat—the survival of each, a symbol of hope.” The jug is poignant, she adds, “because it 

symbolizes domestic household chores too many to count. The vessel is magical, 

mythical, practical, and sublime.”151 There is no question that the baby and the cat both 

outperform the agency of the jug, but since art critic M. H. Spielmann reported in 1898, 

that Millais “retouched the picture extensively with the view to restoring to it some of the 

sparkle of which Time had robbed it; . . . where the jug now floats there was at first a 

pig”; this change implies that Millais privileged the common everyday domestic object to 

better dramatize the tension between humankind and the forces of nature.152 Art historian 

Julian Treuherz convincingly argues that Millais was aware of Lawrence Alma-Tadema’s 

(1869–1870) The Inundation of the Biesbosch, 1421 (1856) (fig. 4.39).153 Similarly, 

                                                        
151 Ann Smart Martin, “Magical, Mythical, Practical and Sublime: The Meanings and Use 
of Ceramics in America,” in Ceramics in America, ed. Robert Hunter (Milwaukee, WI: 
Chipstone Foundation, 2001), 29–46. 
152 Marion Harry Spielmann, Millais and His Work (London: W. Blackwood, 1898), 116. 
153 Julian Treuherz, “The Cat and the Cradle,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes 46 (1983): 240–42. Arthur Griffths makes the reference to the Holland 
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Alma-Tadema’s art depicted a red jug and basin, and thus while he and Millais employed 

the jug as a symbol of domesticity and stability in a scene of danger, Martin Spencer and 

Campbell pair the jug with a female subject, a common trope used by Victorian artists, 

such as Richard Redgrave in The Sempstress, which I discussed in chapter 2. 

Another approach to looking at jugs in paintings is to consider their placement in 

furnished rooms, because their location is so often indicative of class values: for the 

working class and poor, jugs and pitchers are utilitarian, placed on the floor or on simple 

wood furniture, like in The Sempstress. For the middle and upper-middle classes, jugs are 

vases and elevated to decorate cabinets, mantels, whatnots, and étagères. Ford Madox 

Brown (1821–1893) and Charles West Cope, two important Victorian artists, present 

dutiful women completing domestic chores with jugs nearby, showing differentiating 

hierarchical compositions. Madox Brown’s Waiting: An English Fireside (1854–1855) 

displays a grey stoneware relief jug decorated on a rustic wood cabinet beside a woman 

(his wife Emma) who sews while holding her sickly child (daughter Catherine) (fig. 

4.40). The jug—incised and applied with moulding reliefs in cobalt blue, manganese 

purple, and salt-glazed decoration—derives from the German stoneware tradition 

exported to Britain in the mid-seventeenth century but made by local British Potteries 

since the early eighteenth century.154 It is situated within the woman’s reach, suggesting 

it is also functional. Madox Brown’s inclusion of this style anticipated the taste of Grès 

                                                                                                                                                                     

precedent. “Treasure Houses of Art: Mr. Matthew’s Collection,” Magazine of Art vol. 4 
(1881): 335. Alma-Tadema referenced the altarpiece of the Dutch St. Elizabeth’s flood 
(1421).  
154 Hildyard, European Ceramics, 12. 
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de Flandres pottery from Cologne, which became widely collected by the artistic set and 

later emulated by Henry Doulton’s pottery in 1875.155 Considered to be Madox Brown’s 

first contemporary scene, he was careful and deliberate in his rendering of objects.156 For 

instance, as pointed out by ceramic historian Howard Coutts, beside the vase is a 

replication of the white porcelain Bride’s Inkstand with a Parian figure of a Cupid 

designed and modelled by John Bell for Felix Summerly’s Art Manufacturers and 

produced by Minton in 1847. A fashionable item, Prince Albert himself acquired two 

examples.157 Thus both the jug and the inkstand reveal Brown’s interest in pottery and his 

awareness of Henry Cole and the design reform movement, not to mention how ceramics 

operated in a room’s interior.158 

Madox Brown’s image of a humble, middle-class interior contrasts with West 

Cope’s A Life Well Spent, which I discussed earlier in the chapter.159 Here the decorative 

jug is placed high on an elaborate Jacobean wooden cabinet just above the carved relief 

                                                        
155 Desmond Eyles, The Doulton Lambeth Wares (London: Richard Dennis), 2002; 
Desmond Eyles, The Doulton Burslem Wares (London: Barrie & Jenkins, Royal 
Doulton), 1980. 
156 30 x 20.5 cm. Madox Brown initially conceived the painting to be simply a domestic 
scene but with the outbreak of the Crimean War politicized it by adding letters and a 
military miniature portrait on the side table. The second and larger version (1854–1855) 
was exhibited at the Royal Academy. Mary Bennett, A Catalogue Raisonné, vol. 1 (New 
Haven, CT: Paul Mellon Centre for Studies for Visual Studies, 2010), 133–36; Julian 
Treuherz, Ford Madox Brown Pre-Raphaelite Pioneer (Manchester: Philip Wilson Art 
Gallery/Manchester Art Gallery, 2002), 178. 
157“Inkstand,” The Royal Collection, accessed May 5 2016 
https://www.royalcollection.org.uk/egallery/object.asp?category=283&pagesize=80&obj
ect=34526&row=197&detail=abo. 
158 Howard Coutts’s letter to the editor, Burlington Magazine (May 1987): 322; Mary 
Bennett, A Catalogue Raisonné, vol. 1, 133–36. 
159 Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting, 38. 
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of Jesus.160 Since it is out of reach but visible, it is purely ornamental. As West Cope’s, 

Madox Brown’s, and Redgrave’s paintings reveal, the ceramic jug in relation to its 

placement within the interior and to the subject herself serve as metaphors of class and 

position in society. These examples of jugs in paintings also signal how Victorian artists 

viewed the consumption of daily ceramics by lower- and middle-class women and how 

they relied on specific tropes to invoke greater meaning. In the case of Madox Brown’s 

work, it revealed his own particular interest and knowledge of pottery. 

 

Growing Up With the “Minster” 

Rosemary Knox, the donor of the Gardiner Museum “Minster,” grew up with the jug, and 

her memories provide a rich object biography and a personal perspective. Knox’s 

“Minster” Jug was housed in a glass front cabinet in her dining room in various modest 

bungalows in the Caribbean and Africa. The jug moved with her family to British 

Guyana, Ghana (formerly British Gold Coast), Jamaica, Antigua, and St. Kitts, and 

finally to Canada. Knox was born in Trinidad in 1923, the daughter of Mary and William 

A. Savary, a lawyer and Supreme Court judge of the Colonial Office.161 Her family was 

Catholic and religious but they did not use the “Minster”; it was purely for display. 

According to Knox, it descended in her family on her mother’s side from her maternal 

great-aunt, Ida France, who settled in St. Kitts. The “Minster” journeyed from the United 

Kingdom to six British colonies, and it is remarkable that it survived. However, it did not 

                                                        
160 Casteras, Images of Victorian Womanhood, 55. 
161“Full Court to Pay Tribute to Late Mr. Savary,” Port of Spain Gazette, Sunday, March 
20, 1955. 
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travel alone but lived in the cabinet with another Victorian Staffordshire relief-moulded 

jug copying the Ancient Roman cameo glass “Portland” Vase. Manufactured by Samuel 

Alcock & Co (c. 1850), Knox’s Jug was an inexpensive mass-produced version; its relief 

stained in a bright lavender was a novelty at the time of manufacturing but was soon 

dismissed as vulgar by Charles Eastlake and other arbiters of taste (fig. 4.41).162 The 

Roman original in the British Museum was subjected to sabotage and broken in 1845, 

and may explain its popular revival by the Potteries, which Josiah Wedgwood first copied 

in ceramics as a prized unique piece in the late eighteenth century. Knox stated the only 

difficult voyage for the two jugs was from Kumasi (Ghana) to London in the 1930s 

because “the house servants did not know better and did not wrap their items for 

shipping. Everything was broken: the cut crystal from Belgium was in shards but the 

hearty jugs were fine.”163 She added that her “family never experienced a settled home, 

but carried the trappings of house and hearth which they shipped in containers all over 

the world.”164 

The “Minster” and the Alcock Jugs moved from metropole to the colonial 

periphery, and as Knox’s statement suggests, they signified a micro-Empire within the 

colony. Relief-moulded jugs were a uniquely British phenomenon, and their arrival in the 

colonies demonstrated how British ceramics helped to assert the idea of Empire, serving 

as portable evidence of the pre-eminence of classical art and Christianity and British 

                                                        
162 Charles Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste, 50, 233. 
163 Rosemary Knox email message to Peter Kaellgren, Interim-Chief Curator at the 
Gardiner Museum, April 2, 2012. 
164 Rosemary Knox email message to Peter Kaellgren, Interim-Chief Curator at the 
Gardiner Museum, April 2, 2012. 
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manufacturing expertise.165 For a colonialist needing to differentiate and emphasize rank, 

the press-moulded jugs performed and articulated status as well as allegiance to 

nationhood and religion within the complex cross-cultural realities of colonial society.166 

 

Conclusion 

The “Minster” Jug accumulated many lives and many biographies, documented by its 

contemporaries; nostalgically remembered by its last owner; and more recently 

interpreted by curators. As these various biographies reveal, the “Minster” Jug in its day 

represented both a decorative and utilitarian commodity for the middle and upper classes 

in the United Kingdom and in the colonies. It symbolized the power of the Christian 

British Empire and exemplified Staffordshire’s emerging manufacturing prowess as well 

as its aesthetic challenges. In the twentieth century, “the Minster’s” status changed to 

collectable antique, and in the first quarter of the new millennium it plays a starring role 

in the world of defining the Gothic Revival in museum practice. 

It is interesting to return to William Nicholson’s The Hundred Jugs because he 

was addressing issues of near and far, making the Victorian past active in the Edwardian 

age but through the lens of an artist. His oversized still life draws the viewer into a 

                                                        
165 Plotz, Portable Property, 25. It should be stated that other countries such as the United 
States and Canada had potteries that produced relief-moulded jugs in the nineteenth 
century but not on the same scale as Britain. Moreover the reliefs were usually less 
defined and the designs often copied, apart from some notable exceptions, such as 
Bennington’s “Niagara Falls” Jug, c. 1855. 
166 Laura Peers, “Material Culture, Identity, and Colonial Society in the Canadian Fur 
Trade,” in Women & Things 1750–1950: Gendered Material Strategies, ed. Maureen 
Daly Goggin and Beth Fowkes Tobin (Farnham, Surrey and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 
2009), 55, 64. 
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liminal space: clearly the jugs are old and not from the present but they come alive by 

Nicholson’s closely cropped and distorted view—he was a former student of Hubert von 

Herkomer, who favoured such closely cropped perspectives.167 Nicholson animated the 

assembly of jugs by adding a cat lapping up the spilt milk. Therefore, by showing a jug 

used to hold nourishing liquid only to be knocked over, the artist attempted to bring the 

jugs to life, making them relevant to his temporal space, not unlike the endeavour of a 

curator or historian. 

The single pitcher at the Gardiner Museum speaks a thousand words, used, 

exalted, denigrated, and catalogued, but these lives mostly are lost and forgotten now that 

the “Minster” lives in a sealed museum vitrine. Although its “thingness” and status is 

seemingly enhanced in the spotlight of a museum display, it is also diminished, its 

function changed from the tangible to the optical. Ceramic historian and curator R. J. C. 

Hildyard noted, “[I]t can never be emphasized too strongly that pots truly come to life 

only when they are handled.”168 Regrettably, this is not possible in most museums. 

Therefore, the challenge for curators and, for that matter, ceramic historians is to bring 

out not only the object’s thingness but also to explain its many lives, many biographers, 

and complex networks of commercial and institutional exchange.169 I have viewed the 

                                                        
167 Lee MacCormick Edwards, Herkomer: A Victorian Artist (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 
1999); Patricia Reed, William Nicholson: Catalogue raisonné of the Oil Paintings 
(London/New Haven CT: Modern Art Press, Yale University Press, 2011), 352. 
168 R. J. C. Hildyard, English Pottery 1620–1840 (London: Victoria and Albert Museum 
Publications, 2005), 25. 
169 Constance Classen, “Touch in the Museum,” The Book of Touch, ed. Constance 
Classen (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 275–86; Victoria Kelley, “Housekeeping: Shine, Polish, 
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“Minster” through the eyes of various actants (curator, collector, maker, critic, writer, 

artist, and consumer), and I have mapped its vast transatlantic networks (commercial, 

institutional, and private) in relation to other jugs across temporal and geographical space 

to assess how the “Minster’s” thingness evolves. Yet how to distil and convey these 

nuanced and complex meanings in single museum case? For example, how did the 

glossiness of its ceramicness, reflected in the candle and gas lights, offer a more sensual 

experience? These are the larger curatorial questions and challenges that need to be 

addressed. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

Gloss and Glaze as Surface Strategies in a Domestic Interior,” in Objects and Textures of 
Everyday Life in Imperial Britain, 93–111. 
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Figure 4.1 “Minster Jug,” Charles Meigh & Son, 1846-60 

Smear glazed stoneware, 22 x 16 x 12.2 cm 

Gardiner Museum, Toronto. 
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Figure 4.2 “York Minster Jug,” 1846-60 

Smear glazed stoneware, 18.3 x 11.9 x 11.8 cm 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 

 

Figure 4.3 “Minster Jug” 

Smear glazed stoneware, 21 cm 

British Museum, London. 
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Figure 4.4 “Minster Jug” with Pewter Lid, 

Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York City. 

 

Figure 4.5 “Understanding Objects” 

British Galleries, Victoria & Albert Museum, London  

November, 2012. 
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Figure 4.6 Interactive Database, British Galleries 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London 

November 2012. 
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Figure 4.7 Charles Meigh “Apostle” Jug and A. W. N. Pugin Tiles for 

MintonCeramics Studies Galleries, Victoria & Albert Museum, London 

November 2012. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Historical Revivals Display 

Gardiner Museum, Toronto 

November 2015. 
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Figure 4.9 “Rule Britannia! Four Centuries of British Ceramics” 

Gardiner Museum, Toronto 

July 2012. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Detail of Gardiner Museum “Minster” Jug. 
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Figure 4.11 Charles Meigh & Son “Apostle” Jug, 1843 

Relief-moulded stoneware, 25.8 x 18.1 x 11.4 cm 

Victoria & Albert, London. 
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Figure 4.12 William Nicholson, The Hundred Jugs, 1916 

Oil on canvas, 123.2 x 154.3 cm  

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 

 

Figure 4.13 “Amphitrite Jug,” Charles Meigh & Son, 1856 

White stoneware, blue enamel ground, metal lid 

Private Collection. 
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Figure 4.14 Charles Spencelayh, The Latest Addition, 1930s 

Watercolour, 23 x 17.5 cm 

Private Collection, Bonhams. 
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Figure 4.15 “Minster” Jug Air Hole 

Gardiner Museum, Toronto. 
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Figure 4.16 Gardiner Museum “Minster” Jug Backstamp 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Victoria & Albert Museum “York Minster” Jug Backstamp 
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Figure 4.18 Penny Magazine (1833), Raphael's Madonna della Seggiola 

  

Figure 4.19 Richard Cooper, after Antonio Correggio, 1763-4 

Print etching, 39 x 29 cm 
 
British Museum, London  
 

 

Figure 4.20 “The Madonna and Child from the Picture in the Berlin Museum,” Art Journal 

(December 1853): 304. 
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Figure 4.21 John Everett Millais, Mrs. James Wyatt and Her Daughter Sarah, c. 1850 

Oil on mahogany, 35 x 45 cm 

Tate, London. 

 

Figure 4.22 Charles West Cope, Life Well Spent, (1862) 

Private Collection  

Reproduced in Thad Logan, The Victorian Parlour (2001), 54. 
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Figure 4.23 Charles Meigh & Son “Apostle” Tea Service, c. 1843 

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto 

November 2012. 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the 

Works of Industry of All Nations, vol. 2 (London: Royal Commission, 1851), 240–41. 
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Figure 4.25 Charles Meigh & Son Vases, 1851 

Stoneware, painted enamels, 101 x 53.3 cm  

Victoria & Albert Museum, London  

 

 

 

Figure 4.26 “Silenus” Jug, Minton, c. 1845, (design registered, 1832) 

White stoneware, 20 x 18.7 x 11.7 cm 

Victoria &Albert Museum, London. 
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Figure 4.27 “Babes in the Wood” Jug, Samuel Alcock & Cock, c. 1845 

Relief-moulded stoneware, 12.5 cm x 7.62 cm  

Private Collection.  

 

 

Figure 4.28 “Lismore” Jug, Minton, 1853 

Parian-ware, 22 x 191 x 15.9 cm  

Victoria & Albert Museum, London 
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Figure 4.29 Henry James Townsend, “Hop Story” Jug, 1847 

Relief-moulded Parian-ware, 24 x 2 x 20 x 16.2 cm 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London.  

 

 

Figure 4.30 “Bacchanalian Dance,” Charles Meigh & Son, 1844 

Smear-glazed relief moulded stoneware, 17.5 x 14.6 cm  

Victoria & Albert Museum. 
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Figure 4.31 “Vintage Jug,” 1842 

Parian-ware 

Private Collection. 

 

 

Figure 4.32 “The Vintage Jug,” Art-Union (November, 1846: 322). 
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Figure 4.33 “Punch's Milk Jug,” Punch, vol. 14 (1848): 238. 
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Figure 4.34 Lilly Martin Spencer, Kiss Me and You’ll Kiss the ‘Lasses, 1856 

Oil on canvas, 73.66 x 60.96 cm 

Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn.  

  

Figure 4.35 Syrup Jug, Bennington, Vermont 1830-70 

Parian-ware, 21 x 18.4 cm  

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. 
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Figure 4.36 James Campbell, Girl with Jug of Ale and Pipes, 1858 

Oil on panel, 30.7 x 30.5 cm 

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 

 

Figure 4.37 Photograph of Liverpool Child by N. Stephens, 1895 

Reproduced in Colin Wilkinson, The Streets of Liverpool, vol. 2, 85.  
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Figure 4.38 John Everett Millais, A Flood, 1870 

Oil on canvas, 93.3 x 144.9 cm 

Manchester Art Gallery, Manchester. 

 

 

Figure 4.39  Lawrence Alma-Tadema, The Inundation of the Biesbosch, 1421, 1856 

Oil on canvas, 55.8 x 66.04 cm 

Private Collection 

Sotheby’s. 
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Figure 4.40 Ford Madox Brown, Waiting an English Fireside, 1854-55 

Oil on painting, 30 x 20.5 cm.  

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. 
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Figure 4.41 “Portland” Jug, Samuel Alcock & Co., c. 1845 

White stoneware, glazed lavender relief, 15.2 cm 

Gardiner Museum, Toronto.  
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Conclusion 

 

My thesis sought to present new approaches to interpreting ceramics in 

nineteenth-century Britain by situating, problematizing, and contextualizing pottery and 

porcelain in the print and visual culture of the period. I have used three different entry 

points to examine ceramic history of the Victorian era: chapter 2 started the discourse by 

looking at textual sources (literary, critical, and journalistic); chapter 3 prioritized images 

(painting); and chapter 4, the last chapter, focused on the object itself. While the weight 

and emphasis of each of these primary sources varied from chapter to chapter, I argued 

that: text, visual culture, and objects are interdependent to provide a richer and a more 

nuanced understanding of ceramics’ influence on Victorian society. 

One of my main objectives was to reinvigorate the sub-discipline of ceramic 

history, and the scholarship of mid-nineteenth-century ceramics in particular. I broadened 

and problematized its scope by integrating it with other fields, namely art and design 

history, material culture, and literary studies. This is not to say that the tools of 

connoisseurship are irrelevant—far from it; they are necessary for accuracy of attribution 

and explicating the correct processes of making and materiality. As such, I depended on 
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connoisseurship publications as scaffolding to build my thesis.1 However, opening up the 

subject allows for deeper and more focused questions to be asked, which benefits the 

understanding of the objects themselves and the visual and literary cultures representing 

them. 

My goal was to explore how primary sources, such as literature, poetry, décor 

magazines, critical reviews, and paintings, aid in the reading of ceramics in the Victorian 

era beyond connoisseurship and beyond the more recent narratives centred on 

international exhibitions, shopping, and the consumption of tea that are popular in the 

current discourse of nineteenth-century studies.2 I argued that the study of nineteenth-

century mass-produced ceramics especially between 1840 and 1890 should also focus on 

their larger cultural meanings. In this way, this thesis borrowed from Alden Cavanaugh 

and Michael Yonan’s important volume The Cultural Aesthetics of Eighteenth-Century 

                                                        
1 Kenneth Ames makes this point in “The Stuff of Everyday Life: American Decorative 
Arts and Household Furnishings,” in Material Culture: A Research Guide, ed. Thomas 
Schlereth (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 1985), 79–111. 
2 See for example: Tim Barringer and Tim Flynn, eds., Colonialism and the Object: 
Empire, Material Culture and the Museum (London: Routledge 1998); Jeffrey Auerbach, 
The Great Exhibition of 1851: A Nation of Display (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, (1999); Erika Rappaport, “Packaging China: Foreign Articles and Dangerous 
Tastes in the Mid-Victorian Tea Party” in The Making of the Consumer: Knowledge, 
Power and Identity in the Modern World, ed. Frank Trentmann (Oxford: Berg, 2006), 
125–46; Deirdre McMahon, “Tea, Gender, and Middle-Class Taste,” in The Objects and 
Textures of Everyday Life in Imperial Britain, ed. Deirdre McMahon and Janet Myers 
(Farnham: Ashgate: 2016), 135–54; Julie Fromer, A Necessary Luxury (Athens, OH: 
Ohio University Press, 2008); Tamara Ketabgian, “Foreign Tastes and ‘Manchester Tea-
Parties’: Eating and Drinking with the Victorian Lower Orders,” in Consuming Culture in 
the Long Nineteenth Century: Narratives of Consumption 1700–1900, ed. Tamara 
Wagner and Narin Hassan (Plymouth, UK: Lexington Books, 2007), 125-140; Erica 
Rappaport, Shopping for Pleasure: Women in the Making of London’s West End 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001). 
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Porcelain, revealing how rarefied porcelain in the eighteenth century prompted cultural 

and psychological responses; however, I sought to apply a discussion of commercial 

ceramics in nineteenth-century Britain. 

This thesis attempted to answer Michael Yonan’s call to fuse material culture with 

art history. On the one hand, I conducted visual analysis of how artists represented 

ceramics; by looking at a large number of paintings, I was able to explore how artists 

mediated objects for the public to interpret. On the other hand, I applied a material 

cultural analysis with the objective of finding meaning beyond the artists’ intentions and 

more according to their habitus. In this endeavour, I attempted to compare the ceramic 

images with existing objects that they closely reference. Admittedly, this was ambitious, 

and I concede that the challenges were not always met. Ultimately, I sought to offer fresh 

strategies and perspectives for ceramic history. This thesis, therefore, not only addressed 

this void in Victorian nineteenth-century scholarship but also it sought to demonstrate 

that the subject is ripe for interdisciplinary examination. 

By assembling typical examples of texts and pictures, I suggested how writers and 

artists depended on tropes that often revealed a common syntax in their approach to 

representing ceramics. Mapping this structure afforded a closer look at the meanings and 

metaphors of ceramics at the time. I grouped the paintings largely following the 

conventions of art history: genre painting, social realism, Pre-Raphaelitism, and 

Aestheticism. For the most part, the ceramics represented in genre and social realist 

paintings as well as in fiction were everyday domestic ware (brown and beige crocks and 
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jugs, pearlware, blue transferware dishes), but their commonness did not diminish their 

symbolism. 

In answer to the question that I posed in the introduction and throughout the 

thesis—do ceramic objects bestow meaning in text and painting or is it the author and 

painter, reader, viewer, curator who imbue them with agency—I contended that the visual 

and contextual sources reveal both. What became clear from my research is that Jane 

Austen, Elizabeth Gaskell, Charles Dickens, Charlotte Brontë, as well as lesser-known 

writers of the period charged their ceramics with such powerful agency that they 

personified them into living rather than lifeless objects. For example, in Northanger 

Abbey a Staffordshire breakfast set “forced itself to be noticed,” while Charles Dickens’s 

weary traveller listened to a willow plate for companionship.3 One text claims that no less 

than a teacup may contribute to “schools of scandal” at social tea parties, and is “the 

pivot of many of plots.”4 In other literature, generally juvenile religious tracts, the 

ceramics (teapot, cup, and vase) actualize the Christian morals and virtues of the young 

women, who then set examples of model behaviour in their own communities.5 

                                                        
3 Jane Austen, chap. 22 in Northanger Abbey (London: Blackie and Son, London 1895), 
153–54; Charles Dickens, “A Plated Article,” Household Words 5, no. 109 (1852): 118. 
The story was republished by Spode in 1930 and 2010. 
4 Reverend G. R. Wedgwood, The History of the Tea Cup with a Description of the 
Potter’s Art (London: Wesleyan Conference Office, 1878), 138, 145, 146, 152. 
5 “Silverpen,” “The Crockery Shop,” Eliza Cook’s Journal, vol. 1 (London: John Owen, 
Clarke, 1849): 21–37; The China Cup; or, Ellen’s Trial. A Worcestershire Story 
(London: The Religious Tract Society, c. 1882); Eglanton Thorne [Elizabeth Emily 
Charlton], The Old Worcester Jug; or John Griffin’s Little Maid (London: The Religious 
Tract Society, c. 1888). 
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The same holds true in visual culture. Ceramics in pictures personify manners, 

gender, family groups, and more. As I discussed in chapter 3, art historians such as Susan 

Casteras have long argued that Victorian viewers played an active rather than a passive 

role looking at paintings.6 Therefore, my objective was to demonstrate that china and 

pottery in Victorian art between circa 1840 and 1890, whether realistically rendered or 

fancifully represented, played a strong role visually, beckoning the viewer to enter the 

composition, and also symbolically embodying issues that touched upon art and culture, 

commerce and consumption, and social relationships between people and objects. 

Notably, Richard Redgrave’s cup of tea and dish of bread made of creamware in 

The Governess signify appropriate dishes for a working woman as well as the only sign 

of comfort. James Collinson in Home Again charged his pottery with military and 

imperial imagery to honour his wounded warrior and to emblemize how the system of 

war was broken, like the soldier himself. George Elgar Hicks in Sinews of Old England 

purposefully duplicated the number of dishes to signify marriage (two) and family 

(three), placed behind the navvy and his wife and child. The tableware also expressed the 

overlapping themes of manners, domesticity, work, and empire, as well as the division of 

female and male labour. These few examples reveal how artists gave ceramics 

metaphorical meanings and how viewers were primed to read them. 

Studying pottery in painting enabled deeper probing into artists’ individual 

practices. Tracking how artists replicated ceramics often reveals as much about their 

                                                        
6 Susan Casteras, The Defining Moment: Victorian Narrative Paintings from the Forbes 
Magazine Collection (Charlotte, NC: Mint Museum, 2001), 14, 35. 
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dependence on stock motifs, as it does about the conventions of English genre and social 

realist painting. For instance, Thomas Faed and Frank Holl each repeatedly used the same 

pieces of pottery in their pictures to symbolize comfort in their cottage or garret interiors, 

a device that unites their work, which is not generally acknowledged in current 

scholarship; more importantly, it evidences how these artists doctored their realist, so-

called at the time, portrayals. Another surprise discovery, Richard Redgrave in Country 

Cousins chose to schematize the pattern on his porcelain breakfast set to harmonize with 

the rich brocade of one of his subjects, a technique more commonly found amongst 

Aesthetic painters. 

I argued that many nineteenth-century British writers and painters alike 

represented the display of china (pottery and porcelain) in a cupboard, on a shelf, or on a 

mantel as a common motif to signify a domesticated and feminized home, exemplifying 

good manners, hygiene, and strong Christian faith, values closely keyed to notions of 

empire. The decorative presentation of functional dishes (often blue ware) descended 

from the elite late seventeenth-century tradition of china collecting, originating in the 

specified space known as the china closet. Just as important, I argued that the abundance 

of ceramics on view suggests that middle and lower classes favoured patterned tableware 

above other ornamental household objects to decorate the small multipurpose rooms and 

not simply use them as functional objects. William Henry Hunt, George Elgar Hicks, and 

amateur artists Elizabeth Pearson Dalby and Mary Ellen Best employed this convention, 

as did writers Elizabeth Gaskell, Charles Dickens, and Charlotte Brontë. In my search to 

find ceramics documented in texts and pictured in paintings, the empirical evidence 
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suggested, more often than not, it is women who are twinned with pottery. Two panels 

from George Elgar Hicks’s triptych Woman’s Mission demonstrate the standard image of 

the domestic wife and nurturing daughter performing her domestic duties with proper 

English china. 

My research revealed that there is much to be learned from contemporary décor 

magazines and critics’ evaluative vocabulary of ceramics, especially when compared to 

the art discussions of genre painting. Remarkably, similar words, terms, and expressions 

were used to critique and discuss crockery and genre painting. Critics observed that 

English utilitarian pottery was good enough for the palace and the cottage; art critics 

expressed the same sentiment about genre painting, and thus both crockery and genre 

painting were appreciated for crossing class boundaries.7 I contended that English 

functional ceramics should be analysed in the same light as English genre painting: 

moralizing and patriotic symbols of empire, as they were so often viewed at the time. I 

also argued that blue-and-white china and Aesthetic painting shared a common language 

of evaluation, just as English crockery and English pottery engaged in a similar critical 

language. Here the terms were harmony, transparency, and flatness, replacing the 

convention of the “pictorial.” Whether espoused by William Holman Hunt or Cosmo 

Monkhouse, eschewing realism was considered an admirable trait of both blue-and-white 

                                                        
7 “Illustrated Tour in the Manufacturing Districts,” Art-Union (December 1846): 317; 
“The Royal Academy,” Art Journal (June 1863): 110.  
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pottery and Aesthetic painting.8 These important networks and patterns frequently are 

overlooked in contemporary scholarship. 

There has been excellent research and discussion of blue-and-white ceramics 

“harmonizing” aesthetic interiors, offering alternatives to Dresden and Sèvres porcelain, 

and how collecting and displaying blue-and-white reflected an imperialistic orientalising 

of taste.9 However, I maintained that the shift to representing ceramics from Japan and 

China reflected more than a turn in collecting habits fuelled by the imperialistic acts of 

the opening of Japan (1854) and the looting and razing of the Summer Palace in Beijing 

(1860).10 Since Aesthetic artists banished the outmoded and parochial techniques and 

moralizing subjects of English genre painting, they also needed to eliminate English 

crockery, one of its key ingredients—a point rarely acknowledged in current Aesthetic 

scholarship. By looking at how Dante Gabriel Rossetti rendered his ceramics, such as the 

hawthorn pot in Monna Rosa, it initially appears to be a faithful copy; yet, when 

compared to an actual hawthorn jar, his change of scale and pattern are significant 

                                                        
8 “Mr. Alfred de Rothschild’s Collection,” Art Journal (1885): 216–19, 240–41; William 
Holman Hunt, “Visit to Gladstone 1862–5,” chap. 8 in Pre-Raphaelitism and the Pre-
Raphaelite Brotherhood, vol. 2 (Macmillan: London, 1905), 201; William Cosmo 
Monkhouse, “Hints to Collectors,” Art Journal (July 1881): 197–200. 
9 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York City, Pantheon Books, 1978); Homi Bhabha, The 
Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994). 
10 Stacey Pierson, Collectors, Collections and Museums: The Field of Chinese Ceramics 
in Britain, 1560–1960 (Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), 57–58. 
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because—building upon Julie Codell’s observations—Rossetti did not merely imitate but 

rather he created a simulacra to exert subtle aesthetic autonomy from the original.11 

The pairing of woman and china continued in the Aesthetic Movement, but artists 

employed the trope far differently than genre painters, who showed woman with pottery 

to message moral rectitude. In contrast, Albert Moore positioned his pots, like his 

models, sometimes vertically, other times horizontally, and altered the colour of the 

ceramic’s surfaces as he did the women’s fashion accessories to unify his compositions. 

Thus Moore’s representations of ceramics appear to have no message, and take a step 

back to be part of the décor rather than actively contributing to the narrative. However, 

this is precisely the agency of the ceramics, pots being pots, to achieve the art for art’s 

sake objectives. Ceramics, therefore, became an effective tool to demonstrate Aesthetic 

goals: to make the canvas decorative, to deny depth, to promote flatness over the 

pictorial, to introduce the exotic and the decorative, all in pursuit of nuanced individual 

artistic expression. 

While the literary and artistic convention was to pair women and china, I found 

notable exceptions, such as the characters of General Tilney (Northanger Abbey), Gabriel 

Varden (Barnaby Rudge), Tertius Lydgate (Middlemarch), Archdeacon Grantly (The 

Warden), Plantagenet Palliser (Can You Forgive Her?), and Osborne Hamley (Wives and 

Daughters). The fictional men all have an eye for dinner services and teacups, and thus 

                                                        
11 Julie Codell, “Exotic, Fetish, Virtual: Virtual Excesses in Victorian Painting,” in The 
Uses of Excess in Visual and Material Culture, 1600–2010, ed. Julia Skelly (Surrey, UK: 
Ashgate, 2014), 89–110. 
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complicate the conventional view that china was restricted to the woman’s domain.12 In 

addition, there are important pictures of single fathers providing comfort in impoverished 

homes where china acts as one of the few symbols of support, such as Thomas Faed’s 

Worn Out and Luke Fildes’s The Doctor. However, typically when men are portrayed 

with china it is with their collections, thereby reinforcing the conventional stereotype that 

academic and educated collecting was part of a gentleman’s world. 

I tracked the presence of the ubiquitous willow pattern and its tragic legend in 

both text and visual culture. While recent scholars have written numerous insightful 

interpretations of the willow, my thesis argued that it is a more complex and a more 

multifaceted signifier than is generally recognized.13 Victorians read the willow as a 

multifaceted symbol: Lydgate saw it as lower class, while design reformers believed it 

blocked design development.14 For others, such as Rose in Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley, it 

                                                        
12 Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, 153–54; Charles Dickens, chap. 80 in Barnaby 
Rudge: A Tale of the Riots of Eighty (Boston: Lee and Shepard, 1877), 366; George Eliot, 
chap. 36 in Middlemarch  Project Gutenberg, accessed September 15, 2014, 
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/145. Anthony Trollope, “Plumstead Episcopi,” chap. 8 
in The Warden (1855; repr., Mineola, NY: Dover Thrift Editions, 1998), 60; Anthony 
Trollope, “Diamonds are Diamonds,” chap. 79 in Can You Forgive Her? (1864; repr., 
London: Penguin Classic, 1975), 823; Elizabeth Gaskell, “Molly Gibson’s New Friends,” 
chap. 23 in Wives and Daughters, 1864–66, Project Gutenberg, accessed February 1, 
2014, http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/4274. 
13 Alison Syme, “Pattern of Romance and Mystery,” in Willow (London: Reaktion Books, 
2014), 101–33; Patricia O’Hara, “‘The Willow Pattern That We Knew,’ The Victorian 
Literature of Blue Willow,” in Victorian Studies 36, no. 4 (1991): 421–42; John R. 
Haddad, “Imagined Journeys to Distant Cathay: Constructing China with Ceramics, 
1780–1920,” Winterthur Portfolio 61 (2007): 53–80. 
14 Eliot, chap. 36 in Middlemarch; Punch cartoon published in Lara Kriegel, Grand 
Designs: Labor, Empire, and the Museum in Victorian Culture (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 2007), 40–41; “The School of Designs” Punch 9 (1845): 21; “The 
School of Bad Designs” Punch 9 (1845): 70; 115, 117. 
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symbolized servitude. For many, like Alice in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Mary Barton, it was a 

signifier of home, and for still others it exemplified good English manufacturing; its 

chinoiserie style was thus not always read as exotic and foreign.15 Understanding the 

willow legend, the story behind the plate of thwarted love, unlocks material clues and 

prompts new meaning, as I demonstrated in Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Girl at Lattice and 

William Holman Hunt’s Honest Labour Has A Comely Face. Both artists admired the 

design for its blue-and-white sensibility but exploited the legend to underscore the 

barriers of love and the victimhood of women. 

I argued what is most salient is how the willow pattern and other representations 

of ceramics came to mean so many different things for so many Victorians. Thus, when 

pottery is tied to the narrative of the painting it takes on an overpowering agency. Both 

William Holman Hunt in Isabella and the Pot of Basil and Frederic Leighton in Captive 

Andromache employ pottery literally and metaphorically to construct their message, be it 

a memorial to a dead lover or a lesson in the supremacy of neoclassical painting. 

The concluding chapter of my thesis privileged an object, the mid-Victorian 

relief-moulded “Minster” Jug in the Gardiner Museum of ceramic art in Toronto. The aim 

here was apply and to synthesize the methods of Jules Prown, Arjun Appadurai, Igor 

Kopytoff, and Bill Brown in the investigation of a single object in order to pursue its 

                                                        
15 Charlotte Brontë, “An Evening Out,” chap. 12 in Shirley, 1849, Project Gutenberg, 
accessed July 20, 2015, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/30486/30486-h/30486-h.htm; 
John Henry Newman, chap. 10 in Loss and Gain: The Story of a Convert (1848; repr., 
Charleston, SC: BiblioLife, 2008), 68; Elizabeth Gaskell, “A Manchester Tea-Party,” 
chap. 2 in Mary Barton: A Tale of Manchester Life, ed. Jennifer Foster (Toronto: 
Broadview Literary Texts, 2000), 17. 
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meanings and metaphors, and to analyse it before and after it entered the museum’s 

collection.16 The interrogation of a physical three-dimensional object rather than a 

representation of an object in a story or in a painting removes the filter of the writer and 

artist. Without their mediation, I explore how the object negotiated exchange from maker 

to owner, from empire to the colonies, and from commercial to private to institutional 

ownership. I contend that the “Minster” Jug’s meanings change, depending on context 

affected by ownership and viewership. 

I first employed a visual analysis of its material, construction, and iconography to 

argue how the “Minster” negotiated value in its own day: its moulded-relief stoneware 

technology signals innovation and mass production, but the registered design of the 

Mother and Child in the hybrid Gothic Revival style is historicist and thus suggests the 

need to counter the progressive with traditional imagery.17 I analysed art and design 

journals’ reviews of the popular genre of relief-moulded jugs to demonstrate the 

“Minster’s” value and agency as it traversed this fraught area of design reform. 

I also consulted numerous literary and visual sources that reference jugs of all 

types to further explore its meanings and metaphors. I contended that jugs, like the 

                                                        
16 Arjun Appadurai, ed., The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Igor Kopytoff, “The Cultural 
Biography of Things: Commoditization as Process,” in The Social Life of Things: 
Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1986), 64-93; Jules David Prown, “Style as Evidence,” Winterthur 
Portfolio 15, no. 3 (1980): 197–210; Jules David Prown, “Mind in Matter: An 
Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method,” Winterthur Portfolio 7, no. 1 
(1982): 1–19; Bill Brown, “Thing Theory,” Critical Inquiry 28, no. 1 (2001): 1–22. 
17 Much like how Josiah Wedgwood  employed the traditional neoclassical style to soften 
the reception of the advanced technologies and materials. See Adrian Forty, Objects of 
Desire, Design and Society Since 1750 (Thames & Hudson: London), 1985. 
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willow plate, were looked upon as hybrid signifiers, containers of multiple meanings. For 

example, the jug is portrayed as the conventional symbol of female virtue in written 

religious tracts and in Richard Redgrave’s The Sempstress, and in Lilly Martin Spencer’s 

Kiss Me and You’ll Kiss the ‘Lasses.  However, when the vessels are coded with 

masculine hunting imagery they transform into a male prop, such as in James Collinson’s 

Home Again and Joseph Clark’s The Labourer’s Welcome. In literary examples of the 

period, the jug’s symbolism is also mutable. For instance, water jugs in the bedroom are 

considered lower class for Anthony Trollope’s Mrs. Proudie because they indicate no 

money for running water, while for Jane Eyre they are literally a lifesaver, enabling her to 

put out the fire in Mr. Rochester’s bedroom.18 Most telling, however, Victorians re-

purposed their jugs for other uses such as hiding money or, more incredibly, brawling as 

reported in the many newspapers of the period.19 Rosemary Knox, who donated her 

“Minster” to the Gardiner Museum, valued it as a portable and cherished symbol of home 

when she grew up, moving with her family in various outposts of the British Empire in 

the early half of the twentieth century. 

Hence, I argued that the interdisciplinary approach of analysing a single museum 

object and then expanding upon it with textual, visual, and oral sources was particularly 

                                                        
18 Charlotte Brontë, chap. 16 in Jane Eyre, Project Gutenberg, 2007, accessed February 3, 
2016, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1260/1260-h/1260-h.htm; Anthony Trollope, “A 
Morning Visit,” chap. 5 in Barchester Towers, Project Gutenberg, 2002, accessed 
February 10, 2014, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/3409/3409-h/3409-h.htm. 
19 Tipperary Free Press, April 8, 1843; “Dreadful Murder in Dublin,” The Limerick 
Reporter, December 8, 1840. 
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important for curatorial practice, a field hampered by the Snow White’s coffin vitrine, 

which affords little space for context, let alone the possibility of touch.20 

Given the constraints of the scope of the thesis, it was not possible to include all 

texts that discussed ceramics, nor all paintings that featured pots, and indeed, there are 

many. For instance, artists such as John Singer Sargent, James Jacques Tissot, and 

George Dunlop Leslie are worthy of investigation to expand the discourse of pots in 

Victorian paintings. Additional study is needed on other types of nineteenth-century 

ceramic objects (figurine or the mug) and design patterns (of which there are far too to 

many list) to pursue their complex and various subtle connotations. A palpable discovery 

that I made in my research was the widespread use of stock illustrations depicting pottery 

employees; further exploration in this area of Victorian representations of ceramic 

labourers would make for a new rich study on idealized views of labour in the Potteries.21 

I hope this thesis begins to demonstrate that the life and agency of ceramics were critical 

to Victorian society and thus may influence future research and study. 

L. P. Hartley’s observation, “The past is a foreign country: they do things 

differently there,” is a truism; nonetheless, it remains highly relevant especially to my 

thesis.22 In our current habitus it is almost impossible to fathom the volume and 

magnitude of ceramics that populated the Victorian world: a few pieces of blue ware 

                                                        
20 Constance Classen, “Touch in the Museum,” The Book of Touch, ed. Constance 
Classen (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 275; Victoria Kelley, “Housekeeping: Shine, Polish, Gloss 
and Glaze as Surface Strategies in a Domestic Interior,” in The Objects and Textures of 
Everyday Life in Imperial Britain, 93. 
21 “Transferring the Print,” Penny Magazine (May 1843): 208; “Cutter and Transferrer,” 
Reverend G. R. Wedgwood, The History of the Tea Cup, 108. 
22L. P. Hartley, The Go-Between (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1953), 1.  
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brought colour to plain cottage interiors; breakfast, tea, dinner, and dessert services were 

produced in large numbers to accommodate twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four place 

settings and often higher; the multi-piece toilet sets; and the plethora of jugs of all kinds 

for all uses.23 However, after the First World War ceramic consumption went into decline 

for a multitude of both complex and clear reasons, including smaller residences, the 

vanishing serving class who washed the dishes, are some of the conditions that made 

owning multiple services less desirable.24 What is more, a diversified global industry has 

long diminished the Potteries’ status as Britain’s largest producing region of ceramics. 

While one Victorian observed “tall chimneys of brick soar[ed] up into the sky and spread 

their clouds of smoke through the sooty air,” there now exists largely empty factories and 

warehouses.25 All this is to say that it is difficult without a “period eye” to appreciate the 

                                                        
23 See, for example, an advertisement for Worcester porcelain in Art Journal Advertiser 
(March 1862): n.p.  
24 Regina Lee Blaszczyk, Imagining Consumers: Design and Innovation from Wedgwood 
to Corning, Studies in Industry and Society (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2000); Frances Hannah, Ceramics: Twentieth-Century Design (New York: EP 
Dutton, 1986), 41. 
25 The Leisure Hour—A Journal of Instruction and Recreation, June 2, 1853, cited in 
Llewellynn Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great Britain, ed. Geoffrey A. Godden (London: 
Barrie & Jenkins, 1972), 5. For more on the demise of the Potteries, see R. F. Imrie, 
“Industrial Restructuring, Labour, and Locality: The Case of the British Pottery 
Industry,” Environment and Planning A 2, no. 21 (January 1989): 3–26; Neil Ewins, 
“Globalization and the UK Pottery Industry c. 1990–2010” (Parson’s Lecture, April 23, 
2013) Accessed April 4, 2016. sure.sunderland.ac.uk/3720/31/ 
Parsons_Lecture.pdf “All Fired Up, The Future of Pottery,” The Telegraph, January 20, 
2011. 
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power and agency of ceramics in the nineteenth-century Britain because of the current 

depletion of production and consumption of household ceramics.26 

I give Jane Eyre the final word about the meaning of ceramics: “[a] certain 

brightly painted china plate, whose bird of paradise, nestling in a wreath of convolvuli 

and rosebuds, had been wont to stir in me a most enthusiastic sense of admiration; and 

which plate I had often petitioned to be allowed to take in my hand in order to examine it 

more closely, but had always hitherto been deemed unworthy of such a privilege. This 

precious vessel was now placed on my knee, and I was cordially invited to eat the circlet 

of delicate pastry upon it.”27 Here a young Jane dared to dream and escape her physical 

and mental abuse using a china plate, affirming the potency of pottery in the Victorian 

age. 

 

 

  

                                                        
26 Michael Baxandall developed his concept of the “period eye” in his book titled 
Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A Primer in the Social History of 
Pictorial Style (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972). 
27 Charlotte Brontë, chap. 3 in Jane Eyre, Project Gutenberg. 
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